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Erwin Rosenthal was an active member of the Publications Committee of the Faculty of Oriental Studies in Cambridge from 1957
until his retirement in 1971, and he has continued to help the Committee since then. Moreover, he contributed the first book to the
University of Cambridge Oriental Publications series, and, later, the
two-volume collection of his more important papers. Over the years
the Committee have benefited from his shrewd academic judgement; their meetings have been made pleasant by his good humour,
and the sale of his books has contributed materially to the publication of other monographs in the series. When, therefore, the
Committee heard that Rosenthal’s friends and colleagues intended
to present him with a collection of essays to celebrate his seventyfifth birthday, they were keen to be associated with the proposal and
they undertook to publish the volume.
The Committee agreed that the essays should be organized
around a single major theme and hence, although this has meant
that the papers presented here make a contribution to only one of
the fields of scholarship in which Rosenthal has made his mark, the
book is limited to studies of interpretations of the Hebrew Bible.
The Committee hope that any disappointment occasioned by this
decision, felt either by friends who would have liked to contribute an
essay, but whose scholarly expertise lies in a different field, or by
those who would have liked to see this collection of essays reflect the
breadth of Rosenthal’s own interests, will be compensated for by
having a coherent volume, which seeks to illuminate from different
points of view one particularly important subject.
Like all works involving the collaboration of many people, Interpreting the Hebrew Bible has been longer in the making than we had
originally hoped or intended; but the Committee now lay it before
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the public as a token of their regard for Rosenthal and as an expression of gratitude for his great contribution to their own work.
On behalf of the Committee I would like to thank Rev. Henry
Hart, whose elegant calligraphy forms the dedication; and we are
deeply indebted to Professor Emerton and Dr Reif for planning the
volume and for bringing it into being.
Cambridge, April 1981
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Erwin I. J. Rosenthal :
A Biographical Appreciation
STEFAN C. REIF

Erwin Isak Jakob, the last child of a family of two sons and four
daughters, was born on 18 September 1904 to Moses and Amalie
Rosenthal (nee Levis) of Heilbronn, a Jewish couple both of whose
ancestors had been domiciled in Germany for many generations. In
spite of its long exposure to the prevailing culture, and the
predominantly German liberal middle-class life-style that it had
adopted, the Rosenthal family still adhered to traditional Jewish
practice. One of the many charming memories that Erwin delights
to share with his close friends is of his father, wrapped in the tallit
and wearing his tejillin, reciting his morning prayers at the window
facing the garden. Moses Rosenthal would certainly not have
approved of rearing a child ignorant of the background to his faith,
and along with the general education customary at that time Erwin
received an adequate, if by no means intensive, grounding in the
Bible and Jewish religion, as they were traditionally understood.
This father was not, however, destined to witness the intellectual
development of his younger son; nor was the latter to enjoy further
paternal guidance in his formative teenage years, since Herr
Rosenthal died of diabetes in 1915 at the early age of fifty-two.
Though never affluent, Erwin’s father had, as a wine merchant.
provided reasonably well for his family, but with his loss and the
subsequent toll taken of all such families by the ravages of the First
World War and the fearful inflation that followed it, the family’s
economic fortunes sank low. On matriculating in 1923 Erwin,
anxious not to become a financial burden to his mother, took a
temporary post in a Heilbronn bank.
Young Rosenthal’s academic potential was not, however, to be
denied realization, and he took advantage of the bank’s generous
policy of permitting its trainees to acquire a sound academic basis
ST
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for their commercial prowess by enrolling in courses at the
University of Heidelberg in 1924. It is true that the lectures attended
were expected to be those given in economics and that Erwin’s
active interest in Hebrew and Arabic, as well as English and
History, contributed little to his knowledge of the world of high
finance. Nevertheless, the bank was sufficiently pleased with their
young protege’s development in areas of learning that concerned
commerce to ask no questions, and the newly registered student was
thus called upon to tell no lies. Among his teachers during his year
at Heidelberg were Artur Weiser, later to win fame as a biblical
scholar, and his professor, Georg Beer, one of the editors of a
critical edition of the Mishnah and the scion of a family of Jewish
origin. Although their approach was that of the nineteenth-century
German Bible critic, and therefore something of a revelation for
Erwin, they apparently still believed that every Jew must have
imbibed something from the vast fount of Jewish knowledge, since
they often invited their two Jewish students to offer solutions for
difficult biblical passages. This introduction to alttestamentliche
Wissenschaft was, however, balanced by a sound training in
Semitics that has, on his own testimony, proved invaluable to him
throughout his life. The mentor here was no less than the brilliant
Gotthelf Bergstrasser, and his efforts were complemented by those
of the Assyriologist, Albrecht Goetze. The communist convictions
of Goetze, which soon forced him to flee Germany, were not the
only aspect of political ideology destined to touch the life of the
budding Semitist over the next few years.
The degree of influence wielded by Bergstrasser over his student is
apparent from the fact that when this outstanding scholar moved to
Munich, the erstwhile bank-trainee abandoned all expectations of a
life of financial security and followed him there to pursue a full-time
academic career. Although Erwin’s special interests were becoming
clearer and his primary subjects were now in the Arabic and Islamic
areas, no opportunity yet presented itself for settling down in one
adopted home. Contemporary legislation necessitated a transfer of
his studies to Berlin, since the acquisition of a schoolmaster’s
diploma enabling him to practise anywhere in Germany was
possible only in the capital. The move was not without its academic,
intellectual and social advantages. For three years Erwin pursued a
course in Modern and Medieval History, with Arabic and Aramaic
as subsidiaries and, of course, the History of Philosophy as an
obligatory subject. The most distinguished of his teachers of Arabic
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and the one who clearly exercised the strongest influence on his
development was the German Jewish orientalist Eugen Mittwoch,
whose sound rabbinic training and commitment to modern spoken
Hebrew ensured that his students enjoyed the opportunity of
becoming competent Semitists in the widest sense of the term.
Encouraged by Mittwoch, Erwin continued to take the private
lessons with Zalman Rabinkov that he had begun in Heidelberg,
studying Talmud with this unfortunate melammed, who had come
from Russia to improve his lot but was apparently still forced by
economic circumstances to subsist on a diet of herrings. The
culmination of his pre-doctoral studies came in 1929 with the
submission of a Dr. Phil. dissertation on Ibn Khaldun’s Political
Thought. The tone had now been set for his later work as an Arabist
and Islamicist particularly interested in Islam as a political
philosophy, and the first substantial indication that the name of
Rosenthal was to figure in publications in the area of Semitics for
the next half-century came with the appearance of his dissertation as
Beiheft 25 of Historische Zeitschrift in 1932, printed at the expense
of the Prussian Kultusministerium.
Further recognition of the young doctor’s academic ability
took the form of a post-doctoral research award made by the
Forderungsgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wissenschaft which enabled
Erwin to devote three years to the topic ‘Averroes’ Commentary on
Plato’s “ Republic ” ‘. This work was intended to serve as his
Habilitationsschrift as Privatdozent at the University of Berlin but
Hitler’s rise to power thwarted this intention; and the upheavals of
the next twenty years, both in his personal career and in Western
Europe as a whole, were among the factors that delayed its
publication until 1956. Unlike those of today, young scholars of that
generation did not expect to obtain a university post without some
delay and often taught at school during the intermediate period.
Erwin thus followed his original plan of obtaining a schoolmaster’s
diploma and, since his chosen field was Hebrew, spent the winter
semester of 1932-3 at that outstanding institution of Wissenschuft
des Judentums, the Berlin Hochschule, where the teachers then
included Ismar Elbogen, Leo Baeck, Julius Guttmann, Hanokh
Albeck and Harry Torczyner, names that constitute a microcosm of
modern Jewish scholarship and commitment.
It must not be imagined, nor would those who know the lighter,
even jovial, side of his character ever be prepared to believe, that
Erwin’s preoccupations at this time were fully orientated towards
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Semitic scholarship. As well as all the usual cultural pursuits, he
enjoyed taking part in amateur dramatics, being particularly fond of
improvised playing, and it was this love that led to another, which
not only shaped the remainder of his life but probably ensured that
he retained a life to be shaped. In 1932 the friend with whom he
shared his theatrical interest took Erwin to meet Ann-Marie Marx
and her sister Elizabeth, daughters of Hugo, a pathologist (a distant
relative of the famous Karl), who had held a post as prison doctor in
Berlin and conducted the autopsy on Rosa Luxembourg, and whose
wife’s family, the Miinsterbergs, had been active in Jewish and
general politics in Danzig for many years. After Hugo’s death in
1920 the family had returned to the Free Port for a few years but
they were now again resident in Berlin, where Elizabeth was
continuing the family’s association with medicine and practising as
a medical technician.
Elizabeth’s artistic and musical talents were even more impressive
than Erwin’s dramatic talents and the young couple took only a
week to decide that they would make ideal partners. Sadly, their
sunny days of courtship were soon darkened by the Nazi storm,
especially after Hitler came to power and his anti-Jewish legislation
was enacted. Forced out of the University and denied access to the
libraries, Erwin foresaw, even then, that the Nazis would be true to
their promises and do violence to the thousand-year-old German
Jewry, but his instinct was not to emigrate but to share the fate of
his co-religionists however tragic it might be. Elizabeth’s family saw
things differently and persuaded the young couple to make good
their escape while it was still possible. Erwin left for England in
April 1933 and was joined by his fiancee two months later. In July
that year they were married and they both still chuckle at the
welcome that they received at a Westcliffe boarding-house when
looking for an inexpensive abode at which to spend their
honeymoon, which clearly demonstrated to them that England,
however depressed, was not Hitler’s Germany. ‘ Sorry, we only take
Jews ‘, they were told - and they proudly claimed admission.
Armed with his academic qualifications and a recommendation
from Ismar Elbogen, Erwin set about the task of finding
employment and, through the good offices of C.G. Montefiore, who

Semitic Epigraphy and Head of the Hebrew Department at
University College, London. The post was not full-time and the
income of El00 per annum had to be supplemented by the amount
of cl25 by the Academic Assistance Council for Refugees, but at
least he had a position and he was grateful for it. Within a matter of
months his life had been drastically changed. The single, Berlin
student of Arabic had become the married, London lecturer in
Hebrew.
Transformations such as these are not of course made overnight,
as Erwin must often have reflected in the course of his three years at
University College. Before him lay a welter of daunting challenges.
He had to master a foreign language, acquaint himself with a
different university system, advance his academic career in all the
usual ways and, in spite of the obvious economic difficulties, set up a
home with his young bride. English friendships were not easy to
cultivate but some assistance was forthcoming in meeting these
challenges. His students breathed some colloquial life into the stiff
frame of his correct but unidiomatic English, distinguished
academic groups such as the Society for Old Testament Study and
the Jewish Historical Society of England welcomed him into
membership, while the Royal Asiatic Society invited him to review
for its Journal, and H.A.R. Gibb, Professor of Arabic at the School
of Oriental and African Studies, and W.O.E. Oesterley, Professor of
Hebrew at King’s College, arranged participation in seminars and
public lectures for him. Among the topics with which he concerned
himself were the Aramaisms in Ezekiel, Pope Gregory VII’s political
theory and Maimonides’ concept of state and society. At that time
Jews’ College dominated the processes of teaching and examination
for the University of London’s B.A. honours course and he found
himself a fellow-examiner with its then Principal, Adolf Biichler,
and the lecturer who was later to succeed him, Isidore Epstein. For
one to whom the whole concept of ‘proses ‘, translations from
English into Classical Hebrew, was a strange and novel one, Biichler
provided a further shock by setting for such translation one of the
German Crown Prince’s orders of the day addressed to his troops
during the First World War.
No less of a shock was the realization that a considerable degree

had the experience of half-a-century’s involvement with Jewish
scholars and scholarship, and Herbert Loewe, who enjoyed
considerable prestige in the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge and
London, he was appointed as Lecturer in Hebrew and North

of mathematical ingenuity would be required to convert an annual
resource of &225 into a prescription for financial liquidity. It was not
enough to avoid indulging in luxuries. When, after a year, the
Rosenthals exchanged Lewisham for Welwyn Garden City, Erwin
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found that he could make a substantial saving on fares by travelling
into College each day on the 6.21 a.m., which entitled him to
purchase a workman’s return ticket at the reduced price of 1s 3dper
day. Further economies were effected by purchasing groceries in the
market off Tottenham Court Road, which was within reasonable
walking distance of University College. These and other means were
devised to ensure that expenditure did not exceed income and, as Mr
Micawber had once declared it would be, the result was indeed
happiness. Before that happiness made itself manifest in the arrival
of baby Thomas, the fees earned through some public lectures made
possible a belated honeymoon abroad to compensate for the ersatz
version previously enjoyed at Westcliffe, though it has to be
acknowledged that bed and breakfast in Antwerp at 5s a night does
not today sound like the height of luxury. Among the vivid
impressions left on Elizabeth and Erwin by this trip are their feelings
when they participated with many Jewish refugees in a Passover
seder meal in a Jewish boarding-house in Antwerp, and the paradox
of being shunned by Belgians because of the German passports they
both had no choice but still to carry.
The part-time nature of the London post and its unsatisfactory
financial structure made it inevitable that Erwin would move on
within a short time. The final impetus for him to do so was created
by the need to make such a post, and the kind of financial support
provided for it, available for more recently arrived academic
refugees. The possibility of his being able to respond positively to
the impetus was brought about by the offer of an alternative post
sponsored by Nathan Laski, ‘the uncrowned king of Manchester
Jewry’, at the university of that city. Laski and the Jewish
community provided the financial backing and Edward Robertson,
Professor of Semitic Languages and Literatures, the academic
support for the creation of a post concerned with post-biblical
Jewish studies and, since Erwin had given a course of lectures in this
area during the session of 1935-6, the institution and its prospective
teaching officer were already acquainted. In October 1936 he was
appointed Special Lecturer in Semitic Languages and Literatures
and he joined a strong team of experts in the ancient Near East,
which included Mahdi Allam in Arabic, T. Fish in Assyriology and
A.M. Blackman in Egyptology, as well as Robertson himself, with
his Samaritan interests. Those familiar with Erwin’s sociability, as
well as his commitment to sound scholarship, will readily
understand that he soon became a popular and productive member
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of the Department, and this situation remained substantially
unchanged until the latter part of the war years. The way in which
he successfully straddled the Hebrew and Arabic sides of the same
Semitic fence is clearly exemplified by the range of his publications.
He contributed an article on Islam to the second volume of Judaism
and Christianity edited by Herbert Loewe and entitled The Contact
of Pharisaism and other Cultures, he edited and contributed to the
third volume of that series, Law and Religion and he edited, with no
small degree of heartache for his efforts, the Saadya Studies
commemorating the thousandth anniversary of the great Gaon’s
death. Never a scholar to deny the public the fruits of his researches
in their wider ramifications, he lectured on International Affairs in
the university’s extra-mural department and had his first contact
with the British Army when he gave a course for the Central
Advisory Council for Education in His Majesty’s Forces. On the
social side, a close relationship was developed with the Unitarian
scholar Robert Travers Herford who was a friend of the Jewish
people and free of the religious prejudice of many Christian scholars
of Judaism. The Rosenthals paid many pleasant visits to the
Herford home in Kelsall, near Chester, and were later evacuated
there during the War.
Erwin’s interests in public affairs also found expression in the *
contribution he made to Jewish communal, educational and
political activities. He even made what must be for any serious
scholar the ultimate sacrifice and taught in a voluntary capacity at
the part-time synagogue classes of the Manchester Sephardi
community while the rabbi was away on sick-leave. Like many a
young scholar before and since he found that the attention and
enthusiasm of pupils whose attendance is not the result of their own
choice but of parental insistence leave much to be desired. On one
occasion, at a given signal from one who was obviously made of the
stuff of which communal leaders are formed, the whole class donned
their gas-masks during a lesson. No doubt their teacher found this
and similar experiences an invaluable asset in developing the ability
to cope with the various pedagogical situations with which
undergraduates might confront him. Thankfully his own children,
Thomas and Miriam, who had by now joined the family, did not
demonstrate such revolutionary tendencies but made good progress
at primary school in Manchester, laying the first foundations of
what were later to become impressive scholastic attainments. Their
British citizenship was something that their father was unable to
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share until February 1940 when he swore the oath of allegiance
before Nathan Laski. The unpleasantness of having German
nationality had often been experienced, but never more obviously
than when his passport had been stamped with a J when renewed
just before the War and the German Foreign Office had insisted on
following domestic procedure and had added the name Israel to his
forenames. Erwin was content with Isak and Jakob as
demonstrations of his religious allegiance and declined to make use
of the additional name. Whether it was at this time that he was
classified by the German government as an undesirable element, or
not, is not clear, but his name certainly appears on the Nazi Central
Security Agency’s list of those to be arrested as soon as ‘ Operation
Sea Lion ’ had been successful and Britain occupied. Once war was
declared some British citizens seemed incapable of distinguishing
between Germans and victims of Nazi oppression who had German
nationality. Erwin’s naturalization came too late to save him from
the unpleasantness of having to report weekly to the police, but
just soon enough to ensure that he did not have to suffer internment
and other such indignities during the remainder of the War.
Fate was not, however, to allow him to pass the whole of this
period on the educational reserve list with war duties limited to
fire-watching, though the latter occupation could be rather a busy
one in the north-west conurbation. In 1944 certain Manchester
interests, both communal and academic, conspired to use the
financial provisions of the Nathan Laski Memorial Fund to
establish a post in post-biblical Jewish studies, in the filling of which
preference would be given to a trained talmudist. Erwin did not
claim such competence and consequently did not apply. Once this
new post was filled, his own lapsed and, now de-reserved, he found
himself called up for army service at the age of almost forty. After
basic training he was posted to the R.A.S.C. and believing, surely
with some justification, that his talents could better be employed in
a more specialist unit he applied for transfer to the Army Education
Corps. Needless to say he soon discovered that such moves are not
calculated to promote friendly relations with one’s superiors. There
was even one encounter in which an officer, jokingly one hopes,
absurdly one knows, referred to him as a Nazi and threatened to
shoot him. By the time that he was seconded to the Foreign Office
for work in the Middle East mission of its Political Intelligence
Department in February 1945, he could almost have been said to
welcome the sea-journey to Egypt even if it did involve German
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naval attentions, which were rather too close for comfort. Although
now reverting to civilian status, he enjoyed a close relationship with
G.H.Q. in Cairo and a position equivalent to that of a
Lieutenant-Colonel, with educational responsibilities involving
German prisoners-of-war. After twenty years of studying the
Middle East he now found himself, not by choice, in a position to
obtain first-hand experience of the area. The exposure was not
without its value especially since he also took the opportunity of
acquiring some modern spoken Arabic at the American University.
By the same token, editing a newspaper for the prisoners challenged
him to produce the kind of balance between scholarly writing and
popular presentation that would not come amiss if achieved by
many a fellow-orientalist. The challenge was to last no more than a
year since Erwin contracted infective hepatitis in 1946 and returned
to London to spend three weeks in the Hospital for Tropical
Diseases. Remarkably, to those without direct experience of those
years, his work with the prisoner-of-war division of the Foreign
Office continued in London for two more years, so that Elizabeth
and the children were soon reunited with him in a new residence in
the north-west of the city, and something like a normal family life,
including the barmitzvah ceremony for Thomas, was restored. This
normalization was a particular relief to Elizabeth, who had borne
the responsibility of managing the family budget during Erwin’s
absence. With a grand total of &3 a week contributed by the Army
this had been a challenging task, and she had successfully tackled it
by undertaking crocheting, with string at that, for five hours each
day at a rate of f5 per week. She even organized a group of thirteen
refugee ladies to do work beyond what she could cope with, but the
quality did not always satisfy the high standards of handicraft that
she had consistently set herself and she sometimes had herself to do
it again.
In addition to his Foreign Office duties Erwin returned to more
academic pursuits by lecturing on International Affairs at the
University of London’s Extension Courses. By the middle of 1948 it
was obvious to him that there was little choice but to resign from his
post or await the closing of the department a few months later. With
some trepidation and with no real prospect of academic
employment he severed the link of the previous three years and
accepted a six-month grant from the Society for Jewish Study to
complete the work on Averroes that he had had to abandon in
Berlin fifteen years previously. What he would have done then is not
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clear, but he never had to face the problem nor indeed was he yet
permitted to return to Averroes since a new post in Hebrew was
created at Cambridge as a result of the Scarbrough Report’s
recommendation for the expansion of Oriental Studies, and Erwin
was appointed to the Lectureship. He had had connections with
Cambridge ten years earlier when he had often been both a personal
and academic guest of Herbert Loewe, but this was his first formal
link with the University. He joined a Faculty of Oriental Languages
in which the Regius Chair of Hebrew was occupied by David
Winton Thomas, and Arthur Arberry was Sir Thomas Adams’s
Professor of Arabic, and the Rosenthals moved into 199 Chesterton
Road, where they still reside, in early October 1948.
There is little room for doubt that Erwin’s scholarly interests and
the intensely academic environment of Cambridge were made for
each other and that his years at his sixth, and final, university have
been his most professionally productive and rewarding. From the
start he was well nurtured by the tranquil atmosphere, the rich
library resources and the availability of specialist colleagues with
whom to exchange ideas, and the first fruits of the intellectual
growth that ensued were not long delayed. Averroes’ Commentary
on Plato’s Republic, for so long forcibly confined in its chrysalis,
emerged in 1956 and set a standard of sound scholarship that
augured well for the success of the University’s Oriental
Publications, at the head of which it stands. The ill-fortune that had
for so long dogged the work remained with it even in its final stages
since it was originally to have been included in the C o r p u s
Plutonicum Medii Aevi of the Warburg Institute but serious
disagreement between author and general editor necessitated a
change of plan. Once published, however, the book was soon
recognized to be a basic reference work in the field, as attested by
the need for second and third editions. If, as Erwin has always
claimed, this book represents his single most important contribution
to specialized scholarship, the next volume he produced, Political
Thought in Mediaeval Islam, has certainly attracted the widest
academic interest since its publication by the University Press in
1958. In this case, the demand went beyond what the publication of
three editions could satisfy and the book received the finest accolade
known to the modern publisher, the issue of a paperback version.
Even distinguished university presses are no longer averse to judging
books as much by the degree to which they are marketable as by the
brilliance of their content, and the sales achieved by the Rosenthal
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volumes helped to build a comfortable and positive relationship
between author and publisher. When Erwin used his expert
knowledge of Islamic political philosophy for an examination of the
degree to which contemporary Muslim nations have applied their
religious traditions to modern government, he found the University
Press a willing partner in publication. Recent events in the troubled
Middle East seem to have lent a new relevance to those topics
covered fourteen years ago in Islam in the Modern National State,
and many would be grateful if the Press could prevail upon the
author to prepare a revised, up-to-date edition. Although these
important volumes all demonstrate Erwin’s primary research
interests, he never neglected the medieval Jewish scene or lost his
fascination with the intellectual developments in nineteenth-century
German Jewry. The collection of his articles published in 197 1, with
a volume devoted to Jewish themes as well as one on Islamic themes,
amply testifies to this, and the way in which he dealt with the
cultural interplay between the Jewish and Muslim traditions in his
popular paperback Judaism and Islam demonstrates clearly that the
two areas of interest were never artificially compartmentalized in his
mind.
Paradoxically, scholars sometimes find themselves giving few
university lectures in the specific fields in which they are authorities,
and Erwin’s duties in the Faculty of Oriental Languages (later
Oriental Studies) required him to teach Hebrew and not Arabic.
Strangely enough, his specialist knowledge of Islamic Philosophy
and Political Institutions was used by the Arabists only for graduate
students until 1968, when he gave a course of undergraduate lectures
on that theme. Those reading Hebrew, however, welcomed the
opportunity of studying with such a conscientious teacher. Not only
did he consistently give students, postgraduate Islamic as well as
undergraduate Hebrew, much more of his time than duty demanded
but, at once sympathetic and firm, he also played the role of
‘ father-figure ’ for a number of them. Among his former students
there are those for whom he is still called upon to provide references
over a quarter of a century after they have gone down. Although he
always taught the Hebrew Bible in a scientific and critical manner
his Jewish commitments prevented him from approaching it in a
cold, clinical fashion and this was much appreciated by his students.
He has always been especially fond of Rosenzweig’s oft-cited
remark that for him the ‘ R ’ of the critics was not ‘ Redactor’ but
rather ‘ Rabbenu ‘. Particularly in his early years at Cambridge he
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also complemented his routine teaching with involvement in a wide
variety of lectures, seminars and symposia, both in Cambridge and
beyond. When a symposium to mark the thousandth’anniversary of
the birth of Avicenna was conceived by Professor Arberry and
organized by G.M. Wickens, University Lecturer in Arabic, in 1951,
he and his colleague, Dr J.L. Teicher, University Lecturer in
Rabbinics, covered Avicenna’s influence on Jewish thought and his
importance as a general philosopher respectively. In 1956, when Leo
Baeck College was opened as the seminary to serve the Reform
movement in Anglo-Jewry, Erwin was the first to teach Jewish
philosophy. He often made the point that the college would never
establish itself as an important academic institution while it
remained dependent on part-time teachers, and the truth of this
diagnosis was recognized years later when the Reform and Liberal
communities joined forces to strengthen the College and a marked
improvement in standards ensued. Another academic body that
enjoyed his support was the Institute of Jewish Studies, both while it
was directed by his close friend Rabbi Dr Alexander Altmann,
Communal Rabbi in Manchester from 1938 (when he escaped from
Nazi Europe), and later when it came under the aegis of University
College, London, and another good friend, Professor Siegfried
Stein. In spite of these wide scholarly commitments, Erwin did not
shirk responsibility on the administrative side of Faculty business at
Cambridge. He was a member of various committees, where he
could be relied upon to express his views sensibly and frankly even
in those instances when others might have preferred to maintain
their personal popularity at the price of silence, and in 1962-3 he
shouldered the burden of the chairmanship of the Faculty Board of
Oriental Studies. He was Chairman of the Committee of
Management of the Middle East Centre from 1969 until 1978 and
was also honoured by being elected President of the Society for
Near Eastern Studies for 1957-9, 1972-4 and 1979-80 and of the
British Association for Jewish Studies for 1977.
Recognition of his scholarly accomplishments by his peers was
not restricted to Cambridge or the British academic community but
was given an international dimension during this latter part of his
career. Following visits to Israel in 1955, when he spent two months
studying Israeli methods of teaching the Bible, and again in 1957,
when he attended the Second World Congress of Jewish Studies as
the official Cambridge delegate, he paid a number of visits to his
native Germany during 1958 to deliver various lectures including
the Franz Delitzsch Vorlesungen at Miinster and the Loeb lectures
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in Frankfurt-am-Main, both series carrying considerable academic
prestige and the former later published as a short book entitled
Griechisches Erbe in der jiidischen Religionsphilosophie des
Mittelalters. Try as he might to remain cool and unemotional this
return to the country that had once driven him out was bound to
create some sort of tension between him and those who had
unconcernedly advanced their academic careers while their Jewish
colleagues were systematically liquidated, and, paradoxically
enough, breaking-point came when he was being pressed to consider
a distinguished post in one of his old universities. Driven to anger by
his German colleagues’ inability to understand his reticence in this
matter, Erwin finally exploded. ‘How do I know that one of the
men with whom I may have to shake hands did not murder my sister
in Theresienstadt?’ he exclaimed, and the subject was swiftly
dropped. The visits to Pakistan, India, Malaya, Iran, Turkey,
Tunisia and Morocco, made possible by a research grant from the
Rockefeller Foundation between 1960 and 1963 and ultimately
resulting in Islam in the Modern National State, were thankfully less
traumatic, although questions were inevitably asked in certain
quarters about Erwin’s precise degree of commitment to the Jewish
national homeland. Happily, former students were sometimes
present to repay the debt they owed their teacher from their
Cambridge days and to smooth his path. In some cases the visiting
Cambridge scholar was even given access to the highest level of
leadership, as for instance when he obtained interviews with Ayub
Khan, President of Pakistan, Dr Zakir Husain, Governor of Behar
and later President of India, and the Minister of Education in Iran.
The sabbatical year that the Rosenthals spent at Columbia
University in 1967-8 was marked by neither tension nor excitement
but offered the opportunity of making the acquaintance of
important American colleagues and contrasting the bustle of New
York with the tranquillity of Cambridge. Having completed his two
semesters as Visiting Professor of Advanced Arabic Studies at
Columbia, Erwin then gave a course of ten lectures in a similar
capacity at El Colegio de Mexico. Wherever they went Erwin and
Elizabeth not only had an eye for the general cultural offerings of
the place but would also visit centres of Jewish interest about which
Erwin would then write pieces for the Jewish press. Thus it is that
descriptions of the treasures of the Jewish Museum in Prague and
the Royal Library in Copenhagen appear in his bibliography.
Although he had of course had the degree of M.A. conferred
upon him following his appointment in 1948, in accordance with the
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University’s statute relating to those appointed to tenured posts
who are not Cambridge graduates, it was not for ten years that there
was any formal advancement of his status within the University. In
1958 he was awarded the degree of Litt. D. for the important
contribution made to scholarship by his published work, and a year
later came a Readership in Oriental Studies. The award of this
distinguished doctoral degree was a particularly exciting event for
the Rosenthal family, and Erwin very much coveted the academic
robes reserved for this level of graduation. In view of his financial
situation, however, he limited himself to the purchase of only the
hood and cap. Unknown to him, Elizabeth approached the same
robemaker and was informed that only the gown remained, a
gentleman having earlier acquired the hood and cap. She promptly
completed the transaction, though the cost had to be met by the sale
of a piece of her jewellery.
Whatever their academic status within the University and their
distinction as scholars, orientalists are not easily absorbed into the
college system as at present constituted, since the number of
students reading Oriental Studies is small, and it is therefore rare for
colleges to elect Fellows solely with responsibilities in this field. A
fair proportion of orientalists therefore remain without fellowships,
though it should be said that the University as a whole is aware of
the inequitable nature of the situation and proposals are from time
to time put forward to ease it. Erwin was granted dining privileges
by both King’s and Pembroke after a few years at Cambridge but it
was not until 1962 that he was offered a college non-stipendiary
fellowship in Humanities. It was Pembroke that was generous
enough to make the offer and it has never had reason to regret its
decision. Erwin quickly established himself as a keen College man
whose engaging conversation, ready ear and wise advice were much
prized, no less by younger men than by his contemporaries, and
whose regular attendance and frank but considered expressions of
opinion were appreciated on the governing body. For his part Erwin
has greatly enjoyed the camaraderie, the intellectual stimulation and
the culinary attractions of college life, and if he still recalls the
reference he made at his acceptance speech to the fourteen years that
Jacob had to serve to win his heart’s desire it is only to stress how
much sweeter the relationship was when finally consummated.
In his earlier years at Cambridge Erwin’s personal life was no less
active than his professional one. He contributed to the development
of Jewish-Christian relations on the new basis of mutual respect,
was a vigorous member of the Association of Jewish Refugees and a
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member of the board of the Leo Baeck Institute. Liberal in outlook
but traditional in various aspects of observance, he played his part
in providing the necessary religious facilities for the local Jewish
Residents’ Association and on one occasion found himself called
upon to conduct the burial service for Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, one
of this century’s most distinguished jurists and Professor of
International Law, before a congregation that had come from far
and wide to pay its respects. It is typical of Erwin that he should
have chosen a text dealing with the attributes of a judge as laid down
by Maimonides in his classical code of Jewish law, and those present
felt that the choice was a most apt one for the occasion. Jewish
students, too, enjoyed the hospitality and warmth of the Rosenthal
home, particularly on Sabbaths and festivals and when
examinations had to be deferred for religious reasons and
invigilation was required at Chesterton Road until the paper could
be written. His own children also graduated, married and made
successful careers in publishing, and before Erwin’s retirement he
was enjoying the pleasure of entertaining visiting grandchildren,
taking particular delight in conducting the Passover seder service for
them as his father had once done for him.
That retirement came in 1971. The financial difficulties which
had been the bugbear of earlier years had disappeared a decade
earlier but were replaced by problems of ill-health, particularly in
the case of Elizabeth. In spite of these, their small circle of close
friends know that they can still spend delightful hours in the
Rosenthals’ company, entertaining or being entertained, and both
College and Faculty can rely on Erwin’s regular participation in
their activities. Fortunately, the couple can still indulge in the great
pleasure of concert-going, and Erwin makes special efforts to attend
synagogue not only on special occasions but also whenever he feels
that his presence may be needed for the quorum. In spite of the
domestic chores now laid upon him his pen is not idle, and a
Leverhulme Emeritus Fellowship in 1974-6 permitted him to start
work on an important new topic, The Political Thought of the
Mu’tazila: Abd al-Jabbar’s Treatise on the Imamate. The list of
contributors to the present volume, drawn from only one area of
Erwin’s scholarly activity, provides ample testimony to the good
wishes that Erwin and Elizabeth carry with them into their mature
years. It is the wish of all their friends that they may be spared to
enjoy together many years of health, contentment and satisfaction.
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The verb pasah occurs three times in the Passover narrative of Exod.
xii. 13, 23 and 27, and it can come as something of a surprise to
discover that at least six different interpretations of its meaning were
already current in antiquity:2
(1) The most widespread understanding, which lives on in the
very term ‘Passover’, probably takes Exod. xii.23, we’abar yhwh, as
its basis; thus the LXX translates both ‘abar andptisab in this verse
by rraps3LEuoazat (whereas in verses 13 and 27 it employs crrc~rtc@t,
on which see (6) below). This interpretation is already adopted by
Ezekiel Tragicus and Jubilees xlix.3; it also underlies GtClBaot~/
&a@xljp~ov in Philo, fix@uoicz in Josephus and GrtBpBuot~ in
Aquila. Jerome’s transireltransitus led to this interpretation becoming standard in the vast majority of modern translations.4
(2) The Mekilta,’ commenting on Exod. xii. 13, states ‘al tiqre
“ Up&ah ti” ‘elhi “ iipiisa’ti”, which is understood as ‘step, leap
over’, and in illustration Song of Songs ii.%9 is cited (surprisingly
The following abbreviations are employed here in addition to those listed
at the beginning of the volume: FT = Fragment Targum, Nf = Targum Neofiti,
P = Peshitta, PsJ = Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, ST = Samaritan Targum,
TJ = Targum Jonathan, TO = Targum Onqelos.
I am not here concerned with modern discussions ofpsb; for these, surveys will
be found in J.B. Segal, The Hebrew Passover (London, 1963) pp. 95-101, and P.
Laaf, Die Pascha-Feier Israels (Bonn, 1970) pp. 142-7.
In A.M. Denis, Pseudepigrapha Veteris Testamenti Graece, vol. III (Leiden,
1970), p. 2 13, line I.
For early,Christian interpretations see C. Mohrmann, ‘ Pascha, passio, transitus’ in Etudes sur le latin des chrhtiens, vol. I (Rome, 1958) pp. 205-22. The
relevant passage from Origen’s Peri Puscha is given by P. Nautin in Sources
chritiennes 36 (Paris, 1953) pp. 34-6.
Ed. J.Z. Lauterbach (Philadelphia, 1933-S) vol. I, p. 57.
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not Isa. xxxv.6, where psb and dlg occur together). This interpretation, which occurs in MidraJ haggiidiil, Rashi, Qimhi and elsewhere, was evidently a standard one among Jews in the Middle
Ages, and is reflected in the medieval Greek translation known as
Graecus Venetus (which employs &hhopat); it also turns up in the
sixth-century Greek writer, Procopius, who states tcc&?zat 6ti @czcr~,
~XEP r?ozi rrhc&ot zo?~ Bqpaot ~pijc@ar, ‘it is called “Phase”, that
is, to use broad steps ‘.6
(3) At the only other comparable occurrence of pasab in the
Hebrew Bible, Isa. xxxi.5, both the LXX and TJ render it by ‘ save ‘,
‘ deliver ‘. It is quite possible that this understanding of p&ah in Isa.
xxxi was also applied to Exod. xii; this would then give meaning to
Theodoret’s statement’ o?lpaivst 6r? ro iiv0l.m zQv lEBpaiov rcpozoZ~KOV zfiv aorqpiav, ‘the word [Phasech] means the saving of the
first-born of the Hebrews ‘. Support for this suggestion surprisingly
comes from PsJ Exod. xii.42: ‘and his right hand saves (m&?ze’ba)
the first-born of Israel ’ (Nf has a similar phrase, but uses instead the
verb ‘aggen (cp. p. 32 below), which, as we shall see, it also employs
to render p&ah (see (6) below)). The same interpretation is probably
also presupposed by the entry l-‘lao~~*&poot$, ‘Pasek: deliverance ‘, in some of the Onomastica. a
(4) In P the Hebrew verb is taken over as ‘apqah. It is, however,
unclear why the causative was used and what the original translator
meant by this; later on in Syriac tradition ‘ap$ab was linked by
- - popular etymology with p&uta, ‘joy ‘.’ A straight transcription is
also found in ST, Nf (as the first part of a doublet), and in the
Aramaic introduction to the Passover Haggadah: kol di#rik yett?
wtiyipsah, where, however, the meaning is ‘let everyone who is in
need come and keep passover ‘.
(5) The Mekilta” offers a second interpretation of Exod. xii.13,
Putrologia Graecu, vol. LXXXVII, col. 56 1 B.
Patrologiu Graeca, vol. LXXX , col. 252A. (He is referring to Theodotion’s transliteration.)
F. Wutz, Onomasficu Sacra, vol. I (Berlin, 1915), pp. 472-3. Wutz was probably
wrong to suppose that pesuh was here linked with hopgi. Note that P combines
‘ug#% with pray at Ecclus. xxxi(xxxiv). 19.
E.g. Isho’dad of Merv (ninth century), Commentary on Exodus, CSCO Scrip
tares Syri 80, p. 23. Possibly the statement in P&iqrti dPrub Kcihdnti, Ptfsiqtti
‘Ahdritti dPsukk&, ed. S. Buber (Wilna, 1925), p. 338 (or ed. B. Mandelbaum,
New York, 1962, vol. I I, p. 458) Eng. eds. W.G. Braude and I.J. Kapstein
(London, 1975), supplement, 2, 8, p. 472, that there is ‘no commandment to
rejoice at Passover’ is a polemic against this Christian interpretation; Exodus
Rubba 12. 5, however, says in connection with Exod. xii.5: .f@hti’Itikem Sim&
gPd&
Ed. Lauterbach. vol. I, p. 57.
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attributing it to R. Jonathan: ‘&kern ‘tini &is. Possibly hws,
‘ spare ‘, ‘ protect ‘, was chosen on the grounds that it shared two
radicals with psb and because it was thought that w and p might be
interchanged. l1 This particular interpretation is the one adopted in
TO, and it is also found in PsJ at verses 13 and 27 (but not 23), and
in the margin of Nf for all three verses. TO and PsJ also render the
substantivepesah by @ytis@). i2 In the Palestinian Targum tradition
this interpretation is closely associated with (6).
(6) Nf, both text.and margin, contains a series of doublets for all
three occurrences of piisah in Exod. xii; in every case the second
element consists of the ‘aph ‘el of gnn:
verse 13 text

margin
verse

23 text13

margin

@Y ‘-IV113 ]XNl ll03K
“1Dn 71’1 ml’1
+Y “‘7 ;I’Ta’n 71’1 rlO3’1
Dvl’l

verse 27 text

+Y 11’1 llO3”1

margin

‘7Y “1 ?l’%‘B 11x1 brl

This rendering of p&ah by ‘aggZn clearly takes Isa. xxxi.5 as its
base :
o+nm mm hm vu a%zm~ 5~ mm ;11;1’ 1x9 p

where psh is balanced by gnn. As will shortly become apparent, this
interpretation of piisah in Exod. xii is already presupposed by the
LXX rendering of the verb by CTKEX~~~O in verses 13 and 27 ;14 it also
features, along with interpretations (2) and (5), in the Mekilta,
where, after quoting Gen. xviii.8 (welhz?’ ‘orned ‘&hem), we have the
comment : 1 ’

II

12

13
14

15

I am indebted to Dr S.C. Reif for this suggestion.
Cp. Mekiltu, ed. Lauterbach, vol. I, p. 56: ‘en p&i&i ‘elhi &yCis. This interpret.ation also lies behind the delightful explanation of hdzerer (one of the bitter
herbs that qualify as mtirbr, M. Pesah. 2.6) in BT Pesah. 39~: ’ Rabba said, What
is htizeret? Lettuce (@ssti). What does hussd signify? That the Merciful One
spared (6~s) us.’
The ‘ glory of the Shekhinah’ is subject. Cp. also Targum Song of Songs ii.9.
This was rightly seen by W. Riedel, ’ Miscellen 5 ‘, ZA W 20 (1900), 319-29, and
by T.F. Glasson, ‘The “ Passover”, a misnomer: the meaning of the verb
pasuch’ JTS, N.S. IO (1959), 79-84. S. Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine
(New York, 1950) pp. 50-l. in contrast held that LXX here was closer to @s.
Ed. Lauterbach, vol. 1. p. 185.
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What precisely did the Aramaic translators understand by ‘aggZn
when they opted for it as a rendering of p?isa~? Are the verb’s
connotations more of Hebrew mtigZn, i.e. ‘shield, protect ‘,16 or do
they verge more upon Aramaic g&zzki, ‘bridal couch’, i.e. ‘overspread ‘, ‘overshadow ‘? A glance at the various translations of
‘aggzn in, for example, J.W. Etheridge’s translation of PsJ will indicate the uncertainty surrounding this point.
It is with the background, then, to Nf s rendering of piisab in
Exod. xii by ‘aggZn that the remainder of this study will be concerned. The matter can be approached from two different angles:
first, the treatment of the Hebrew cognate g&an in the ancient
versions and, secondly, the use of ‘ugg2n in the Targumim and
Peshitta outside passages where it represents Hebrew psb or gnn.
(a) Hebrew gnn in the ancient versions

Theodotion. The Peshitta Psalter goes a stage further and
simply renders by ‘ helper ’ (usually msayy ‘tin@.
(ii) Aquila, not surprisingly, prefers to translate literally, and 18~
p~6~ is recorded as his regular translation (in the LXX only
non-metaphorical); i this finds a parallel in t&is, the rendering
of Nf (as a doublet) and PsJ in the two Pentateuch oc- currences of magen, and of the Targum to the Psalms. Jerome,
too, prefers a literal rendering (scutum or clypeus). In this
connection it will be recalled that in the thanksgiving benedic- tion of the ‘Amidah God is described as magen yi,FZnii.
(iii) In contrast to Aquila and the Palestinian Targum tradition,
both TO and/TJ avoid a literal rendering and employ t@qtip,
‘ strength ’ (similarly ST at Gen. xv. 1).
- Two further renderings of mugen are of particular interest in the
context of our main theme:
(iv) At Psalm lxxxiii. 12 o~maoz~~ is recorded as the rendering of
Quinta. This confirms that LXX o~~ndl@ at Exod. xii. 13 and
27 represents the same exegetical tradition as Nf’s ‘agg2n,20
and suggests that the ‘covering ’ aspect of the verb figured
fairly prominently in the background.
(v) We have a pointer to yet a further aspect of ‘aggZn as an
interpretation of p&ah if we compare the literalist rendering
of mGgZn (referring to God) by dxhov in the Lucianic manuscripts of LXX 2 Sam. xxii.3 and 36 with a translation of
rntig&z at Gen. xv.1 to be found in the margin of the LXX
manuscript j: brsp@Xopat Ka&t&p 67chov. Evidently we
have here a doublet, where the first element analyses mgn as a
hiph’il participle (as do the LXX, P and the Tosephta Targum
here), but gives the verb a rather different meaning from any
we have met so far. Furthermore, it would appear that we
have in this rendering of mgn by kpp6Xopal at Gen. xv.1
the clue to Symmachus’ puzzling translation ofpesab at Exod.
xii. 11 by ~rrcou&~tlcrt~; 21 behind this we must evidently suppose that psh has again been linked with gnn (even though our
extant sources attest this equation only for p&ah and not

For the verb (where God is always subject) the LXX consistently
has tirc~pcrorri~o (2 Kgs. xix.34, xx.6; Isa. xxxi.5, xxxvii.35, xxxviii.6; Zech. ix. 15, xii.8; likewise Hos. xi.8 and Prov. iv.9), while at
Isa. xxxi.5 and xxxviii.6 Clupsoo is recorded for Aquila. Jerome
consistently opts forprotego. In 2 Kings and Isaiah both TJ and P
employ ‘aggen, and this is also found in P in the two Zechariah
passages, whereas TJ there renders Hebrew gnn by rbm, ‘have pity
on ‘: This interpretation of TJ (which remarkably, is also found in
the Akhmimic translation” of the LXX at Hos. xi.8 and Zech. xii.8)
is of interest in connection with passages later to be considered
(under (b))wh ere ‘aggzn in the Targum tradition is associated especially with the idea of ‘ mercy ‘.
Turning to passages where God is described in the Hebrew Bible
as miigen,’ 8 ’ a shield ‘, we meet considerable variety :
(i) For the most part the LXX employs 6xcpaoxtoz~&,auo~
(bvrth~urrzop/-hquvt~ also occurs three times in the
Psalter), * 9 and in this they are followed by Symmachus and
16
17
18
19

This seems to be the case with Hebrew higgin.
That the Akhmimic version of the Minor Prophets contains traces of a Hebraizing recension not otherwise preserved in the LXX tradition is well known.
Outside the Psalms only Gen. xv. I ; Deut. xxxiii.29; 2 Sam. xxii and Prov. ii.7,
xxx.5.
In the Pentateuch and Proverbs passages the translators analysed mgn as a
participle.
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pesab).
20
2I

- Note that a~iznq, as a rendering of mugen in its literal meaning, is attested as a
variant in the LXX tradition at Judg. v.8 and 2 Sam. i.21 (his).
Theodoret wrongly gives6rQpaaq as his reading.
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(b) ‘uggih

in the Aramaic Bible

We may now turn to the use of ‘aggcn in the Aramaic versions of the
Bible, both Targumim and Peshitta, where it renders Hebrew verbs
other than piisah and giinan. The comparatively large number of ’
instances in both Palestinian and Babylonian Targum traditions and
in the Peshitta suggests that the term ‘aggen has become a technical
one for divine activity of a protective or saving character.
First of all it will be helpful to give a conspectus of occurrences in
the Pentateuch and Latter Prophets:22
N-

PsJ

TO

P

sgr

Nf
gnn

bws + gnn

gnn

gnn

‘hd

iyzb
hnn

gnn

87

hnn

bws + gnn

h

yhb

Hebrew
Gen. vii. 16
xv. 11
xxxiii.5

hws

context
‘in his
mercy ’
‘ merits

’

Outside the Prophets, P employs ‘aggsn to render skk at Job i. 10,
iii.23, and gmr at Psalm cxxxviii.8; in books translated from Greek
‘aggZn represents i)7t~pczo7~@ at Wisd. v.16 (parallel with
oK&@/‘a[lel) and CYKE~L~~~O~C~~ at Wisd. xix.8 (Exodus context).24
In the Apocalypse of Baruch ‘aggZn occurs twice, at xlviii. 18 and
lxxi. 1, both times in the context of ‘ mercy ’ ; in 4 Esdras vii. 122 the
verb is used of the action of ‘ the glory of the Most High’ upon those
who have lived chastely.
This rapid survey sufficiently indicates something of the wide
range of connotations that Aramaic ‘aggZn has, extending from the
- more military associations of Hebrew magen, through the straightforward idea of protection, to a very positive concept of divine
overshadowing. In connection with our main concern, the use of
‘aggen to represent ptisab, the following features in particular may
be singled out :

var. bws
Exod. xii.42

Syzb

w
prSz3
gnn
gnn

xxxiii.22
Num. x.34
xxiii.21
Deut. xxviii. 15
(bis)
Dem. xxxii. 10

skk

sbb

gnn

gnn
gnn

xxxii.38
xxxiii. 12

str
hPP

km)
gnn

en
w

Hebrew
Isa. i.6
iv.5

111

TJ

P

gnn
gnn

N

gnn
01
ybb

(0 The verb is especially associated with theophanies, and the

‘ right hand
of God’

w
t/l

gnn

Sr’
(‘uph‘el)
gnn

w

‘ divine cloud ’
’
‘clouds of
glory ’ (object)
’ merits

gnn

(ii)

str
rhp

context

‘ merits ’
‘his Shekhinah will

(iii)
(iv)

‘uggSn him like a
bridal chamber (ge+nina)’
xxvii.3
Jer. xvii. 17
xxxvi.26
Jonah iv.6

nv
bs’
str
4
(hi&)

gnn
rbs
gnn
gnn

ntr
gnn
tjY
rwh

(v)

24
22

23

My list is not quite complete since, for reasons of space, I have not included FT
(Num. xxi.1 appears to be the only passage where FT alone attests ‘aggcn). I
take the opportunity to thank the Rev. J.C. Okoye for drawing my attention to
some additional examples in PsJ.
Cp. FT (and Nfmg?)at Gen. xv.1, and Mekifta (ed. Lauterbach), vol. I . p. 184,
with Nf and PsJ Deut. xxxii. 10.
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Shekhinah is specifically introduced in the Targum tradition
at Num. x.34, Deut. xxxii.10 and Isa. iv.5, as well as at Exod.
xii.23. It is interesting to find that this usage is developed in
subsequent Syriac liturgical tradition, where ‘aggen is frequently employed as a technical term for the advent of the
holy spirit at the epiclesis in the liturgy.25
The close connection between ‘aggen and &is, which we have
already found in the Palestinian Targum renderings of p&ah,
is again in evidence (Gen. vii. 16, xxxiii.5).
At Gen. xv. 11 and Exod. xii.42 ‘aggzn and &?zZb are variants,
a point of significance for interpretation (3) of psb.
In several passages ‘aggt?n has clearly shifted in meaning from
‘ protect’ to ‘cover over ‘, but nowhere more dramatically
than in Isa. iv.5, where ‘aggcn is associated in TJ with
gZniinti.2b
Although it is normally God (or his hand) who is subject of
the verb, in four passages (Gen. xv. 11; Deut. xxviii.15 (bis)
and Isa. i.6) it is ‘ merits ’ (zgkzitti) that afford protection.

In the light of (u)(i) above it is interesting that at Judith v.21 and vi.2 P has
suyyu ‘corresponding to bmpami@
See my ‘ The Epiklesis in the Antiochene baptismal ordines ‘, Orient&u Christiunu Anulectu 197 (1974) 202-3. The mysterious ‘gn on Palmyrene tesserae is
probably unconnected (see J.T. Milik, DPdicuces fuites par des Diem (Paris,
1972) pp. 108-I 1).
Compare Aquila’s naoroo to render hpp at Deut. xxxiii. 12.
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(vi) A number of passages specifically associate ‘aggzn with the
idea of mercy (Gen. vii. 16 ; Apocalypse of Baruch). 27
(vii) In two verses, Exod. xxxiii.22 and Num. x.34, ‘aggBn and
‘a@, ‘overshadow’, are variants. That the two words were
considered to have overlapping semantic fields is further
shown by TJ’s use of ‘aggZn to render hi& at Jonah iv.6,
deriving it from $11 (cp. LXX cn&@), and by P’s ‘shade
covers (maggen) me ’ at Ecclus. xxiii. 18. This particular association is of interest in connection with the choice of ‘aggZn
to render &rctotct&~ouat in all the Syriac versions of Luke i.35,
the angel’s annunciation to Mary.28 Here, in view of the Palestinian Targum’s choice of ‘aggZn to render p&ah in Exod.
xii, it is fascinating to discover that Ephrem (died A.D. 373)
actually links the annunciation, which took place according
to him on 10 Nisan, with the selecting of the Passover lamb on
the same day.2g
Conclusion

From this summary survey it is evident not only that Aramaic
‘aggen was richer in overtones than Hebrew higgin, but that it was
also in itself a technical term for divine activity of a salvific
character. Although it remains unclear what precise associations
were intended by the choice of ‘aggPn to render p&ah, its use in
Exod. xii nevertheless brings the very specialized p&ah of the
Hebrew into the wider context of the covenantal theophanies of
Gen. xv and Exod. xxxiii.
27
28

29

Compare also a poem by Marqah, in Z. Ben-Hayyim, The Literary and Oral
Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic among the Samaritans (Hebrew), III , vol. 2
(Jerusalem, 1967), p. 153 (stanza R).
In the Syriac New Testament ‘aggen has already become a technical term for the
activity of the logos and the holy spirit (e.g. John i.14; Acts x.44); see my The
Holy Spirit in the Syrian Baptismal Tradition, Syrian Churches Series 9 (Kottayam, 1979) pp. 6-7. It is quite possible that gnn rather than jk’kn is the Semitic
word ultimately underlying the Greek of Luke i.35.
Commentary on Exodus xii.3, CSCO, Scriptores Syri 71, p. 141. See further my
‘ Passover, Annunciation and Epiclesis ‘, forthcoming in Novum Testamentum
(1982).

Heinrich Graetz as Biblical
Historian and Religious Apologist
R.E. CLEMENTS

It can only be a rather venturesome undertaking from the Christian
point of view to offer some evaluation of the significance as a religious historian of the distinguished Jewish scholar Heinrich Graetz
(18 17-91).’ From the Jewish side his reputation stands on the highest plane, and we need only to quote the comment of the eminent
scholar S.W. Baron to substantiate this estimate: ‘Through his History and, to a far lesser extent, through his biblical studies, he made
lasting contributions to the knowledge of Judaism . . . Hardly any
work of the science of Judaism achieved the success of Graetz’s
History.‘2 Yet among Christian scholars his work has largely been
either ignored or considered as no more than a piece of religious
apologetic. It might be in order, therefore, to attempt a fresh appraisal of the importance of Heinrich Graetz’s contribution to a
critical understanding of Jewish history in the biblical period as a
mark of appreciation for the work of a scholar who has himself
drawn/attention to the creative significance of Graetz’s work.3 All
the more is this so, since it was in lectures by Erwin Rosenthal that I
first learnt of the many studies contributed by Graetz towards the
An appreciation of Graetz is given by I. Abrahams, ‘H. Graetz, The Jewish
Historian ‘, JQR 4 (1892), 165-94, where a bibliography of his writings is also to
be found (pp. 194-203). Further information is to be found in JE, vol. VI (New
York-London, 1904), pp. 64-7; EJ, vol. VII (Jerusalem, 1972) cols. 845-50. Cp.
also M.A. Meyer (ed.), Ideas of Jewish History (New York, 1974) pp. 217-44; I.
Schorsch (ed.), Heinrich Graetz: The Structure of Jewish History and Other
Essays (New York, 1975).
A. Hertzberg and L.A. Feldman (eds.), History and Jewish Historians (Philadelphia, 1964), p. 275.
Cp. especially E.I.J. Rosenthal, ‘ Hermann Cohen and Heinrich Graetz ‘, Salo
Wittmayer Baron Jubilee Volume, vol. II (Jerusalem, 1974) pp. 72543, and his
remarks in his essay ‘ Ismar Elbogen and the New Jewish Learning ‘, Year Book
8 (of the Leo Baeck Institute, London, 1963), pp. 67 = Stud. Sem., vol. I, pp.
330-l.
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better understanding of the Hebrew Bible. In his extensive history of
the modern critical study of the Old Testament since the Reformation, H.J. Kraus fails to mention him or his work,4 which
must be regarded as a surprising omission in view of the wide range
of Graetz’s contribution in the biblical field. Perhaps even more
surprising is the failure to mention him in the monumental work by
G.P. Gooch on History and Historians in the Nineteenth Century
(London, 1913 ; 2nd edn, 1952), which includes a very interesting
and informative chapter on ‘The Jews and the Christian Church ’
(2nd edn, pp. 478-501). More recently still, John H. Hayes, in a
chapter on the history of Israelite and Judean historiography in the
modern period, gives so brief and unsympathetic an appraisal of
that part of Graetz’s work which touches on the biblical period as to
discourage closer attention to it from the Christian side. We may
quote his assessment : ‘ His work is not of major significance per se
but because it represents the first modern history of ancient Israel
and Judah by a Jew . . . Very few of the problems are given any
detailed treatment.”
This estimate by Hayes can scarcely be said to be entirely fair, and
certainly tends to suggest that Graetz’s work on the study of the
biblical period of Israelite-Jewish history was neither particularly
critical nor original. In fact it is quite decidedly both, and well
deserves closer investigation, even now, so many years after Graetz’s
death, when so much more effort has been expended upon the study
of Israelite-Jewish history. Two factors prompt a fresh look at
Graetz and a new concern to evaluate the significance of his contribution to biblical historiography. The first is the simple apologetic
one that the impartial and scientific character of biblical scholarship
is called into question if there are major disagreements between Jews
and Christians about what constitutes the right way of setting about
the task of writing biblical history. The second factor is that there
does appear today to be a new questioning about the very nature
and aims of writing a history of Israel in Old Testament times. The
very wealth of information that is now available outside the Bible,
as well as the reconsidered results of more than a century of biblical
criticism, suggest that it is right to look afresh at the historiographic
4
5

Geschichte a%r historisch-kritischen Erforschung des Alten Testaments von der
Reformation his zur Gegenwart (Neukirchen, 1956).
J.H. Hayes and J. Maxwell Miller (eds.), Israelite and Judaean History (London,
1977). p. 61.
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aims of the great modern pioneers in this field. In a way the essay by
J.H. Hayes is symptomatic of this extended interest. What is ‘ biblical’ history? From a critical historian’s perspective it breaks down
into the political, cultic and sociological aspects of the historical
process, as well as more generally containing a large measure of the
history of ideas and of spiritual life. In fact a ‘ religious ’ history is a
peculiarly difficult and many-sided phenomenon to attempt to present. It is important, therefore, to clarify what its aims are and to ask
what the aims have been of those who have established the main
paths that scholarship has followed in the past hundred years.
It is valuable in this light to look again at the work of Heinrich
Graetz, not least because, although he undertook his task from a
Jewish standpoint, he endeavoured to write a critical and impartial
work of scholarship, not a philosophical or moralistic defence of
Judaism. We can recognize the value of this all the more in noting
that, among the many scholars who contributed to establishing the
foundations of Old Testament history-writing in the nineteenth century, four names stand out: those of H.H. Milman (1791-1868),6
Heinrich Ewald (1803-75),’ Heinrich Graetz and Julius Wellhausen
(1844-l 9 18). a The work of Wellhausen has understandably acquired
the greatest eminence and fame, and justifiably so in view of the
importance of his contribution to the complex question of the
literary history of the Pentateuch and its probable sources, and to
that of the closely related history of Israel’s religious institutions. It
is certainly not out of place to suggest that Graetz does deserve
examination and consideration alongside these other three, even
though his contribution understandably lay in a very different direction from that pursued by Wellhausen. In recent years concern has
been voiced at the apparent ‘ anti-Jewishness ’ of some of Wellhausen’s conclusions, with the imputation that they arose out of a certain
The History of the Jews (London, 1829; 3rd edn, 1863). For Milman and his
work cp. DNB, vol. XXXVIII (London, 1894), pp. l-4; W.E.H. Lecky, Historical
and Political Essays, rev. edn (London, 1910), pp. 227-50. For the historiographic background to the work of Milman an informative treatment is to be
found in D. Forbes, The Liberal Anglican Idea of History (Cambridge, 1952). pp.
34ff.
Geschichte des Volkes Israel, 3rd edn (7 vols., Gottingen, 1864-7); Eng. trans. R.
Martineau. J. Estlin Carpenter and J.F. Smith, The History of Israel, 4th edn (8
vols., London, 1883-6). _
Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels. Originally published as Geschichte Israels I
(Berlin, 1878); Eng. trans. J. Sutherland Black and A. Menzies, Prolegomena to
the History of Israel (Edinburgh, 1885) ; cp. also Israelitische und Jiidische Geschichte (Berlin, 1894; 5th edn, 1904).
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Protestant theological prejudice,g and undoubtedly similar sentiments were felt much earlier by more than one Jewish scholar over
Wellhausen’s conclusions. lo It is important therefore that we should
be concerned to separate religious-theological evaluations from
more narrowly historical ones. The hasty dismissal of Graetz’s work
by Hayes then becomes all the more striking in view of the relatively
extended attention that he devotes to the work of Milman, whose
History of the Jews was first published in 1829 and ran into three
editions. Of the two scholars Graetz was incomparably the greater
Hebraist, as his extensive contributions in this field show. More
than this, however, he was also vastly more critical than Milman
ever was in his evaluation of sources, concern over the dates and
‘ tendency ’ of particular sources, and overall appreciation of the
way in which historical institutions develop. So too in regard to the
‘ miraculous ’ element in biblical history, a point over which Milman
was heavily criticized by his contemporaries, Graetz was much more
theologically discerning and critical. However, there are admittedly
two factors that have greatly contributed to the impression of an
insufficiency of critical rigour and have certainly encouraged the
estimate of Graetz along these lines. The first concerns the manner
and style of Graetz’s writing, which is that of a free-flowing narrative, with no separate treatment either of critical issues concerning
sources, or of those innumerable instances where the present biblical
narrative requires to be probed if we are to arrive at what actually
happened. Graetz has quite clearly made his own independent
judgement on these questions, and puts down his personal estimate
of the reality of what took place. It is therefore necessary for the
reader to accept, or reject, this conclusion, since there is no footnote
or appendix where the point can be followed through. In this
measure Graetz undertakes a rather personal and eclectic type of
history-writing, making no attempt to keep his conclusions in a
separate compartment from the evidence on which he has reached
them. So far as these are to be found at all they are present only in
the many reviews and shorter articles that Graetz published.” From

a modern critical point of view, such a method of writing history
may not be particularly recommended, but it is certain that Graetz’s
work would never have attained the popularity that it did had he
followed a more detailed and analytical approach. Like Milman,
Graetz was undertaking a largely novel way of presenting biblical
material to readers who could, for the most part, be assumed to be
familiar with it. At this stage, in view of the pioneering nature of
what was being attempted, it is hardly just to evaluate it as though a
ready-to-hand readership existed, which could be assumed to be
interested in, and appreciative of, such a fresh way of approaching a
sacred subject matter.
The second feature in Graetz’s work that has contributed to the
impression of a rather romanticized and personal approach to the
problem of presenting a biblical history is the marked tendency to
reconstruct psychological reactions and attitudes on the part of the
biblical personalities with whom he is dealing. We may cite his imaginative reconstruction of the reaction to the first sight of the land
of Judah by the returning exiles as an example: ‘The first sight of
the long-cherished land, after a journey of four or five months, filled
the returned exiles with unbounded joy. The prophecies, the hopes,
the dreams had become a reality ! ‘12
No doubt this injection of a psychological and spiritualizing attitude into situations where no hard historical evidence has come
down to us marks a very bold and unwarranted filling-out of the
material. From the writer’s point of view it provides a way of introducing an element of evaluation, especially the evaluation of ideas,
in which Graetz was himself obviously so deeply interested. It is
undoubtedly an aspect of the ‘ popular ’ character of the approach
undertaken by Graetz, who felt himself to be writing for a wide lay
readership, not for a more narrowly academic one. If it is to be
judged a fault in the method adopted for the work, it is a fault that
nonetheless served to further the particular aspect of the history that
Graetz regarded as of paramount importance. This aspect was to be
found in the history of ideas, particularly in the way in which moral
and spiritual issues were deeply embedded in religious and cultural

9 Cp. C. Klein, Theologie und Anti-Judaismus (Munich, 1975) p. 66; Eng. edn
Anti-Judaism in Christian Theology (London, 1978), pp. 62ff.
10 Cp. S. Schechter, ‘ Higher Criticism - Higher Anti-Semitism ‘, in Seminary Addresses and Other Papers (Cincinnati, 1915) pp. 35-9. ‘ Wellhausen’s Prolegomena and History are teeming with aperqes [author’s italics] full of venom
against Judaism, and you cannot wonder that he was rewarded by one of the
highest orders which the Prussian Government had to bestow ’ (p. 36).

I1

Graetz’s rejection of the Documentary Hypothesis is set out in Geschichte der
Juden, vol. II, part I (Leipzig, 1875) pp. 452-75. S.W. Baron, History and Jewish
Historians, p. 448, n. 16, refers also to an essay by Graetz, ‘ Die allerneueste
Bibelkritik Wellhausen-Renan ‘, MC WJ 35 ( 1886) 193-204,233-5 1.
12 The Popular History of the Jews, vol. I , p. 1 (5 vols., New York, 1930);
Eng. trans. A.B. Rhine = Volkstiimliche Geschichte der Juden, 1st edn (Leipzig,
188889).
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features of ancient Israel’s life and its background. It can hardly be
said to be a mark of an uncritical attitude on Graetz’s part, nor of
any very special pleading as a Jewish apologist.
The comparison with the work of H.H. Milman immediately
draws attention to a feature that stands out with extraordinary
prominence when we consider the basic assumptions behind the
nineteenth-century attempt to write a history of biblical Israel. Like
Graetz, Milman regarded it as axiomatic that, in writing the history
of Israel in Old Testament times, he was writing a history of ‘the
Jews ‘. Hence he regarded it as quite natural and proper to see the
continuation of the nation of Israel, which effectively lost its full
nationhood with the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 B.C. by the
Babylonians, in the Jewish community of the post-exilic period and
in the continuing history of the Jewish people after the second great
political crisis with the Roman-Jewish war of A.D. 66-70. There
was, as both Milman and Graetz viewed the history, a natural element of continuity of the Jewish people, which survived the loss of
nationhood and which extended down into modern times. It is true
that Milman saw a measure of ‘completeness’ - a national growth
from childhood to maturity - manifesting itself in the biblical
period, so that this period did in some measure stand by itself in a
special way. Yet so also Graetz, who discerned an interesting structure of Jewish history in three main periods - national, post-exilic
and post-biblical - could view the post-biblical period of Jewish
existence as in a measure incomplete and distorted precisely on
account of the lack of a truly ‘ national ’ dimension. ’ 3 This is a point
to which we shall have occasion to return in considering the structure of Graetz’s work and its overall conception of the nature of
Jewish existence.
The perspective of Graetz and Milman, however, stands in
marked contrast to that adopted by H.G.A. Ewald, whose massive
seven-volume work, Geschichte des Volkes Israel (Eng. edn, The
History of Israel), viewed the rise of Christianity as the natural
product and development of the history recounted in the Old TestaI3 The comment by Forbes (p. 52) on the work of Thomas Arnold is illuminating:
‘The nation remained for Arnold the instrument of moral growth, the means by
which the individual and mankind are brought to perfection.’ The same could
certainly be said of Graetz’s view of Jewish history, with the modification that
the loss of this national dimension led to a wholly new emphasis upon the
religious aspect that had remained hidden within the nationally-orientated
social aspect. Certainly Graetz argued for a very close connection between
Israel’s moral life and its roots in the period of its existence as a nation.
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ment. For him, the history of Israel found ‘ its own Consummation
in ever-growing Christianity’ (Eng. edn, vol. V I, p. 9). A similar
perspective, although much more cautiously expressed, is to be
found in J. Wellhausen’s Zsraelitische und Jiidische Geschichte.14
Milman, in fact, says virtually nothing regarding the separation of
the early Christian community from Judaism, whereas Graetz regards the former quite explicitly as a heretical community for which
there could be no natural home within Judaism.” It becomes all the
more interesting, therefore, to note that Wellhausen took the view
that Jesus ‘ never thought of leaving the Jewish community’. l6 Undoubtedly the immense development of research into the character
and differing forms of Judaism in the immediate pre-Christian
period since the time when both Graetz and Wellhausen were writing
has served only to highlight still more the complexity of the question
of the relationships of both Christianity and post-biblical Judaism
to the Old Testament.
The work by Graetz was a massive eleven-volume undertaking,
which began to appear with volume IV in 1853, and was not completed until 1874 with the publication of volume I. The first two
volumes cover the biblical period with which we are concerned,
dealing with the history down to the close of the Maccabean Revolt
in approximately 160 B.C. Subsequently an abbreviated edition of
the work, undertaken by Graetz himself, was published in Leipzig in
1888. Translations of this into a number of other languages appeared, as well as translations, and revised translations, of the original work. The international influence and reputation of Graetz was
therefore understandably quite immense, although apparently not,
as has been noted, among Christian biblical historians. This is in
itself not at all difficult to appreciate in view of the fact that, when J.
Wellhausen published in 1878 his Geschichte Zsraels, vol. I (called
Prolegomena zur Geschichte Zsraels in later editions), he established
an entirely new platform of scholarship upon which Christian scholars, more or less universally, have built.17 In this the perspectives
and interests that were paramount in the approach of Graetz had
very little place.
14 Significantly, the book concludes with a chapter entitled ‘ Das Evangelium’ (pp.
38 I ff).
Geschichte der Juden, vol. IV (Leipzig, 1853) pp. 88- 128.
Sketch of the History of Israel and Judah, 3rd edn (Edinburgh-London, I89 I ), p.
227.
17 Cp. now M. Haran, Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford,
1978).
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In Wellhausen’s work the main foundation of the presentation of
the history of Israel is achieved through setting out a history of the
great religious institutions of the people: the Temple, its priests and
ministrants, and its various rituals. In the course of this the history
of the great political institutions of kingship and legal administration are also given extensive coverage. With Graetz the particular
course of history through which these institutions passed is of much
less importance. In setting out to achieve what he did, Wellhausen
was following closely in the path of the great pioneer historian
Barthold Niebuhr, who had used a study of the growth of the major
political institutions of ancient Rome as a basis for presenting a new
critical approach to the history of that great culture.‘* Niebuhr had
been very influential in England, particularly with Thomas Arnold
and J. Connop Thirlwall, and in some measure with Milman also.
His influence upon the whole course of ancient historiography in the
nineteenth century was therefore immense. Graetz was undoubtedly
conscious in large measure of the whole historicist movement in
Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth century and of the
current philosophical and religious trends that made history-writing
such a prominent scholarly occupation.rg As a Jewish writer he had
a particular forerunner in the work of I.M. Jest,” although this in
itself cannot be regarded as the major stimulus for his own embarking upon so mammoth a task. For Graetz the particular characteristic that controls his methodology is a profound concern with
ideas and their history, so that the way in which ideas governed and
controlled experience becomes a significant feature of the presentation of history.
For Niebuhr cp. Gooch, History and Historians in the Nineteenth Century, pp.
14ff.
1 9 Cp. especially F. Meinecke, Die Entstehung des Historismus (Munich, 1936),
Eng. edn Historism. The Rise of a New Historical Outlook (London, 1972); N.B.
also E. Cassirer, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment, Eng. trans. F.C.A. Koelln
and J.P. Pettegrove (Princeton, 1951) p. 199: ‘History bears the torch for the
Enlightenment; it frees the “ neologists ” from the bonds of Scripture dogmatically interpreted and of the orthodoxy of the preceding centuries ’ (= Die Philosophie der Aufkliirung (Tiibingen, 1932), pp. 266-7).
20 Jost (1793-l 860) published his Geschichte der Israeliten in 182&8 (9 vols.,
Berlin), and this represents the very beginning of modern Jewish historiography.
A tenth volume, narrating the events of the author’s own time, appeared in
1846-7. He subsequently published Geschichte des Judentums und Seiner Secten
(3 ~01s.. Leipzig, 1857-9). For Jost’s work see SW. Baron, History and Jewish
Historicms, pp. 24&62; M.A. Meyer (ed.), Ideas of Jewish History, pp. 175-86
(see n. I above).
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In some ways as important for the religious historiographer as the
History itself is the extended sketch that Graetz published in 1846,

in which he explains the nature of his task as he saw it and the
particular characteristics of Jewish history as he wished to demonstrate them.21 The recent republication of this sketch, together with
several of the prefaces to the individual volumes of the History, in
an English translation (Structure, pp. 63-124), creates afresh an
interest in Graetz as a historian, and in what may be termed the
particular problems of dealing with Old Testament history in the
pre-Wellhausen era. We may suggest two further reasons why an
interest in the work of Graetz should be revived in the present and
why in particular an interest should be taken in it from a Christian
standpoint. The first of these is the new questioning that has arisen
in respect of the famed four-document hypothesis in the source
analysis of the Pentateuch with which Wellhausen’s name has
become inseparably associated. 22 This is not the place to consider
these specific questions, and certainly not to concede that the Wellhausenian hypothesis can be said to have been overthrown. Rather
what has taken place has been the setting of this hypothesis in a
more critical perspective and the recognition that it is, itself, subject
to several significant limitations. With sources that are all in some
measure anthologies, it is obviously impossible to append precise
dates to each item within each source, so that the value of being able
to identify a specific source becomes of rather less significance and
assistance in tracing a precise chronological development of institutions. Furthermore, the history of those institutions themselves,
which forms a major part of the evidence for the four-document
hypothesis, has forced certain modifications in the original thesis.
This particularly applies to the so-called Priestly Source (Wellhausen’s Q).23
The second reason for a new interest in the rise of nineteenthcentury biblical historiography is that now, after more than a century of work, it is becoming all the more necessary to ask what kind
of history it is that is being researched and presented. Is it a religious, political or social history? Or is it a history of ideas and, in
some sense, a history that itself forms a part of a divine revelation?
21
22
23

Graetz, ’ Die Konstruktion der jtidischen Geschichte ‘, Zeitschrift f iir religiosen
Interessen des Judentums 3 (1846) 270-3,307- 13,349-52.
SO especially R. Rendtorff, Das iiberlieferungsgeschichtliche Problem des Pentuteuch, BZAW 147 (Berlin-New York, 1977).
Cp. especially M. Haran (see n. 17 above), pp. vi-vii.
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It is evident in retrospect that only slowly have the separate facets of
the history begun to appear as separately identifiable. It may be
argued that in practice a biblical ‘history’ has provided a very
broad introduction to questions of a literary, ethical, social and
ideological nature, as well as to matters dealing more directly with
religious and political institutions. It has become necessary to
question what precisely is the ‘ Israel ‘, the history of which is being
pursued so painstakingly. In this respect it is salutary to reflect that,
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, as important a scholar as
W.M.L. de Wette argued that a critical history of Israel was neither
possible nor desirable. 24 So powerfully, in fact, did the impulses and
convictions of the historicist movement come to affect the study of
religion, especially in regard to the questions concerning the origin
of particular religions, that by the second half of the nineteenth
century a critical historical study seemed to be essential to virtually
everything in the way of religious practice and ideas.
Graetz was evidently not unmoved by all these things and we may
note three factors that may be identified as having extensively affected his work. The first of these was the Enlightenment itself with
its concern with history, and especially with a new critical approach
to the task of historical writing. 25 Through his roots in the Wissenschuft movement in German Jewry Graetz was evidently freely at
home in critical assumptions and methodology, so that he could not
have expected or desired to write a history of the sort that he
planned without the fullest immersion in critical questions. Most
directly for Graetz this related to the Old Testament text and its
interpretation, and to the problems of establishing a truly original
and correct meaning. 26 In this he had learnt extensively from the
newer classical workers in the field, even when this set him in opposition to the more traditional and Orthodox approach to the problem. That he extended this into a far-reaching literary criticism has
already been noted, even though Graetz himself had neither the
taste nor the rigour to carry it through with the determination that
24
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Cp. R. Smend. Wilhelm Martin Leherecht de Wettes Arbeit am Alten und am
Neuen Testament (Basel, 1957). p. 24; see also L. Perlitt, Vatke und Wellhausen,
BZAW 94 (Berlin, 1965), pp. 91B.
25 P.H. Reill, The German Enlightenment and the Rise of Historicism (Berkeley-Los
Angeles-London, 1975), pp. 3 1 ff.
26 As far as his work in the biblical field is concerned, Graetz’s other major contributions were in the field of text criticism, especially in his commentary on the
Psalms, Kritischer Commentar zu den Psalmen (2 vols., Breslau, 1882-3), for
which he received severe criticism from his more conservative colleagues for the
boldness of his emendations.
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characterized Wellhausen. For the kind of history that he proposed
to undertake the precise course of the rise and fall of such institutions as the Temple and its priesthood were not especially important. Graetz concerned himself more with the interpretation of the
role of such archaic and obsolete institutions in forming the life,
ideas and character of a people.
Certainly it is here, in the realm of ideas, that Graetz shows so
much of the weaving together of nineteenth-century idealism and
older, more traditional, interpretations of the ethical and doctrinal
aspects of religion. So much has, in fact, been written and claimed
with respect to the impact of Hegel and Hegelianism upon
nineteenth-century biblical criticism that it is only with hesitation
that such epithets and names can be mentioned. Yet there is undoubtedly a real measure of Hegelianism to be identified in Graetz’s
work, profoundly concerned as it is with the idea of Judaism and
Jewishness.27 In fact, for his History Graetz clearly had an ambition
to bring out this particular ideological aspect of Jewish life and
religion. In his own words (in translation) : ‘ Thus, history is not only
the reflection of the idea, but also the test of its power ’ (Structure, p.
65). From this he could go on to claim that, in its essence, all Jewish
history exhibits but a single idea. Yet this idea was not monotheism
as such, nor even the ‘ethical monotheism’ that formed so prominent a feature in the Wellhausenian reconstruction of Israel’s theological and religious achievement. This fundamental ideological
basis of Judaism emerges initially as the negation of paganism, but
in the course of its historical development takes on a more and more
positive form. ‘ For history merely ripens the seeds of an idea, and
the variety of forms which history yields are only concrete manifestations of the idea’ (p. 65). I could go on to cite further instances of
this indirect influence of a philosophical idealism, with its loosely
Hegelian character. What is important from a historiographic perspective is that, in itself, this concern with religious and ethical ideas,
and with the broad spirituality of a people, constitutes the main
centre of interest for Graetz. This is a point to which we shall need
to return in considering the way in which the history bore a revelatory significance. It matters here, however, since it enabled Graetz
27

For the influence of Hegel on the Jewish Wissenschqft movement and its importance to Graetz’s History see the introductory essay entitled ‘ Ideology and History’ contributed by I. Schorsch to Structure (pp. l-62), pp. 8ff. In a note on p.
308 Schorsch points to the influence on Graetz of the Hegelian philosopher
Christian Julius Braniss at the University of Breslau.
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to make a distinction between the ‘ external ’ history, which at times
took the form of a history of suffering and endurance, and the
‘ inward ’ history, which constituted ‘ a comprehensive history of the
mind ‘.28 Thus he could treat the talmudic period as a manifestation
of the channelling of Jewish life into a distinctive intellectual
realm.2g This realm was understandable, and even necessary in its
time, but did not reveal the wholeness of Judaism or Jewish experience. In fact it was only through the totality of its history that the
true nature of Judaism could be seen.30 More than this, however, his
conviction that an essential Jewish spirit manifests itself throughout
the history of Judaism enabled Graetz to draw very positive and
optimistic conclusions about the future of Judaism.31 The fact that
the first period of Jewish life held a kind of normative place within
the whole story did not mean that this was the period in which the
full fruits of the Jewish idea and experience were disclosed. This first
period was that of national existence and began with the conquest of
the land by Joshua and ended with the fall of Jerusalem to the
Babylonians in 587 B.C.32 Only in the future could the full flowering of the Jewish idea be attained.
This points us to the third important influence that we may discern within the structure and approach adopted by Graetz for his
history. This lies within the greatly changed political and intellectual
situation existing for Jews in Germany at the time when Graetz
wrote. Loosely described, this has been termed ‘ emancipation ‘, and
represents in large measure the legacy of the Napoleonic upheavals
upon the life and thought of central European Jewry. It is, in fact,
almost impossible to separate the changed social and political context of life from the intellectual movements that accompanied it in
Judaism. This witnessed the rise of Wissenschaft as a new way of
approaching inherited religious riches, and the desire for reform and
even full assimilation into European, especially German European,
life. That Graetz held back from the idea of almost unrestricted
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‘ Reform ‘, and from total assimilation into German life and citizen-

ship, arose precisely out of his interpretation of Jewish history and
of the peculiarly ‘ national ’ dimension that is identified in that history at its beginning. 33 It is here that we encounter some of the most
interesting facets of Graetz’s thought, and of the importance that he
himself attached to his subject matter. Not only the age in which he
wrote but also the impulses and tendencies of that age required the
clarification of those features that were universally binding and eternally enduring within Judaism - what he himself could term ‘the
fundamental principle of Judaism ‘. Not surprisingly Graetz found
this to lie in certain ideas and ethical principles, realities that could
be applied and developed in an unlimited number of situations.
They constituted in the Kantian sense ‘ universal truths ‘.34 Yet
these ideas, which were in Graetz’s understanding the intellectual
treasures of Judaism, had been received and expressed through a
particular people and in particular times. In this measure therefore
their universality had been limited and particularized through the
exigencies and experiences of a concrete people and its life. There is,
therefore, in the way in which the History is presented a strong, and
not unexpected, apologetic element. Graetz is concerned to defend
the right and propriety of the acceptance of change in Jewish life by
demonstrating that throughout its history Judaism had been in a
continuing process of change. This was not in a steady upward
movement, but rather in a somewhat jerky series of phases.35 More
than this, however, he was able to present the history in such a way
as to show that the period of emancipation made possible the
recovery of something from the past, which life in the ghettoes had
precluded. Judaism could therefore enter more fully into its inheritance by a recovery of the knowledge of its own past in the biblical
33

28

Cp. Graetz in ‘Introduction to Volume Four of The History of the Jews’ (reprinted in Structure, pp. 125-39) p. 125.
29 ‘ Introduction to Volume Four ‘, pp. 127ff.
30 Cp. Graetz, ‘But the totality of Judaism is discernible only in its history’,
Structure, p. 65.
31 Structure, p. 72: ‘Judaism is not a religion of the present but of the future.’
32 Structure, p. 74: ‘The first page of Jewish history begins with the Book of
Joshua, with the crossing of the Jordan, with the encampment at Gilgal. The
Pentateuch, the slavery in Egypt, and the miraculous survival in the wilderness
up to the death of the man of God with the radiant face constitute the interesting
introduction and preparation thereto.’
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This point is brought out in the illuminating essay by E.I.J. Rosenthal, ‘Hermann Cohen and Heinrich Graetz’ (see n. 3 above). An appreciation by Cohen
of the work of Graetz is to be found in ‘ Zur Jahrhundertfeier unseres Graetz ’ in
H. Cohen, Jiidische Schrlften, vol. I I, ‘ Zur jiidischen Zeitgeschichte ’ (Berlin,
1924), pp. 44653.
For the importance of the tensions and contrasts between universalism and
particularism in relation to the study of the Old Testament cp. Smend (see n. 24
above), pp. 85-7n, and his essay ‘ Universalismus und Partikularismus in der
Alttestamentliche Theologie des 19. Jahrhunderts’, EvTh 22 (1962) 169-79.
Cp. Graetz, ‘Introduction to Volume One of The History cf the Jews’
(Schorsch, pp. 173-89), p. 187: . The history of the Israelite nation manifests,
therefore, at the beginning a thoroughly irregular pattern.’ We may contrast the
summary by Forbes (p. 49) of the view of A.P. Stanley: ‘ In no people does the
history move forward in so regular a course, through beginning, middle and
end, as in the people of Israel ’ (taken from The Eastern Church, p. xxvi).
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period. At the same time this knowledge of the past could bring to
the fore those dimensions of Jewish life that had remained dormant
for more than two millennia : in particular, the recognition that the
ethical bases of biblical teaching pointed inevitably to the whole
realm of man’s political and social life for their full expression. ‘ The
concept of God must immediately become a concept of the state’
(Structure, p. 69). In this way Graetz believed that he was able to
show from the character of the biblical material in the foundation
period of Jewish existence the wholeness of revealed truth, which
was of a profoundly ethical and spiritual nature.
This apologetic element in the structure of Graetz’s work has,
therefore, a special interest for the study of the development of
Jewish thought in the nineteenth century. Interestingly enough also,
it compares very strikingly with Wellhausen’s parallel emphasis
upon the national (pre-exilic) period of the Old Testament as necessarily the most spiritually creative and informative period of
Israelite-Jewish life.36 With Wellhausen, however, this led to a much
sharper contrast between the pre- and post-exilic periods than
Graetz was willing to endorse. Nevertheless, it is salutary to note
that these similarities of emphasis upon the primary significance of
the ‘ national ’ character of the revelation in the Old Testament exist
between Graetz and Wellhausen. In this respect both scholars display their indebtedness to the larger nineteenth-century emphasis
upon the nation as the appropriate unit for the study of history. In a
wider apologetic context this led Graetz to make an interesting case
for the universal significance of Judaism among the nations of the
world. For him the study of this particular history did not lack a
more universally relevant importance.37
However, it is perhaps most of all the way in which Graetz saw
the eternal and enduring ‘ idea’ of Judaism being tempered and
modified in relation to the realities of history that gives his work a
unique interest. In a sense he appears fully conscious that there
exists a tension between the universality of ethical truths and the
particularity of a special election and a special revelation to one
individual people. This tension, however, is not to be overcome by
accepting only the universality and all the consequences that might
be drawn from it. On the contrary, the very concreteness of history
and the historical past constitute a reason for retaining respect for,
36
37

Cp. Wellhausen, Prolegomena (see n. 8 above), pp. 368ff, ‘ Israel and Judaism’;
Perlitt (see n. 24 above), pp. 2 18ff.
’ Introduction to Volume One of The History of the Jews’, pp. 177ff.
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and attachment to, this element of particularity. In other words,
Graetz appears to be arguing that the ‘ idea ’ of Judaism is not to be
divorced from its history, but rather the two are to be seen in relation to each other. Thus Judaism is seen to consist not simply of a
Torah that can be interpreted and applied to any number of given
situations but to a Torah embodied in a people and related very
directly to a land. As is well known, Graetz attached the greatest
importance to ‘ Eretz Yisrael ’ - the Holy Land - as a given part of
the history of Israel. Through the combination of religious and
political factors in its history Judaism represents a combination of
religious truths and political theory. ‘The concrete expression for
these abstractions is the revealed Law - the Torah - and the Holy
Land. The attention of the people is directed to these two possessions. The Law is the soul, the Holy Land the body, of this
unique political organism ’ (Structure, p. 7 1). From this foundation
Graetz was able to proceed to a very striking and, in view of the time
of its writing, very meaningful estimate of the essential character of
Judaism. ‘Judaism without the firm soil of national life resembles an
inwardly hollowed-out and half-uprooted tree, which still produces
foliage at the top but is no longer capable of sprouting twigs and
branches ’ (Structure, p. 71).
In a way more striking still is the extraordinarily powerful influence that Graetz claimed that the land had exercised upon the
people and their subsequent history. It exerted a kind of psychic
force - a mystical sense of identity - over the people who had drawn
their religious and cultural inheritance from it. Undoubtedly,
Graetz had himself felt much of the attraction of this since he himself was unwilling to see the publication of his volume dealing with
the biblical period until he had visited the Holy Land for himself,
which he did in 1872. This interweaving of ideological, cultural and
religious values with the concrete historical realities of place, time
and event marks Graetz’s work through and through so far as the
biblical past is concerned. In the Popular History, vol. I, p. 1, it sets
the scene and establishes the foundation from which the entire subsequent history is to be viewed : ‘A country situated on the shore of a
surging sea . . . will stimulate its inhabitants to higher impulses, and
awaken within them the development of a psychic life all their own.’
It is not difficult to detect behind this the marked legacy of Romanticism upon Graetz’s presentation of history. After all, Graetz
was in so many respects a Central European, and his scholarship
shows so much of the vigour and confidence that permeates the

,
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most creative years of the Historicist movement.38 Nevertheless, the
fact that all the great pioneers of biblical historiography reveal varying aspects of the contemporary influences that affected their understanding of their task should in no way surprise us. What has often
proved unhelpful in the past has been the unexamined assumption
that this influence could be described as Hegelianism and cast in one
mould. This is evidently not so, and a glance at Graetz’s work shows
how many-sided these influences were. Certainly, the importance of
the ‘ national ’ aspect of Israel’s existence imposes its own structure
upon the way in which the biblical period of Israel’s history is
viewed. Not only does it lead to the imposition of a three-stage
structure on that history, with the Babylonian Exile marking the end
of the first stage and the Roman-Jewish conflict the end of the
second, but it also shows up in the way in which the historian must
deal with the biblical source-material in relation to his subject. Thus
the history of Israel does not truly begin until the age of Joshua and
the conquest of the land. All that precedes this - the historical
traditions now preserved in the Torah - comes by way of preparation. Furthermore, Graetz shows himself to be fully conscious of
the problem that stood at the very fountainhead of Wellhausen’s
researches.39 This concerns the evident lack of any serious attempt
to live according to the Mosaic cultic and ethical legislation in the
period of the Judges and the early monarchy.40 In this regard
Graetz’s separation of the political-social factor from the more
directly idealistic and religious allowed him to argue, not very convincingly, that this latter element was simply forced into the
background.41 Only slowly does it re-emerge into the forefront.
Only, in fact, with the loss of nationhood does the religious dimension come more fully into its own. It is also interesting to note from
the perspective of comparative historiography that the tendencies in
38
39

40

41

T

Cp. K. Lowith, Meaning in History (ChicagoLondon, 1949), p. 5: ‘History,
too, is meaningful only by indicating some transcendent purpose beyond the
actual facts.’
Cp. Wellhausen, Prolegotnena (see n. 8 above), pp. 34: ‘I learned through
Ritschl that Karl Heinrich Graf placed the Law later than the Prophets, and,
almost without knowing his reasons for the hypothesis, I was prepared to accept
it; I readily acknowledged to myself the possibility of understanding Hebrew
antiquity without the book of the Torah.’
Cp. ‘ Introduction to Volume One of The History ofthe Jews’, p. 184: ‘ Most of
the kings, their sons, and courts behaved without restraint, as if there were no
laws which set limits for their despotic will, as if they had never heard of the Ten
Commandments of Sinai.’
Ibid. p. 184.
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pharisaic and talmudic Judaism with which Wellhausen dealt so
harshly were far from being held up as either typical or necessary
expressions of the true Jewish ideal (Structure, pp. 90ff). They are,
Graetz argues apologetically, an understandable and almost inevitable response of Judaism to a particular phase within its historical
experience.
This brings us back to the way in which Graetz saw the importance of the totality of Jewish history :
you may build

a church and accept a creed for this refined and
idealized Judaism ‘ in a nutshell ’ ; nevertheless, you still will have
embraced only a shadow and taken the dry shell for the succulent

fruit. You possess neither the Judaism taught by the Bible in unambiguous terms, nor the Judaism molded by three thousand years of
history, nor, finally, Judaism as it still lives in the consciousness of the
majority of its adherents (Structure, p. 71).

This linking together, in tracing the structure and course of Jewish
history, of the ethical and universal truths of divine revelation with
the concrete realities of religious and political life as epitomized in
the time of Israel’s nationhood points to a kind of creative tension.
The particularism of Israel’s history is given a wider universal significance by the knowledge of God that has been granted to it and
must ultimately be shared with all mankind. ‘Judaism looks back to
the burning bush of Sinai and forward to the time envisioned by the
prophets, when the knowledge of God, justice, and happiness will
unite all men in brotherhood ’ (Structure, p. 72).
One of the features that Graetz shared in common with Milman
in dealing with the Old Testament period of Jewish history was a
willingness to use the titles ‘Jews ’ and ‘Judaism ’ in dealing with the
entire Old Testament period from the very beginnings of Israelite
history. This was in marked contrast to the practice, beginning with
W.M.L. de Wette and exemplified in H. Ewald and J. Wellhausen, of
distinguishing sharply between the pre-exilic ‘ Israelite ’ period and
the post-exilic ‘Jewish ’ period.42 Clearly there is a difference, occasioned by the loss of full national life with the fall of Jerusalem in
587 B.C. Graetz, as we have seen, is fully conscious of this and is
willing to stress its importance; yet not to the point of seeing the
post-exilic period as one of unfruitful decline and of a relapse into
42

Cp. Smend (see n. 24 above), p. 105. I.M. Jost had, before de Wette, made a
distinction between ‘ Israelites ’ and ‘Jews ‘, a point over which Graetz took issue
with him; cp. Structure, p. 72.
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legalism. There is an essential unity that holds the two periods
together:
The bearers of the first historical era are political citizens, war heroes,
and kings with only a touch of religious sentiment; those of the
second era are pious men, sages, teachers, students, and sectarians
who manifest only a passing social interest . . . However, is there no
connecting link between these two divisions? Does not the influence
of the pre-exilic period extend into that following the exile? Did not
the prophets lay the groundwork for the piety of the second period?
Judaism knows itself to be one and the same in both eras; it bears
within it the self-consciousness that, despite all the differences resulting from external experiences and internal metamorphoses, it represents for itself an indivisible unity (Structure, p. 73).
It is evident on this particular question, that of the connection
and continuity between the pre- and post-exilic periods of Israel’s
life, that the issues are complex and cannot be resolved simply by
the application of particular labels. There is built into the Old Testament itself, as we can now see much more clearly than was possible
towards the end of the nineteenth century, a deep literary connection between the pre- and post-exilic periods of Israel’s life. The
great literary collections, in the Pentateuch and the Former and
Latter Prophets, as well as in Wisdom and Psalmody, all contain
material and traditions from both phases of Israelite-Jewish life. No
longer can ‘ Law ’ or ‘ Wisdom ’ or ‘ Psalmody ’ be ascribed to one
particular phase of Israelite-Jewish life, whether that be regarded as
very early and beginning with Moses, or very late and related to the
Maccabean uprising. The different types of religious, prophetic and
ethical sayings and collections belong to all periods of the Old
Testament and in substantial measure straddle the dramatic upheaval occasioned by the Babylonian Exile. To this extent the discovery and delineation of the major literary ‘ sources’ of the Old
Testament can only be a task treated with reserve and caution so far
as their relationship to particular events and personalities is concerned. This should certainly warn us against allowing the Babylonian Exile to control too strictly the particular way in which the
biblical history is viewed. At this point also we must certainly raise
fresh questions, in respect of both Graetz and Wellhausen, concerning the importance of the national dimension of Israelite life for
biblical historiography.
It has already been pointed out that in more recent years the need
has increasingly presented itself for breaking down this very unified
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conception of a national history into its component parts and for
paying greater attention to social, territorial and more distinctively
religious factors. In fact, with the work of both Graetz and Wellhausen, it is very hard to be clear whether we are dealing with a
political history, set out according to recognized secular historiographic principles, or a more overtly religious history. Both scholars
present a close interweaving of both aspects and defend their
reasons for doing so. Yet in retrospect the two sides are distinct and
the need remains for isolating historical judgements from more
overtly theological ones. Perhaps at the end of the day the two can
never be wholly separated, but it nevertheless remains essential to
see the two in their separate spheres of reference.
In looking at the work of Heinrich Graetz as a religious historian,
there is certainly no specific intention here to argue that he was
somehow more right, or more far-seeing, than those other great
pioneers of the nineteenth century who worked in the field of
Israelite-Jewish history. In many respects we can still see how
powerfully the work of Julius Wellhausen has towered above that of
others. Nevertheless, it is also clear in retrospect that all the great
figures who laid the foundations of biblical historiography in the
nineteenth century were men of their time. Their particular aims aqd
methods and the inevitable limitations that go. with these must all
now be seen in the particular context of culture and scholarship that
found its major focus in the Historicist movement in Germany. It is
no accident, therefore, that the major pioneers in this field were
Germans, and even Milman owed not a little to the impulses of the
German Enlightenment. What is clear, however, is that the work of
Heinrich Graetz appears to have been quite peculiarly and unfairly
ignored by Christian scholars, and not taken into account in the
effort to attain some balanced assessment of the gains and losses of
the historical movement in the study of the biblical history. He must
surely be rescued from the unjust accusation of being ‘uncritical ‘.
From a Christian perspective he appears rather in the nature of a
Jewish apologist, but against this must certainly be set the fact that
the school of historical interpretation that took its lead from
Wellhausen has appeared to be decidedly anti-Jewish. On this score
alone it is obviously of the greatest importance to scholarship to
avoid any confusion between historiographic method and theological evaluation. It is noteworthy that neither Milman nor Ewald
achieved anything like a calm objectivity in such questions, and
Ewald seems to have been only marginally interested in doing so, as
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is shown by the fact that almost the whole of three, out of eight,
volumes of his History of Israel deal with Jesus and the origins of the
Christian Church. In retrospect it is not misplaced to argue that all
the great undertakings in the nineteenth century to write a clear and
objective account of Israelite-Jewish history were over-ambitious.
At that time much too little information existed regarding the political, cultural and religious life of the ancient Near East in which the
Bible had arisen. The very aim of writing of biblical personalities as
flesh and blood characters who had participated in a real history
was fraught by the great lack of knowledge about the world in which
they lived and its achievements. The very immensity of the range of
discovery in the field of biblical archaeology in the present century
shows how seriously handicapped all such writers were before this
time. Inevitably, the tendency was to use the biblical material that
was available and to create a background that was in no small part a
construction of a sympathetic imagination. The materials simply
were not available to do otherwise. All the great pioneer figures
therefore, including Graetz, had largely to work from the Bible itself
as their only substantial source. In doing so it was inevitable that
they should portray that background as more primitive, more pagan
and more crudely unethical than in reality it appears to have been.
Their historical judgements and evaluations, therefore, could serve
only partially as a critique and reappraisal of the biblical evidence.
More often than not they simply served to reflect the attitude of the
Bible itself. Yet by pioneering the task as they did, all these historians have left us an important legacy of scholarship.
More than this, however, it is the task of the historian to research
into the causes and consequences of the great movements and events
of history. Yet, when the sources of information with which to
probe into such questions are so restricted, it is often far from easy
to offer a satisfactory answer. The strong intellectual incentive in the
early part of the nineteenth century to view history as ‘ the march of
mind ‘, and to see it as the reflection of certain distinctive ideas, has
clearly left its mark. In this respect Graetz offers us a distinctively
idealistic view of Jewish history with his contention that, at a fundamental level, it exhibits a single idea - the idea of Judaism. The
reality was undoubtedly less homogeneous and more confusingly
variegated than this. All too often it was possible to explain changes
and developments as the consequence of the impact of this ‘ idea ‘,
without examining how consciously such an idea was present, or
how men responded to, or reacted against, the ideas that they had
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inherited. The ‘idea’ itself becomes too vague and ill-defined an
entity to account for the many political, religious and social forces
that operated in the history itself.
It is of interest also, and largely in line with this view of the
biblical history, that all the great pioneers, Milman, Graetz, Ewald
and Wellhausen, should have been so deeply attracted to the heroic
conception of Israel’s history. T. Carlyle’s On Heroes and HeroWorship appears to have struck a profoundly resonant chord among
biblical scholars of the time.43 Yet it has proved very difficult for
the serious historian to construct any very concrete portrait of the
great Old Testament figures, Abraham, Moses, David and so on,
because they lie so deeply embedded in the biblical narratives, and
their real personalities are so completely hidden from us.
It is not difficult to see that, to a pattern of historical investigation
that regarded source-criticism to be a first and paramount duty,
Graetz’s history-writing should have appeared to be uncritical. Yet
it was certainly not so, and the more deeply the reader probes into
its historiographic assumptions and aims, the more evident it becomes that he possessed a most interesting and stimulating conception of the critical historian’s role. That it too must now appear
dated and limited by the age and circumstances in which it was first
written is inevitable. For the history of biblical scholarship, however, it is certainly far from being unimportant, and it well repays
study by the serious student of biblical history.

43

T. Carlyle’s work is mentioned by Graetz in ‘ The Correspondence of an English
Lady on Judaism and Semitism ‘, translated in Structure, p. 201 (with note, p.
311). His very words are interesting and worth citation : ‘The gifted Thomas
Carlyle has struck a powerful chord of the human keyboard: man’s need for
hero-worship.’ For Carlyle and Wellhausen cp. Perlitt (see n. 24 above), p. 215.

The Extension of a Simile
DAVID DAUBE

Among Rab’s dicta transmitted by his disciple R. Judah is the
following : 1 ‘ He who marries his daughter to an old man or he who
takes a wife for his infant son or he who returns a lost article to a
Gentile, about him Scripture says [Deut. xxix. 1 Sf], “ To join satiety
to thirst - the Lord will not pardon him (for this act).” ’
The Hebrew here translated ‘ to join satiety with thirst ’ is complicated. The biblical author may, for example, have used &pot in the
sense, not of ‘ to join ‘, but of ‘ to sweep away ‘. Fortunately, for the
purpose in hand, it is sufficient that ‘to join satiety with thirst’
approximately conveys the meaning that Rab assigns to the clause.
However, even if we adopt his starting-point, we shall not find in the
original deuteronomic context any reference to the cases he lists;
and though it is easy to see how an imaginative exegesis might,
unhistorically, connect the verse cited with an unequal coupling of
lusty and dry, L. Goldschmidt understandably feels that the lost
article is out of place.2
The explanation seems to lie in a phenomenon that is by no means
uncommon: the repeated stretching of an attractive simile so that, in
the end, it is applied to a situation it does not really fit. For the first
of the three misdeeds, the handing over of your daughter to a pensioner, ‘ to join satiety to thirst ’ is a perfect metaphor : the concepts
‘ satiety ’ and ‘ thirst ’ are readily transferred to the sexual field. No
wonder parallels exist in many literatures. In the Old Testament
itself, the seductress says: ‘ Let us sate ourselves with love until
1

BT Sanh. 766. According to traditional chronology Rab died in A.D. 247, R.
Judah fifty years later.
2 See Der Babylonische Talmud, vol. VII (Berlin, 1903), p. 325, n. 34:
‘Unverstlndlich ist jedoch, wieso dies aus dem angezogenen Schriftvers herausgedeutet wird.’
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morning ’ (Prov. vii. 18). Of course, the exhaustion contemplated in
this setting is merely temporary. Jeremiah speaks of ‘ the thirst’ of
the nation whoring after strange gods, like a female animal in heat
(ii.25). To the rabbis, then, Deuteronomy offered an obvious peg on
which to hang their reproof of the union in question.
The phrase is slightly less suited to the second sin, that of taking
an adult wife for your son below the age of puberty. ‘ Thirst ’ on her
side is all right, but ‘ satiety ’ on his not quite. He does share the old
man’s lack of interest. But whereas the latter is ‘ sated ‘, tired after a
full life, he is not yet ready. Still, the discrepancy is not enormous.
Once the simile was established for the first case, it was a small step
to extend it to the second - or rather, to bring the second under the
same scriptural warning that was believed to be directed against the
first. The public would have no difficulty in going along with it.
The third wrong, the restoration of a lost object to a Gentile,
represents a much more artificial enlargement of scope, involving a
thorough reorientation of the metaphor. For one thing, the biblical
verse is now taken to allude not, as in the previous two applications,
to sexual relations but to property. So far so good. As for the
specific treatment of ‘ satiety ’ and ‘ thirst ‘, the former stands for the
Gentile who has wealth more than enough - comparable to the old
man no longer needing pleasure. This, too, is relatively ordinary:
such an interpretation, however fanciful from the modern, scholarly
point of view, would be universally intelligible in the talmudic
period. It is when we come to ‘ thirst ’ that the going gets rough. The
lost article ‘joined ‘, given back, to a Gentile is not capable of this
sensation at all. It is the Jewish finder who, if he parts with it, is left
suffering, incurs deprivation. (In a socialist tract, a thing might
perhaps be depicted as ‘ thirsting ’ for service to a poor person rather
than a rich one. We may confidently exclude this line from the
present analysis.) Though a simile need not be absolutely precise,3
the inclusion of this transaction under ‘ to join satiety to thirst’ is
over-ingenious, laboured. An audience would have to think hard to
comprehend the analogy with the two preceding cases. This may
indeed have been an effect far from unwelcome to the proponent of
the dictum: from his angle, what we experience as a weakness was
quite possibly a plus.
At a guess, the two cruel marriages had already been read into
Deuteronomy before Rab and the startling reference to the lost
3 See D. Daube.

Anc~ienr H&ww~~ Fuhle.~ (Oxford, 1973). p. 19.
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article is his addition. The events accounting for his harsh attitude persecutions by an anti-Jewish regime and, in particular, confiscations of Jewish property - have long been pointed out.4
4

See W. Bather, Die Agada der BabylonischenAmoriier (Strassburg, 1878), p. 23;
S. Funk, Die Juden in Babylonien (Berlin, 1902), pp. 66e The Babylonian
Talmud, ‘ Sanhedrin’, ed. I. Epstein (trans. H. Freedman, London, 1935), p. 517.

Two Genizah Fragments in
Hebrew and Greek’
N.R.M. DE LANGE

Among the Cairo Genizah manuscripts in the Cambridge University
Library there are several that are in Greek. They fall naturally into
three groups :
(1) A number of palimpsests containing biblical texts (both OT
and NT) in Greek uncials attracted attention almost as soon as
the Taylor-Schechter Collection arrived in Cambridge. They are
among the earliest manuscripts in the Genizah and are also among
the first to have been published.2 The Aquila fragments containing
the tetragrammaton in Old Hebrew characters are likely to be of
Jewish origin; the others were probably all copied by Christians.
(2) Two later fragments in Greek characters, which are not
palimpsests, have so far escaped attention. One (T-S K24.27) is in
a minuscule hand, with some headings in red uncials, and appears
to contain some Christian hymns. The other (T-S 16.321), in a later
and more cursive script, is also a Christian text.
(3) The third group consists of manuscripts containing Greek
words and passages in Hebrew characters. The text of two of these
is given below. There are others: a marriage contract from Mastaura
I am grateful to the Syndics of the Cambridge University Library for permission to publish these fragments, to the members of the Taylor-Schechter
Genizah Research Unit for helpful advice and for access to their bibliographical
index, and to Professor Simon Hopkins for drawing my attention to T-S
Misc. 28.74. I should also like to express my thanks to Dr Sebastian Brock,
to Professor Evelyne Patlagean and to Professor Robert Browning for wise
counsel and encouragement.
F.C. Burkitt, Fragments of the Books of Kings according to the Translation of
Aquila.. . (Cambridge, 1897)[T-S 12.184; 20.501. C. Taylor, Hebrew-Greek
Cairo Genizah Palimpsests... (Cambridge, 19OO)[T-S 12.182, 186, 187, 188,
189,208; 16.931. J.H.A. Hart, ‘The New Septuagint Fragment’, JTS 4 (1903).
215-17; cp. Taylor, ibid. p. 130 [T-S 16.3201. Another palimpsest of this type
[T-S 12.1851 is still unpublished.
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containing a few Greek words (T-S 16.374),3 a commentary on
the Minor Prophets with some Greek glosses (T-S K25.288), and a
glossary of dilhcult words in Malachi and Job (T-S NS 309.9).4 It is
likely that more may yet come to light. These texts add to our
knowledge of the medieval Greek language, as well as throwing some
light on the life and thought of the Greek-speaking Jewish
communities of the Middle Ages.
I
TS Misc. 28.74 (see plates 1 and 2)
Description

The system of transliteration is similar to that used in other such
Greek texts in Hebrew characters. Words are often run together : in
particular the article, ~ai and some prepositions are generally
attached to the following word, and enclitic uou to the preceding
word. Striking examples of this tendency are lll~~lt3w~~ (ciq zov
ai&vav) and lt3Wl~i?XC1 (~czi &v ~cu&?jzav).
The orthography shows no attempt at consistency. Thus patab
and qame; are used indifferently for a, and &/at is rendered in four
different ways. ~ai is written in six different ways: T ? 2 ;! i;l: F.. CJ is
generally tt’, but once o is used instead. On the other hand, n is
never used for r, as it is in our other text. No attempt is made to
indicate breathings or accents.
The equivalents may be listed as follows:

A single leaf of parchment. It is slightly damaged at the top and
more seriously at one side, so that a few letters have been lost. The
height is 4: in (115 mm), the maximum width 8: in (222 mm). The
writing is in square Hebrew characters, pointed throughout. It is
well preserved, although some of the vowel points may have disappeared.
The columns are of ten lines, 3 in (76 mm) high by 3-3; in
(76-92 mm) wide. There are two columns on each side, and the text
continues from one side to the other, so that the codex apparently
contained two columns per page.
I should hesitate to assign a date to the manuscript. A Greek
transcription of the fragment was published by D.-S. Blondheim,’
who dated both manuscript and translation approximately to the
twelfth century.6
The text
The text is part of a Greek translation of the book of Ecclesiastes,
beginning towards the end of ii. 13 and breaking off after the first
word of ii.23.7 Each verse in Greek is preceded by the first word
of the verse in Hebrew.
Text in J. Mann, The Jews in Egypt and in Palestine under the Ftitimid Caliphs,
vol. II (Oxford, 1922), pp. 94-6, translation in J. Starr, Thi Jews in the
Byzantine Empire 641-1204 (Athens, 1939), pp. 187-90.
I am obliged to Mr A. Spitzer of the Genizah Research Unit for bringing
these two fragments to my attention. I have published the second in ‘Some
new fragments of Aquila on Malachi and Job?‘, VT 30 (1980). 291 4.
REJ 78 (1924), 14, reprinted in his LIS Parlers judko-romans et la Vetus Latina
(Paris, 1925). p. 170.
Ibid. p. 3 and p. 159.
This identification was first made by J. Mann.
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The Greek

The language of the version is medieval Greek. Many of its
peculiarities are due to the method of the translator (see below).
The Hebrew scribe may also be responsible for some oddities. For
example I~??Q (line 7) was read by Blondheim as Kai EIXIV, but it
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is more likely to be a mistake for :pp, ~ai EIXOV. It is possible
that the forms b@lat&o&t (line 26) for &~ouat&o~t and &~~Eu~E~~PvEZ
for &7cop- are due to a similar cause. It is difficult to know how to
deal with the form tix, which renders the Hebrew relative -ai.
Sometimes it seems best to take it as C$ (e.g. lines 5, 11); more often,
however, it appears to stand for the undeclined relative pronoun 8~.
This is borne out by the fact that the same Hebrew word, 3n%um,
is rendered once by iis B~on68qv (line 27) and another time by
zbv EKOXC%T)V (line 31). The same use of 6~ is found in other
Jewish Greek versions, such as those of the Pentateuch and Jonah.*
The dative case is not used. Instead, verbs are constructed with
the genitive (e.g. cmvav~d~~~ pou, line 9). Prepositions usually
govern the accusative, but occasionally the genitive (&~OUK~O TOO
qhiou, lines 19, 22, 27f, 31; fixi, oocpicq, line 33). ~iq is used for
‘in ’ (lines 4, 35), although t?v + accusative is more usual. ‘On ’ is
&7ci + accusative (lines 18, 30).
Participles are declined (lines 5, 14, 22). The temporal augment
is used, even when not accented (e.g. lines 9, 10, 15). The aorist
passive has -8- (lines 18, 31, 35). ‘That I may leave’ is rendered
by C& vdr &pioo (line 23).
o&c is correctly used (lines 12, 35). The genitive of TCVE$~ is
7cvEo@~ou (line 20).
Great freedom is exercised in the use offinal v. It is frequently
added where it does not belong, and once it is incorrectly omitted
(line 14, zQv .i\p~pQ). At line 18 the scribe shows some uncertainty:
it is not clear whether he wrote 1 and changed it to N or vice-versa.
The translation
The translation is a very faithful, word-for-word rendering of the
Hebrew. Nothing is omitted, except for one word in the Hebrew
(mxm, verse 19), which has probably been accidentally overlooked. Nor is anything added, not even the verb ‘to be’, which
would often help the sense.
The article is rendered extremely carefully. It is consistently
avoided in rendering such forms as WY (bqdahpoi aho0), where
8 The Pentateuch was printed at Constantinople in 1547 and reprinted by
D.C. Hesseling, Les tiny livrrs de lu Loi (Leiden, 1897). Hesseling also published the version of Jonah, in &Z IO ( 1901), 208 17. For examples of 6~ see
Gen. i.7, I I, 12; Jonah i.5, 8, IO. See also the remarks of L. BellCli, REG 3
(I 890), 290f; REJ 22 (1891). 262. 263.
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the Hebrew has no article even though the noun is understood as
definite. Only twice is the article introduced in the Greek where it
is lacking in the Hebrew: ERG ujv a3vav (verse 16) may be a conventional formula, and Kai TOO dv@ximou (verse 21) may be
influenced by ~00 &vOp&ou in verse 18.
A special case is presented by the particle -nN, which indicates
the direct object. This occurs four times in the passage and is
treated differently each time. In verse 14 (tlb-m, TQV xchm~
abzh) it is rendered by the article; in verse 17 (rm-ntt, zfiv
@ofp.~) the noun already has the article, and the presence of -m
is not indicated in the Greek; in verse 18 (hu-b-m, c&v div
pxpaoiav pou) it is rendered by tiv; and in verse 20 (yz+-nx,
oh dp KapGiav pou) we find both &v and the article. otiv never
stands for DY (‘with ‘), which is translated by PET& (verse 16).
There is no particular consistency in the treatment ofprepositions.
‘1 (‘in ‘) is usually Ev, but twice we find it rendered by ERG (verses 14,
21) and once, surprisingly, by i& (verse 2 1). -5 (‘to ‘) is only once
translated by ~i$, in the formula ~iq zbv aii3vav (verse 16). Otherwise it is rendered by the genitive of the indirect object (verses 16,
18, 21) or the accusative of the direct object (verse 22).
-l,(‘and’) is always represented by Kai. ‘3 is always iizl. v is (;>q
or Bc,, except in verse 20, where it is rendered by rbv (see above).
nxl(‘also’) is always y&p (verses 14, 15, 19, 21), even though this
rendering does not make sense in Greek.
The treatment of 5~ (‘all’) is curious. When it is followed by a
noun (verses 18, 19, 20, 22) it is rendered by n&v, invariable. When
it stands on its own, however, it is declined (verse 14, zi3v x&vzov
aCxii>v; verse 16, ~dr x&a; cf. verse 17, zb 7~6~).
The handling of nouns is straightforward. The translator seems
to be at pains to respect the connection between nouns and verbs
derived from the same root (verses 14f, auvavziaaCla-avvavz16reIv;
verse 17, xoi(q)pa-7cot&?v; verse 18, ~Et~aaia-~EquX$~a~; verses
19ff, +&oG--Kox&qvat). On the other hand he translates one
Hebrew word by two different Greek ones (%Y = xupaoia or
K&O<; PX = oocpb~ or <~pCvtpo<). He uses the same Greek word
for the two words nim (verse 17) and ~VYY (verse 22). (It may be
remarked that the LXX and the Targum both use one word to
render these two Hebrew words, although each version interprets
the meaning differently: LXX, npoaipmq; Targum, mm.)
I am unable to explain the translation of YDVZ (verse 16) by
&v 7KhivOov.
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Finally, there seems to be a partial attempt to deal systematically
with the tenses of verbs. The Hebrew perfect is always rendered by
a Greek aorist. The imperfect is rendered by the present tense in
Greek, with two exceptions (verse 18, WWW, & vh &cpioq c&o;
;~ww, 65 iio~~). The Hebrew participle is usually rendered by a
participle in Greek, but twice we find a present tense used instead
(verse 19, YW, ytvbmcet; verse 22, ‘;11;1, &p&Z). In verse 20 the
infinitive WN+~S translated zo &~cEu~E~I~vE~(v).
Comparison with other versions
The Septuagint. The oldest surviving Greek version of Ecclesiastes
is that found in the LXX. It is of the ~aiys type, and may have
been produced in the circle of Aquila. Like our fragment, it follows
the Hebrew very closely, and there are many similarities between
the two versions, which may be illustrated by a comparison of a
couple of verses9:
(verse 14)
Lxx:
ro6 ooCpo6 o f &peahpoi c.z~roO Ev K&cpUh~ C&r06
T-S Misc. 28.74: 6 oo&
bgdahpoi ahoi3 Ev ~fspah~v c&r05
Kai

6

ticppov z3.J

cncchx

7copsfiszat

KUi 6 XCtlplKb$ &iG rtl OK&O< XOp&Uy6/.lSVO<
6rt cmvbq~a
ciq

Ev

cmvavr+nxat

mvavriaopa iivav cmvavrt@x

roiq

Kai Eyvov ~aiys &yc;>
KCIi tyV6XXZ yhp
7t&ow

abroi<.

r&w mivrov abrii)v.

(verse 15)

cmvavrfynxai pal ~ai ‘iva ri Eoocp~~@qv &@I r6rs
8yci1 ouvavrni~st pou Kai Glari Ecppbsoa Eyti~ r6rsv

1$0i

mpt(Tdv
mzpms6rEpov

EhSqoa Ev KapGiq pov 821 KaiyE roOr0
Kai Ehcihqoa bv KapGiav p01.1 &I< y&p roiho

parathqq.
pciratov.

9

The LXX text is that of Rahlfs.

&yci>
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The similarities are so striking as to make a detailed analysis
superfluous. They must raise a strong suspicion that our text is a
revision of the LXX aimed at modernizing the language and following slightly different canons of translation. Such a hypothesis would
help to explain the inconsistencies already noticed in our version.
It is as if we have caught the reviser before his task has been completed. y&p has replaced ~aiys, for example, but cruv has not yet
been completely eradicated. It could be argued that this process is
already at work in our LXX, since &v for nN is lacking in some
places (verses 14 and 20).
Graecus Vene tus ( = Ven.) lo This version is preserved in a unique

manuscript in Venice, written in Greek characters and dated to the
late fourteenth or early fifteenth century. It appears to represent
a different revision of the LXX. It often agrees with the LXX
against the Cambridge fragment, but sometimes displays uncertainty and occasionally agrees with our text against the LXX.
Thus 533 is u~azcztorn~, as in the LXX, whereas our text has
u6zatov. In verse 21 it reads G&&t abzov uspiGa oi where the LXX
has G&r&t c&z@ l.u@Scr afizoc and our text has 6%&t c&o0 ~E~ZIK~)V
c&zoC. In verse 16 it has uvtjpn for Ill3t, like the LXX, where our
text has l.~n~oauvov. l1 In verse 15 it has &oocpioOnv for -mm
where the LXX has koocpto6unv and our text has &cppov~oa, but
in verse 19 the same verb is translated &cppovnoa. Ven. usually
agrees with the LXX in translating %OZ by ci<ppov, although
sometimes it prefers l.ropoq; our text uses XoptrcoG.
Ven. agrees strikingly with our fragment only in verse 21, KCIK~CI
xohh_il (LXX, xovnpia p~ycihq). There are also some less significant similarities, e.g. K61Ktiotq12 in verse 17 for mm, where our
text has KC~K~TTJTCIV (LXX, xpocdp~aq), and earlier in the same
verse Ven. has ro 7ccv, like our text (LXX, zdr. rruvza).
More often Ven. disagrees both with our text and with the LXX;
sometimes all three have different renderings. For example :
Verse
13
14

T-S Misc. 28.74
61s Ev mpmdwpov
61s cmvavriao~a

LXX
& mpmda
Srt ouvtwrqpa

ouvavrt&(st

owavrficxrat

Ven.
Kard rfiv impoxflv
6rt CQLfh$TlIKb<

ov~P+xra~

10 Ed. 0. Gebhardt (Leipzig, 1875).
11 Which is also, however, the rendering of Symmachus.
12 So too in ii.26. But in i.14 it has i%.p&otq. IVY1 is hvarr6hqaq in i.17,
in ii.22.

p~hCrq
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15
17
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19
20
21
22
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T-S Misc. 28.74
ElltOV

LXX

Ven.

&a

ECpTjV

7csptoo6rEpov

nepmo~v

pdhhov

Ehtirpa
r?jv @njv
ri, xoi(r&a
Cbq vix Ckpim
Kai &~qcntm&~
rt~ dLmuj.qxpv~i
Ev &3u&q2a
6~ ri &pd_C
kv KaKbqrav

Eh&hq oa
oiw rqv @J?jv
rb xoirpa
brt &cpio
Kai E~ouotcQzal
rot5 &nor~ac&la~
Ev &v6psiq
821 ri yiverat
8v npoatph~

&$Tp

qv ptorfiv
zo~pyov’3
Ed KaTahEiym
6&c&o&~ p&VT01
mzp3kiv
Ev KaCIap6rqrl
ri y&p ruy~twst
8v rij j.d.kr~

Moreover, I’en. constantly inserts the article where the other two
are careful to leave it out.
The treatment of both DX and nx is inconsistent in Ven. Whereas
for mx our fragment always has y&p and the LXX always has ~aiyc,
Ven. has iizt three times and ~ai twice. no is ignored in verses 17
and 20, but in verses 14 and 18, where it is joined to 53, Ven. has
~6u7~_~~tv and ~Qtxavza, although elsewhere ‘I3 is rendered simply
by forms of ~iZi<. The &t- seems to be a relic of the LXX otiv.
Like the LXX and our fragment, the translator of Ven. aims at
a high degree of faithfulness to the Hebrew, although he sometimes
permits himself small liberties, adding or omitting words or altering
the word-order slightly. His language, unlike that of our fragment
and the other medieval Jewish versions, is consciously and strictly
classical, and he avoids neologisms and colloquial expressions.
Without entering into the vexed question of the origin of this
version, it may confidently be stated that it is neither an ancestor
nor a descendant of our text. Most likely, both stand in a similar
tradition of translation, going back to antiquity, but incorporating
changing attitudes to both the Hebrew and the Greek languages.
The Oxford Jonah. The version of Jonah published by D.C.
Hesseling ’ 4 is the only Greek translation of a biblical book in
Hebrew characters surviving in its entirety in medieval manuscript.
A comparison of it with our fragment is therefore of some interest.
It is preserved in a manuscript now in the Bodleian Library,”
13 Symmachus ro Epyov.
14 See n. 8 above.
1 5 Opp. Add. 8” 19, no. 1144 in Neubauer’s catalogue. There is also a fifteenthcentury manuscript in Bologna, which contains some interesting modernizations, e.g. @pt for txri~o (*fish’).
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which bears a note stating that it was sold in 1263. Like our fragment, it is written on parchment, in small format and in pointed
square characters. Like our fragment, too, it is an extremely literal
version in colloquial rather than literary Greek. Each verse of the
Hebrew is followed by its Greek translation, whereas our text gives
only the first word or two of each Hebrew verse.
The language of the Jonah version is similar to that of our fragment: there is no dative case; prepositions govern the accusative,
rarely the genitive (ii.5 &to Evavziou); ‘in’ is 8v + accusative
(never &, which is used for ‘to’, side by side with rcpos), and
‘on’ is &ri + accusative; the temporal augment is used; so is
v& + aorist subjunctive (i.6, vh ~LEZ(X~E?SOQ). Final v is added with
the same abandon that characterizes our fragment, and occasionally
omitted (ii.5 &KC&U% for &@ahuQv).
The principles of translation are also similar, although there are
signs of greater freedom or laxity. Thus the verb ‘to be’ may be
inserted (iv.2, Eti ~15 for ;I~K). The article is sometimes omitted,
or inserted where it is not explicitly present in the Hebrew, but
we do often find renderings such as ENS ~~rpdlht pov for ?VHl5 (ii. 6).
This inconsistency makes it hard to judge whether or not the
translator has deliberately inserted the article to take the place of
-nx (e.g. i.9, ray y\ipto for’;1-nN). CSN is not used. There is the
same use of indeclinable iis (e.g. i.5) and K&V (ii.4) as in our fragment. tlx does not appear in Jonah. Cognates are respected (i.16,
6r6Xznoav r&yl.tara; iv. 1, Eicakd&lv . . . kak~ouvtl).
The tenses of verbs are not handled as systematically as in our
text, but we do find a curious use of the participle (i.3, Kap&f3l
Cpxaphq for ;1NZ ;1YK; i.13, fi 86haooa xop~uy&wov icai hatha~icov for 13501 +l;r OYn). -5 + infinitive is commonly rendered by
such forms as zo t%esi (i.3).
In other words, although the versions of Jonah and Ecclesiastes
are not the work of the same translator, they display great similarities both in the Greek language and in the aims and methods
of the translation. Many of the tendencies we have mentioned
also appear in the 1547 Pentateuch,16 and it would appear that
we are dealing with a common tradition of Greek Jewish biblical
translation.
16

See n. 8 above. There are, however, important differences. Most notably, OX
is rendered by the curious word arrara, which is also used (for 7~) in the
translation of the Aramaic portions of the Bible by Elijah Afeda Beghi (I 627)
published by A. Danon in JA 1 Ith series 4 (1914). 1 65.
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The Jerusalem glosses. A manuscript in the Jewish National and
University Library in Jerusalem” contains Hebrew notes and
Greek glosses on Psalms xxi-xxvii and xlix-cl, Lamentations and
Ecclesiastes. It is roughly written, eclectic in the words singled out
for comment, some of which present no particular difficulty, and
somewhat repetitious. It may represent a student’s notes, or a
teacher’s. It is ascribed by D. Goldschmidt to the sixteenth
century, and the language shows signs of Turkish influence (e.g.
&i~ rrc.@pt for ~VWZ, Eccles. xii.5).
Unfortunately there are no Greek words in the section of
Ecclesiastes contained in our fragment, apart from a supralinear
gloss on WW~ (ii.20), which is so small as to be almost illegible.i8
The Hebrew comments on these verses in the Jerusalem text provide
no helpful parallels to our text, except that IWV>ZR (ii.21) is explained
as ‘straightness, correctness ’ (;~XJIT WV), which corresponds to the
6v sb~uozqzav of our fragment rather than to &v &v6psiq of the
LXX or 6v ica&qozqzt of I/en.
A few more points of comparison may be culled from other
parts of Ecclesiastes :

i.2, P+W 5Z;I : ‘nothing’, ob&?v ~ai ob6&zhoz&
i.3, ~vI’: ‘benefit’, bqsthoouvq (?)
l%Y : ‘his toil ‘, ~6nqv (leg. K&OV?) ab(ro0)
i.14, ‘IVYV: ‘device’ (;rawnn)
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In language and approach it is very similar to the medieval
translation of Jonah, which dates from the early thirteenth or late
twelfth century.ig It is worth pointing out that, just as the book
of Jonah was read publicly in synagogues on the Day of Atonement, Ecclesiastes was read on the Sabbath of Sukkot. Both the
manuscripts containing the version of Jonah are prayer-books, and
it is possible that our text, too, once formed part of a liturgical
codex.
The lack of conclusive parallels in the later Jerusalem manuscript
may indicate that our text is a local version, the use of which was
not universal among Greek-speaking Jews, or that its use had died
out before the sixteenth century.

5

There is no evidence that the author was acquainted with our
version; if anything, the indications are to the contrary.
Conclusions

Our text is a fragment of a Greek Jewish version of Ecclesiastes,
which is in a tradition deriving ultimately from the ancient translation that is found in the Christian Greek Bible. The translator’s
object is to adhere as faithfully as possible to the letter of the
Hebrew text, while making it intelligible to an uncultivated Greekspeaking audience by the occasional use of modern vocabulary
and turns of phrase, without, however, inserting explanatory words
into the text.
17
18

Ms. Heb. 8O 2332. See the remarks of D. Goldschmidt in Kirjufh Sepher 33
(1957. 8), 133-4.
It looks like anovtamt. The Hebrew explanation is Fl~~YFll

im.

10

15

19 There is no agreement on the place where Jonah was translated. Neubauer
thought it was Corfu, Modena mentioned the Greek archipelago, and Belleli
suggested that the Bologna manuscript originated in Crete (see Hesseling.
ByZ 10 (1901), 208. 210).
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ya] p &yu ouvavrta@pou Kat&arl qpovaoa
E]YO ror~v nspLaaorspov KatAahqoa Ev
KapGLavpou ooyap row0 paratov.
(16) art OUKEOrLV ~v~~oavv0~
rouoocpou FErarov xopLKov Eusrovax0vav
Ev xhtv0ov rovqpEpo rovEhxa~Evov
raxavra fAqapovakal Kautq a7roOvqolcst
oooqoq pcrarov xopLKov.
(17) Katquqaa rqv @0qv or1 KaKov
fxtq.~~v ro xotpa(v) ocxxo~0Oq
a7CouKaru rouqhtov orI ro7cav ParaLov
KatKaroqrav 7rv&oparou.
(18) Katspuqaa EYO ouv 7cav XEtpaatavpou
OGEy6I XELj.La~O~EVO~ a7touKarw rouqlhLou

oovaaqxao aura rouaQp6mou ooEora1- 07uhOsvpou. (19) KauY
25

yLV6NKEL pTjrLqIpEVLpO$

tmrI-v q

X6IpLKOG KaLE@jOLaOEL EV 7CaV
~oxovpov
qlh~ou y a p

(20)
30
35

a7touKaru rou
row0 paratov.

OGEKO~~&T~V

KaLEyLIpLCJa EyW rOa7cEU~&pL~VEL CJUV

Extxav rovKoxov
rov EK07drJV a7touKarO rouqhtou.
(21) orI EorIv av0pono~ 0s

rqv KapSLavpou

K0710q aUrOU UXO GO(J) KaLEVyVWoLV
KaLEVELdhOrqraV KaLrOuaVepWIOu

35

ELoaauro 6L6EL aurou
auroo yap rouro paratov Kal-Kaua
xohhq. (22) 0rLrqxhsL rov avOpo[xov
E V 7rav XEtpaotav aurou KawKaKorqrav
KapGtaG aurou ooauroq xELpaco[pEvoq
aXouKarou rouqhLou. (23) or1- . . .
O~OLIKEKO7dTJ
PEprLKov

40
40
(ii.13) . . . 7WpCl

r?JV XtipLKELaV OOEV 7t&pLOOOr&pOV

rocpoq napa rocncoro~.

(14) ooqoq o@ahpoI aurou Ev KEcpahqv
aUrOU KaLOXCDpLKO<

5

&LOrOO-KOrO<

KalEyvooa yap EYO 0~
o-uvavrtaapa Evav 0uvavrla@ rev xavrov
(15) KO1IEurOV &YO EV
aurov.
KapGLavpou ooouvavrlaopa rov~op~Kou
~opEuyo~~v0~

II

T-S K24.14 (see plates 3 and 4)
Descr ip tion
This is also a single leaf of parchment, measuring 5; in (137 mm)
by 9; in (250 mm) (maximum). There are traces of pricking at
both ends.
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The writing is in square Hebrew characters, partly pointed.
The columns measure 3; in (98 mm) in height by 3&3; in
(80-90 mm) in width, and contain fourteen lines each.
There is a central fold. The text begins on the left-hand side,
continues overleaf in two consecutive columns and resumes on the
right-hand side of the recta. This leaf was therefore the central
leaf of its quire.
The text
The text is part of a glossary on the First Book of Kings. Our
fragment begins at 1 Kgs vi.20, and breaks off at 1 Kgs viii.37.
It consists of Hebrew comments and Greek glosses on selected
words, in a similar manner to the Jerusalem manuscript mentioned
above. The commentator confines himself for the most part to
rare words and hupux Zegomena, of which this particular passage
contains a high proportion. He rarely repeats himself (lines 6, 4Of,
45f). He appears to have had a Greek translation before him, which
he occasionally explains with a further Greek gloss (lines 7f, 13,21,
24f, 45; cp. 31). Sometimes he provides two alternative Greek
versions (lines 24, 27, 34, 40f; cp. 3).
The Hebrew lemmata do not always agree exactly with the
Massoretic Text, particularly in the matter of full and defective
spelling. This may be due to carelessness. There are many other
signs of negligence, such as inconsistency of spelling and transliteration, and a rather haphazard approach to pointing. These
factors, coupled with the untidiness of the writing, the poor state
of preservation of the manuscript and the elliptic style, make it very
hard in places to read the Greek words and to establish the sense
of the text.
In view of all these difficulties I have not attempted to do more
than to transcribe the text and to offer a slightly expanded translation. It should be stressed that some of the readings and interpretations are open to question. I have marked the most uncertain
places with a question mark. In transcribing the text I have ignored
the horizontal line that appears frequently over letters other than
b g d k p t. The Greek specialist should be warned that it is not
always easy to distinguish between certain letters, such as 6-p, v-x,
rt-cp.
In the translation I have added biblical references and the AV
translation of the Hebrew words. These renderings have been
inserted primarily to facilitate the identification of the biblical
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Hebrew words by the non-Hebraist, and are not intended to imply
any judgement about the meaning of the Greek glosses. I have
not tried to translate the Greek words; in many cases even the
transliteration has been offered with the greatest diffidence. I have
deliberately kept the notes as brief as possible; much more work
will be needed before this text is fully understood and explained.
The text
Recta Col. ii

10

15

20
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The translation

30

5

10

15
Recta Col. i

20

25

30

[? TlX (1 Kgs vi.18, ‘cedar’):]
K&@.I(31V. mm (vi.20, ‘altar ‘) : nczzocn~, from the passage
in the book of Ezra (Neh. iii.34), ‘What do these feeble
Jews? . . . lnzt’;r (will they sacrifice?)‘: ~~TEXCXTCII~OUG~V,
some say ~qzsazayaoouo~v. 1X7-i (vi.21, ‘and he made a
partition ‘) : ‘and he joined’, xq~~~~vao~v f?), like 1~~1
(?Exod. xxxvi. 10 etc., ‘ and he coupled ‘) : EvKa0ohoaaq
mm-hi (vi.22, ‘also the whole altar ‘): etc. :
Kapcpta.
YIP zon (vi.29, ‘he carved . . . round
KClt7CCUXZ T~V7CCWMJtV.
about ‘) : c~zaptpav ~opv&yt~ (?), i.e. nqp~ Ktpspav (?). mnni
(ibid. ‘and palm trees’): KCU 01 ~~O~WKEOCZG. 5-x~ (vi.31, ‘the
lintel’): zo~cr~~po~t~av 707cctaopav ~TC~(TOV ro’io~~po~av (?).
a~% (vi.34, ‘ folding ‘) : ozpoyyuha, like (?) ‘ to roll (551) a
stone’. iwm (vi.35, ‘fitted’): opeov KCXT~TO 6yK6happav (?)
mov. We may compare to this passage ‘and the kine took
the straight way’ (1 Sam. vi.12), ~a~ophmav: so too here
(it means) O~~O~EVO. Or else iwm is like 11uw1 (Jer. xxii.14;
Ezek. xxiii.14, ‘with vermilion’). n*n~vu (vi.36, ‘rows of
hewed stone’): rows of XE~K~TOUG i.e. 6opoq.
(Verso i) ml3 (ibid. ‘beams’): qzav KO~~EVCI KOIZTOVTCI
uxozq~ o6~6tvq (?). $11 (vi.38, ‘Bul’): that is (the month)
Marheshvan. And why is it called Bul? Because of the flood
(mabbiil) : because the flood came down in Marheshvan, and
that is why it is called Bul, because mankind perished
(vii.4, ‘and light was against light’):
I
(ntTbe’lzi). ;rTn n- x5 mm
KCUU~O~EClU~CtV 7tpOs ~ECIt+lLaV, i.e. a7CoCpaVOV 7tpOO(paVOV,
three ~~~pmzq~cxa (awb ; ibid. ‘ranks ‘), pqpaza, from
window to window. mm nmixn (vii.9, ‘sawed with
saws ‘) : T~~IOVIO~EVE$ ~(v)xptovw. Another version : ~vpouKCWOV, and it is interpreted GU~~EVEG KCUEV~OUKWOV au’sou.
nmm-fy mm (ibid. ‘even from the foundation unto the
coping’) : KCtta7CO~O~E~EhtC0~CW ~c.0~ Za &uxoza. And ann7n3
EVXEpWpaV.
other version : KCZtCt7tOTO~hCIKTlCJ~aV
(vii. 16, ‘ chapiters ‘) : ~~pt~~cp~ddb. pa (ibid ‘ molten ‘) :
XUTOV. (Verso ii) TIXW ;lwyn P~XW (vii.17, ‘nets of checker
w o r k ’ ) : KUKVOX~GCINOV cpyov KUKVOX~ coo1 (?). It is l i k e
‘he walketh upon a snare (333~) (Job xviii.8), which is
ZoGoppoxa, i.e. ~E~opohov. ,hY (vii.23, ‘ round ‘) : azpoyyuhov. inp9 (vii.24, ‘when it was cast ‘): EVEUT~XW~V
auTou. 5-39 nz ayhx (vii.26, ‘it contained two thousand
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baths’): &c&tar. povzta EXO~EW. nlmm-nN VYY (vii.27,
‘and he made (ten) bases’) : raii~~oCkpaza. (cp.) m-ml
(Exod. xxx.28 etc., ‘and his foot ‘) cpohoupov (?). ni+
(vii.29, ‘certain additions’): ~oupvta (?) ~CEZOVUZ ‘JIEZOV~
apyov ~az~Icpopou. YDK ;IY~IK~ (vii.30, ‘ a n d . . . four . . .
wheels ‘) : zpoptta. mm YVX (ibid. ‘and plates of brass ‘) :
Kata@vaKa XahKa. CP1Wnl (vii.33, ‘and their spokes’):
tcatppaypaza amw, like mm (in) ‘dark waters, and thick
clouds of the skies’ (2 Sam. xxii.12), and its interpretation
is ‘and their holes ‘, as in ‘my beloved put in his hand by the
hole’ (Song of Songs v.4). ~~tzw-h~~~ (vii.36, ‘according to
the proportion of every one’): CIK, avayvpltav [a]v6poS.
m+ (ibid. ‘ additions ‘) : n:ETovIa. x7733 (ibid.) : 0s acncqpocmqv, [as (in)] ‘that thou mayest look [o]n their nakedness
(mvyra) (Hab. ii.15). (Recta i) IYYV (vii.40, ‘the shovels’):
zaozpapa. mpta;r (ibid. ‘ the basons ‘) : they are mcozthta.
n-mx nh (vii.41, ‘and the (two) bowls of the chapiters ‘) :
Kaqouhta zovn&ptwpaht6tov, i.e. ypswa (?), hollow, KOUnimzqi (ibid. ‘and the (two) networks’): Tamtwo<po,vna6oza, ‘chain work’ (vii.17). XY~ (vii.46, ‘in the (clay)
ground ‘) : cvrcaxouara. 71x0 =I;~T (vii.49, ‘ of pure gold ‘) :
Some say it is a place-name, uayouptaztKov (?). nimvm
(vii.50, ‘the snuffers’): they are Buptazot. (?) nlnnml lnmm;l
(cp. ibid. nlnml ‘and the hinges’): zaddta Kauaavo1Kz?-lpta. mw;I (viii.2, ‘Ethanim’): m.nGuva~o~azov. non
(viii.7, ‘and (the cherubims) covered’): Kat(m)vmctaow (?),
like O*XO (Exod. xxv.20, xxxvii.9, ‘covering’). htJwa
(viii. 13, ‘ an house to dwell in ‘) : O~KOV ot~?lznptou. &n
(viii.15, ‘ hath . . . fulfilled ‘) : ctntycploav. .p~ (viii.26, ‘ let
. . . be verified’): rttozau~&n. 71535s ~5 (viii.27, ‘cannot
contain thee’) : o~~&tm~~p~~mm. mm (viii.36, ‘(that)
thou teach them ‘): (~cmmq awl(?). 7137~ (viii.37, ‘blasting ‘): Kayov, like ‘blasted (nimw) with the east wind’
(Gen. xli.23). 7lp (ibid. ‘mildew’): haXavtaopo<. %n
(ibid. ‘ caterpillar ‘) : E[ ] m~tcnv (?) . . .

Notes on the text
4
KEXE~~VUCW: the text is not clear.
5
The meaning of this line is far from obvious.
7 -9 I am uncertain about the transcription and meaning of the
Greek words.
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The word after nm looks like 95~~ (&E?), but I cannot make
sense of this, and prefer to take it as a repetition of
15f I am not certain of the meaning of the Greek words, which
go beyond a simple gloss. nmm, which only occurs in this
passage, is apparently derived from nm , ‘ to cut ‘.
16ff The gist of this midrashic comment is found in several rab-binic sources (e.g. Pgsiqtti Rabbatl, 6.5, fo. 24b), although
not in the same words.
23 E(V)R~ZOVW: I have supplied the v, which yields a fair translation of ;nxnz, literally ‘in the saw’.
27 EVXE~UT~UV: the transcription is tentative. I have assumed a
supposed etymology of nvm from no, ‘a handbreadth’.
nlm> : the manuscript reads nlnlm, as in line 15, but the
Greek makes it clear that nllm is intended (cp. line 44).
34 The quotation of m-ml is curious, since the word 13 occurs
here at vii.29 and 3 1.
35 lt~tov~a ~pyov ~azqfpopou is clearly intended as a translation
of f-119 ;~WYB m-5 : literally ‘garlands, work of descent’.
41 ~EZOVZ-u: cp. line 35.
42 Nahum iii.5 would have been a more appropriate parallel,
since it uses the same word (71~~).
46 tum~vonu6om: cp. line 29.
47 11x0 XT also occurs earlier, in verses 20 and 21.
49 Mm;11 M?nTnD : this lemma does not appear in the text of
1 Kings, and indeed the word norm does not occur in the
Hebrew Bible.
55 uutq: from the Hebrew we should have expected aCzo@.

The Translation and Interpretation
of Isaiah vi. 13
J.A. EMERTON

The first volume of Erwin Rosenthal’s Studia Semitica brings
together some of his publications on Jewish themes and reflects his
scholarly interests over a period of many years. Eight articles are
grouped under the general heading ‘The Hebrew Bible and its
exegesis ‘, and they include several about medieval Jewish biblical
scholars and their influence on Christian exegetes and translators of
the Bible in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Such studies are
of interest for the light they shed on the history of biblical and
Hebrew scholarship and of relations between Jews and Christians,
and they can also be helpful to the twentieth-century exegete,
whether he be Jew or Christian.
The present article will outline the principal ways in which Isa.
vi.13 has been interpreted by Jewish and Christian scholars: how it
was understood in the ancient versions, by several of the principal
Jewish scholars in the Middle Ages, by some Christian commentators and translators in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and
by Jewish and Christian scholars since then, including those who
have advanced theories on the basis of the A Scroll of Isaiah discovered in Cave 1 at Qumran in 1947. Any attempt to summarize in
one article the work of two thousand years must leave out the
contribution of innumerable writers and be open to the charge of
superficiality. Nevertheless, there may also be an advantage in
trying to see the picture as a whole.
The article has a further object. It will be asked whether any
conclusions may be reached about the text and meaning of the verse.
After all, the commentators of the past sought to clarify the meaning of the text, not to provide source material for the writing of the
history of scholarship.
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The text and its problems

A number of different translations will be examined later in the
article, but we shall begin with the AV, the rendering that is best
known in the English language :
But yet in it shall be a tenth, and it shall return, and shall be eaten: as
a teil tree, and as an oak, whose substance is in them, when they cast
their leaves : so the holy seed shall be the substance thereof.
The context in which this difficult verse is found is the end of the
account of Isaiah’s call to be a prophet. He is commanded in verses
9 and 10 to proclaim a message that the people will not understand
or accept. He therefore asks in verse 11: ‘ How long? ‘, and the
answer is given in verses 1 l-l 3 : until the land is utterly desolate and
without inhabitants; and the first part of verse 13 states that, even if
a tenth part survives for a time, it too will be destroyed. The first
three words of the verse (we”5d bGh ‘Ziriyyti) are probably a circumstantial clause, which may legitimately be rendered ‘And if there is
still a tenth part in it ‘. Some commentators have supposed that this
clause and the next words (w&ibC wehtiye’tti lEb&?r), t a k e n
with verses 11 and 12, imply that disaster will come in two stages,
the first being perhaps the fall of the Kingdom of Israel and the
second that of the smaller Kingdom of Judah. The AV’s ‘and it shall
return’ probably fails to represent correctly the sense of w&ibC in
this context (though we shall see that it has been understood to refer
to repentance even by some translators in the twentieth century):
here it is most likely used as an auxiliary verb meaning ‘again ‘, or
rather ‘in turn ‘. The tenth part, which has survived so far, will be
subject to le’b&r in its turn. It is thus possible that disaster in two
stages is implied, but it is by no means certain that the intention is so
precise. The meaning may be no more than that, even if part of the
population at first survives, their survival will be merely temporary,
without there being two clear-cut and distinct major disasters separated from each other by many years. In contrast to the unrelieved
gloom of the first part of verse 13, the last clause mentions ‘ holy
seed ‘, and it is usually thought to be an assurance that, in spite of
everything, a holy remnant will survive. There thus seems to be a
contrast, or even a contradiction, between the total disaster of which
the beginning of the verse speaks and the hope that is implied at the
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end. Between the prediction of disaster and the last part of the verse
stands a comparison with two trees, and it is disputed whether this
comparison expresses disaster, like the earlier part of the verse, or
hope, like the last clause. The latter interpretation is supported by
the fact that the last clause identifies the maSSebet in the comparison
and thus sees it as a sigri of hope. On the other hand, the former
interpretation is favoured by the fact that the comparison comes
immediately after the prediction of disaster, and no conjunction, let
alone an adversative particle, intervenes between the two; it is,
therefore, natural to suppose that the comparison belongs with the
prediction of disaster.
There are also problems of translation, vocabulary and text. First,
it is uncertain precisely what kind of disaster is indicated by l~bA?r,
an infinitive constructpi ‘el. The verb is used in the pi ‘el in Isa. iii. 14
of consuming, eating, and it may have the same meaning in Isa. v. ! 4
- hence the AV’s ‘eaten’ in vi.13. The pi ‘el can also mean ‘to
kindle ’ or ‘ to burn ‘, and so in Isa. iv.4 perhaps ‘ to purify ‘. Further,
it sometimes has the wider meaning ‘ to remove ’ or ‘ to destroy ‘.
Any of these types of meaning would fit Isa. vi. 13. Secondly, the
trees mentioned are ‘Z&i and ‘allGn, which are usually thought to
mean ‘ terebinth ’ and ‘ oak ‘, respectively. Thirdly, the suffix of barn,
‘ in them ‘, later in the verse, presumably has the two trees as its
antecedent. There is a variant reading birh with a third-person
feminine singular suffix, and the antecedent is either the same trees
understood in a collective sense (GK 914%) or ‘tidiriyyti. Fourthly,
bGalleket (‘ when they cast their leaves ’ in the AV) is obscure. Its
mention so soon after the words ‘ like a terebinth and like an oak ’
suggests that it is something to do with trees, and that probability
remains even if the variant reading biih is adopted and the relative
clause in which it appears is thought to refer to the tenth. bGalleket
consists of the preposition b attached to what is more probably a
noun than a unique form of the infinitive construct pi ‘el of~thelroot
s’lk. Nouns of this formation are often abstract in sense. The verb Blk
is not attested in the pi ‘el,but the hiph’il is used (with the hoph’al as
its passive) to mean ‘ to throw, cast down ’ and (of a tree) ‘ to shed ’
leaves (cp. the AV). 1 Chron. xxvi. 16 mentions a gate of the Temple
called 3a’ar Jalleket, but it is not known why it was given that name.
Fifthly, maSSebet also seems to be something to do with a tree, and
most likely denotes part of a tree. It is probably a noun with a
preformative mem from the root n$b or perhaps y$b, either of which
would suggest a meaning connected with standing. We find a noun
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ma$$ebet in 2 Sam. xviii.18, where it is used of a pillar set up by
Absalom as a memorial, and where it is thought to be a form of the
- more common maq$eba, a word denoting a stone pillar, often a
pillar used in Canaanite religion. In Isa. vi.13, however, it can
scarcely refer to a stone pillar, for we have seen that the context
suggests that it is part of a tree. It is not difficult to see why some
exegetes have thought that it means a ‘ trunk ’ or ‘ stump ‘, a part of
a tree that might be thought to resemble a pillar - but we shall see
that various suggestions about its meaning have been made.

The ancient versions
The earliest evidence (other than the text from Qumran) for Jewish
interpretation of the verse is found in the ancient versions. Even the
Vulgate can serve as evidence, for it is well known that, although
Jerome was a Christian, his understanding of the Hebrew Bible
owed much to Jewish scholars.
I. The Greek versions
It is convenient to begin with the A text of the LXX and the
rendering given by Ottley :

And still upon it is the tenth part, and again it shall be for plunder; as
a terebinth, and as an oak, when it is torn from its place.
Apart from a longer reading at the end (which will be discussed
below), the principal variants in other manuscripts are of comparatively little significance: t?~71h7;1, ‘ it falls ‘, instead of t?Kcmd& ‘ it
is torn ’ ; and EK, ‘ out of ‘, instead of &no, ‘ from ‘. There are several
matters that need comment. First, sip xpovou~v, which Ottley
renders ‘ for plunder ‘, corresponds to le’b&?r. It appears at first sight
to be a free rendering of the Hebrew, but it is possible that Ottley
has not correctly represented the meaning intended by the translator. Liddell and Scott also give for the noun the meanings ‘ foraging ’ and ‘ provision of fodder ‘, and such a meaning would fit 1e’bZCr
if it were understood to refer to eating by animals (cp. Worschech, p.
126). Second, ‘ when it is torn ’ or ‘when it falls’ may be a free
translation of b&zlleket, but Michaelis suggested as long ago as the
eighteenth century that it was based on a readingmujleket, and it is
interesting that 1QIsa” has m.Ukt. Third, the LXX does not translate
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several words found in the MT, and they have often been thought to
be zr’ qds’ msbth at the end of the verse. That opinion appears to go
back as far as Origen and those scribes who followed him by adding
at this point orc@ua tiyrov zo arfihoua c&f& from Theodotion.
Budde, however, has argued convincingly (p. 167) that the word
c&zfls, ‘its ‘, at the end of the verse in the LXX shows that m,ybth,
with a suftix, was read, rather than m$bt earlier in the verse. The
words not translated are thus msbt bm zr’ qds’. The omission is
explained by him as due to homoioteleuton, but it would more
accurately be ascribed to homoioarkton. Budde’s suggestion is more
likely than the alternative theory of Brownlee (1964, p. 237) that the
LXX is based on a Hebrew text that ended with mmsbt bh, where the
MT has m$bt bm or bh (though Kennicott records that one Hebrew
manuscript has mm.ybt in place of mqbt), for Brownlee does not
account for the failure to translate the preposition 6. Fourth, if EK
(or &no) rIj< Brj~qs thus corresponds to the MT’s ma+Sabttih, the
Greek preposition may have been added as part of a free translation. Alternatively, it may have been based on a Hebrew text that
was thought to contain the preposition min, ‘from ‘: either the
Hebrew text had mmsbth (so Budde), or msbth was understood as
m(n) + $bth (so Michaelis, except that he thought it was from m(n)
+;bt). Fifth, it is possible to translate the last clause of the LXX
differently : fkihavo~ can mean ‘ acorn ’ as well as ‘ oak ‘, and Chj~q
can be understood in this context to denote ‘ acorn-cup ‘. The last
clause can thus be translated ‘ and like an acorn when it falls from its
cup’ - and we shall see that the Peshitta and Jerome’s commentary
have a similar translation. Seeligmann (p. 49) who thinks that it is
the final clause of the Hebrew that has not been translated in the
LXX, suggests that the clause at the end of the Greek ‘is rooted in
the coagulated equation of’ m$bt ‘ with Bfilcq = gravestone, monument - with which the translator was, of course, perfectly familiar ‘.
It is not clear exactly what he means. The meaning ‘gravestone,
monument’ does not make sense in the LXX context, which demands ‘ place ’ or ‘ acorn-cup ‘, and it may be that the words ‘ coagulated equation ’ mean that, although the translator did not intend to
write of a gravestone or monument here, the correspondence between the Hebrew and Greek words was at the back of his mind. It
is doubtful whether such an hypothesis is necessary.
The later Greek versions modify the LXX (see Field). Symmachus
has &iq ~cm@xqmv, ’ for grazing’, which is a possible meaning of
16bti’Fr; b.flkt is then understood to refer to a tree’s shedding of its
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leaves, which is one of the meanings of the verb Slk in Hebrew. m$bt
is rendered iozolzolt uovn, ‘stands alone ‘, in accordance with the

Hebrew word’s derivation from n$b or y$b, ‘ to stand ‘, and msbth is
translated fi orhot< abzfi~; Symmachus reproduces the verse in full
and does not have a shorter text like the LXX. As we have seen,
Theodotion has ‘ holy seed is its pillar’ at the end of the verse, and
Aquila’s version has the same meaning, although it has oz_ilhoot<
instead of pi, orfihopa a&q~.
2. Latin
et adhuc in ea decimatio et convertetur et erit in ostensionem sicut
terebinthus et sicuti quercus quae expandit ramos sues semen sanctum erit id quod steterit in ea.

The Vulgate’s translation of lb’r by ‘ in ostensionem ’ is strange, and
it may be asked whether it has arisen from a confusion between b’r
and b’r, of which the pi’el means ‘ to make plain ‘. In contrast,
Jerome’s commentary has ‘ in depraedationem ‘, which betrays the
influence of the LXX’s &is rcpovoufiv, though not perhaps the meaning intended by it. The translation of bs’lkt (or, according to
Michaelis, mas’leket) is free, and there is no obvious counterpart to
mJbt bm (or bh). The commentary here has ‘ quae proiecit fructus
suos ‘, and it explains the figure of speech in a way that recalls a
possible understanding of the LXX : ‘ In tantum, ut terebintho et
quercui, comparetur.’ It is not clear what has become ofmsbt bm (or
bh). It is difficult to see how ‘ ramos suos’ can have been derived
from the Hebrew except by an attempt to convey the meaning of the
figure of speech as a whole. Sawyer compares the Aramaic word
mu@bti, or ma$Jabtii’ (in fact, he quotes a slightly different form),
‘planting’, but it may be doubted whether it accounts for the Vulgate’s somewhat different rendering. Finally, msbth is understood
by Jerome, as it had been earlier by some Greek translators, from
the meaning ‘ to stand ‘.
3. Aramaic
The Targum of Jonathan, which occupied a position of particular
importance for later Jewish commentators, has the following translation of Isa. vi. 13 :

And a tenth will be left in it, and they will again be burnt, like a
terebinth and like an oak which, when their leaves fall, are as if they
are withered, but they are still moist to preserve seed from them; so
the exiles of Israel will be gathered and will return to their land, for
the holy seed is their plant.

bs’lkt is taken to refer to the trees’ shedding of their leaves. mJbt and
msbth are understood in different ways: the former is thought to
mean that the trees retain their moisture, and the latter is translated
nifbtitt?h&, ‘ their plant ‘, and the second rendering is an Aramaic
word with the same radical consonants as the Hebrew.
4. Syriac
wdpyiyn bh hd mn ‘sr’ wttwb wthw’ lyqdn’ )k btmt’ w)k blwt’ dnpl mn
q’rth zr” hw qdyi’ nsbth
And those that remain in it (will be) a tenth, and it will return and be
burnt like a terebinth and like an acorn that has fallen from its cup;
the holy seed is its plant (or power of reproduction).

The rendering of bSlkt probably betrays the influence of the LXX
reading 8~7cBcq. Here again, m$bt and msbth are understood in
different ways, and the translation of the first recalls the LXX’s
rendering of the second. The Peshitta, however, understands the
second in the same way as the Targum, and the Syriac word ne$bteh
is from the root ngab, ‘ to plant ‘. Despite the Peshitta’s agreement in
places with the LXX, it also has a point of contact with the Targum,
and it is based on a longer Hebrew text than that underlying the
LXX.
The above study of the versions shows that there was no uniform
tradition about the meaning of Isa. vi.13. lb’r and bSlkt (or perhaps
mglkt) were understood in different ways. So too were m$bt and
mgbth, and none of the extant versions understands both words in
the same way.
Some medieval Jewish scholars
First, an interpretation of the verse is offered by Saadya, ‘whose
Arabic Bible translation ‘, as Erwin Rosenthal has written, ‘ became
authoritative and whose linguistic attainment and commentaries
made possible the flowering of Bible Study in East and West during
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the later Middle Ages’ (Stud. Sem., vol. I , p. vii). J. and H.
Derenbourg offer the following French translation :
et il y restera un dixieme (des habitants), au point qu’elle redevienne
un paturage. Comme le terebinthe et le chtne sont $ (la Porte de)
Schaleketh oti ils se dressent, ainsi se dressera la generation sacree.
Several parts of the translation deserve comment. First, le’b&r is
understood to refer to grazing (r(y)), as in Symmachus. Second,
bc?.Calleket is taken to be the name of the gate in Jerusalem mentioned in’ 1 Chr. xxvi.16. Third, both occurrences of the word
ma,yJebet are thought to refer to standing (mnt$byn and ngbthm), and
we are reminded of Symmachus and the Vulgate (for the second).
Secondly, Rashi’s comments on the verse are brief enough to be
quoted in full in translation :
w’wd bh ‘iyryh: even against that remnant will I turn my hand with
testing after testing. whyth Ib’r until only the perfectly righteous are
left, who will return to me with all their heart. k’lh wk’lwn which in
the time of their Zlkt shed (ms’lykyn) their leaves in the days of autumn
until nothing is left but the m$bh. So too the holy seed, who remain in
it steadfast [literally ‘ standing ’ - ‘wmdyn] in their holiness, will be a
m$bt to it. Another interpretation ofmsbth is its ‘planting’. Therefore
I am not making an end of them, (for) I planted them as holy seed.
And some offer the interpretation that there was a gate Shallecheth in
Jerusalem, as Ezra mentioned [in 1 Chr. xxvi.161, and there were
planted there a terebinth and an oak.
Rashi thus notes two interpretations of bZJalleket: shedding leaves
and the name of a gate in the Temple. The former recalls Symmachus and the Targum, and the latter Saadya. There are also two
interpretations of ma$$ebet and maggabtiih. One is that the word
denotes what is left when a tree has shed its leaves. Behind that
interpretation may lie the view of the Targum that there is something in trees that enables them to grow fresh leaves after they have
shed the old ones. It would also be possible to understand the explanation to refer to the trunk (and perhaps the branch-s) of a tree,
which remains when the leaves have fallen. The other interpretation
is that magqabtiih means ‘ its planting’ (cp. the Targum, and the
Peshitta).
Thirdly, Ibn Ezra discusses the verse at greater length, but it will
suffice to summarize his interpretation. He understands l@b&?r to
mean ‘ to make an end of’ (cp. Deut. xxi.21) and so to refer to the
Exile, though he also notes the opinion that it means ‘to burn,
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kindle’ (Exod. xxxv.3). ‘&iriyyci is regarded by him as the ordinal
numeral and distinguished from the fraction meaning ‘ a tenth part ‘,
which would be ‘&Grit, and he thinks that there is a reference to the
ten reigns between the time of the vision and the Exile of Judah.
ialleket is taken by him, as by Saadya, to be the name of the gate,
and he thinks that the point of the comparison is that there were two
trees there that were sturdy. He rejects the view of those who suppose that metathesis has occurred and identify Jalleket with li,?kat
(‘ the hall of ‘) or derive it from the verb ilk, which is used in the
hiph’il, not the pi!%/. Finally, he follows those who connect maSSebet
with the root meaning ‘ to stand ’ : the people are compared to a tree
(cp. Isa. lxv.22), and to say that there is maggebet biim means that
there will be those who will endure - the holy seed are thus those
who will return from exile in Babylon. Once again, the Targum’s
understanding of the passage appears to lie in the background, despite the fact that bt%alleket is understood differently.
Fourthly, David Qirnhi understands ‘ti.Griyyti to be a noun referring to the ten kings who will reign before the Exile, and thinks
that lCbti2r means ‘ to make an end of ‘. Although he is aware of the
theory that Zalleket is the name of a gate, he appears to prefer the
view that it denotes the shedding of leaves. When a tree sheds its
leaves it appears to be dried up, butmag$ebet biim signifies that there
is moisture remaining in it, and new leaves will grow again in the
spring. Thus, although the people will go into exile, a holy seed will
again sprout and flourish and will return to their land. He also notes
that the Targum understands ma.y$abtiih to be a noun meaning ‘ a
plant ’ with a suffix referring to the land.
Some English versions of the Bible
Erwin Rosenthal’s articles on ‘ Rashi and the English Bible ’ (1940)
and ‘ Sebastian Muenster’s knowledge and use of Jewish exegesis ’
(1943) (reprinted in Stud. Sem., vol. I, pp. 56-85 and 127-45, respectively) discuss Jewish influence on Christian translations of the Old
Testament in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The following
section of the present article will consider several English versions of
Isa. vi.13, but will not discuss the exact channels by which the
Jewish traditions were transmitted to the translators.
The similarity betwee] n the Great Bible (London, 1539 - here
quoted from a reprint of 1540) and Jewish exegesis of the verse is at
once obvious :
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. . . yet in yt shall succeade .x. kinges, and the lande shall retorne and
be layde waste. And as The terebint tre and oke in winter cast ther
leaves, and yet haue ther sappe in them so shall the holy sead
contynue in theyr substance.
The Jewish opinion that ‘ti%yya refers to ten kings, which had
been known to Nicolaus of Lyra, was familiar to Calvin too, but he
preferred the other view, also held by Jewish commentators, that it
means a tenth part. Further, his exposition of the meaning of the
comparison with the trees follows the familiar pattern: maSSebet
means ‘ subsistentia ‘, and it would be impossible for the trees that
had shed their leaves to grow new ones ‘ nisi in media etiam hyeme
vigorem intus aliquem retinerent ‘. The Geneva Bible of 1560 follows Calvin’s interpretation of the verse :
But yet in it shalbe a tenth, and shal returne, and shalbe eaten vp as an
elme or as an oke, which have a substance in them, when they cast
their leaves: so the holie sede shalbe the substance thereof.
A note on ‘ a tenth ’ records as an alternative interpretation that ‘ it
was reuiled to Isaiah for the confirmation of his prophecie, that ten
Kings shulde come before their captivitie, as were from Vzziah to
Zedekiah ‘. Another note speaks of the comparison to a tree that
loses its leaves in winter and seems to be dead, ‘yet in sommer is
fresh, and grene ‘.
The Bishops’ Bible of 1568 follows the Great Bible’s understanding of the verse, and does not adopt Calvin’s explanation of
‘tii’iriyyti. In 1611, however, the AV, which was quoted above on p.
86, agrees with the Geneva Bible in understanding the word to mean
‘a tenth’. w&ibti w8hriye’ta lgbti’er is thought to mean ‘and it shall
return, and shall be eaten ’ or, according to the margin, ‘ when it is
returned, and hath been broused ’ ; and b&CalZeket is understood to
refer to trees casting their leaves. The text follows a familiar tradition in translating both occurrences of maJ$ebet by ‘ substance ‘, but
the margin notes an alternative rendering: ‘ stock ’ or ‘ stem ’ ; and
behind the marginal rendering lies Luther’s ‘ Stam ’ in his German
translation of 152246. Similarly, the Italian scholar F. Foreiro
(Forerus) comments in 1563: ‘ Ego stipitem dixi: nam Hebraeum
Nan est i verbo quod sign. stare, nempe 3x9 . . . unde pro statuis
frequentissimet accipitur: hit autem pro statua arboris, i. trunco seu
stipite.’ He thus translates this part of the verse: ‘ sicut ilex, & sicut
quercus, quibus in defluxu (foliorum) stipes rest]: semen sanctum,
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stipes eius ‘. The same interpretation of maSSebet is given in J. Buxtorf’s Lexicon Hebraicum, 2nd edn (London, 1646) and, as we shall
see, has established itself widely in modern translations of the verse.
Such an understanding of maSSebet recalls one way of understanding Rashi’s comment that it is what is left when a tree’s leaves have
fallen.
Study of Isaiah vi.13 since the sixteenth century
We have seen that the influence of Jewish exegesis on the understanding of Isa. vi. 13 by Christians was strong in the century or so
before the AV of 1611. In the following period, however, the study
of Hebrew by Christian scholars moved forward on its own, although Jewish comments on the verse were not ignored.
Several developments in the exegesis of Isa. vi.13 by Christian
scholars may be noted. One of them displayed continuity with
Jewish tradition: the understanding of ‘ti.Griyya as ‘a tenth ’ became
dominant at the expense of the alternative Jewish tradition that it
meant ‘ten’ and referred to ten kings. The other developments
moved a greater distance from Jewish exegesis of the verse. First, de
Dieu suggested an active sense for lEb&+: ‘ erit ad urendum aut ad
depascendum, nempe hostes ‘. His suggestion did not win general
support, but we shall see later that the recent interpretation of the
verse by Cazelles bears some resemblance to it. Second, the belief
that maqgebet means ‘stock, stem, trunk, stump, or rootstock’
became general. The meanings ‘ trunk’ and ‘ stump’ are not identical, but a stump is what remains when most of a trunk is cut down,
and it is not difficult to see how the Hebrew word could be understood in either sense ; and the English word ‘ stock ’ can have either
meaning. The view that the Hebrew word means ‘ stem ‘, ‘ trunk ‘, or
the like was held in the eighteenth century by such notable scholars
as Vitringa, Le Clerc, and Lowth, though caution was expressed by
Michaelis, who noted that none of the ancient versions had understood the Hebrew word thus. It received the weighty support of
Gesenius in the nineteenth century and was accepted by, for
example, Roorda and Cheyne. The rendering ‘ stump ’ was given in
the influential lexicon of Brown, Driver and Briggs near the beginning of the twentieth century, and was adopted in the standard
commentaries of Skinner, Gray and Wade. Despite its thoroughness
on many matters, Gray’s commentary does not even mention the
fact that many have understood the word in other ways, and it is
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ironical that Sawyer refers in 1964 to ‘ the traditional translation
“ stump ” ’ (p. 113). The similar rendering ‘ rootstock ’ or ‘ Wurzelstamm’ was favoured by some leading scholars in the last century
such as Ewald, Franz Delitzsch, Dillmann, Duhm and Marti, and in
the present century by the lexicon of Gesenius-Buhl. A different
interpretation, which understands the word to mean ‘ shoot ’ or the
like, was favoured by Hitzig, Knobel and Orelli, and we shall see
below that the idea has been revived in the twentieth century. Third,
b&zZleket was understood by many scholars to refer to the falling or
felling of a tree - an idea that is obviously related to the view that
maqgebet is a stump. We find such an understanding of bGalleket in
a variety of forms in the writings of, for example, Vitringa, Le Clerc,
Lowth, Gesenius, Hitzig, Knobel, Ewald, Delitzsch, Orelli, Dillmann, Duhm, Marti and Gesenius-Buhl, and in the twentiethcentury British writers mentioned above.
So it was that the Revised Version of 1884 could refer to ‘a
terebinth, and . . . an oak, whose stock remaineth, when they are
felled ‘, and could relegate ‘ substance ’ and ‘ cast their leaves ’ to the
margin. In more recent years, the Revised Standard Version has
abandoned the marginal translations altogether. The Good News
Bible goes even farther :

And though a tenth remains in the land,
it will again be laid waste.
But as the terebinth and oak
leave stumps when they are cut down,
so the holy seed will be the stump in the land.

Even if one person out of ten remains in the land, he too will be

destroyed; he will be like the stump of an oak tree that has been cut
down.
Those responsible for this translation, who thus understand the
tenth in an individualistic way and ignore the terebinth, go on to
commit the version to the view that the last clause of the verse is a
gloss by adding it in brackets after the closing of the quotation
marks at ‘ cut down ‘. At the same time, they refrain from using the
word ‘ holy’ (even though it seems to have been unavoidable in
verse 3): ‘ (The stump represents a new beginning for God’s
people.)‘. The New American Bible is more conservative: it renders
mad$ebet by ‘ trunk ‘, but reverts to an older understanding of
b&zfleket as ‘ when the leaves have fallen ‘. Although the Jerusalem
Bible has ‘ stock ’ for maSSebet, and appears to understand bGulleket
to denote felling, a trace of another rendering of the latter word
appears to have survived : the country ‘ will be stripped like a terebinth of which, once felled, only the stock remains’. The New
International Version understands the verse in another way:
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A contrast is thus seen between the beginning and end of the verse.
The first part, as far as lt?bti’Cr, describes disaster and is translated as
a complete sentence. The second, from kii’&i, is understood to be a
prophecy of hope: the comparison with what happens to the trees is
concerned with hope for the seed and not with disaster. The contrast
is emphasized by introducing a new sentence with ‘ But ‘. There is,
however, no adversative particle, or any conjunction, in the Hebrew
text corresponding to the English word ‘ But ‘. Further, the comparison with trees that are cut down comes immediately after a reference
to the destruction of even the tenth that has survived so far, and it is
arguable that the simile is concerned with disaster rather than with
hope for the future. The presence of ‘ But’ in the translation is
difficult to justify.
A different kind of development in exegesis, which had an influence on the interpretation of Isa.vi.13, was the acceptance in the
nineteenth century of a critical view of the Bible involving a more
favourable attitude towards emendation of the Hebrew text and a
willingness to recognize the work of redactors and glossators. The
contrast between the disaster described in the first part of Isa. vi. 13
and the hope implied in the last clause of the verse has been regarded by many scholars since Duhm and Marti as so sharp that both
cannot be attributed to the same hand. The first part, it is argued,
does not allow for the permanent survival of any portion of the
people, and the comparison with what happens to a terebinth and
an oak, which follows immediately, must be intended to express
disaster, not hope. The last clause of the verse, which implies that
the ‘ holy seed ’ will survive, has, therefore, been regarded as a gloss
intended to introduce a happy ending to the prophecy of doom. The
argument has sometimes been reinforced by the claim that the last
clause was not in the Hebrew text used by the LXX translator though we have seen that the LXX cannot be legitimately used to
support such an argument.
We turn now to the ways in which Jewish scholars of more recent
times have understood Isa. vi.1 3. I Many of them have taken into
account exegesis of the verse by Christian scholars as well as Jewish
tradition, and there has sometimes been a willingness to emend the
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text. The varied work of Jewish biblical scholars in the past century

or so will be illustrated by a few examples.
Three Jewish scholars of the nineteenth century will be considered. First, Luzzatto’s commentary on Isaiah, which appeared
between 1855 and 1867, makes no explicit reference to the work of
contemporary exegetes on Isa. vi. 13. He understands le’bti2r to
mean that the land will be near to destruction (q&Gbti liklsyii).
According to him, b&lleket denotes what the trees cast to earth,
namely their fruit, which when planted in the earth will grow into a
new plant (&$ti &&&). He then follows the Targum, which he
quotes, in interpreting massebet to mean n@i’a. Second, Barth
(1885) accepts without question the view that b&Calleket and
magqebet mean, respectively, ‘ beim Fallen ’ and ‘ Wurzelstamm ‘. He
does not, however, accept the opinion that the first part of the verse
predicts complete destruction, and here he expresses disagreement
with Luzzatto. How could there be complete destruction when
Isaiah elsewhere expresses hope for the future, and the last clause of
vi. 13 itself teaches that ‘ ein heiliges Stamm ’ will remain? Moreover,
there is no adversative particle, which would have been expected if
the first part of the verse had predicted disaster in contrast to the
second part’s hope. He suggests, therefore that 1e’bti’Zr here denotes,
not destruction, but grazing: the land will again be grazed (cp.
xxx.23), and the beginning of the verse is an oracle of hope. Barth
fails, however, to do justice to the destructive connotation of b ’ r
when it is used of grazing, and his interpretation of the verse is
improbable. If it is rejected, then his own argument for interpreting
both parts of the verse in the same way raises a difficulty for accepting the view that the second part was originally a prophecy of hope.
If there had been a contrast between the two parts, we might have
expected an adversative particle. Third, Graetz, whose textual notes
on Isaiah were published posthumously in 1892, suggests two emendations. One of them, the addition of ‘ak before kS&i, supplies an
adversative particle. The other is an attempt to solve the problem of
the obscure bt%zlleket by emending it to b&lhebet.
Early in the twentieth century (1909), Halevy (pp. 381, 397) follows Giesebrecht (p. 89) in reading wZud for w@‘Gd to continue the
sense begun by ‘ad in verse 1 I. He removes the apparent contradiction between the two parts of verse 13 by emending 16bti’Pr to li&f’tir
(cp. tiEii’Z;r in verse 11). bGalleket, he thinks, does not denote the
falling of leaves or branches, or the felling of trees. Instead, he
follows Saadya and Ibn Ezra (whom, however, he does not mention)
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in seeing here a reference to the Temple gate of that name, which
was ‘ connue pour posseder de beaux chenes verts ‘. He adopts the
variant reading biih for barn, and changes maSSebet and mag$abtiih,
respectively, to ma~~abtiim and maJ$abt6h :
De mCme que le terebinthe et le chCne qui ont leur emplacement fixe g

Saleket.
De mCme la semence saint (Israel CpurC) aura un emplacement dans
elle (A JCrusalem).

Three years later, Ehrlich maintains that lZbti2r means ‘ nicht brennen, sondern wegraumen, saubern ’ (cp. 1 Kgs xiv. 10). The second
half of the verse is given up by him as hopelessly corrupt.
We shall now consider four examples of Jewish scholarship of the
period since the Second World War. Kaufmann (p. 208) understands
the first part of the verse to speak of complete destruction (klywn
gmwr) and yet maintains that the prophet believed in a remnant. He
recognizes that the verse is difficult, but does his best to solve the
problem. bG.zlleket is understood by him to denote, not the cutting
down of a tree, but its being stripped of its leaves, and he refers to
the Targum, Rashi and Qimhi. His interpretation of maSSebet is
presumably derived from the context: it is the skeleton (s’ld) of the
tree after its leaves have fallen-and we have seen that Rashi’s
comment is capable of being understood in such a way. maSSebet
biZm is emended by Kaufmann to maggabtiim. Tur-Sinai (pp. 168-9),
like Ibn Ezra (whose name he does not mention), denies that
‘ti,$iriyyG means ‘ a tenth part ’ and thinks that the word would have
to mean ‘ a (group of) ten men ‘, and (unlike Ibn Ezra) that such a
meaning does not fit the context. Moreover, he asks why the land
should be threatened with further punishment when no reason is
given. He therefore emends the text to read ris”ii: ‘And yet there is
still her wickedness in her; so it shall again be expurged.’ His other
suggestion is that maJ$ebet denotes ‘new planting ‘, and he compares the verb n&zb, ‘ to plant ‘, in Aramaic and Syriac. The verse,
he thinks, refers to ‘the new growth to come forth after the trees
have been entirely denuded of foliage and fruit ‘. His words imply
that he understands b&lleket to refer to the shedding of leaves.
Although he does not mention the Targum or Peshitta, the resemblance between his understanding of maJ$abtiih and theirs is obvious. Unlike Kaufmann and Tur-Sinai, Hartom does not emend the
text. He understands the verse to mean that, although part of the
tenth who have survived so far will be destroyed, the destruction will
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not be complete. The survivors will be like the stump that continues
to exist when the rest of the tree has been cut down. The last example is the treatment of the verse in the Jewish Publication Society’s
recent version, The Prophets - Nevi’im (Philadelphia, 1978):
But while a tenth part yet remains in it, it shall repent. It shall be
ravaged like the terebinth and the oak, of which stumps are left even
when they are felled : its stump shall be a holy seed.
The resemblance between the renderings of b&lZeket and maq.yebet
and those in other modern English versions is worthy of note. On
the other hand, the translation of w&bti and the fact that a full stop
is put immediately after it differentiate this version from the others.
According to this translation, the tenth part is not completely destroyed, but repentance occurs and there are survivors, just as
stumps remain after trees have been felled. It is thus possible to see
in the verse a prophecy of a brighter future after judgement.
The text of 1QIsa’
A new stage in the discussion of Isa. vi. 13 began for both Jewish and
Christian scholars when fresh textual evidence was unexpectedly
discovered at Qumran in 1947. Among the scrolls in Cave 1 was a
manuscript of Isaiah, which came to be known as Scroll A (in distinction from Scroll B, of which the part containing Isa. vi. 13 has not
survived) or 1QIsa”. Apart from purely orthographical details, its
text differs from that of the Massoretes in three ways. First, 1QIsa”
has ms’lkt in place of bs’lkt - and it will be remembered that Michaelis suggested in the eighteenth century that the Hebrew text underlying the LXX had the hoph’al participle mus’leket (a reading later
favoured as an emendation by Condamin), and that the Vulgate
presupposed the hiph’il participle mas’leket. The difference between
the Qumran manuscript and the MT involves a confusion between
the letters beth and mem, and Friedrich Delitzsch has drawn attention to a number of such examples (pp. 113-14). The Qumran reading is usually pointed muSleket and thought to agree either with the
feminine singular noun ‘& (though ‘allon is masculine) or, more
probably, if the participle is regarded as a feminine singular with a
collective sense (so Driver), with both ‘allon and ‘Zlii (cp. GK
(jl45k). Albright, however, points it moS.ik~t, a feminine plural
participle with the two trees as its subject (and presumably attracted
to the gender of the first noun). While it is possible that the obscure
bs’lkt was changed by a scribe to the easier mSlkt, it is an attractive
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hypothesis that the latter reading is original, and that the MT’s
reading has arisen through confusion between mem and beth. Worschech (p. 133) prefers the MT because it has the lectio dzjjicilior, but
an incautious use of that principle could lead to the favouring of any
variant in the Hebrew Bible (and Kennicott has listed a large
number) that fails to yield sense. Secondly, 1QIsa” has zr’ hqwds’
instead of zera’ qOdes’. The Qumran reading differs from the MT
only by having the definite article with the noun qwds’ (apart, of
course, from the plene spelling) after zr’, which is in the construct
state, and it is difficult to decide whether either reading is inherently
more probable than the other. Worschech (pp. 1367) strangely
writes of hqwd3; as ‘ the adjective ’ and wonders why ‘ the noun it
qualifies (zr’) stands without the article ‘, but the difficulty disappears once the words are correctly defined. Thirdly, where the MT
has birm or the variant reading biih, 1QIsa” has bmh, and the word is
separated by a space from what follows and so, it may be supposed,
is intended to be construed with what follows - and it would be
difficult to construe ‘ in them ‘, which has a masculine plural suffix,
with what precedes in a text with the feminine participle mHkt.
Sawyer suggests that the first word in the clause bmh zr’ hqw&
msbth is the interrogative bammeh: ‘Wherein is the holy seed? Its
stump ! ’ or ‘ How can the Holy Seed be its stump?’ It is also possible, as several scholars have observed, that bmh is, like biim in the
MT, the preposition b with the third-person masculine plural suffix.
A final h is often added after certain suffixes in IQIsa”, and we find
bmh in place of bm in xi.6. If so, the scribe intended the clause to
mean ‘in them [presumably, in the trees] the holy seed is m$bth’.
The space before bmh, which thus implies a particular understanding of the syntax, may be regarded as evidence for one aspect of an
early Jewish interpretation of the verse.
A different explanation of bmh has been advanced by some scholars, who identify it with biimii, ‘ high place ‘, and either ignore the
space before it or suggest (so Brownlee, 1964, p. 239) that it did not
exist in the original text. Some scholars emend the text, but Hvidberg thinks that good sense can be obtained from the Qumran reading without alteration :
Like the terebinth and the oak, that lie flung down . . . upon the
masseba in the bama. The holy seed is its [the bama’s] masseba!
Hvidberg explains the last clause by suggesting that there is a reference to the gardens of Adonis (Isa. xvii.l&ll) and that the seed
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sown in them was thought to be identical with the Canaanite god,
who was also identified with the ma#bZ. In his opinion, ‘the
prophet contemptuously calls ’ the holy tree and the rnaJ.yEba ‘ “ the
holy seed ” of the bama ‘. His theory is unconvincing. First, he has
not justified the use of ‘ upon’ in his translation (cp. Burrows, p.
148). Secondly, his explanation of ‘ holy seed ’ is questionable, and it
may be doubted whether the prophet who spoke of ‘ the Holy One
of Israel ’ would have been likely to use the word ‘ holy ’ in a contemptuous sense, particularly after hearing the cry of the seraphim
in verse 3. Thirdly, Hvidberg does not explain the force of the
comparison ‘ Like’, which is not identical in meaning with ‘and
also ‘. If the pagan high places were to be destroyed, a prediction of
their destruction might have been expected before anything else was
compared to the destruction.
Another attempt to make sense of the Qumran text without emendation is made by G.R. Driver. He reads mus’leket m&ebet biimii,
and explains the second word as the preposition min with a noun
$ebet meaning ‘ standing, position, site ‘, which is comparable in
form to Bebet from y.Cb. The comparison thus means ‘like an oak or
a terebinth which is cast away from the site of a high place ‘, and he
explains: ‘ that is, the remnant shall be burnt like the poles from a
dismantled high place ‘. His article does not explain what he thinks
about the last clause of the verse, but he once expressed the opinion
to me that it means ‘sacred seed (thrown out) from its position’,
and that it is a gloss explaining ‘&r&xi as well as ‘Zi and ‘all6n.
His explanation of mgbt is conjectural, but it is at least as likely as
some other suggestions that have been made. It is interesting to note
that Michaelis had earlier suggested that the Hebrew text underlying
the LXX may have had either mi$$abb&iim, ‘ Tanquam ex testudine
sua’ (cp. Jab in Num. vii.3), or m&abtZm from Jebet, ‘ fasciculus ’
(cp. Ruth ii. 16), and he also compared the Syriac. To return to
Driver, he has failed, like Hvidberg before him, to explain how the
comparison came to be made.
The other suggestions, which have been made by Brownlee (who
was the first, in 195 1, to offer a suggestion about the verse on the
basis of 1QIsa”‘s reading), Iwry, Albright and the New English
Bible, all involve conjectural emendation of the consonantal text.
Brownlee moves wk’lwn to a position after ms’lkt : ‘As an oak when it
is thrown down, //And as the terebinth by the sacred column of a
high place ‘. The others all change the relative particle ‘s’r to ‘g&,
that is, ‘ciSer& the goddess Asherah or her symbol. Iwry also puts w
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before it, and then reads hmilkt mm$bt bmh, ‘ when flung down from
the sacred column of a high place ‘. Burrows pertinently comments
that ‘ it is hard to see why and how the trees would be flung down
from the sacred column or stone pillar ’ (pp. 142f). Albright’s restoration is similar, but he points k’lh as ke”&i, ‘ Like the terebinth
goddess ‘, and he reads mos’hikiit bt+nuge’b6t biimii, ‘Cast out with
the stelae of the high place ‘. Both Iwry and Albright find the prosaic
relative particle ‘Zer strange in poetry - though it is found in verse
11 and, as Brownlee points out (1964, p. 238), in a number of other
places in Isaiah. Albright further sees in mqbt a reference to ‘the
commemorative stelae of important deceased persons (or of
“ heroes ” who may never have lived on earth at all) ’ (p. 255), but
his theory about the commemorative function of high places has
been questioned (see Vaughan, and Barrick). Finally, the New English Bible reads ‘Erti mus’leket mi$gebet biimii (Brockington gives
the form maSSebet, but that is surely a mistake): ‘ a sacred pole
thrown out from its place in a hill-shrine ‘.
The difficulty with such theories is both their resort to conjectural
emendation of the consonantal text (cp. Hasel, p. 236) and, as we
have seen, the assumption that the destruction of a high place was
something sufficiently common to be a suitable disaster with which
the devastation of the people could be compared. Brownlee seeks to
meet the second difficulty by suggesting that this part of the chapter
reflects what happened, not at Isaiah’s call in the year of Uzziah’s
death, but during Hezekiah’s reformation many years later, and
Iwry thinks of ‘ a familiar iconoclastic scene of ancient Palestine ’ (p.
228; cp. p. 238). It is doubtful whether such iconoclasm was so
‘ familiar’ before Hezekiah’s reformation, and the fact that
Brownlee needs to resort to the supplementary hypothesis that verse
13 comes from a later time than Isaiah’s call does not help his main
argument. In any case, it may still be doubted whether the comparison is a natural one.
The reading milkt in 1QIsa” may be correct, but it is questionable
whether bmh should be understood as a high place and whether the
text should be emended conjecturally. Nor does the manuscript shed
any direct light on the meaning of msbt.
The text and meaning of Isaiah vi.13
So far, the present article has sought primarily to describe, and only
secondarily to evaluate. Now, however, we must ask whether it is
possible to reach any conclusions about the text and meaning of Isa.
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vi. 13. The variety of opinions expressed over a period of more than
two thousand years bears witness to the obscurity of the verse, and
no interpretation has established itself as self-evidently right. There
is no single, standard tradition about the meaning to serve as a
starting-point for exegesis. Further, the discovery of 1QIsa” has
raised more problems than it has solved. An outline of the history of
exegesis has been sketched in the preceding part of the present
article, but it will be necessary to mention some further scholars and
theories in the detailed discussion of the meaning of the verse that
follows.
(1) Thefirst part of the verse
We begin with the first part of the verse (as far as ZZbZZr), which is
widely thought to speak of the destruction of the tenth that remains
in the land, whether lEb&r is understood to refer to consuming,
burning, removing or destroying. The case for such an interpretation is strong, but it is necessary to consider now some attempts to
explain the text differently.
We have seen that Barth believed this part of the verse to be a
prophecy of hope, a prediction that the land would again be grazed
by flocks. A similar interpretation was advanced, apparently independently, by Seierstad in 1946 (pp. 107-g). When the pi ‘e/is used of
consuming, it normally connotes the destruction of what is consumed, but Seierstad claims that the hiph’il and the pi ‘el do not have
such a connotation in Exod. xxii.4; and he may be right, although
even there the idea of damaging someone’s property is present. Yet
the analogy of Isa. v.5 strongly suggests that vi.13 is speaking of
damage to the tenth, and the statement that it will be consumed is
most naturally understood as a prediction of doom. Further, Seierstad advances three arguments against Duhm’s view that the verse
speaks of the burning of the tenth. First, k?b&?r is not used of
burning in Isaiah, and Seierstad believes that the verb in the pi 21
means ‘ weiden ’ in iii.14 and ‘ abweiden’ in v.5. Yet the context
implies damage in the latter verse, which is the closest parallel to
vi.13, and it is strange that Seierstad does not accept the same
meaning here. Moreover, the evidence is insufficient to prove that
the pi ‘el cannot mean anything other than ‘ to graze, pasture’ in
Isaiah, and that only the qal is used for the meaning ‘ to burn ’ (quite
apart from the possibility of vocalizing the text differently). Seierstad recognizes that the verb does not have precisely the same meanings in iii. 14 and v.5, and it may be added that the pi ‘e/may denote
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purification by burning in iv.4. Second, he claims that the meaning
‘to burn’ does not fit w&ibti wghtiye’tti l@bti’&-, for the tenth had not
been burned before. The meaning may, however, be that there will
again be devastation, and so there will be a repetition of disaster,
even though a different figure of speech is used to describe the
disaster. Third, he claims, it was not the custom to burn the stumps
of trees. Even if he is right (and Ahlstrom, p. 17 1, thinks differently),
he fails to consider the possibility that it was the felled or fallen
trunks of the trees, not their stumps, that were burned. Whether or
not Duhm is right in believing that le’bti2r means ‘ to burn ’ in this
verse, Seierstad’s arguments against him are weak.
A different way of seeing in the beginning of verse 13 a prophecy
of hope is to understand 1ZbZZr in an active sense. We have seen that
de Dieu’s theory that it means that Israel would burn or consume its
enemies did not win support in the past. In 1975, Cazelles advanced
the comparable theory that the beginning of the verse means ‘ mais
dans (le pays) il y a encore un dixieme et il recommencera a bruler ’
(pp. 104-5). He compared Isa. x.17, xxxi.9, and the light in ix. 1, and
also the passages that speak of the Davidic dynasty having a lamp in
Jerusalem (2 Sam. xxi.17; 1 Kgs xi.36, xv.4; 2 Kgs viii.9). Isa. vi. 13
thus speaks of a light that will be beneficial to those who are faithful
to the Davidic dynasty, but dangerous for the rebels. Cazelles argues
his case well, but it is difficult to accept his interpretation of the
verse. First, b’r suggests burning, rather than giving light, and that
does not favour the attempt to connect the verse with the lamp of
the house of David. Second, it is more natural to interpret vi. 13 on
the analogy of v.5, and to see in it a prediction of disaster. Third, if
Cazelles were right, we should expect the imagery of burning to be
developed more fully, as it is in i.3 1, ix. 17, x. 17, xxx.27-33, to which
he refers. It would be strange if it were introduced suddenly and not
developed, and if the verse then turned abruptly to a quite different
matter.
We may, therefore, conclude that the first part of verse 13 is a
prediction of doom, not of hope. If so, the translation of w&ibci as
‘and will repent’ must be rejected. The next words are wtihtiye’tti
k?bLi’~r and it is improbable that the verse would say that repentance would be followed immediately by destruction. The understanding of wC&bti as an auxiliary verb is thus confirmed.
A further corollary of the understanding of the first part of the
verse as a prediction of disaster is that the comparison with a terebinth and an oak is probably a figure of doom. There is nothing to
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indicate a contrast between the figure of speech of the trees and the
disaster that has just been mentioned, and it is natural to expect a
continuation of the same thought.
(2) The comparison with the trees in the Massoretic Text
We shall next examine the comparison with the trees in the MT, and
it will simplify the discussion if the text of 1QIsa” is considered
separately later. The comparison begins with the words ‘like a terebinth and like an oak ‘, and continues with the relative particle
‘ti.?er and two clauses. The first clause may end with biim (or the
variant reading biih), but we must also consider the_possibility that it
ends with ma$gebet (as in 1QIsa”). If the antecedent of the two
readings biim and biih is the same, namely the two trees (viewed as a
plurality and as a collective, respectively), it makes no difference to
the sense which reading is adopted. We note, however, that
maJ$abttih has a third-person feminine singular suffix, and that there
is an inconsistency between it and the reading biim, with the thirdperson masculine plural suffix, if both have the same antecedent.
The inconsistency would appear less surprising if it were held that a
glossator had expanded the verse, for he might not have followed
the grammar of the original writer. On the other hand, it is also
possible that the antecedent of the feminine singular suffix is

‘&riyya.
How is b&Zleket to be explained? Although the hiph’il of Sfk can
be used of a tree shedding its leaves, such a meaning seems too weak
as a figure of speech for the disaster that has just been described. It
is more likely that the reference is to the trees being cast down or
felled, and such a meaning may be derived without difficulty from
the meaning ‘ to throw, cast ‘. If bGalZeket consists of a noun denoting the state of being cast down preceded by the preposition b, the
meaning may be rendered idiomatically in English ‘ when they have
been felled ‘. The meaning would not be very different if it were
thought that falleket is an unusual form of the infinitive construct
pi hland that no subject is expressed : ‘ when (someone) fells (them) ‘.
The meanings of the two ways of understanding the form are thus
similar, and it will be convenient to use only one of them, namely,
the former, in the following discussion.
If the clause beginning with ‘Ger ends with biim (or biih), it means
’ in which is ma$Jebet when they have been felled ‘, or the like. If, on
the other hand, barn does not belong with the words that precede it,
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the clause is a nominal clause introduced by ‘&er without a retrospective pronoun (GK $1386) and means ‘ which are maSSebet when
they have been felled ‘.
We turn next to maSSebet. The meaning ‘ pillar ‘, which the word
has in 2 Sam. xviii. 18 (where it seems to be a by-form of mag@bZ),
has usually been regarded as inappropriate to the context of Isa.
vi. 13. Cazelles has, however, recently claimed to find in the verse an
allusion to a pillar. He believes that ma$gebet is ‘ la Pierre dynastique
qui symbolise la perpetuite de la dynastie’ of David (p. 96) and he
refers to the ‘ammiid of 2 Kgs xi.14, xxiii.3, and also compares the
stone in Isa. xxviii. 18 and Zech. iv.7. He translates the MT as follows: ‘ Comme le chene et le terebinthe oh il y a massebet lors de
l’abattement son massebet est une ligne sainte.’ His rendering of
‘Ger . . . biim as ‘ou’ presumably gives to b the meaning ‘ at, by ‘. It is
a disadvantage to the theory that that sense of the preposition is
rare, and that, of the four examples given in BDB, one (Deut. ii.4)
has the meaning ‘ in ‘, one (1 Sam. xxix. 1) is textually uncertain, and
the better attested examples are only Ezek. x. 15, 20 (and the corresponding expressions in Ezek. i.1, 3, x.22 use ‘al). While Cazelles’s
translation of Isa. vi. 13 is possible, it would be more natural to translate ‘&er . . . bCrm ‘in which’. Further, the translation postulates a
strange mixture of imagery: a comparison to a pair of trees combined with a statement that the two figurative trees are by a literal,
though symbolic, pillar. It is difficult to see how the trees and the
pillar are related to each other in the comparison.
If mu$$ebet does not mean ‘pillar’ in Isa. vi. 13, does any other
meaning that has been suggested fit the context? The theory that it
denotes ‘ substance ‘, ‘ moisture’ or the like is ancient, but it is probably derived chiefly from an understanding of the context as a
prophecy of hope. It does not fit the context if it is concerned
with disaster, and we have seen that the latter interpretation of the
comparison with the trees is more probable.
The theory that magqebet is derived from a root cognate with
Aramaic nZ+zb, ‘ to plant ‘, goes as far back as the Peshitta and, for
maJ$abtah, the Targum, and we have seen that Tur-Sinai gives to the
noun the meaning ‘new growth’ (cp. the earlier suggestions of
Hitzig, Knobel, and Orelli). His theory is regarded as possible by
Baumgartner and is favoured in the recent commentary of Wildberger. Although translations of this kind usually involve an understanding of the verse as a prophecy of hope, it is also possible to
explain the figure of speech in a context of disaster. If the relative
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clause means ‘ on which is new growth when they have been felled ‘,
the point of the comparison may be the eating by animals of the new
growth on the stump of a tree that has been felled (cp. Job xiv.?-9).
On this understanding of maJ$ebet, the verb l~bSt;r denotes eating
or grazing. The last clause of the verse is then probably an addition
by a later scribe who misunderstood the prophecy as one of hope:
‘ the holy seed is its new growth ‘.
The next theory to be considered is that maSSebet means ‘ trunk ’
or ‘ stump ‘. It is not difficult to speculate about the way in which the
meaning may have developed: what looks like a pillar, what stands
up, a place where something stands, etc. Yet it is better to base the
argument primarily on the context, rather than on any possible
semantic development. Sawyer has argued that the translation
‘ stump ’ derives some support from a comparison with the Accadian
- words nanqifbu, namqiibu, na$abu, nengiibu, ‘ support, post or stand ’
of wood or other material, but his argument is based on what C.
Bezold says in Babylonisch-Assyrisches Glossar (Heidelberg, 1926),
p. 203, whereas a different understanding of the Accadian words
has appeared since Sawyer wrote. W. von Soden, Akkadisches
Hundwiirterbuch, vol. II (Wiesbaden, 1972), p. 757, gives the meaning
‘Abflussrohr ‘, and the comparison with the Hebrew word must be
abandoned.
The theory that maqqebet means ‘ trunk ’ or ‘ stump ’ encounters
the difficulty of finding a suitable translation for the preposition b in
barn (or biih). If the relative clause ends with biim, it may be translated ‘ in which is a trunk (or stump) when they are felled ‘. But what
is meant by ‘ in ‘? A trunk or stump is scarcely ‘ in ’ a tree, and it is
questionable whether the meaning of the preposition may legitimately be extended to ‘of (which . . . remains)’ (Hasel, p. 236),
‘ part of (which) ‘, ‘ to (which belongs) ‘, or the like. While some such
meaning cannot perhaps be excluded, it is not free from difficulty. If
the relative clause does not include biim and if maSSebet is understood collectively, it is possible to obtain good sense: ‘which are
trunks (or stumps) when they have been felled ‘. It is not, however,
so easy to dispose of the difficulty of the preposition, for it is still
necessary to explain its meaning in the last clause of the verse : ‘ in
them the holy seed is its [or ‘ their ‘1 trunk [or ‘ stump ‘1’. If the last
clause is a gloss, it is perhaps easier to understand the preposition. A
glossator may have used it in the margin to introduce a reference to
the trees, with which his gloss is concerned, and ’ in them ’ may have
seemed all right in the circumstances. There is also another possi-
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bility. Perhaps the reading biih is original, and the antecedent is
e”r- .
aswzyya: ‘in it [i.e. ‘the tenth’] its trunk [or ‘stump’] is the holy
seed ‘.
The renderings ‘ trunk ’ and ‘ stump ’ have so far been treated as
alternative forms of the same type of theory. Now we must ask
whether it is possible to choose between them. The word ’ trunk ’
would be suitable in the clause beginning with ‘ti.?er in a prediction
of disaster: the trees would be cut down and their trunks removed or
destroyed. It would, however, be unsuitable in the last clause of the
verse. That clause is probably the work of a glossator, but it is
reasonable to suppose that he understood the meaning of mag$ebet,
although it is obscure to us. Even if he was desperate to find a
message of hope in the verse, it would have been difticult for him to
identify the holy seed, on whom the future of the nation depended,
with the severed trunk of a tree. It is more likely that a stump would
have been seen as a sign of survival and hope for the future. The
author of the last clause of the verse is more likely to have understood maqqebet to mean ‘ stump’ than ‘ trunk ‘, and it is best to
accept the former rendering.
Three types of translation of the MT from ‘bier to the end of the
verse thus seem possible (apart from sub-divisions depending on the
differences between the readings biim and bah and between possible
antecedents of the third-person feminine singular suffixes) :
(1) ‘ in which is new growth when they have been felled : the holy
seed is their [or ‘ its’] new growth ’ ;
(2) ‘ in which are stumps when they have been felled; the holy
seed is their [or ‘ its ‘1 stump ’ ;
(3) ‘ which are stumps when they have been felled; in them [or
‘ it ‘1 the holy seed is their [or ‘ its ‘1 stump ‘.
Translation 1 probably implies that le’bti2r earlier in the verse denotes grazing: the new growth will be eaten by animals. The meanings ‘ burn ‘, ‘ remove ‘, and ‘destroy’ all fit translations 2 and 3. It is
not necessary to suppose that the stump was burned, removed, or
otherwise destroyed, for the verb may refer to what happened to the
rest of the tree, which was cut down leaving only a stump.
While all three translations are possible, the last clause of the verse
can again help us to choose among them, for it gives us a reason to
prefer either 2 or 3 to 1. If 1 is the meaning, then the person responsible for the last clause misunderstood the earlier part of the verse
completely. He thought that the new growth was a sign of hope for
the future, whereas it was intended as part of the picture of destruc-
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tion. The last clause in translations 2 and 3 also implies a departure
from the intention of the earlier part of the verse, but not quite a
contradiction. If the first part of the comparison with the trees is
speaking, not of clearing the ground by rooting out stumps, but of
felling wood for fuel or some other purpose, then the point is that
the trees were cut down and their trunks and branches removed and,
in due course, destroyed. The stump is not the point of comparison
and nothing is said about its destruction. The glossator may have
correctly understood what was said in the comparison and seen that
the existence of a stump was compatible with the hope of survival.
That was not the intention of the original text (despite the opinion
of Hasel (p. 245) that we have here ‘ both a symbol of destruction . . .
and a symbol of resurgent life ‘), but the figure of speech left open
the possibility of a future for the stump, and the glossator could
believe in such a future without contradicting what was said in the
comparison. If it is reasonable to ascribe to the glossator some
understanding of what lay before him, even though he changed the
purpose of the comparison, then it is more likely that he understood
ma.y.yebet to mean ‘ stump ’ than ‘ new growth ‘.
(3) A d@erent vocalization of the consonants of the Massoretic Text
The discussion of the comparison with the trees has so far followed
the standard vocalization of the MT. There is, however, a different
tradition of vocalization that is implied by two of the versions, and
we shall now consider it with the consonants of the MT. Unless the
LXX is merely rendering the Hebrew freely or presupposes a reading mmsbth, it appears to understand msbth as the preposition m(n)
with a noun $bt and a third-person feminine singular suffix. The
Peshitta understands m$bt in a similar way (apart from the absence
of a suffix), though it should be noted that a variant reading mm$bt
is recorded by Kennicott. If the m of m$bt and msbth is so understood, and if the existence of a noun $bt is postulated, it must be
asked whether sense can be made of the verse. We recall that
Michaelis thought that the LXX and the Peshitta presupposed a
noun Jebet, and that Driver postulated its existence in 1QIsa”. The
latter scholar derived it from the root yyb, but it could also be
derived from n$b (cp. S&t and n&ii’). The meaning is unlikely to be
-the same as that of @batlm, ‘ bundles ’ of grain, in Ruth ii. 16, or of
the Post-biblical Hebrew sebet, ‘pair, set’, or @bat, ‘tongs’, which
are from the root sht, but the meaning ‘ stump ’ (which is not the one
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suggested by Driver) would fit the context. If the existence of such a
noun were postulated and if the relative clause were thought to end
with msbt, the sense would be good: ‘ which have been felled from
the stumps ‘. The trees have been felled, and so the trunk of each tree
has been separated from its stump. The next clause would mean ‘ in
them [or ‘ it ‘1 the holy seed is from their [or ‘ its ‘1 stumps ‘, that is,
the holy seed comes or grows from the stumps.
The translation of mqbt offered above contains the definite article
(‘ the stumps ‘), although the word is indefinite in Hebrew (it has
neither the definite article nor a pronominal suffix). The construction may be similar to the way in which miE%res’ is used in Job
xxviii.9: ‘he overturns mountains from (their) roots ‘. A comparable, though somewhat different, idiom is sometimes found
when there is a reference to what has happened since the time when
a person was in his mother’s womb. While it is possible to say
mPrehem ‘immo (Num. xii. 12), mibbeten ‘immo (Judg. xvi. 17; Psalm
xxii.1 1; Job i.21, xxxi. 18), mibbeten ‘imml (Eccles. v. 14) or
min-habbeten (Judg. xiii.5, 7), it is also possible for the word to be
indefinite: mZrebem (Jer. i. 15, xx. 17; Psalms xxxii. 11, lviii.4 and
perhaps cx.3 ; Job iii. 11, x. 18, xxviii.8), and mibbeten (Isa. xliv.2, 24,
xlviii.8, xlix. 1, 5; Hos. ix. 11; Psalms xxii. 10, lviii.4, lxxi.6; Job iii. 11,
x. 19).
If the existence of a noun $bt, ‘ stump’ is postulated, and if the
consonantal text of the Massoretes is vocalized so as to include it,
good sense can be obtained. On the other hand, it has no advantage
over the traditional vocalization, and it is unnecessary to postulate
the existence of the noun in order to escape the difficulties of the
MT.
(4) The comparison with the trees in 1QIsa”
Whether or not its reading is original, the text of 1QIsa” needs to be
discussed. It will be assumed in what follows that the reading mSlkt
is a feminine singular participle with the trees, viewed as a collective,
as the subject.
The relative clause consists of the words ‘Sr mglkt mqbt and is
clearly separated from the next clause by a space. The participle has
been understood as either a hiph‘il or a hoph’al. Sawyer believes it to
be a hiph’il, and he offers the translation ‘which throws out a
stump ‘; he adds in n. 6: ‘The meaning “ to throw away or out, cast
off (leaving behind as useless) “, etc., depends on the meaning of ’
m$bt. It is not clear precisely what his translation is intended to
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mean, or how a tree can be said to cast off a stump. The hiph’il is
also obviously unsuitable if m$t means ‘ a pillar ‘, and the sense is
not much better if it is said to cast down its own trunk or fresh
growth. The participle is probably to be regarded as a hoph’al, and
three translations deserve consideration. First, the clause may mean
‘ which are cast down as trunks ’ ; that is, the destruction of the tenth
is compared to trees when they are felled (and ‘ stumps’ would be
inappropriate in this translation). For the syntax of mgbt see GK
5 118q, and P. Jotion, Grammaire de l’hbbreu biblique, 2nd edn
(Rome, 1947), $126~. Against such a translation stands the argument, which was advanced above, that it creates a difficulty for the
last clause, if that clause is. understood as a prophecy of hope.
Second, Cazelles translates the relative clause ‘ qui (ont) une massebet quand (ils sont) abattus ’ (p. 105), but it is difficult to justify
‘ ont ‘, even in brackets, without adding &hem to the text or at least
reading 1a’tiJer. Third, there is Driver’s suggestion that m.ybt should
be parsed as the preposition mn with a noun sbt. The meaning
suggested by him for the noun is related to his understanding of bmh
as a high place, which was seen above to be improbable, but the
translation of $bt ‘ stump ’ was proposed as an alternative. Although
the postulating of a noun $bt offers no help in explaining the MT and it was not Driver’s intention that it should - it can make sense
of the relative clause in 1QIsa” : ‘which are cast down from their
stumps ‘, Indeed, it has the advantage of avoiding the difficulties of
the other proposed translations.
The interpretation of the last clause in the verse depends partly on
the way in which bmh is translated. The theory that it means ‘high
place ’ has been rejected, for none of the proposed translations yields
a satisfactory meaning - and the scholars who adopt the meaning
but emend the text have abandoned the task of translating what is
actually found in 1QIsa”. Sawyer’s suggestion that bmh is the interrogative particle bammeh is possible. One of the two translations he
mentions, ‘ How can the Holy Seed be its stump? ‘, is suggested by
him only as an interpretation of the text by the Qumran sect as an
ironical and polemical question concerning the claim of the Jerusalem hierarchy to be the remnant - and the suggestion may be right.
It is not suggested by him as the original meaning of the text, which
he believes to be ‘Wherein is the holy seed? Its stump! ’ Such a
translation is possible, but an objection arises from the difficulty in
finding a satisfactory translation of msbt in the previous clause
unless it means ‘from the stumps’. If the mcm is the preposition
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meaning ‘ from ‘, it is surprising to find it in an answer to a question
introduced by bmh, ‘Wherein. . .? ’ We should expect an answer with
the preposition b, that is, bsbth, ‘ In its stump! ’ The other way of
understanding bmh, namely, that it is, like the MT’s barn, the preposition b with a third-person masculine plural suffix, results in the
translation ‘in them the holy seed is its stump’ or, if the probable
view that the m of msbth is a preposition is accepted, ‘ in them the
holy seed comes from its stump ‘.
The most satisfactory way of understanding the text of 1QIsa”
(apart from a possible reinterpretation in a polemical sense by the
Qumran sect) is to postulate the existence of a noun Jbt (as Driver
has suggested). The last two clauses of the verse may then be translated: ‘which are cast down from their stumps; in them the holy
seed comes from its stump ‘.
(5) Which text is more original?
Of the four differences between the MT and lQIsa”, two probably
have little significance for an attempt to determine the original text.
If bmh in 1QIsa” is understood as b with the third-person masculine
plural suffix, it merely illustrates the tendency of the manuscript to
add h at the end of certain pronominal suffixes and is identical in
meaning with the MT’s biim. It does, however, attest the antiquity of
the reading bm(h) in contrast to the variant reading biih. It may be
suspected that the space before bmh in the manuscript reflects an
interpretation of the text at the time of the scribe, rather than being
a faithful continuation of a tradition going back to the-author of the
verse. The division of clauses may, nevertheless, correspond to the
intention of the original writer, and the MT is capable of being
understood in the same way. The plene spelling of hqwdS is another
instance of the orthographic character of 1QIsa”. Its use of the
definite article is a more substantial difference from the MT’s qOdes’,
but it makes little difference to the meaning whether or not the
definite article is used, and it is difficult to tell which is inherently
more probable in this context, though 1QIsa”‘s reading may be an
assimilation to Ezra ix.2. The most important variant in the verse is
the spelling mSlkt in contrast to the MT’s bs’lkt. The former reading
is easier in that the hiph’il is found elsewhere, whereas the latter is a
hapax legomenon and its use here is awkward. Whether the conclusion to be drawn is that the more usual form is more likely to be
original, or that the unusual form is more likely to have been
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changed to the usual form in lQIsa”, is impossible to determine. If
ms’lkt is more original, it is best to follow Driver and understand the
m at the beginning of m.ybt as a preposition (cp. the LXX and the

Peshitta).
In the last resort, it is impossible to be sure whether b,fZkt or m;lkt
is more original. A scholar must be content to do his best to find
satisfactory translations and explanations of both readings.
(6) The last clause of the verse
The opinion of many modern commentators that the last clause of
the verse is secondary was accepted above because of the contrast
between its implied hope and the unrelieved gloom of the beginning
of the verse. To hold that the clause is an addition is not necessarily
to be committed to the opinion that Isaiah never hoped for a better
future, for it is possible to see in Isa. vi.1 1-13 a prophecy of complete disaster and yet not to press the logic of the passage so far as to
exclude any trace of hope elsewhere. The phrase zera’ qOdes’, ‘ holy
seed ‘, recalls zera’ haqqiides in Ezra ix.2, where it is used of the
Jewish community after the Exile, and it would be compatible with,
although it does not demand, a post-exilic date for the end of Isa.
vi. 13 - and it is strange that Seeligmann (pp. 634) appears to regard
the verse in Ezra as evidence for the pre-exilic date of the end of the
verse in Isaiah. The view that the clause is an addition is not based
on its alleged omission from the Hebrew text implied by the LXX,
for the reason given above. On the other hand, it would be absurd to
go to the other extreme and follow Engnell in regarding the LXX as
‘ wholly conclusive proof that the whole expression in question was
there from the beginning ’ (p. 15) ; he gives no reason for supposing
that no addition could have been made to the Hebrew text before
the time of the LXX.
Conclusions

The principal conclusions of this discussion of the text and meaning
of Isa. vi. 13 may now be summarized, and it need scarcely be said
that they are no more than tentative. No choice is offered between
the readings biim and bah, and the question of the antecedents of the
suffixes on biih and magabtiih is left open. Nor is a choice made
between the readings of the MT and lQIsa”, but interpretations of
both texts are suggested. Since it is possible to translate both texts, it
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has been unnecessary to discuss all the emendations that have been
proposed, though some have been mentioned in passing.
The conclusions are as follows :
(1) The first part of the verse describes the destruction of the
tenth part of the people, who have survived so far. w&ibti is
used as an auxiliary verb and does not speak of repentance;
l~b~‘t?r denotes burning or some other kind of destruction.
(2) The comparison with the trees probably goes with what precedes and was originally intended to illustrate destruction, not
survival.
(3) The MT from kti’&i to the end of the verse is best translated
either
like a terebinth and like an oak in which are stumps when they have
been felled ; the holy seed is their [or ‘ its ‘1 stump

or
like a terebinth and like an oak which are stumps when they have
been felled ; in them [or ‘ it ‘1 the holy seed is their [or ‘ its ‘1 stump.

theory that the words maSSebet and maJ$abtiih have been
wrongly vocalized and that the m represents the preposition
min, ‘ from ‘, (cp. the LXX and the Peshitta) followed by a
noun sbt offers no help in understanding the traditional consonantal text, but may well be right for the text of 1QIsa”.
(5) The text of 1QIsa” from k’fh to the end of the verse is best
translated ‘like a terebinth and like an oak which are cast
down from their stumps; in them the holy seed comes from its
stump ‘.
(6) The last clause of the verse is probably a later addition intended to modify the preceding prophecy of destruction by allowing for the survival of the holy seed. The addition is not,
however, as blatant a contradiction of the earlier part of the
verse as is often believed. The comparison with the trees was
originally concerned with the destruction of the branches and
trunks, and not with what happened to the stumps. The later
writer saw that the mention of the stumps left open the possibility of survival and hope for the future.

(4) The
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ROBERT P. GORDON

It is not difficult to understand why the concept of ‘ the land’ is one
of the dominant notes in the Hebrew Bible. The tradition of a
promise of territory for Abraham’s descendants was already old by
the time the patriarchal stories began to be written down;2 when in
the fullness of time those descendants created a kingdom and then
an empire for themselves, the tradition assumed still greater significance as ‘a formative, dynamic, seminal force in the history of
Israel ‘. 3 Possession of ‘ the land ’ became a visible sign of the unique
relationship between God and Israel. Israel was the land of the
divine presence, and even when this land proved as vulnerable to
Assyrian depredations as any other in the Near East, the idea of ‘ the
land of the presence’ was perpetuated, albeit now in the myth of the
inviolability of Zion. In 587 B.C. both Zion and the myth were
destroyed by the Babylonian forces of Nebuchadrezzar II, but the
concept of ‘ the land ’ lived on, and in the rabbinic period we find it
being developed and applied in new and sometimes surprising ways.
As I have noted elsewhere, some rabbinical authorities saw fit to
introduce the territorial factor into their discussions of the subject of
resurrection.4 So close was the link between resurrection and ‘the

inary Studies 12 (1974) 126-38.

,

The following abbreviations have been used in addition to those listed at the
beginning of this volume: DSS (Dead Sea Scrolls); PTg (Palestinian Targum); Tg
(Targum); TJ (Targum Jonathan to the Prophets, ed. A. Sperber); TO (Targum
Onqelos to the Pentateuch, ed. Sperber); PsJ (Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, ed. M.
Ginsburger).
Cp. R.E. Clements, Abraham and David (London, 1967). For a recent discussion
of the pentateuchal promises in relation to ‘the land’ see D.J.A. Clines, T h e
Theme of the Pentateuch (Sheffield, 1978).
W.D. Davies, The Gospel and the Land: Early Christianity and Jewish Territorial
Doctrine (Berkeley-Los Angeles-London, 1974) p. 18.
‘ The Targumists as Eschatologists ‘, SVT 29 ( 1978) 117-2 1.
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land’ in some minds that R. Eleazar ben Pedat could deny the
privilege of resurrection to Israelites buried beyond the borders o f
Israel (BT Ket. 11 la). The lengths to which exegesis could go in
order to accommodate this view can be seen in Tg Song of Songs
viii.5, where it is suggested that deceased expatriate Israelites would,
on the day of resurrection, be conducted to the Mount of Olives by
means of underground channels. The problem of the expatriate is
also addressed in the fragment of Palestinian Targum to Ezek.
xxxvii published by A. Diez Macho in 1958.5 Here too it is asserted
that Israelites buried abroad will participate in the resurrection.6
But territorial considerations affected other equally important areas
of Jewish belief and practice, and it is the purpose of this essay to
examine three of these with particular reference to the Targum to
the Prophets.

(1) Land and cult
TJ is a keen advocate of the law of the central sanctuary (cp. Deut.
xii.%f), even to the extent of compensating for the apparent lapses
of the MT in this connection. Only in ‘ the land ‘, and specifically in
Jerusalem, were sacrifices to be offered to the God of Israel. The
targumic commitment to this view probably accounts for its modification of the MT at Jonah i. 16 where, instead of saying that the
sailors on board the ship of Tarshish ‘offered a sacrifice to the
LORD ‘, TJ avers only that they ‘ promised to offer a sacrifice. before
the LORD ‘. We can be sure that TJ is not concerned merely with the
question of the availability of a sacrifice there and then aboard ship,
so much as with the unwelcome suggestion that Gentile idolaters
offered sacrifice to Israel’s God, and on a profane altar.’ Considerations of this sort will have given rise to the tradition that the
mariners’ sacrifice consisted of the blood of their circumcision :
They returned to Joppa and went up to Jerusalem and circumcised
the flesh of their foreskins, as it is said, ‘And the men feared the LORD
exceedingly; and they offered a sacrifice unto the L ORD.’ Did they
‘ Un Segundo fragment0 de1 Targum Palestinense a 10s Profetas’, Bihlica 39

(1958). 198-205.
Cp. especially verse I I.
Cp. E. Levine, Thr Aramuic Version ofJonah (Jerusalem, 1975), p. 70. P. Churgin, Turgum Jonothun to the Prophets (New Haven, 1927) p. 113, notes how TJ
differentiates in its terminology between Israelite and pagan altars.
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offer sacrifice? But this (sacrifice) refers to the blood of the covenant
of circumcision, which is like the blood of a sacrifice.’
On the other hand, Naaman’s professed intention of offering
burnt offerings and sacrifices to the L ORD when he returned to his
native Syria appears with minimal alteration in TJ (2 Kgs v. 17). The
Targum, introducing its own brand of ‘ Name Theology ‘, simply
substitutes ‘ to the name of the L ORD ’ for the MT’s ‘ to the L ORD ‘.
Whether this is a substantive difference is difficult to tell; normally
TJ speaks of offering sacrifice ‘ before the L ORD ’ (cp. 1 Sam. vii.9; 2
Sam. vi.17). However, targumic scruples could not be denied amid
such uncertainties, and the record is put straight in an alternative
version of 2 Kgs v. 19, which has survived in the margin of Codex
Reuchlinianus.g Elisha, according to this version, informed
Naaman that altars in non-Israelite territory were ritually unclean
but that he could, if he wished, send his offerings each year to ‘the
place which [the L O R D] has chosen to place his name there’ and
they would be accepted. The reference to the name of the L ORD is
interesting in view of our observation about the standard Targum’s
treatment of verse 17, but there are insufficient grounds for thinking
of an ‘abridgement theory’ of the type advanced by Grelot in connection with the tosephtic Targum to Zech. ii. 14f. lo
The question of the proper location of cultic activity is also raised
by Mal. i.11: ‘ For from the rising of the sun to its setting my name
is great among the nations, and in every place incense is offered to
my name, and a pure offering; for my name is great among the
nations, says the L ORD of hosts.’ If, as our translation suggests, the
prophet is speaking of a present reality, is he referring to Gentiles
worshipping God in ignorance, or is he thinking of the worship of
the Jewish Diaspora.?I1 In either case the territorial factor is involved. For all that modern commentators have tended to credit
Malachi with a universalist outlook, TJ plies in the opposite direction: ‘ and on every occasion when you fulfil my will I hear your
Pir@de Rabbi Eliezer, ch. 10 (Eng. trans., G. Friedlander (London, 19 16). p. 72)
W. Bather, ‘ Kritische Untersuchungen zum Prophetentargum ‘, ZDMG 28
(1874), 17ff, lists this reading among several that cannot be traced to a known
midrashic source.
P. Grelot, ‘ Une Tosephta targoumique sur Zacharie, II, 14-15 ‘, RB 73 ( 1966),
197-211. Fundamental criticisms of Grelot’s argumentation are presented by R.
Kasher in ‘The Targumic Additions to the Huphtara for the Sabbath of
Hannuka ’ (Hebrew), Tarhi,: 45 (1975-6), 2745.
See J.G. Baldwin, ‘Malachi 1 : 11 and the Worship of the Nations in the Old
Testament ‘, Tyndule Bulletin 23 ( 1972), 117-24.
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prayer and my great name is hallowed on your account, and your
prayer is like a pure offering before me ‘. TJ has thus dismissed the
question of location by substituting ‘ occasion’ for ‘place’, and the
effect is reinforced by the equation of ‘ incense ’ with ‘ prayer ‘. For
the targumist there is no question of Gentile worship being acceptable to God, nor can he allow the unique cultic status of Jerusalem
to be compromised. It is a matter of theological orthodoxy, and the
fact that Didache x1v.3 has ‘in every place and time’ in its paraphrase of Mal. i.11 scarcely requires the conclusion that there was a
variant reading, which is otherwise attested only in TJ.12 Theological considerations of a different kind account for the wording of
Didache, for Mal. i. 11 was a pliant text for Christians as well as for
Jews in the early centuries of the common era.
Cultic and territorial issues inevitably confronted the targumists
when they came to deal with Isa. xix. 18. The MT speaks of five cities
in the land of Egypt whose inhabitants would in a future day speak
‘ the language of Canaan ‘. One of these cities is named, though the
ancient texts disagree over the form of the name. The MT has ‘city
of destruction (her-es) ’ ; lQIsa”, some Hebrew manuscripts and Symmachus have ‘ city of the sun (beres) ‘, while TJ appears to combine
both readings in ‘the city, Beth-shemesh [literally ‘house of the
sun ‘1, which is to be destroyed ‘. The LXX ploughs a lonely furrow
with rcoht$ ac&&~ (‘ city of righteousness ‘), almost certainly influenced by Isa. i.26. It would seem that, to some degree, these variants
reflect differing attitudes to the Jewish temple erected c. 160 B.C. by
Onias IV, at Leontopolis in Egypt.13 Josephus’ account of the circumstances in which the temple was built makes it plain that Isa.
xix. 18 was popularly regarded as having a bearing on Onias’ venture; indeed he represents Onias as quoting from Isa. xix to back up
his request to the Ptolemy for permission to build (Ant. x111.3.1 (68)).
Obviously the LXX - and its Vorlage, for rcoht< czos&~ points to
a Hebrew original - looked upon this development favourably, as
would be expected of a work originating in Alexandria. Enthusiasm
for the Onias temple is also expressed in the Sibylline Oracles (bk 5,
lines 492-51 I), and in M. Menah. 13.10 it is even suggested that
12
13
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Cp. my note, ‘ Targumic Parallels to Acts XIII 18 and Didache XIV 3 ‘, Novum
Testumentum I6 ( 1974), 287ff.
Cp. M. Delcor, ’ Le temple d’Onias en cgypte : Rtexamen d’un vieux probleme ‘,
RB 75 ( 1968). 201. On the problems raised by Josephus’ accounts of the Onias
temple see V. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization und the Jews (New York,
1974) pp. 275-8 1.
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sacrifices offered at Leontopolis were, in certain circumstances,
valid. But there are also indications of hostility towards this rival to
the Jerusalem Temple. The circumstances in which the project was
launched were short of ideal, for, as Josephus notes, Onias cherished
a grudge against the Jerusalem authorities who had banished him
from the city, and thought that he could create a following for
himself by establishing a rival centre of worship (War VII. 10.3 (43 1)):
Disapproval of the Onias temple appears to be expressed by the MT
at Isa. xix. 18, where the original reading almost certainly was ‘ city
of the sun ‘. The alteration in the consonantal Hebrew text is slight
and of a kind sometimes made in pursuit of an exegetical point.14
Strictly, ‘city of the sun ’ would correspond to Heliopolis, the ancient centre of Egyptian sun-worship, but Leontopolis was ‘ in the
nome of Heliopolis ‘, according to Josephus, and would therefore
come within the terms of Isa. xix. 18 in the reckoning of ancient
translators and exegetes.”
As has already been noted, TJ possibly shows awareness of the
two readings, ‘ city of the sun ’ and ‘ city of destruction ‘, though the
fact that the Targums sometimes insert a clause such as ‘ which is to
be destroyed’ must also be taken into account. At all events it is
scarcely to be doubted that TJ is predicting the destruction of
Leontopolis, and if we are guided by other passages in which the
devastation of cities or countries is predicted with the use of the
formula ‘e’tti Ze’we shall conclude that here too it is used with hostile
intent (cp. PTg Gen. xv.12; Tg Isa. xxi.9; Tg Zech. iv.7 (Sperber’s
manuscript c)). Even in Tg Jer. ii.12, where the prediction concerns
Israel and the Temple in Jerusalem, the idea of judgement predominates. So we have another instance of the territorial doctrine of TJ
at work : ‘ Jerusalem is the place where men ought to worship ’ (John
iv.20).
It is known from Josephus’ account of the First Jewish War that
the Onias temple was destroyed by the Romans c. A.D. 73, as a
measure to prevent further outbreaks of rebellion among the Jewish
population in Egypt (War ~11.10.4 (433-6)). Is it therefore to be
concluded that Tg Isa. xix.18, for which the destruction appears to
lie in the future, assumed its present form before A.D. 73? Tg Isa.
xxi.9 was used in this kind of way by Pinkhos Churgin when he
attempted to settle the question of the dating of the final redaction
14
I5

For an example involving the same consonants see BT Yoma 766.
On, the Hebrew equivalent of Egyptian ‘Iwnw (Greek Heliopolis), is transliterated in the ’ official ’ Targums (cp. Gen. xli.45, 50; xlvi.20; Ezek. xxx. 17).
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of TJ. l6 Or is it possible that, as at Jer. ii. 12, TJ is speaking from the
standpoint of the prophet whose message it is interpreting? There
can be no certain answer to this question; the most that can be said
is that a date before A.D. 73 for the composition of Tg Isa. xix.18 is
a possibility.
(2) The land and prophecy
The territorial doctrine of the rabbis also figured in their discussions
of prophecy and the canonical prophets. Some rabbis upheld the
view that prophecy was a medium of revelation intended for use
within Israel and nowhere else. Jonah i.3 was quoted to show that
the divine presence was restricted to Israel, but others enlisted Psalm
cxxxix.7-12 and Amos ix.2ff in support of the opposite view.”
However, the strongest objection to this territorial circumscription
of prophecy lay in the fact that Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Jonah prophesied outside ‘ the land ‘. One of the answers offered in solution of
this problem was that extra-territorial prophecies were special concessions granted because certain conditions had been fulfilled, such
as that the vision was experienced in a ‘ pure’ place, for example
beside water (cp. Dan. viii.2, x.4; Ezek. i.3).
Some rabbis reconciled the territorial view with the undoubted
fact that prophets occasionally did prophesy abroad by declaring
that once a prophet had prophesied on the terrasancta of Israel it was
permissible for him to fulfil his vocation in foreign parts. Jeremiah
certainly satisfied this condition, since his Egyptian pronouncements (Jer. xliii-xliv) came after a long period of prophetic activity
in Judah.
Ezekiel presented more of a problem. In its present form the book
that bears his name seems to allow only a Babylonian ministry;
viii.3-xi.24 are no exception, for the prophet’s trip to Jerusalem was
of a visionary nature. So it was propounded that Ezekiel had already functioned as a prophet in Judah before he received his visions
in Babylonia. Exegetical support for this idea was furnished from
Ezek. i.3 where the words hiiyo @ii were interpreted to mean, ‘[the
word of the L O R D] had come [i.e. in Palestine] and came [i.e. now

in Babylonia] ‘, the infinitive absolute being given the force of a
pluperfect. i8 This is quite illuminating when we turn to Tg Ezek. i.3.
For the MT’s ‘The word of the LORD came to Ezekiel the priest, the
son of Buzi, in the land of the Chaldeans ’ the Targum has : ‘A word
of prophecy from before the LORD was with Ezekiel the priest, the
son of Buzi, in the land of Israel ; it returned a second time and
spoke with him in the province of the land of the Chaldeans.“’ It is
clear that the earliest Targum texts had no direct equivalent of hiiyo,
but it is equally evident that the targumic assurance that Ezekiel first
prophesied in Israel has a great deal to do with the explanation of
the infinitive absolute given in the Mekilta. And it is the Targum’s
commitment to territorial doctrine that accounts for its divergence
from the MT.
The prophetic ministry of Jonah, as described in the canonical
book, was also exercised beyond the borders of Israel. In this case,
however, TJ leaves territorial considerations alone. The probable
explanation is that Jonah’s mission to Nineveh was held to have
been undertaken after the prophesying attributed to him in 2 Kgs
xiv . 25. 2o Jonah’s utterances concerning the expansion of Israel
under Jeroboam II were not unreasonably regarded as having been
made within ‘ the land ‘. It is interesting in this connection to note
Levine’s suggestion that, in translating the MT’s ‘ ship of Tarshish ’
by ‘a ship that was going on the sea’ (Jonah i.3; cp. iv.2) TJ ‘may
also be reflecting the midrash tradition that Jonah fled to the sea
due to his primitive conception of divine revelation not taking place
there’ (p. 56; see n. 7 above). The difficulty with this is that, as
Levine himself notes, the Targums commonly translate ‘ Tarshish ’
by ‘ sea’ (cp. Isa. ii. 16, xxiii.14) and Jerome is aware of the same
exegetical tradition : ‘ naues Tharsis: id est maris ’ (Commentary on
Jonah i.3). There is the further consideration that the targumic
rendering has recently been commended as preserving something of
the original sense of ‘ Tarshish’.2’ C.H. Gordon explains the word
as originally meaning ‘ red ‘, cognate with the Coptic tr&rei. He also
- --v
connects it with the Hebrew twos (‘ wine ‘) and compares the
18

16 Pp. 281: Churgin’s views on the final redaction of TJ are rejected by S.H. Levey
17

in his article ‘The Date of Targum Jonathan to the Prophets’, VT 21 (1971)
l&96.
Cp. Mekilta, Pisba I (ed. J. Z. Lauterbach (Philadelphia, 1933-5). vol. I , pp.
4 7); see also BT Mo’ed Qatan 25a. See P. Schafer, Die Vorstellung vom heiligen
Ceist in der ruhhinischen Literuw (Munich, 1972).
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Mekiffa, lot. cit. (ed. Lauterbach, vol. I , p. 6). This separation of the infinitive
absolute and the accompanying finite verb forms part of the hermeneutical
stock-in-trade of the Targums (cp. TO Exod. xxxiv.7; Tg Nahum i.3).
For a similar type of explanatory expansion see Tg Nahum i. 1.
So Pi&P de Rabbi Eliezer (Eng. kans., Friedlander, p. 65); see also BT Yebam.
98a.

21

C.H. Gordon, ‘The Wine-Dark Sea’, JNES37 (1978), 51ff.
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common Homeric epithet for the sea, oivoyr (‘ wine-dark ‘): ‘ Both
taGis and oinops are reflexes of an ancient East Mediterranean tradition where the sea was called wine-dark.’
(3) The land and the future
In rabbinic thinking Israel would not only occupy a special position
in the messianic age or World to Come but would also extend its
boundaries as in its imperial heyday. This expectation is summed up
in Tg Mal. i.5: ‘And your eyes shall behold, and you shall say,
“ Great is the glory of the L ORD who has extended [MT ‘ beyond ‘1
the border of Israel.” ’
But first let us observe the unique status accorded to Israel in the
new age by Tg Mic. vii.14. To appreciate the manner in which TJ
has adapted the MT to suit its own purpose it will be useful to set
out the respective Hebrew and Aramaic versions in translation. The
MT reads :
Shepherd thy people with thy rod, the flock of thy inheritance, who
dwell alone in a forest in the midst of a garden land; let them pasture
in Bashan and Gilead as in the days of old.
In TJ this becomes :
Sustain thy people by thy Word, the tribe of thy inheritance; in the
world which is to be renewed they shall dwell by themselves; those
who were [or, ‘ for they were ‘1 desolate in the forest shall be settled in
Carmel, they shall be sustained in the land of Bashan and Gilead as in
the days of old.
Exactly the same idea is propounded in TO at Deut. xxxii. 12, with
perhaps even less support from the MT: ‘ The LORD will settle them
by themselves in the world which is to be renewed, and the worship
of idols shall not be established before him.‘22 And TO returns to
the same theme at Deut. xxxiii.28 (manuscripts). The expectation
that the world will be renewed is voiced elsewhere in the Targums
(cp. Tg Jer. xxiii.23; Tg Hab. iii.2); in the case of Mic. vii. 14 its
introduction has the effect of converting the prophet’s depiction of
the plight of Israel, surrounded by predacious enemies, into a picture of future prosperity when the nation will have taken possession
of all the territory to which it laid claim (cp. Jer. 1.19). B. Stade’s
interpretation of the MT as a prayer for the separation of Israel
22 See also TO Num. xxiii.9; in both cases cp. PsJ.
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from the pagan world around has a certain amount in common with
TJ, but both depart from the plain sense of the Hebrew.23 In reaffirming Israel’s claim to the regions of Bashan and Gilead in
Transjordan TJ exceeds the anticipation of Ezekiel, for whom the
river Jordan was the eastern boundary of his ideal kingdom.24
A more striking statement about the extent of the kingdom of
Israel in the new order occurs in Tg Zech. ix.1. Whereas the MT
declares that the word of God will alight in judgement on Hadrach
and Damascus, TJ sees a reference to the future enlarging of Israel’s
coasts : ‘The oracle of the word of the L ORD is in the land of the
south, and Damascus shall again belong to the land of his presence.’
The claim of Israel’s God to sovereignty over Hadrach and
Damascus25 is thus made concrete in a prediction of their physical
inclusion in a new and enlarged state of Israel.26 TJ can speak of the
return of Damascus to the Israelite fold because of David’s subjugation of this city-state (cp. 2 Sam. viii.5f). Israelite suzerainty over
Damascus had, however, been short-lived, and the Aramean state,
once independent, proved a troublesome neighbour to Israel and
Judah.
The location of Hadrach puzzled some of the rabbis, though
others affirmed with no lack of confidence that it was situated in the
same general area as Damascus. Nowadays it is usually identified
with the Hatarikka mentioned in Assyrian inscriptions and situated
about 16 miles (25.7 km) south of Aleppo. TJ’s substitution of ‘ the
south’ for Hadrach obviously knows nothing of such an identification, and it is in any case doubtful whether it is to be regarded as
offering a serious geographical datum.27 There is a slight tendency
in the Targums to assign places of uncertain location to ‘ the south ’
(cp. Tg 1 Sam. ix.4, xiii. 17 ; Isa. xlix. 12) ; perhaps the same applies to
Tg Zech. ix. 1. 28 The reference to the south is probably intended to
balance the mention of Damascus, which, even for targumists, lay to
23 ‘ Streiflichter auf die Entstehung der jetzigen Gestalt der alttestamentlichen
Prophetenschriften ‘, ZA W 23 (1903) 169.

24 Ezek. xlvii.18. Cp. also Num. xxxiv.lOff, though there the allocation of Transjordanian territory to the two-and-a-half tribes is assumed (cp. verses 13fT).

25 Cp. the widely accepted emendation of MT ‘the eyes of man ’ to ‘ the cities of
Aram ’ in verse 1.
26 In verse 2, TJ also predicts the inclusion of Hamath in ’ the land ‘.
27 Cp. B. Otzen, Studien iiher Deuterosacharja (Copenhagen, 1964) p. 235.
28 This possibility renders unlikely the suggestion of G. Vermes (Scripture and
Tradition in Judaism (Leiden, 1961; 2nd edn, 1973). p. 47n) that ‘&a’ daromu
should be translated ‘ the land of the height (rlimir)‘.
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the north of Israe1.2g TJ would then be making the point that
Israel’s boundaries were to be extended to the north and to the
south, in keeping with Tg Isa. liv.3 (‘you [S C. Jerusalem] will be
strengthened to the south and to the north ‘).
Basically the same interpretation of Zech. ix.1 is given in Song of
Songs Rabba 7.5 and in Sifre on Deuteronomy.30 Commenting on
its occurrence in Song ofSongs Rabba, W.D. Davies makes a suggestion about the historical circumstances in which it may have originated :
In the age of the Rabbis concerned, Jerusalem was out of bounds to
Jews, who were scattered from that city as far away as Damascus.
Such Jews lacked the comfort of living in the land, as its boundaries
were understood in the first century, and lacked the consolation of
living with easy access to Jerusalem, the centre of their world. But, it
was natural that they should want to claim that they, although scattered to Damascus, were still to be considered as belonging to the
land where the Messiah was to appear. At the same time, they had no
desire to question the age-long centrality of Jerusalem. Aware of this
twofold aspect of the yearnings of Jews, did the Rabbis in their
Messianic hopes, for their comfort, expand Jerusalem to include
Damascus? (pp. 232-3 (see n. 3 above)).

Unfortunately Davies does not include TJ in his discussion; much
less does he take account of Vermes’s submission (p. 49; see n.28
above) that the targumic exegesis of Tg Zech. ix. 1 and the symbolical
interpretation of Damascus in the DSS reflect a common exegetical
tradition. The origins of the interpretation presented in TJ and the
midrash would then have to be traced to a time considerably in
advance of the Hadrianic decree that expelled all Jews from Jerusalem
and its environs. It is also a moot point whether the phrase ‘tira’ bet
&!kin&Ch in Tg Zech. ix.1 should be translated ‘ the land of the
house of his presence ‘, or simply, ‘ the land of his presence ‘. 3 ’ If the
latter is preferable - would Damascus belong again to ‘the land of
the house ofhis presence ‘? - then the Targum must be understood to
Cp. ’ the land of the north’ for Damascus in CD V I I . 14. See C. Rabin, T h e
Zudokite Documents (Oxford, 1958), p. 29.
30 Ed. L. Finkelstein and H.S. Horovitz (Berlin, 1939; reprinted in New York,
1969), Pisqa 1, pp. 7-8.
31 Vermes (n. 28 above), p. 47 opts for the former alternative. For bet in its various
combinations see J. Levy, Chaldiiisches Wiirterhuch iiher die Tarwmim, Vol. 1
(Leipzig, 1867), pp. 96ff.
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refer to ‘ the land ’ in the broad sense, and not specifically to Jerusalem. This could be a significant point in view of the possibility that
TJ represents an earlier stage in the interpretation of the verse than
is given in Song of Songs Rabba.32
The annexation of Philistine territory by Israel in the latter days is
also envisaged in Tg Zech. ix. Verses 5-8 in the MT announce the
impending destruction of Philistia and give intimation of its incorporation in the revived Israelite empire:
it too shall become a remnant for our God

;

it shall be like a clan in Judah,
and Ekron shall be like the Jebusites.
(verse 7)

TJ develops this idea of annexation. Even the statement that ‘a
mongrel people shall dwell in Ashdod ’ (verse 6), intended merely as
a threat of judgement on that city, is pressed into higher service:
‘and the house of Israel shall dwell in Ashdod where they were as
foreigners ‘. Otzen suggests that TJ has been influenced by Zeph.
ii.7, which actually refers to Ashkelon, and possibly also by the
account of the visit of the ark of the covenant to Ashdod (1 Sam.
v.l-8) (p. 238 (see n. 27 above)). But it is more to the point to note
that, according to Josh. xv.47, Ashdod was allocated to Judah at the
time of the settlement. The Israelites did not capture Ashdod at that
time (cp. Josh. xi.22, xiii. 1 f?), but 2 Chr. xxvi.6 reports that Uzziah
broke down its walls and founded cities in its territory.
The precise manner of the incorporation of Philistia in the Israelite kingdom is outlined by TJ in its rendering of verse 7: ‘ and the
strangers who are left among them, they also shall be added to the
people of our God and shall be as princes of the house of Judah, and
Ekron shall be filled with the house of Israel like Jerusalem ‘. It is
not just, as the MT would have it, that Philistia would become ‘a
remnant for our God ‘; rather, the ‘ strangers ’ who are left in it after
divine judgement has been executed are to be included in the reconstituted Israel. Since it is unlikely that ‘ strangers’ here denotes expatriate Israelites, for it would hardly be said of them that they
would be ‘ added to the people of our God ‘, giyy6r must be used in
32

This is not the place to enter into discussion of the dating of the Targums and
midrashim; on Song qf Sonp Rahha see J.W. Bowker (The Turgums und Rubhinic Literature (Cambridge, 1969), p. 83) who follows ST. Laths in suggesting
a date between 600 and 750.
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the technical sense of ‘proselyte ‘.33 TJ lies somewhere in between
the polarities of universalism and particularism.
Boundary extension specifically in connection with Jerusalem
seems to be indicated by Tg Zech. xiv.10. The idea of territorial
expansion is already present in the MT, though strictly with reference to ‘ the whole land ‘, which is to be converted into a plain
‘ from Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem ‘. The boundaries of the
new Jerusalem are also delineated, but in fairly conventional terms.
One of the reference points mentioned is ‘ the king’s wine presses ‘,
which must denote some royal holding in the vicinity of Jerusalem.
TJ, which, as a matter of interest, has a contemporizing reference in
this verse to the Hippicus Tower built by Herod the Great, does not
at first sight appear to deviate from the MT in the matter of the
royal wine presses: for the MT’s yiqtibt? hammelek it has 3i&? malka.
But the translation of yiqcbt? by ii@ is worthy of comment. In the
first place this is the only instance of BH yeqeb being rendered by
sVi& in the Targums; @iz is used for a pit or cavity rather than a
wine press.34 In fact, the key to TJ’s translation is provided by Song
of Songs Rabba 7.5 where, in relation to the latter-day expansion of
Jerusalem, the words ‘ as far as the king’s wine presses’ are explained as meaning ‘ up to the pits of Ripa [var. Yapho], up to the
wine presses that the supreme king of kings, the holy One blessed be
he, hollowed out’. The pits in question are the depths of the Mediterranean Sea; Jerusalem is to extend to the Mediterranean coast.
Ripa does not offer as good sense as Yapho (= Jaffa) in this connection, and it is likely that an original reading 1~1 was corrupted into
~397.~~ Since Song of Songs Rabba uses the root 3yb for ‘ pit’ we
may reasonably infer that its singular occurrence in Tg Zech. xiv.10
betrays the Targum’s awareness of the interpretation spelled out in
the midrash. This is a good example of the way in which a single
word in the ‘ official ’ Targums may connect with an aggadic tradition developed at greater length in a talmudic or midrashic source.36
That this survey of the territorial doctrine of TJ should conclude
with reflections on the place of Jerusalem in the new earth is entirely
33
34
35
36
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For a discussion of giyyGr and related terms in the Targums to the Pentateuch
see M. Ohana, ’ Proselytisme et Targum palestinien : Donnees nouvelles pour la
datation de Ntofiti 1 ‘, Biblica 55 (1974), 3 17-32.
Pace Levy (n. 31 above), vol. II, p. 475.
So M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi,
and the Midrashic Literature (London-New York, 1903) p. 586.
Cp. J.W. Bowker, ’ Haggadah in the Targum Onqelos’, JSS 12 (1967). 51-65.
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appropriate, for there is a sense in which, as Tg Zech. xiv. 10 implies,
Jerusalem and ‘ the land ’ are, eschatologically, coterminous.
At the end of days it was Jerusalem that was to be the scene of the
eschatological drama when Gentiles would come to Mount Zion to
worship at God’s Holy Mountain. Any area that might be desirous of
inclusion in that drama (and after the Fall of Jerusalem and the
scattering of Jewry there were many such), was simply taken over
geographically into the orbit of the city. Any rivalry that might have
arisen between quch areas and Jerusalem was thereby cut at the root
(Davies, p. 234f (see n. 3 above)).

What came to full flower in the midrashim of which Davies speaks
can be seen in nuce in Tg Zech. xiv. 10. 37
I welcome this precious opportunity to record my appreciation of
Dr E.I.J. Rosenthal, distinguished scholar and exemplary teacher.
Postscript

Since this essay was written there has appeared yet another explanation of Tarshish, relating it to the Greek Bah&ooq~ (gen.), ‘sea’,
and again invoking targumic support. See S. B. Hoenig, ‘ Tarshish ‘,
JQR N.S. 69 (1979), 181f. Two recent studies focusing on ‘ land
theology’ are mentioned here at the suggestion of Dr S. C. Reif: E.
M. Meyers and J. F. Strange, Archaeology, the Rabbis and Early
Christianity (London, 198 l), pp. 155-65 (‘ Jewish and Christian Attachment to Palestine ‘); B. H. Amaru, ‘ Land Theology in Josephus’ Jewish Antiquities’, JQR N.S. 71 (1981), 201-29.
37 For information on studies with a bearing on targumic topography, principally in
connection with the pentateuchal Targums, see A. Diez Macho, Neophyti 1, vol.
v, ‘ Deuteronomio ’ (Madrid, 1978), pp. 13*ff.

The Bible in Medieval Hebrew Poetry’
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Where Jewish history is concerned the term ‘medieval’ can be unhelpful, especially if one is dealing with Jewry and Judaism in the
sixteenth century or later, but its function in the foregoing title is as
an indicator of what may be excluded on grounds of its higher
antiquity, and in this sense ‘medieval’ is perhaps less confusing. But
let us be specific. I am not concerned here with what may be termed
the prolongation of biblical Psalmody, whether in the latest biblical
texts themselves (e.g. Chronicles) or in apocryphal literature such as
Ecclesiasticus xliv, or the Hodayoth scroll from Qumran, or similar
pieces, the original language of which may or may not have been
Hebrew, e.g. the Song of the Three Holy Children or the Magnificat
(Luke i.46f). These compositions simply maintain the style of the
biblical exemplars and sources, sometimes indeed so slavishly as to
betray, perhaps, a feeling in their very authors of belonging to the
&z de sikle - that is, of standing within a literary tradition not yet
closed, feeling themselves to be continuators rather than creators of
admittedly reproduction furniture. Some of these pieces may have
been composed with liturgical use in view, and we may deal no less
brusquely with the earliest surviving pieces in the Jewish liturgy
proper. Early liturgical Hebrew is basically prose writing, albeit an
exalted prose of a type that may have been slightly archaic already
at the time of its formulation - a situation that has a parallel in
sixteenth-century Anglican liturgical history. Biblical quotations
and allusions figure here, but they are introduced more rarely, selfconsciously and, one might say, more portentously than is the case
in later Jewish liturgical compositions, the authors of which were
quite aware of themselves as hymnologists rather than liturgical
1

Based on a paper read to the Society for Old Testament Study in London on 4
January 1974.
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formulators. A fair example is the second benediction of the
‘Amidah or Eighteen Benedictions, being itself a test formula designed to exclude from leadership in public prayer one who could not
avow assent to notions of resurrection. It is a short collect,2 clear
allusion to which occurs in Mark xii.26f, where it is represented as
familiar to Jesus (as it probably was).3 Short reminiscences of the
Psalms occur therein, God being praised as s6mZk nCpCZim (Psalm
cxlv.14) and mattir ‘tisiirim (cxlvi.7); but the highlight, so to speak,
is the assertion that God keeps faith with ‘those that sleep in the
dust’ (fiGn2 ‘iipiir), thus linking the prayer overtly with the last
chapter of Daniel (xii.2) and so with one of the only two unequivocal references in the Hebrew Bible to a future life.
The same verdict may be pronounced on the early mystical compositions known as hZk&t, i.e. ‘ angelic palaces ‘, which, although
still written in exalted and lyrical prose, do make use of the simpler
forms of parallelism to be found in the Bible. The following example
is particularly significant: in the plural form as here transcribed it is
familiar as forming the opening of the prayer with which most
Jewish services conclude,4 but in its original form beginning with the
singular ‘Zluy the prayer is to be found amongst the hZk&% ?

It is our bounden duty to praise the LORD of all :
To ascribe greatness to him who wrought the Creation.
Until recently these texts were assigned, conjecturally, to the latter
part of the first millennium of the common era, although in the case
of ‘iil&ni lZSabb&zb itself there are some grounds for crediting it to
Rab in the third century within whose New-Year liturgical arrangement it is embedded.6 However, comparison of them with gnostic
Found in all (traditional) prayer-books, e.g. The Authorised Daily Prayer Book,
ed. S. Singer (London, 1890) pp. 445.
See H. Loewe in C.G. Montefiore and H. Loewe, A Rabbinic Anthology
(London, 1938), p. 369. In an article that I cannot now trace T.W. Manson
applauded the interpretation of ‘the powers of God’ as a reference to the
ggbtirdt benediction (‘attti gibb6r . . . mPhayyC merim), but it would seem that
commentators on Mark’s Gospel have not yet noticed it. See now R. Loewe,
’ ” Salvation ” is not of the Jews ‘, JTS N.S. 32 (198 l), 358f.
E.g. Prayer Book (see n. 2) p. 76.
See G.G. Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, Merkabah Mysticism, and Talmudic Tradition, (New York, 1965) pp. 27f, 105f. See also briefly EJ, vol. II, p. 557.
Pt%iqtcidt?rab Kcihcina, ed. S. Buber (Wilna, 1925) Ba@deS ha.Wbl’i. fo 150a etc.;
I. Elbogen, Der jiidische Gortesdicnst, 2nd edn (Frankfurt-am-Main, 193 l), p.
264; EJ, lot. cit., and vol. xv, p. 9 15.
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texts and their heavy use of ‘ chariot ‘-mysticism has led Scholem to
propose a significantly higher date, so that he can now write with
confidence that there is ‘no doubt’ that parts of them ascend to
talmudic times and that the central ideas, as well as many details, go
back to the first and second Christian centuries - or, in other words,
to the period of the definitive closure of the Jewish biblical canon.7
It is’that event which is our true starting-point, as a feature in the
foregoing quotation strikingly demonstrates. The first word of Gen.
i.1 bP + &s’it has, thanks to that context, become fused into a noun,
b&‘Sit, that can be preceded by a construct (e.g. yPmZ b&ZSit) and
itself be used alone, idiomatically, for [ma’%] bEr.?‘s’it, ‘ creation ‘.
If the change is no more radical than the passage of affidavit from a
verb in Latin to a noun in English, the point here is that whereas
within Latin affidavit could not have undergone that sea-change,
b&‘s’it has sustained it within its own home territory without entirely losing the availability of the biblical &Et to mean ‘beginning ‘, alongside the commoner rabbinic t.Z&llii. The canonization of the Hebrew scriptures was a formal act that acknowledged the position of authority that they occupy and the affection
that they inspire in Jewish sentiment, such that minor linguistic
features - or apparently dispensable details - could be elevated to a
new level of meaningfulness in virtue of their assumed deliberate
and inspirational selection, and each tiny part may thus be taken
and cherished as representative of the whole. The biblical text acquires a dynamism that makes it, in contemporary terms, a source of
energy to be exploited, canalized, and variously applied. On the
halakic side, which concerns personal and social ethics and, bound
up with these, the institutional life of the Jewish people, textual
minutiae could be mobilized to point a moral, to inculcate some
practical lesson or even to yield formal authority for stultifying a
biblical institution that was, or had become, socially unworkable.8
In midrash, the availability of a textual approach of great rigour
could become a vehicle of poetic insight expressed through the forcing of a suffix, the association of discrete texts from different parts
of the Bible etc. The fact that during the talmudic period we encounter no formal Hebrew poetry does not, in my view, indicate a
few centuries’ hibernation of any Jewish capacity for poetic response
7
8

EJ, vol. x, p. 500.
E.g. the law regarding the child beyond parental control (bPn s6rer timore) in
Dem. xxi.l8f, as in effect construed out of applicability in the Mishnah (Sanh.
8.14).
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but rather that we are looking for it in the wrong medium: it is
there, expressed in midrashic anecdotage and parable-making, and
in the themes - and sometimes in the economy of expression - of
rabbinic exegesis. ’ And when Hebrew poetry does re-emerge as a
self-conscious art form, the biblical element contributes to the
subject-matter of its new settings a dimension of depth, to the analysis and illustration of which I shall return below (p. 138f).
Considerations of space may be allowed to excuse some chronological telescoping of a millennium into a single paragraph, and the
summary statement that the factors that produced a poetic revival
concern both content and form. The themes for long remain exclusively religious, i.e. either linked to a specific liturgical setting or else
concerned with rites de passage - birth, circumcision, marriage,
death. It is not until the eleventh century that so-called secular
poetry appears, and friendship, women, love, nature, wine and even
battle figure, but even in the case of battle the term ‘secular’ is
scarcely apposite to compositions written by poets who were themselves believers - however cynical their passing mood - and who
wrote in an idiom thoroughly impregnated with biblical flavouring.
Before these genres appear, the novelty in respect of content consists
in the plaiting together of the several strands of the heritage of the
Bible regarded as a self-contained, an inspired and a classical document. That is to say, there are introduced into Hebrew poetry elements of aggadic exegesis as elaborated in the midrashim, and sometimes elements of institutional Judaism, that have been text-linked
through the hermeneutical processes of halaka. These are the distinguishing features of the early piyyiit, or liturgical poem, the very
name of which - deriving, through payyktiin, from the Greek
rcotnzfi< - points to an external stimulus.
This brings us to the question of form. Piyytit, which at first uses
the assonance of suffixes and terminations and then develops to
adopt the use of rhyme proper, appears in Palestine, apparently
before the Arab conquest of 636, and it has several features of a
markedly formal similarity to Byzantine hymnology.” The
9

10

E.g. BT Sota 36h on Gen. xxxix. 11, where Joseph’s intention of ‘ getting on with
his business’ (lu’dS& mda’kt6) is interpreted by (?) Mar Samuel as indirectly
indicating that Joseph had been virtually won over by the importunities of
Potiphar’s wife, until a vision of his father’s likeness shocked him into reasserting himself. We here have an insight into the subject of the Phaedra theme that
invites comparison with its treatment by Euripides and Racine.
On the Byzantine background to thepiyytit see P.E. Kahle, The Cuiro Genizu,
2nd edn (Oxford, 1959). pp. 438.
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piyyiit-form reached Jewish Europe through southern Italy and
spread northward, reaching its zenith in the Rhineland communities
of the period of the first crusade. Another branch ran westwards
through Fatimid Egypt, leaving its traces in the Cairo Genizah,
along the series of settlements of Jews on the North African seaboard, but it was followed, and ultimately eclipsed, by another environmental influence regarding form. I refer here to Arabic poetry
and long syllables is very different from that in Classical Arabic, and
rhyme. In the tenth century this was adapted to the strait-jacket of
massoretically formalized Hebrew in which the distribution of short
and long syllables is very different from that in classical Arabic, and
this gave rise to a rigorously self-disciplined Hebrew classicism that
invites comparison with Roman treatment of Greek models, e.g.
what Vergil made of the Greek hexameter as compared to its earlier
Latin handling, or Horace’s treatment of the Sapphic and Alcaic
metres. I must hereafter leave consideration of piyyiit on one side,
since its degree of dependence on halakic reminiscence would
require greater space for adequate demonstration than is here
available.
I revert now to the dimension of depth that the biblical factor
infuses into medieval Jewish poetry. It is easy to caricature the
Hebrew poetry of the Middle Ages as but a pastiche of quotations
and reminiscences of the Bible that can recall to those of us who are
old enough to have received a traditional English grammar-school
education the Latin elegiacs and the Greek iambics of our youthful
lucubrations, or the Latin plays that used to be produced at Westminster School each December with topical curtain-raisers, likewise
in Latin, the quotations and puns in which The Times would helpfully italicize. But to approach Hebrew poetry from such an angle is
to misconceive it. For the medieval Jewish poets, for their contemporary readership and for those in subsequent generations whose
Jewish education has been adequate for full appreciation, the
Hebrew Bible was, and has remained, a heritage too familiar and
too intimate for their attitude to it to be reckoned purely ‘ literary ‘,
in the way that the Greek and Latin classics were loved by (say)
Macaulay, Gladstone or those of our own age who left school with a
significant acquaintance with Aeschylus and Vergil. To get on to the
right wave-length, so to speak, one ought rather to try to get inside
the mind of the audience - be it peasant or proletarian - of a
medieval miracle-play performed on a stage of bare boards laid
athwart a waggon. If the dramatic effect is to come across there
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must of course be a convincing evocation of a familiar literary heritage, but this in itself is not enough; it has to be combined with
successful appeal to a common stock of experience, folk-lore and
oral tradition. When all these elements meet and are expressed in a
form that is both memorable and impressive, true poetry is present.
The medieval Jewish parallels are easily recognized. First, the
circumstance that Jewish education made it possible to presuppose,
from an early age, close familiarity with, at any rate, the Pentateuch,
those parts of the prophetic canon that occur as haphlarot and the
Psalms. Secondly, Jewish historical experience, in both biblical and
post-biblical times, senses synchronically rather than viewing diachronically: for the Jew, his people’s history is like a rolling snowball, regarding which it is arbitrary - and sometimes futile - to
pronounce how much is core and where the outer skin begins. And,
thirdly, that experience is crystallized in biblical exegesis and scriptural association. This last associative aspect is of particular importance, as it may sometimes contribute a level of meaning that has
accrued to a text independently of, or even in defiance of, its original
context or meaning, in virtue of the use that has been made of it,
obiter dictum, in the Talmud. A Christian parallel to the latter factor
is afforded by the use made of the Old Testament in the New. In
short, when the medieval or the traditionally-minded modern
Hebrew poet uses a biblical quotation, he is not indulging in a piece
of mere literary virtuosity. Rather, he is setting out to achieve the
effect that the composer aims at when, instead of using a simple
note, he draws on the full depth and subtlety of a chord.
The following is a good illustration of the way in which the obscurity of a biblical phrase can find itself transcended by the intensity of the emotional setting into which it has been taken up in the
Talmud, to be used in turn by a medieval poet in order to evoke its
talmudic association, the function of the biblical original being, as
seen retrospectively by the poet, comparable not to a seed, but
rather to the irritant grain deliberately inserted into an oyster to
stimulate it to produce a pearl. Psalm xvii.15 is a very difficult text.
The rendering offered by the New English Bible begins the verse
with barbhka, which in the MT is the last word of verse 14, and it
involves emending the curious mimmZtim ( = ‘ from men ‘(?)) to
11
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hiimitem,” rendered ‘ make an end of them ’ with the marginal note
‘ probable reading; Hebrew unintelligible ‘. The translation therefore reads :
Make an end of them with thy sword. With thy hand, 0 L O R D, make
an end of them ; thrust them out of this world in the prime of their life,
gorged as they are with thy good things, blest with many sons and
leaving their children wealth in plenty. (verse 16) But my plea is just: I
shall see thy face, and be blest with a vision of thee when I wake.

The italicized words correspond to the operative phrase vocalized in
the MT belqiim babayyim, helqZm being revocalized by the translators, following the LXX, as 6allZqem. Verse 16 has here been added
because in the talmudic passage to be cited immediately it is probably to be considered in the background by association even though
it is not quoted. i2 The text is a celebrated one, dealing as it does
with the martyrdom of R. ‘Aqiba, whose death under Hadrian
became, in virtue of its circumstances, archetypal for the Jewish
martyr. Somewhat abbreviated, it may be rendered as follows :
When the hour for R. ‘Aqiba’s execution arrived, it happened to be
the time for prayer and therefore for the recitation of the Shema’. His
torturers were combing his flesh off him whilst he was acknowledging
the authority of the kingdom of heaven over himself by reciting the
Shema’ . . . and he protracted his articulation of the closing ‘e&d until
with it upon his lips he expired. A divine voice proceeded from
heaven, saying : ‘Happy indeed art thou, Rabbi ‘Aqiba, that thy soul
goeth forth with the proclamation of the divine unity upon thy lips.’
The ministering angels said to God ; ‘ Is this then what Torah means,
and is this the sort of reward that it merits? Mimme’tim yiidZkii
‘itd6nay - rather than by men[‘s cruelty, death should have come to
him by] thine [own] hand, 0 L O R D !’ [so Rashi in lot.]. God answered with the words that follow almost immediately in the psalm:
‘(zelqiim ba/.zayyim - their portion [i.e. that of ‘Aqiba and his fellow
martyrs] is in life [eternal].’ Then a divine voice proceeded from
heaven, saying: ‘Happy indeed art thou, Rabbi ‘Aqiba, in that thou
art destined for the World to Come.’

L.H. Brockington, The Hebrew Text of the Old Testament . . . Adopted by . . the

The emotional significance of this incident for the Jewish sense of
identity is so powerful that the passage quoted takes in its stride the
virtual unintelligibility of the MT, the meaning that it has imposed
upon the words being integral to its own dramatic unity. And on it
Solomon ibn Gabirol could draw, writing in the eleventh century, in

alternative emendation hZtimm?m.

12 BT Ber. 61b.

New English Bible (Oxford-Cambridge, 1973), p. 124. One wonders whether the
rendering of hiimltem by ‘ make an end of them ’ is intended to nod towards an
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his great metaphysical poem Keter Mulkiit, in the confidence that
those for whom he was writing would pick up his allusion:‘3

. . . when doth sound
The hour for Thee to lead me hence, and send
Me peaceful to the life of that world without end :
And when thy summons cometh, raised on high
Let me with saints for company recline,
Mustered midst martyrs, they that qualify
For everlasting life; may thy face shine
On me, as worthy in that wondrous light
To find all my delight.
By contrast, the following example - likewise from Ibn Gabirol shows us the poet fusing his biblical heritage not merely with his
own experience but, if I am not mistaken, with his feeling for the
history of his own, non-Jewish environment. His patron Yequthiel
ben Yasan ‘al-Mutawakkil,14 who was apparently regarded as a
father-figure throughout Spanish Jewry, was judicially murdered in
a coup d&at in Saragossa in 1039. In his great lament on his death
Ibn Gabirol compares Yequthiel to the rock captured by King
Amaziah from which he flung down his 10,000 Edomite captives
and which he named Yoqte’el (2 Kgs xiv.7).15 Ibn Gabirol died in
Spain and it is not known that he ever left its shores. He was born in
Malaga, not so far from Gibraltar, which even if he never saw he
cannot have failed to know by repute. When, therefore, he writes
that ‘ Yequthiel was even as the crag Yoqte’el, whence hostile
strangers were flung headlong, aye, smashed to pulp ‘, it is difficult
to think that Gibraltar, stout bastion against wave and foe, was far
from his mind, seeing that its name, albeit somewhat corrupted in its
13

14
I5
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The translation is from my own forthcoming poetic version of the complete
ketrr mulkid. All verse renderings in this article except that by H. Loewe on p.
148 are by myself; other than that by me on p. 155, none of mine have hitherto
appeared in print.
See JE, vol. VII, p. 9 I.
Bim? ~&@iti’d ‘Zrr nigmtirii, Gabirol’s poems, ed. H.N. Bialik and J.H. Rawnitzki (Tel-Aviv, 1927-32), vol. I. p. 52. I have translated the poem into English
verse in Judui.rtn 18 (I 969), 343ff. For the line here discussed (htiyti yPyidi?l
kc?srlu’ yoytr”d) see pp. 347. 351.
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modern form, preserves in the Arabic Jebel ‘al-Tariq the name of the
commander who captured it in 7 11.
When we turn to metaphysics - within which both personal experience and awareness of tradition and identity must be subsumed
- again we find Ibn Gabirol constructing a short liturgical poem on
the basis of a talmudic legend that holds up mirrors, both biographical and psychological, in order to scrutinize the aesthetics of the
fivefold repetition of the phrase biE6k-i nap& ‘et-‘ii&nSry in Psalms
ciii.1, 2, 22 and civ.1, 35. Simi bar ‘Uqba (or possibly ‘Uqba
himself)16 asserted that the five exhortations by David to his soul to
bless the L ORD correspond to the five points of similarity between
the soul and God: God fills the world, the soul the body; both have
power to see but are themselves invisible; God sustains the whole
world, the soul the whole body; both God and the soul are pure;
and both of them dwell in the innermost chambers. ‘ How appropriate, therefore ‘, he said, ‘ that something possessed of these five qualities should praise him in whom those same five are found.’ The
motif obviously lends itself to linkage with the Magnificat, so to say,
of the morning service for Sabbath and festivals, niimat kol-hay
- te’barek ‘e t-s’ime’kci ‘tid&cfy, 1 ’ ‘the breath of all that lives shall praise
thy name, 0 L O R D’ , and it was made the theme of an exordium
(rZiit) to ni3mat by Ibn Gabirol that incorporates in its first line
(&?& 1~7~1 y@ida hahcikama)18 a l l u s i o n t o t h e r a t i o n a l s o u l
(&avo~zt~o~, maikelet), possession of which is the prerogative of
man :

16

17
18

BT Ber. IOU. The identity of the speaker referred to (‘rimar I?h htiki yc?‘timena
ktik) is not certain, other named rabbis being also involved in the discussion.
Alternative applications and biographical reconstructions of the repeated refrain come first.
E.g. Prayer Book (see n. 2), p. 125.
I. Davidson, Thesuurus of Mrdiurvul Hehrcnx Poctr,, (New York, 1924-33), vol.
III . p. 442, no. 802.
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My one true self, to God in worship bend,
Thou soul endow’d with reason, haste thy flight
In reverence to serve Him every night,
Each day, think on that world that waits thy end :
Nor chase vain bubbles - thou that canst pretend
To liveliness like God’s own life : from sight
Like Him conceal’d; be He that form’d thee hight
Purest, thou canst thy pure perfection tend;
His arm sustains the welkin - even so
Dost thou thy frame, that but for thee were dumb.
To thy Rock, then, my soul, thy singing raise
Who made nought like to thee on earth below,
That Rock to whom shall all within me come
Blessing the One whom all that breathe do praise.

Although it is tempting to stay with the Sephardi poets, to whose
classicism the Arabic influence adds a dimension, it is important to
illustrate the richness achieved by others, not heirs of the Spanish
tradition, who were prepared to subject themselves to the coordinated disciplines of biblicism and purism in rhyme. In order so
to do, I turn to one of the earlypuyyz@nim, Eleazar Qallir, of whose
personal history virtually nothing is known; his Palestinian origin is
assumed, and his possibly sixth-century date rests on sheer
surmise.lg His style is often much more rugged than appears in the
acrostically arranged example here chosen,20 which is an elegy for
the fast commemorating the destruction of Jerusalem on 9 Ab. Like
many pieces on this theme it makes significant play with the word
‘ZkZ, ‘ how could it be?‘, which, standing at the beginning of Lamentations, gives the book its regular Hebrew title. It is here reserved as
a climax, the poem ending with the first words of Lam. ii, ‘?kti y7i‘ib
be”app0, ‘how comes it that [God] hath clouded with his anger [the
daughter of Zion] ?’ It is led up to by the recurrent 17immZi, ‘ why,
why? ‘, tolling like a passing-bell at the beginning of the second line
of each stanza: and the concluding word ‘appii, which determines
that the key rhyme to the whole poem must be -pa, has prompted
the choice for the punch-lines of each stanza of verse-fragments
ending with the word pa(h), ‘ here ‘. The effect is to communicate
something of an existential quality to the poem, which proves to be
less elegy than expostulatory questioning of God’s apparently sub19
20

See, most recently, EJ, vol. x, pp. 7 I3ff, with bibliography.
Davidson (see n. 18), vol. I, p. 67, no. 1452. A. Rosenfeld, Thr Aufhorixd Kinot
fbr fhr Ninth o/Av (London, 1965), pp. lO4ff. See below, p. 143.
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lime disregard of justice, and in my view it can stand comparison
with Job and with the protest-poems that have grown out of the
anguish of Hitler’s concentration-camps. Every stanza except for
the last is constructed on the same pattern, the speaker being the
Jewish people stunned by the enormity of its own tragedy as typified
in the loss of the Temple : referred to, be it noted, as ‘ohX - ‘ my
tent ‘, not ‘ God’s house ‘. This is followed in every stanza by a
reminder to God of his own one-time loving concern for the Temple.
Thus the first stanza begins by glancing at the rabbinic exegesis of
Jer. xvii. 12,21 according to which the Temple, like the divine throne,
existed before creation. The expostulatory ‘ why? ’ invariably introduces a verb in the passive, adverting to some aspect of the tragedy
that contrasts starkly with the feature of divine favour to which
reference has just been made; this in turn being always followed by
w&zihy&i, addressed to God - ‘and thou hast turned into’ either a
declared enemy, or else so craven and benighted a friend as to be
helpless in the face of the hatred for Israel that God is himself
responsible for having permitted to spring up. The immediacy and
the continued relevance down the tortured generations of Jewish
history are reinforced by the climactic pa(h) quotations - ‘ here and
now ‘. But the poet has not lost his faith, and therefore inevitably in
the penultimate stanza a re-evaluation concedes that the cause of the
tragedy lies not in the Godhead but in Israel’s own sin, and specifically the sinful desire for gain - ‘&won b&7, or Aristotle’s rb
ixt9upqz~~6v - and allusion to Psalm xxx.6 brings assurance that
God’s anger is but for a moment whilst in his goodwill there is life.
But the question that the poem asks is too powerful to admit of
simplistic or sentimentalizing answers, so that this reassurance is no
sooner mentioned than it is postponed into the mists of messianic
distance by the words of the conclusion - we”ad ‘attli ‘Cka yci’?b ‘app0
-that may well be so, but for the time being blackness is unrelieved.
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Psalm cxxxii. 13
Deut. xxix.14

Isa. xxii.16
Deut. xxxiii. 12

1 Kgs xxii.7
Ezek. x1.21

(Jer. ii.6)

1 Sam. xvi.1 1
Job iii.9

Gen. xix.12
Psalm cxxxix.5

Psalm xxx.6
Lam. ii.1

My tent it was, whereon thy yearning played
Or e’er the world began, linked to thy throne,
The twain primeval : wherefore, then, betrayed
For aye to foes and fell destruction?
And Thou - the Shepherd - strayest, to appear
Resentful ; musing : ‘ What should keep Me here? ’
My tent - for my forebears ‘twas pitched by Thee
In ancient times where fear struck Isaac cold,
His sire’s near-holocaust: must it then be
Cut off for aye, fast cramped in foemen’s hold?
While from the roofs a love-bird’s plaint sounds clear,
Thy moan - ‘ No longer place for my mate here ‘.
My tent - Thou didst display to mine envoy
Its pattern, bidding him : ‘ Here, by Me stand
On Sinai ‘: just for Gentiles to destroy,
A ruin, wrecked by sacrilegious hand?
And Thou, against what Thou didst once hold dear
Turned foe ~ what of thy sighs: ’ Here stay I, here ‘?

;

My tent - that thine own glory’s cloud did lead
Through deserts, as a sign that should imply
‘ Both to those here this day, and to their seed
Not yet here, keep I tryst ’ : spurned must it lie
In rebel hands, thy saving power turned sheer
Unmanliness? Whose grave wouldst Thou dig here?
My tent - Thou stablished it, to be a bower
Wherein thy hovering Presence e’er should stay :
Why, then, did those, high-handed in their power,
Self-vaunting come, and sweep that shrine away,
Whilst Thou, a swooping vulture, canst but jeer
And prey - ‘ No prophet of the Lord left here? ’
My tent - the camp wherein Thou didst erect
Long since thine own pavilion, well placed
‘Twixt flanking ranges : why, down years unchecked
Hath it lain derelict, the strangers’ waste?
And Thou, thine elder years enfeebled, sere,
Must take the road, nor evermore come here.
My tent - where Thou didst sacred lots ordain
To find the scapegoat of my sins, and grant
Each tribe inheritance it should retain :
Thrust down ! Why, why shall foreigners supplant,
And Thou, part alien-guest dost muse, part seer,
‘ We sit not down till Jesse’s son be here ’ ?
My tent: nay, ‘twas through mine own sin of greed
That darkness swathed its twilight stars in gloom;
Yet wherefore to each gloom must gloom succeed
While cursed hands make endless night its doom,
And Thou, a wayfarer forlorn, must hear
Man’s wry reproach - ‘ What, hast Thou folk still here? ’

On this side and on that, age after age
His anger is made known - to front, to rear ;
Why must He lay his hand on me in rage
Greater than any people else must bear ?
When on his palms my name He graved, no page
More grimly showed Catastrophe writ clear:
True, one brief moment all his ire can gauge
But his goodwill spells life to give me cheer,
Though yet his heuling shall my pain assuage
Still Zion feels his fury’s storm-cloud near.
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But let us turn to a happier theme, the good cheer and the spiritual peace of the Sabbath table. In the poem that I wish to consider
next an acrostic gives the author’s name as Israel, after which the
initials of ha&imuyim, gum, and re”zi spell out haggFr.22 L. Zunz
noted this, but circumspectly inserted a qualifying vielleicht23 - a
caution that I must commend, having myself once composed a short
Hebrew metrical poem without realizing until it was finished that
the first three lines gave the acrostic ‘ Levi ‘.24 Nevertheless, there is
strong internal evidence that the poet was indeed avowing with
pride his adoption of Judaism, the arguments being both textual and
exegetical. First, rather than gum hC’tire$ we might have expected
the author to write wtigam ha’ares. Secondly, Isa. lxvi.2, which is
alluded to, reads wc’et-kol-‘Zlleh y&A ‘&?&ii, and although wg’et is
admissible both grammatically and metrically it has been replaced
by re”ti. (It might be argued that this was with the object of alluding
also, by a sort of shorthand enjambement, to Isa. x1.26, [E’zi-tirorn
‘c%Ckem] zire”zi mT b&Z ‘Flleh, but this would not weaken the apparent insistence on making the rZ acrostically significant.) Clearly,
one could not put too much weight on evidence of this nature, but
there is more. The third stanza may be translated: ‘ eat rich fare,
- drink sweet wines, for to them that cleave unto him (bo de’beqlm)
God gives raiment to wear and victuals unfailing, flesh, fish, and
every delicacy’. The phrase b6 d2bFqim picks up Deut. iv.4, a verse
that may be expected to carry a particularly intimate meaning for a
proselyte. But what settles the matter, in my opinion, is the hint at
the assertion in Deut. x. 18 that God loves the gZr to give him food
and raiment. The poet has slightly changed the deuteronomic formulation in order to echo Jacob’s vow (Gen. xxviii.20) contingent
upon God’s providing him with lehem le’e’kG1 iibeged lilb8, this
making it virtually certain - as exegetical matter to be cited immediately will show - that the author chose to understand Deut. x.18 as
meaning that God loves the ‘ proselyte ’ (gZr). An anecdote connects
that verse with Onqelos or Aquila (the recensions differ)25 - both of
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them proselytes, if indeed they be not one and the same. Aquila said
to R. Eliezer : ‘ Why should the mere assurance of food and clothing
prove, as Deuteronomy asserts, that God loves the ger? I myself
possess peacocks and pheasants in such profusion that my very
slaves think nothing of them.’ R. Eliezer rebuked him for taking for
granted, as if automatic, a providence that is in fact divinely dispensed and also for depreciating an item that Jacob, in formulating
his vow, had regarded as of primary importance. So Aquila turned
to R. Joshua, who calmed him down by pointing out that &em in
Deut. x.18 is a metaphor for Torah, the bread of wisdom in Prov.
ix.5, whilst iimls1 alludes to the @it and thus perhaps to the (rabbinical) gown. 26 In other words, the Bible is assuring the proselyte
that the Torah and its expertise are available in their fullest measure
to him no less than to one born a Jew. Nay, more, the terms ‘ bread ’
and ‘ raiment’ point also to the sacrificial dues and the raiment
worn by priests, inasmuch as there is no impediment to the descent
of a high priest of Israel from one who was a proselyte to Judaism. It
needs little imagination to appreciate how meaningful this piece of
exegetical history would be to a medieval convert to Judaism who
had mastered both the Hebrew Bible, and the conventions of medieval Hebrew poetry, with the degree of competence that this Sabbath
Isa. lviii.13
Exod. xx.9-11
Lev. xxiii.2-3

Neh. viii.10
Deut. x.18 + Gen. xxviii.20
Deut. viii.9f

Psalms xix.2, xxxiii.5;
22
23
24

25

Davidson (see n. 18), vol. III , p. 338, no. 1733.
Literaturgeschichte der synagogafen Poesie (Berlin, 1865), p. 5 11.
The piece, written in honour of Ibn Gabirol on the occasion of the alleged 950th
anniversary of Ibn Gabirol celebrated in Malaga in 1972, will be found in the
printed record (Seis coyferencias en torno a ihn Gahirol (Malaga, 1973), p. 56;
also The American Sephardi 6 (1973). 69.
BPrP4it Rahhti, 70.5, on Gen. xxviii.20 (Wilna, 1878), fo 137~; ed. J. Theodor and
Ch. Albeck, 2nd edn (Jerusalem, 1965), pp. 802f; Tan&ma ed. S. Buber (Wilna,
1885), Genesis, Lek lZk& fo 32a, n. 53.

Isa. lxvi.2; Deut. xxxii.4

26
27

The context requires reference to a garment
therefore presumably the rabbinical garb
(Wilna, 1878), fo 49a, on which see my note in
The translation is by Herbert Loewe; see
(London, 1926). p. 91.

worn as a mark of privilege, and
mentioned in &mCt Rub/G, 27.9
HTR 58 ( I965), 158, n. 28.
his Mediaeval Hebrew Minstrel.s?
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Crown of days, above all blest,

The Rock of Ages chose thee for his rest.
Six days are for toil created

But the seventh God has consecrated.
‘ Do no labour ! ’ Thus He bade us ;
In six days a world He made us.
First of all his feasts renowned,
Holy Sabbath day, with glory crowned.
With our cup we speak thy blessing,
With twin loaves his grace confessing.
Eat thy fill, then drink thy pleasure,
For He granteth of his richest treasure :
Gifts to all his word believing,
To his faithful promise cleaving.
Lacking naught, give thanks abounding,
Satisfied, then let thy praise be sounding.
Love the Lord thy God who loved thee.
From all nations He approved thee.
Hark, the heavens his praise are singing;
With his mercy, hark, the spheres are ringing !
Look, He wrought these works enduring,
True his word our weal assuring.
Crown of days, above all blest,
The Rock of Ages chose thee for his rest.

If a proselyte’s spiritual joy in his adoption of Judaism is the
counterpoint in the piece just considered, a diametrically opposite
situation forms the major theme handled in the next, by Abraham
ibn Ezra. His son Isaac’* was the friend and assistant of the distinguished scholar and physician Nethane’el b. ‘Ali Ibn Malka of
Baghdad, known in Arabic as Hibat Allah abu’l Barakat, ‘awbad
‘al-zaman (‘ unique in his generation r).29 The latter in his old age
apostatized to Islam, and Isaac ibn Ezra followed his patron, although in a poem he protested that despite his conversion he remained a loyal and observant Jew. True, about the same time Maimonides was maintaining that profession under duress of the formula recitation of which makes one a Muslim does not compromise
28 On Isaac ibn Ezra see EJ, vol. VIII, p. 1170, with bibliography.
29 See Encyclopuedia of Islum, 2nd edn ( 1960) vol. I, pp. 11 I IT, and EJ, vol. VIII , pp.
461 ff. Both include bibliographies.
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Jewish monotheism ;30 but little imagination is required to picture
the reaction of Abraham ibn Ezra to the news of what had befallen
his son. In this poem31 the intensity of feeling, and the structure, are
integrally linked with the climactic series of quotations, all of them
verses (or rather verse-fragments) culminating in the name ’ Isaac ’
at the end of each stanza. In the exordium Abraham ibn Ezra endeavours to come to terms with a loss viewed as a sacrifice like to
that which was all but required of his forefather and namesake
(Gen. xxii.2). There follow a first movement in which Isaac’s apparent apostasy is felt to spell his spiritual death (Gen. xxxv.29); a
‘.
second, m which the elder Ibn Ezra laments the tribulations that a
father must sustain in looking helplessly on at his son’s vicissitudes
and in some sense living them out vicariously, even as the biblical
Isaac’s history was troubled with domestic problems (Gen. xxv.29);
a third movement, of dark despair, with allusion to the first Isaac’s
agony of realization that it is the wrong son to whom he has given
the blessing (Gen. xxvii.30); and then in the fourth the triumph of
faith. In this last symphonic movement Ibn Ezra prays that his son still in his eyes a mere lad - may find his spiritual way home, and
that the tradition that his father has held in reverence may prove in
the end to be the destiny of the son, just as the old servant beside the
well prayed that a girl’s good manners might lead him to identify the
wife providentially designated ‘ for thy servant, even for Isaac’
(Gen. xxiv.14). Isaac ibn Ezra used the Arabic name Abu Sa‘d, but
one is tempted to suggest that on conversion to Islam he may have
30

31

‘Iggeret haGmad, chs. 1 and 4, ed. M.D. Rabinovitz, ‘Iggk6t hiirambam, pp.
31-2, and 61. This letter, written in 1162-3, is now generally regarded as authentic, despite the arguments advanced by M. Friedlander (The Guide of the
Perplexed of Maimonides (London, 1881), vol. I, pp. xviif, xxxiiif) that it is at
least in its present form a pseudograph. The passages indicated are pertinent,
though perhaps not crucial, to the question of whether Maimonides himself
temporarily professed Islam under duress. EJ, vol. X I, pp. 780-1, lists bibliographically the scholars who assert that he did profess Islam and those who
deny it, adding but few items to those listed by D. Yellin and I. Abrahams
(Maimonides (London, 1903), pp. 25, 162, n. 9), who conclude that the evidence
warrants no more than a presumption that Maimonides was content to keep a
low profile and that he succeeded in avoiding any constructive avowal of Islam.
The author of the article in EJ, vol. XI, pp. 7545 (L.I. Rabinowitz) implies that
the essential evidence comes from Muslim sources and is to be discounted. On
Isaac ibn Ezra’s protestation of his Jewish loyalty see Brody-Albrecht (n. 31
below), p. 159.
Davidson (see n. 18). vol. I , p. 10, no. 172. H. Brody and K. Albrecht. The
New,- Hehrrw School of‘ Poets of‘ thr SpunishkArahian Epoch (London, 1906). pp.
137ff; see below, p. 150.
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I am a father : and myself must hear
Say : ‘ Mourn, for God from thee did alienate
Thy son - thine only son, that one most dear,
Isaac ‘, whose name hints at our forebears ’ fate.

also taken the name ‘Abdullah, analogously to the adoption of the
name Obadiah by those who, formerly Christians, embraced Judaism. Be that as it may, the great closing chord of the poem,
lL”abd6kci I@yi@q, constitutes the victory of faith over despondency,
achieved through the recognition that no theology of Jewish peoplehood is feasible without ecumenical corollaries. And this conclusion
surely merits comparison with that of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. The allusiveness of the original makes it impossible to translate without rendering the biblical parallels a degree more explicit,
with the consequent loss of subtlety, but a verse rendering, however
inadequate, does at least impose the obligation of attempting to
match the terseness of the Hebrew.

I am that man whom tragedy did find,
Through joy exiled; and I am brought to book
By forfeiture that I had ne’er divined
Of issue of my body - I did look
To him that should to mine old age prove kind,
Yet toiled in vain : for consternation took
Mine offspring hence. Shall joy my heart elate?
Isaac, his spirit fled, as dead must rate.
Weep, weep must I, nor let my tears relent
One moment, but with lamentation sigh
As I recall how three years are now spent
Since he - for all that he still lives - did die
In foreign fields. Forth from his Place he went
Elsewhere : from morn to night my soul must cry,
Till home I fetch him, troubles must frustrate
Cares that another Isaac’s cares equate.
Friend, let me be. Thy words, that would console
Set me aflutter. Mention not his name
For whom compassion yearns within my soul;
Time’s fateful march has quenched that single flame
My ember held -would I had been the coal
For him to crush. An endless ruin came
On me, with mine eye’s joy made confiscate,
When Isaac’s end left me exanimate.

Lam. i.2; Mic. ii.4
Exod. xviii.3

323

Gen. xxv.19

;17?

Psalm lxxiij.26;
Gen. xxvii.30

Ezek. xxxv.9, xxiv.16 ’

n$x iy~ uyiu

Gen. xxiv. 14
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God, our eternal home, by thy hand swayed
All creatures do thy will : comfort the ache
Within a father’s heart, who ever paid
To thy name reverence. Consoling, wake
Relief to him by covenant conveyed :
He taught his loved one fear of Thee, to take
His forebears’ way - still may his youth await
That way, the spouse for Isaac designate.

But let us return to Ibn Gabirol and conclude with specimens that
illustrate the biblical element in two features that are characteristic
of him in a pre-eminent degree. The first of these is his sheer virtuosity in the handling of the Hebrew language for poetic purposes (it
is worth reminding ourselves here that his prose works were composed in Arabic) in a manner that recalls the mastery of Chopin
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over the keyboard of the piano; and the second is his am~r dei
intellectualis, the intensity of which served to sublimate and canalize
Ibn Gabirol’s marked streak of eroticism. Of the pieces here selected, the first may exemplify how the Jewish poet draws on his biblical tradition in treating an intellectual and quasi-scientific commonplace, itself older than the Bible, in order not merely to hebraize it
but indeed to ‘ biblicize’ it, i.e. to naturalize it within the context of
specifically Jewish cultural tradition. The second illustrates his treatment of a specifically Jewish concept that, although itself postbiblical, derives from exegetical address to the Bible: a concept that
the poet makes the more real by exploitation of his own awareness
of the original level of meaning of the biblical text, which the exegetical approach has sought to transcend.
In Ibn Gabirol’s masterpiece, the Keter Mulkiit, the theme of
human frailty and capacity for penitence is correlated with the creatorship of God and the position within the physical and metaphysical scheme of creation occupied by the human soul. The cosmology is ptolemaic albeit supplemented by a tenth sphere, which
does not here concern us, and after dealing briefly with Earth and
the four elements the description works outward through the planetary spheres and arrives at the zodiac.32 The Hebrew names for the
signs themselves were, of course, of long standing by Ibn Gabirol’s
time. One may be tempted to smile at the literary conceit by which
Virgo is introduced with language borrowed from the biblical
licence for a priest to attend his unmarried sister’s funeral (Lev.
xxi.3) Ishmael becomes the type of Sagittarius (Gen. xxi.20) and
Jonah’s whale that of Pisces (Jonah ii.l), but to yield to the temptation to smile is to miss the point. Judaism, no less than the author of
the Fourth Gospel, knows of the Word, the same that was at the
beginning, by which - rather than by whom - all things were made;
for as the Palestinian Targum understands, b&x?‘fit can be taken as
meaning ‘by the instrumentality of rZ’Et ‘, that rZ’Et with which
Wisdom, and so Torah, identifies herself as ‘ the beginning of God’s
way’ (Prov. viii.22; cp. iii.19). It was Torah, as if it were an architect’s plan, into which God looked when he created the cosmos;33
since, therefore, it existed before creation,34 it is natural enough for
(the primordial prototype of) Ishmael, robe q&tit (which Ibn Gabi32
33
34

See below, p. 153.
Bth?.Kt RUM& 1 .I on Gen. i.l (Wilna) fo 6a, ed. Theodor and Albeck, p. 1 (n. 25
above).
Btiruitti in BT Pesab. 54~ etc.
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rol possibly thought of as
shooter , a bowman ‘) to
have prefigured Sagittarius
the son whom Hagar would
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meaning ‘ great archer ’ rather than ‘ a
have fulfilled a cosmic function and to
as well as predetermining the name of
bear to Abraham. 35

What man may thy eternal ways divine?
Thou, for the seven planets designate
Didst make the twelve signs mansions palatine,
Lending thine own strength to invigorate
The Ram, paired with the Bull, and that third sign
Of Gemini, the twain inseparate
Visaged like men, and then the fourth in line,
Cancer, and Leo, whom Thou didst instate
With some part of thy majesty to shine
Close by his sister Virgo radiate;
Libra, next whom is placed the serpentine
Scorpio; and that ninth, Thou didst create
A warrior bold, ne’er knowing his strength pine,
Who aims his bow an Ishmael constellate :
Thy might formed Capricorn, and did assign
Aquarius, pail in hand, to be their mate :
Last, lonely Pisces didst Thou place in trine
That Jonah’s whale be seen predestinate.
These fill the zodiac’s exalted list,
Twelve princes, each his nation’s own protagonist.
My final specimen is a wedding-hymn by Ibn Gabirol,36 and it
illustrates the manner in which a piece of allegorical interpretation
can establish itself so firmly in popular acclaim that the allegory,
having become almost an article of faith, can find itself being ap35
36

From my forthcoming translation (see above, n. 13).
Davidson (see n. I8), vol. III. p. 432, no. 637. See below, p. 154.
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plied to a situation not so very far from its own literal launching-pad
in the text. As is well known, the Song of Songs was allegorized in
rabbinlc Judaism as the love-dialogue of God and Israe1,37 a scheme
that was inherited and modified by the Church.38 But independently
of this motif the rabbis, in conformity with the positive attitude
towards sex that is characteristic of nearly all traditions within Judaism, set about domesticating human sexuality by theologizing it.
As R. ‘Aqiba himself pointed out, 39 the yod and the he of Yuh are to
- be found in ‘3 and ‘i.%?, signifying the divine Presence (J&ma)
wherever the marriage is a successful one, but where the couple can
find no room for it in their matrimonial life, both ‘is’ and ‘i& are
reduced to mere ‘es’, the fire of consuming passion. Thus it comes
about that the notion of God’s relationship to Israel as his bride can
be reflected in Jewish marriage as an institution, and the Song of
Songs, which begins as the love-idyll of the countryside or of the
Court and is then made the subject of theological allegory, can form
the sub-stratum of a wedding-hymn composed, like the Song of
Songs itself, in dialogue form, and designed to inspire the bridal
couple with the will to make their own union a reflection of that
peculiarly Jewish ispo,s y&tos with which the Synagogue also endowed the Church. The wheel has come full circle: appropriately
enough, in that Ibn Gabirol’s first name was Solomon.40

37

38
39
40

BT Zebu. 356. The most elaborate development of the notion is the Targum to
the Song of Songs; see R. Loewe, ‘Apologetic Motifs in the Targum to the Song
of Songs ‘, in A. Altmann (ed.), Biblical Motifs, Studies and Texts 3 (Cambridge,
Mass., 1966) pp. 159ff, especially pp. 169ff.
In particular, Origen’s commentary on the Song of Songs was accepted as a
classical exposition of the Christian interpretation; see R. Loewe, ‘Apologetic
Motifs ‘, pp. 173f, 196; R. Kimelman, HTR 73 (I 980), 567f.
BT Sota 17~.
The translation was privately printed in an Order of Service for Hukuphot, Eve of
Simbut Torah, by the Spanish and Portuguese Jews’ Congregation (London,
1965) p. IO.
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‘ Mid alien tents still must thou dwell, forlorn,
Out on the heath? Nay, up, to Carmel’s top,
My fairest maid, on Bashan’s heights to gaze,
Our garden bower to scan
Laid out ere time began :
See how, for thee, its beds with lilies blaze.’
‘Why, then, my heart’s desire, hast Thou forsworn
So long my garden close, elsewhere to crop,
A lonely hart, in foreign fields to graze?
Our garden screened shall keep
The joys we taste : aye, sleep,
Lull’d on thy true-love’s breast, at peace, always.’
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Some Notes on Selomo Almoli’s
Contributions to the Linguistic
Science of Hebrew
SHELOMO MORAG

Our biographical knowledge of Selomo Almoli’ is rather meagre.
He was born between 1480 and 1490, probably in Spain.’ His
literary activities, at any rate, took place in Constantinople, where
he lived from about 1515 until his death (after 1542), earning his
livelihood by serving as a judge of the rabbinical court (~u~Jv%z) and
a physician. In this article I shall concern myself with Almoli’s
grammatical treatise,3 XXV rn~%, ‘the ways of the ~E~e’wcf’.~ The
main purpose of this work is to present rules for making the distinction between EwcS on the one hand and Jt-ri/sCgd on the other.’
In fact, it contains much more than these rules, in the domain of
phonological theory as well as in that of the traditional pronunciations of Hebrew. The significance of the work therefore extends
The name, written qhD!%, may be transcribed as either Almoli or Almuli.
Both forms, as well as Almeli and Almali, appear in documents relating to
the history of the Jewish communities of Spain (see F. Baer, Die Juden im
Christlichen Spunien, vol. I (Berlin, 1929), indices, p. 1100; mentioned by
Ij. Yalon, H.$ p. 33). The abbreviation HS will be used in this article to
denote Yalon’s admirable edition of XXV nl>% (Jerusalem, 1945).
There is no definitive evidence on this point.
For information regarding Almoli’s other works see Yalon, HS, pp. N3-& ;
EJ, vol. I I, pp. 663-5, S.V. ‘Almoli’.
The name is a pun, based on Job vi.19 where NXV I71~~% possibly means
‘the routes of Sheba’ (namely, the travellers using these routes: NEB:
‘travelling merchants of Sheba’). The spelling K3W for Nlai is common in
medieval grammatical works (see, e.g., Ben-Yehuda’s 7%esc&us, p. 6819). In
the work under discussion, Almoli himself mostly uses the form with W, not the
one with b, although he considers the latter to be etymologically correct (see
H$ p. lt31).
In the traditional pronunciation of the author, as in those of the Sephardi
communities, the realizations of the YwC and the @ri/st?gd were identical.
- Hence the significance for Sephardi naqduntm of rules for distinguishing
&?wd from @ri/stgOl.
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far beyond the problem of Swcf; it should, in fact, be regarded as
a milestone in the study of the structure of Hebrew phonology.6
In size, HS is a small treatise consisting, in Yalon’s edition, of
seventy small pages.7 The work is divided into three parts. In the
first part, which has three chapters, the author presents some important elements of his phonological theory (to which I shall later
return); locates the place of the &?wci within the system of Hebrew
vowels; discusses the ‘seven typical features’ (Hebrew s&?gufZ&) of
the @wa; and states rules for the distribution of mobile and
quiescent &?wZfm and for the phonetic realizations of the mobile
XWii.

Different in scope and nature is the second part, which consists
of two chapters. Whereas the first part is, in the main, concerned
with theory, the second is practically orientated: the author
introduces, in the first chapter of this part, the nine ‘fundamental
rules ‘,8 which determine whether, in a certain position of the word,
or in a certain nominal or verbal pattern, the vowel is a &!~a, and
not a @i,,sEgOl. As mentioned above, the making of this distinction
is the central theme of Almoli’s treatise, around which revolve his
far more valuable theoretical discussions.
The second chapter of this part deals with the composite XWZMZ,
namely, the +ipim. The author first explains the nature of the
@#ipim and analytically presents the reasons for their use; there
then follow five ‘fundamental rules’ (haqdtim~t), which describe
the distribution of the &i@pim in various syllabic positions and
their occurrences in nominal patterns.
The third part is devoted to the morphology of the noun. In its
first chapter Almoli lists the nominal patterns occurring in Biblical
Hebrew; in the second these patterns appear again, this time accompanied with lists of nouns that actually belong to them.
The link attaching the third part to the first two is the %wa: the
author’s orimarv aim in presenting the nominal Patterns is to show
A

4

I

”
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The debt owed by students of the history of Hebrew grammar to y: Yalon
should here be mentioned. In his edition of HS, the value of which cannot be
overestimated, Yalon established Almoli’s place in the historv of Hebrew
grammar. Cp. also his paper ‘Mci hen rabbi &kim6 ;IlmOli &abbi ‘E&y&i
Ba&r’, L.2Sonh 27-8 (1964), 225-9. Yaion also edited a treatise on poetics,
seqel Haqq6de.t. which he attributed to Almoli (Jerusalem, 1965), and several
chapters from Almoli’s HammC’asstTp l@kol hamma&in6t, in his Pirqt? L.a.Fon
(Jerusalem, 1971) pp. 218-32.
Substantial parts of these pages consist of Yalon’s footnotes.
I use ‘fundamental rule’ to translate Hebrew haqdcimti.
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when and where a Gwti appears in them or, morphophonemically,
in their declensions.’ Almoli’s treatment of the nominal patterns,
however, goes far beyond the primary aim. This third part is, in
fact, a succinct and clear description of the morphology of the noun.
Almoli’s stature as a Hebrew grammarian cannot be appreciated
through this brief synopsis of the structure and contents of HdikGt
&bii. His originality is reflected in the analytical and critical
approach that led him to establish, as we shall see, a new structural
theory of the vowel-system, and to take a stand of his own on such
relevant points as standard and norm. Judged by these criteria,
Yalon’s evaluation of Almoli as one of the greatest Jewish students
of the Hebrew language seems fully justified.”
I shall now present some features of Almoli’s phonological
theory, as well as some of his views on normativity and on traditional pronunciations.
The vowel-system of Hebrew

Almoli’s system of Hebrew vowels consists of five ‘ kings ’ (tilifkim)
and five ‘servants’ (‘cibdim). Each of the ‘kings’ has his specific
‘servant ‘, that is, a vowel that ‘serves ’ only him. In the following
table the respective ‘servants’ appear against their ‘kings’:
‘ kings ’
a (qtimc)

- 2 (;en)
i (@req

followed
by a silent yti)

0 (@lam)
ii (liiraq)

‘ servants ’
a (Wtah)
e (&gOl)
i (hireq not followed

by a silent yti)
b (q&2; q@in) ’ 1
u (qibbtis)

Almoli’s ‘kings’ and ‘servants’ are the counterparts of the long
-(tZnZ2 gtdolot) and short (t&z&t qZpwz6t) vowels of the
Qimhis’ school. The structure of the vowel-system of Hebrew,
&sigkxd by the Qimhis, is based on the notion of quantity (length)
as a major feature. Joseph Qiml$ (c. 1105-l 170), the father of
9 See Almoli’s words (pp. t31 ,;I]) explaining why he included this third part
in HS, which is a work devoted to the Se’wci.
IO H$ p . ;1.
11 Almoli uses the term h&up-qtirnC.7 for the qtirn+ q+n (HS, P. ‘1. This use
is common in medieval grammatical terminology. Cp. Yalon’s n. 14 on the
same page.
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David, appears to have been the firsti to identify this feature as a
distinctive mark pervading the entire vowel-system (with the exception of the Gwii and the &@ptm) and creating a tenfold system
divided into two parallel categories, namely, the long and the short
vowels.i3 Joseph’s sons, Moses (died c. 1190) and David (c. 11601235), adopted this concept of the vowel-system,i4 also incorporating in the theory underlying it the principles formulated by
Hayy%. is The Qimhis’ theory of the structure of the vowel-system
As to the very principle of using the notion of quantity as a marker distinguishing vowels, he seems to be indebted to Hayytig. For the latter’s theory
see below n. 15.
See his Sepher Sikkaron (= Zikkaron), ed. W. Bather (Berlin, 1888), p. 17.
See Moses Qimhi’s Muhdfuk &?bif@ Huddu’uf (Hamburg, 1785), p. 126; David
Qimhi’s Mikhil (Lyck, 1842), pp. 136uff.
Cp. W. Chomsky, David Kimhi’s Hebrew Grammar (Mikhlcil) (New York,
1952), p. 31, n. 11. For Hayyiig’s concept of quantity see his kitcib al-tanqit
(= SPfer hanniqqti), pu_blished in T.W. Nutt (ed.), Two Treatises on Verbs
containing Feeble and Double Letters by R. Jehuda fluyug of Fez (LbndonBerlin, 1870) pp. Iff (the Arabic original), pp. 120-l (Abraham Ibn Ezra’s
Hebrew translation). Hayytig deals with this question also in his kittib al-‘&al
&wtit hurtif al-lin (published by M. Jastrow, as The Weak and Geminutive
Verbs in Hebrew by Abii Zukuriyy& fluyy@ (Leiden, 1897) p. 8. Moses
Gikatilla’s Hebrew translation of this book was published by Nutt; for the
passage referred to, see ibid. pp. 6-7).
Some notes on Hayytig’s notion of quantity (vowel-length) are in order. For
Hayytig, quantity is a feature resulting from the syllabic structure and depending, in part, on orthography, actual or reconstructed. Thus, e.g., the /@lam of
li>,rq’ and the hireq of $77 are to be considered long because of the vowel
letters; the same holds good for the qarn?+ of V$, which is potentially to be
regarded as being followed by a silent N (= ,,1)IXt$ and is therefore long.
(The occurrence of the q&n+ in an open, unstressed syllable, as well as in a
closed, stressed syllable, results, according to Hayyiig, from the hypothetical
existence of a silent N, n* nistar, after the q&@.) Similarly, the first +cri in
Hr: is followed by a hypothetical silent ‘, and is, therefore, long.
Hayytig’s basic principles are evident in both Moses Qimhi’s and David
Qimhi’s exposition of the structure of the vowel-system. Moses Qimhi says in
Muhhluk (above, n. 14) p. 126:
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spread widely, through the writings of David Qimhi and his followers, and was accepted, being a part of Qimhi’s grammatical
text-book, by Jews as well as by Christian Hebraists.16
In spite of the external similarity, Almoli’s concept of the relationship between the ‘kings’ and the ‘servants’ differs from that
of the long and short vowels in the Qimhis’ school. Although he
must have been well acquainted with the writings of David Qimhi,
whom he mentions several times,” Almoli did not adopt the
Qimhis’ theory of the structure of the vowel-system. Almoli’s own
concept of the vowel-system is based on the notion of hierarchy.
The hierarchy in the system consists of four levels that, starting
from the top, are:
(1) ‘kings ’ = the Qimhis’ long vowels
(2) ‘servants’ ‘* = the Qimhis’ short vowels
(3) mobile Gwa
(4) quiescent $2~6 = ‘zero ’
From Almoli’s remarks regarding the position of the mobile Sewa
in the scale we can infer that the four levels are evenly graded :
‘the mobile &?wti is intermediate in position between the five
servants and the quiescent Ewa . . . so that the mobile &?wti is to
be regarded a “king ” in relationship to the quiescent, and the
quiescent is a “servant ” in relationship to the mobile ‘.19
The introduction of this structure of the vowel-system, comprehensive (including, as we have seen, also the mobile Ewti and
‘zero ‘), symmetrical and rather simple, is to be considered an
important stage in the history of the phonological theory of the
Hebrew grammarians.
What are the logical foundations of the vowel-system that Almoli
proposes? There appear to be three such foundations, namely,
(a) discrepancy between phonology and orthography; 2o (b) syllabic
structure and vowel-quantity; and (c) morphophonemic relations.

into m nvx nhvn nyimi nxv n3 nvx nmp nyimn 3
‘The short vowel occurs before a vowelless consonant while the long vowel
occurs before a vowel letter.’
Similarly, David Qimhi, in Miklcl, p. 136~:
n?iy5

n3 pmtt nihm nwim wan 9 Y’ri

16
17
18

‘One should know that the five long vowels are always followed by a vowel
letter.’

19

Both Qimhis evidently use the term ‘a vowel letter’ to refer either to an actual
one or to one existing potentially. (See l?#q mentioned earlier in this note.)

20

CP. S.C. Reif, HUCA 44 (1973), 21 lff.
See Yalon’s index, HS, p. 1~7.
I use ‘servants’ to translate Almoli’s ‘cibtidm, preferring this translation to
‘slaves’; because of the semantic associations, ‘servants’ appears to be more
appropriate.
HS, p. 1’. Although Almoli makes no explicit statement about the grading of
the ‘servants’ in relation to the ‘kings’, it seems that all four levels are
evenly graded.
In ‘orthography’ I also include the vowel-signs.
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(a) Discrepancy between phonology and orthography

For speech may occasionally necessitate a little lengthening of the
vowel, thus creating a closed syllable; on the other hand, it may be
necessary to have the vowel articulated ‘runningly’, without creating a
closed syllable.24

Almoli’s pronunciation of Hebrew, like all the Sephardi pronunciations, had only five vowels: i, e, a, u, o.~I These vowels were the
realizations of the following vowel-signs :
i = @req (whether followed

u = Siiraq and qibb@

by a yti or not)
- - e = serl and sggO1
0 = &lam, qiim+ qafan
(mobile Gvii and hcitap-X?gGl)
(and &tap-qiim@)
a = qiim& p&ah (and h&tap- piit& )

The number of the vowel-signs extant in the vocalization is thus
much larger than the number of the vowels used in the actual pronunciation.22 This rather baffling situation requires an explanation,
and the hierarchic system Almoli introduces is in fact an attempt
to present a logical explanation of this discrepancy between
phonology and orthography. Because of some fundamental features
of Hebrew, which he discusses (see below, (b) and (c)), every
vowel that actually exists phonetically has to be represented by
two vowel-signs; for this purpose the parallel series of ‘kings’ and
‘servants’ had to be created.
I might add that the problem of discrepancy mentioned above
also underlies the Qimhis’ theory of the structure of the vowelsystem. Earlier grammarians of the Spanish school, whose pronunciation was Sephardi while the vocalization they used was the
‘ten vowel-signs’ (Tiberian), were also definitely aware of the
existence of this problem.
(b) Syllabic structure and voweZ quantity

The ‘creator of the language’25 has established, according to
lmr
AAsllllJi,
these two categories of vowel-signs in the vocalization, in
order to denote the quantitative (length) differences in the realizations of a vowel, e.g.,26 between the patah in ~2: , ‘he remembered’, which has ‘a little lengthening’, and the qtirn@ which is
‘articulated runningly’.27 Although Almoli is rather brief here, his
conception of vowel-quantity not as an inherent feature of the
vowel-system (as it is in the Qimhis’ school), but rather as an
element resulting from syllabic structure, can quite clearly be
grasped. We might note in passing that Hayytig’s theory of vowelquantity also relates this feature to syllabic structure.,28 Almoli’s
approach may have its roots in Ijayyug’s theory; as things stand,
however, in the text of H$ it cannot be considered an adaptation
of the latter.
(c) Morphophonemic relations

Almoli’s hierarchy of vowels is primarily based on the concept of
‘ser~ing’.~~ Any of the vowels of level (2), the ‘ servants ‘, and the
mobile Zwa, serve the vowels of a higher level. That is, every
‘servant ’ of level (2) serves its corresponding ‘king ‘; the mobile
i~?wCr, the ‘servant ‘par excelZence,30 has multiple serving functions.
24

Presenting the most explicit explanation for the existence, in the
vocalization, of the five ‘servants’ (Qimhi’s short vowels) versus
the five ‘kings ’ (Qimhi’s long vowels), Almoli says : 23
25
26
21
22

23

This is also the case in the present-day traditional Sephardi pronunciations.
The vowel-system of modern Hebrew, which also has this system, is based
upon the Sephardi pronunciation.
Almoli (following in this respect David Qimhi) speaks of ten vowel-signs.
He counts the hlreq with a ytid and the hfreq without a y6ti as two signs, the
@lam, whether with a waw or not, as one sign (independent of the qarnC~
q&c%, realized as o) and excludes the mobile Yw& realized as e.
Hk, p. 9.
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27
28
29
30

By ‘a little lengthening’ Almoli means a relatively short realization of a vowel;
in saying that a vowel may be extended ‘runningly’ he has in mind a
relatively long realization. The expression ;1Ylln31 7’WK!5 apparently means
here ‘to articulate’. ( C p . HS, p. 1’: ;13wm~l lnlH3;1 nK i~Vi;l~
;lYlXl ’ DlW' h?d ;1PlV23, ‘to denote that the consonant has to be
articulated without any vowel following it’.) For Almoli’s other uses of 7’13
(literally ‘make to run’) as a phonetic term, see HS, p. T’, line 9; p. u’,
line 11; p. 3, line 4 from bottom; p. KJ, last line. Cp. also below, n. 49.
'/lWkl 5Yl (H$ p. y), literally: ‘the master of the Hebrew language’.
The example is mine. Almoli does not, however, deal with the problem of a
q&G! occurring in the same syllabic conditions as piit& (e.g. l!J , ‘a male’
versus 725, ‘he remembered’).
Our interpretation of Almoli’s statement regarding vowel-quantity is in agreement with that of Yalon (HS, p. , n. 15).
,
See above, n. IS.
Hebrew: nl7W; the term appears on p. f’. line 5 from bottom. Cp. also WDW?J,
‘serves’, on line 4 from the bottom.
The S.?wti is ‘ehed ‘cibcidim, ‘servant of servants’ (HS, p. 7’).

-
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in words like a~~giti.. n@ etc.38 (According to David Qimhi this
&%a is mobile.39’ Taking a stand against this opinion of David
Qimhi, Almoli says : 4o

Some aspects of the pronunciation of Hebrew,

As observed above, Almoli’s phonological theory emerged out of
the need to account for a distinction extant in Tiberian Hebrew
but missing in the Sephardi pronunciation, namely, the distinction
- between +erz/sEgoZ and Xwti. Related to this central theme are his
discussions of several aspects of the traditional pronunciation of
Hebrew, both his own and that of former generations. These discussions are occasionally intertwined with critical observations of
statements and rules made by other grammarians, primarily David
Qimhi, the great medieval master. I shall here briefly present two
of Almoli’s observations that are of some interest for the history
of Hebrew pronunciation.3 7

We do not, at the present time, pronounce [the Se’wa mentioned
above] in this way [that is, as a mobile Cwti], nor have we heard
anywhere about such a pronunciation; everybody pronounces it as
quiescent. We ought, therefore, to regard this custom of [the communities of] Israel, to which they all adhere, as a tradition from
which we should not deviate.
The passage in question ends with a significant principle, namely,
the precedence of tradition over prescribed grammatical rules. This
principle is reformulated in another passage, where Almoli describes
the various realizations of the mobile &?wti :41 ‘it is in order to
keep the customs [based on tradition] that are in agreement with
what the books say; but we should in no way practise the customs
that are prescribed in books but which nobody actually follows’.42
To return to the former passage treating the medial Gwti: a sigr&cant item of information for the history of Hebrew pronunciation is provided here. Almoli unequivocally states (and he
appears to be the first grammarian to do so) that in the pronunciation of his community (and of other communities, apparently
Sephardi, known to him), this medial JZwii is quiescent. This means
that the Sephardi communities of Almoli’s time did not follow
Qimhi’s rule in their realization of the medial &?~-wcf.~~
It is of some interest to note that the present-day reading traditions of the Sephardi communities reflect the difference between
Qimhi and Almoli : 44 in reading the Bible these communities realize
the medial 3twti as mobile (that is, they-follow Qimhi’s rule), while
in their reading of the post-biblical literature, primarily the Mishnah
and the Hebrew parts of the Talmud, this ZwG is quiescent (that

(1) Medial Hew%, preceded by a long vowel: mobile or quiescent?
Almoli does not agree with David Qimhi’s opinion regarding the
nature of a medial Gwir preceded by a long vowel, that is, a Ewii
34

Hebrew, as pronounced by the Tiberian Massoretes, had two systems of
vowels, which were qualitatively identical, but differed quantitatively, namely:

(4 ordinary (that is ‘normal’, neither short nor long)
i (hireq)
c (@ri)
E (s2gOl)

u (Suraq/qibbz%)
o (/#Un)
d (qdme+)
a @&ah)

(6) ultra-short (‘&i@u6t ‘)
i
ti
e’
d
E
a”
ri
Explanatory notes for (6): d is the basic realization of %wri (and of
@P-Pa@);
.
..
i IS the realization of a Sewa preceding a yOd, or ‘, h, 4 or ’ when these
letters are vocalized with a hireq;
P, ti, 6, are the realizations of a %wti preceding ‘, h, 4, or ’ when they are
vocalized with @ri, 3tiraqlqibbtis or ~6lam, respectively;
C is the realization of #ap-sEg61 and of a JPwZ preceding ‘, h, h, or 0’
when they are vocalized with a stig6l;
ii is the realization of ~~ap-qtirn@ and of a @wti preceding ‘, h, h, or ‘,
when they are vocalized wtth a qcimts.
For some medieval sources that expound the Tiberian rules for the realizations of the St?wcl, see my The Hebrew Language Tradition of the Yemenite
Jews (Jerusalem, 1963) (Hebrew), pp. 160.-6.
35 What I here have in mind are constant, regular, distinctions.
36 See above, n. 15.
37 Some of Almoli’s observations also shed light upon some aspects of the presentday communal pronunciations of Hebrew.
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In this section I shall henceforth refer to this Gwti as ‘medial @WC?‘.
Almoli quotes Qimhi’s ‘Et S6fir (for the passage in question see the Lyck
1864 edition of the book, fo. 3~; cp. also Mikl61, p. 1366).
40 H$ p. N>.
41 HS, p. R2.
42 By ‘customs’ (minhtigim) Almoli refers here to features of pronunciation.
43 To be more precise: those communities whose pronunciations were known to
Almoli.
44 The term ‘Sephardi communities’ is employed here in a broad sense,
including all oriental communities except the Yemenite.
38
39
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‘absence of any vowel’ (= quiescent EWG).~~ In other words,
according to Almoli a mobile Sewii following a quiescent Ewa is,
in its duration, in an intermediate position between a full vowel”
and ‘zero ‘, while an initial &!wa is a full vowel. Almoli thus makes
an interesting distinction, based on duration, between a mobile
Gwa following a quiescent &?wti and other kinds of mobile Ewti’iin.
As far as I know, we possess no evidence for an actual distinction
between the former Ewii and other kinds of mobile Se’wti’im in
any traditional pronunciation of Hebrew; it might be worthwhile
noting, however, that the present-day traditional pronunciation of
the Baghdadi community discloses a similar, although not identical,
distinction between the phonetic realization of two kinds of mobile
Ewa’ im. In this pronunciation, a medial &?wa preceded by a vowel
(after which no gemination occurs) is differently realized, quantitatively and occasionally also qualitatively, from other categories
of Se’wa’ im.’ ’

is, in reading these texts the Sephardi communities are in agreement with Almoli’s statement).45
One may surmise that in Almoli’s time the medial Ewti was
realized as quiescent in the Sephardi reading traditions of both
biblical and post-biblical texts, and that its realization as mobile in
the Sephardi reading traditions of biblical texts reflects a development that took place after Almoli’s time. This development may
be due to the influence of David Qimhi, whose Hebrew grammar,
the MiklOl, attained a great measure of popularity in Jewish communities.46 Another explanation might also be feasible: the
Sephardi communities differed among themselves, from times prior
to David Qimhi’s, as to the realization of the medial @WC?. Some
of them regarded it as mobile in reading the Bible and quiescent
in reading post-biblical literature; others regarded it as quiescent in
reading all texts, whether biblical or post-biblical. David Qimhi’s
rule is based on the practice of the former communities,47 while
Almoli’s observation reflects that of the latter.
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(2) A medial mobile S6wa following a quiescent: quantitative aspects
In presenting the constraints that do not allow the occurrence of
two consecutive mobile S2wiizin,48 Almoli employs the phonetic
notion of ‘ semi-deletion ’ (nimn-tin). This notion is introduced to
denote the realization of the second of two consecutive Ewcf’im.
In order to grasp the meaning of this expression, we should note
that in Almoli’s terminology @ipiit is used in the sense of ‘zero’,

45

46
47
48

It should, however, be borne in mind that Almoli makes no distinction
between biblical and post-biblical Hebrew.
For the nature of medial S2wii in the traditional pronunciations of the
Sephardi communities see S. Morag (ed.), The Hebrew Language Tradition
of the Baghdadi Community: The Phonology (Hebrew: Edah Velashon, ~01. 1
(Publications of the Hebrew University Language Traditions Project) (Jerusalem, 1977)) pp. 79ff; K. Katz, The Hebrew Language Tradition of the
Community qf Qjerba (Tunisia), (Hebrew: Edah Velashon, vol. II (Jerusalem,
1977)). pp. 116ff; S. Morag, ‘A “Semi-Mobile” Shgwti’, Proceedings of the
Fifth World Congress for Jewish Studies (Jerusalem, 1973) pp. 173381.
This explanation was offered by Yalon, HS, p. Np.
As one would expect, David Qimhi refers in his rule only to the reading of
the Bible.
H$ P P. u%‘.
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See p. N+. Cp. the use of nix;I ~Wlh (HS, pp. I’, ‘I’) in the meaning of
‘to indicate that a letter is not followed by any vowel (that is, is followed by
“zero”)‘. The fuller form of the term is probably &trptit Sekrnci, ‘complete
deletion’ (for this term see pp. It7_IXt7); (ui@iit is used elliptically for
@iput Ykmti.
As stated above, in the Sephardi pronunciation, which was Almoli’s, an
initial &?wti (as well as a medial Ywti coming with a geminated letter) is in its
duration a full vowel identical with +3-i/sc?gGf. I follow here Yalon’s interpretation of Almoli’s discussion of this point. See HS, pp. P-W.
The above Ywri is known in this tradition as uY?2 Yl = ‘semi-mobile’. For
a detailed description see S. Morag (ed.), The Hebrew Language Tradition of the
Baghdadi Community, pp. 79ff.

Discourse Analysis and the
Dating of Deuteronomy
CHAIM RABIN

The date of composition of the book of Deuteronomy is one of the
most widely discussed questions in the history of the Pentateuch.
There is no point in recapitulating here the various views, which can
be found in convenient summaries in introductions to Deuteronomy
and to the Hebrew Bible. The various datings proposed are based on
two types of argumentation. The one is drawn from known or assumed historical facts with which the book could be connected,
mainly the discovery of a Torah in the time of Josiah, the increasing
concentration of the cult in Jerusalem, or the development of prophetism and of (zokmii and the influence of the one or the other school
of thought upon teaching that had initially been the prerogative of
the priests. The other collects words and phrases typical of Deuteronomy and measures the degree of occurrence of the same
linguistic elements in other biblical books, either on the assumption
that these expressions were used during a certain period only and
their co-occurrence can be taken as evidence of approximate contemporaneity, or with the intention of showing either that Deuteronomy had influenced the other work or works or that the latter
had influenced the writer(s) of Deuteronomy.
As a linguist, I do not pretend to any competence in weighing
historical evidence, except perhaps in pointing out that historians
have not reached any agreement in the case under discussion. With
regard to the conclusions drawn from words and phrases, however,
these appear to me to be founded on misconceptions about the
nature of language and linguistic usage. It is of course legitimate to
collect words and phrases from the work of a single author in order
to determine what denotations and connotations they had for him though even there experience shows that speakers and writers are
apt to vary the meanings of the words they use. But when it comes to
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comparing the usage of different writers, especially in literary texts,
we must always keep in mind that the linguistic elements they use
are drawn from a large reservoir characterized by built-in redundancy, i.e. the availability of different ways to say the same
thing, ranging from full synonyms to the semantic equivalence of
single words and combinations of words, whether this equivalence is
dependent on certain contexts or universal. The number of words
listed in a Biblical Hebrew dictionary is between 7000 and 8000,
depending on the way one counts. Obviously this is only a small
sample of the words that at any time were actually in use. Statistical
Linguistics assumes that the average person has a working vocabulary of 25000 words, and languages of which the vocabulary is
sufficiently well known seem to range from some 80 000 words upwards. Since Biblical Hebrew is so rich in synonyms, it is probable
that it had a rather large vocabulary. Moreover, the Hebrew we
encounter in the Bible was a literary language and, as such, marked
both by a large store of equivalent ways of expression and by a
tradition that retained such semantic material rather longer than a
purely colloquial language might do. As the users of a literary
language learn it from existing literary works, words and phrases
can also reappear after having lain dormant for a time. Since it is
also certain that the works included in the Hebrew Bible represent
only a fraction of the literature available in writing at the time (not
to mention the immense body of oral literary expression), we have
no means of assessing the variety of equivalent ways to say the same
thing which were at the disposal of a Hebrew writer at any given
point in the biblical period. For the same reasons we can never be
sure whether a certain phrase was created by the writer in whose text
we find it. Even if the context strongly suggests that the phrase or
word was used for a situation not previously encountered, we
cannot know whether it was put together by the author for that
purpose, or existed in the literary or spoken language of his time in
another meaning and was merely adapted by him to the new need.
The evidential value of any particular linguistic expression for
dating the segment of text in which it occurs, leave alone a whole
text, is thus rather small.
Apparent exceptions are so-called ‘fashion words ‘, i.e. words or
phrases that, for various reasons, more or less suddenly spread
widely in a society, and words of known date of introduction, which
are either fashion words or denote new concepts, objects or institutions (this includes borrowing from another language). However,
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such cases can be ascertained only in our own contemporary
language, where we (or the person who noticed the item) have actually witnessed the innovation, or at most, though with less certainty,
when we have large bodies of written documents in almost continuous sequence. In a situation like that of biblical literature we cannot
recognize fashion words or innovations, as is amply demonstrated
by some discussions in which borrowings from other languages are
with equal force used to prove early and late dating of the same text.
This does not mean that linguistic material is useless for dating.
Even words and phrases can successfully be used in cases where we
can show more or less systematic replacement of elements in reworking an earlier text (e.g. Chronicles, and the Qumran reworkings
of Deuteronomy and Isaiah). The systematic character is inherent in
spelling and in morphology, and these are of course widely employed for dating inscriptions. But they also happen to be the aspects of a text most often changed by copyists, and thus can be
adduced only with the greatest caution in a literature, the oldest
manuscripts of which represent the result of a large number of
recopyings. Syntax, which is a good deal more difficult to alter,
provides a better possibility for recognizing and utilizing gradual
changes in usage, and there certainly might accrue considerable
benefit to biblical studies if this neglected branch of Hebrew grammar were pursued more energetically and with the application of
suitable modern techniques.
In recent years, linguists have begun to extend their systematic
analysis of structures beyond the limits of the sentence, ranging
from a paragraph to the integrated study of entire works (especially
the German Textologie). The ‘ texts’ investigated are not only written ones; in fact Conversation Analysis, in which the entire interchange between the different participants is treated like a continuous text, has produced some most interesting results. The new
branch of linguistics, called Discourse Analysis, investigates such
features as reference between different parts of the text (Cohesion),
distribution of the information into sentences and paragraphs, density of information and quantity of non-informational features, such
as emphasis, modality (expression of the speaker’s feeling) and rhetoric, choice of words and grammatical constructions, as well as the
ways in which the words are strung together (Collocation). One of
its important results is the awareness that texts are of different kinds
(Textsorten), largely corresponding to social conventions dictating
different varieties of one and the same language to be employed in
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circumscribed social situations (Registers). The differences, which
are culture-bound and thus transcend individual choice, include all
the features enumerated, asp well as prosodic features (rhythm,
rhyme, parallelism, speed) and, in speech, pronunciation - in written
texts, punctuation.
The concept of culturally and socially conditioned text-forms
partly covers the same ground as the theory of literary genres on the
one hand and that of biblical Forms or Gattungen, with their Sitz im
Leben, on the other. It differs from them by integrating their domains within a theory that can deal with non-literary, and indeed
with non-contrived, texts. It is also in most of its manifestations
closely linked to Socio-linguistics and to a general study of human
behaviour.
The important feature of the phenomena studied by Discourse
Analysis for our problem of dating texts is that they are distributed
over the text in such a way that they are practically secure against
alteration by scribes. A scribe may alter a feature here and there, but
the statistical differences between text-types are in most cases so
large that this does not obliterate them. Moreover, being culturebound, they persist for longer times, and changes consisting in renouncing one text-type for another as being appropriate to a given
social purpose are clearly identifiable. And of course, in former
periods, more governed by tradition and social convention than
ours, we can be certain that the use of a text-type was socially
meaningful and not a matter of individual whim.
The book of Deuteronomy is stylistically the most integrated of
the Pentateuch and therefore, no doubt, a text in the Discourse
Analysis sense. It also clearly defines its social purpose: a speech by
a leader to his people. Most discussions of the book mention its
rhetorical character and, where we can compare its paragraphs with
corresponding ones found in other pentateuchal books, we can
clearly see the rhetorical amplifications. Its choice of words and
phrases, too, brings it somewhat closer to what is called in the study
of the Bible poetical language. All this is well known, and has played
a role in the arguments for a late, approximately Josianic dating.
This is of course by no means an isolated example of rhetoric in
the Hebrew Bible. We find it in speeches, some long and some short,
by Joshua, Jotham, David and Solomon. A great number of the
short utterances of kings and heroes have rhetorical form, and it is
of some interest that in his analysis of the syntax of pre-exilic poetry
R. Sappan has found parallels to some specific poetical features in
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the direct speech of exalted personalities in the books of Samuel and
Kings.’ But the largest body of speeches is to be found in the books
of the Latter Prophets. The most outstanding pre-exilic prophets
were more or less contemporary with the Josianic Reform, the most
widely accepted date for the composition of Deuteronomy. That
these speeches had a distinctive text-type or register, we can ascertain by comparing them with narrative material interwoven with
them in the same book: the speeches are marked by parallelism and
poetic vocabulary, whereas the narrative has neither.
I have designedly called the words of the prophets ‘ speeches ’ and
not ‘ rhetoric ‘, for in introductions to the Bible and in works on
Form Criticism this text-type is called poetry.2 Since parallelism and
poetical language are generally considered the only sure marks by
which to recognize and describe biblical poetry (the question of
metre still being a matter of debate), and these features are shared
by undoubtedly poetical texts, such as the Psalms, the pentateuchal
Jir6t, the Song of Deborah and the Prayer of Hannah on the one
hand, and the main creations of Wisdom literature and the speeches
of the Prophets on the other, all these are described as poetry. I
think that it is possible to show significant discourse differences
between the texts socially identifiable as poetry or songs (and sometimes called s’ir, mizmor etc.) and those identifiable socially as
speeches, and suggest that we talk of parallelism and poetical
language as features of literary texts, which can then be classified by
other linguistic features into poetry, Wisdom and rhetoric. Proofs
for this are not, however, necessary for my argument, which is that
the speeches of prophets at work in the last stage of the Monarchy
were characterized by extensive and systematic use of parallelism
and poetical language, while these are absent from Moses’ speech in
Deuteronomy, as well as from the speeches of Joshua and Jotham,
and the Prayer of Solomon in 1 Kings viii.
It seems to me most unlikely that, at a time when prophets delivered political speeches in parallelism before the people, high officials
or the king, someone should have put in the mouth of the venerated
ancient leader a speech lacking this essential feature of rhetoric and
thus inferior to those of contemporary representatives of his teaching. There can be no doubt that the author of Deuteronomy was
I
2

The Typical Features of the Syntax of Biblical Poetry (Jerusalem, 1981).
Cp. K. Koch, Was ist Formgeschichte? (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1964), p. 106 = Eng.
edn The Growth of the Biblical Tradition (London, 1969). p. 91.
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familiar with parallelism, since he incorporated into his book two
long poems in this form. Even if he did not incorporate them himself, he could hardly have been ignorant of poems contained in
Genesis, Exodus and Numbers, on which he drew for his legal materials and historical details. To say that the author of the book was
unable to write in parallelism would be incongruous in view of his
proven virtuosity in his own style of rhetoric. Nor is it believable
that he should have avoided parallelism because he knew that in the
time of Moses speeches were given in straight prose and, moreover,
expected his audience to be conscious of this archaeological detail.
And if we were prepared to attribute to an eighth-century writer
such a feat of mystification and pastiche, we would only involve
ourselves in a further problem: from where did the author of Deuteronomy take the model for his pastiche of rhetoric without parallelism? If we assume that he had access to the text of ancient
speeches, how could he expect his readers to identify the style as
rhetoric, unless they were likely to have read the same book or
books, in which case they would know that this was a style used by
people who lived a century or two earlier, and might not believe that
it was used by Moses.
There is another apparent way to get out of the dilemma. We
might assume that use of a style connected with poetry was thought
in the eighth century B.C. to be suitable for prophets who were
‘ seized by the spirit ‘, for one who was ‘is’ hiirikz(~ and m&?uggtic,3 but
not for an ‘ii hZ&him (Deut. xxxiii.1) such as Moses, ‘like whom
no other prophet ever arose in Israel’ (Deut. xxxiv.10). This would
still fail to explain the source of the rhetorical style of the author of
Deuteronomy. But it fails on another ground: Nathan, Elijah and
Elisha were prophets of the spirit, and yet the things they say are not
in parallelism. There was thus a change in the style in which
prophets spoke in ancient Israel.
Thus there are a number of examples of speeches without the
feature of parallelism, all of which belong to an older period, and
may be called the Old Rhetoric, and a larger group of speeches, all
belonging to a later period, beginning with Hosea and Amos, which
exhibit parallelism, and may be called the New Rhetoric. The
speeches in the book of Job (where again the narrative is in a different register), as well as Proverbs chs. i-ix, might also be included in
/din, ‘soothsayer’, who spoke in suj’ ‘rhymed prose’. It is
probable that sqj‘ is cognate with Hebrew mes’uggti’.

3 Cp. the Arabic
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the latter class.4 It is not known how it came about that discourse
features that had formerly been reserved for poetry came to be
extended to speeches, and whether this was a local development in
Judah, or one in Israel (cf. Hosea and Amos) that spread to Judah,
or perhaps an importation from outside. There is a parallel in
Arabic, from a much later time, when the use of rhymed prose, at
first restricted to soothsayers and prophetic utterances, became a
feature of Wisdom literature and history.’
It may, however, be assumed that when the new fashion of
speeches in parallelism came into Israelite society, there was a
period of transition during which both types of rhetoric were eme ployed according to personal preference. This period may be responsible for the prose accounts of the utterances of Elijah and
Elisha and, on the other hand, for putting a prayer in strict parallelism into the mouth of Samuel’s mother (1 Sam. ii. 1-1O).6
The book of Deuteronomy, except for its last chapters, would
then belong either to the period of the Old Rhetoric or to the hypothetical transition period, but not to the period when the New Rhetoric had won general acceptance. This, in my view, would exclude a
Josianic date, but would allow for the early Monarchy, until the
time when the Elijah stories were written up, i.e. during or somewhat after the time of Jehu and Jehoash. At the time of the transition period, people would still identify speeches with parallelism as a
novelty, and thus an author presenting Moses would choose the
traditional manner rather than the new one. Be the actual date of
Deuteronomy as it may, there can be no doubt that its style represents an elaboration and refinement of the Old Rhetoric to which
we have no parallel in the samples of that genre. preserved in the
Hebrew Bible.
But not the rest of Proverbs, since in many languages proverbs are cast into
poetic forms, such as rhyme in English.
I may mention as a parallel closer in time the use of poetic language (close to the
‘ Hymnic-Epic Dialect ‘) in the inscriptions of the later kings of Assyria. On the
other hand the use of metres in Sanskrit and Arabic for scientific text-books is
not a matter of register, but a utilitarian device for assisting memorization.
Unless Hannah’s prayer is a royal psalm, as argued by some modern scholars, or,
as I believe, a piece from an ancient epic.

A Midrashic Anthology
from the Genizah
STEFAN C. REIF

Introduction
It was in the course of the academical year 1973-4, not many
months after I had been appointed to be responsible for the TaylorSchechter (Genizah) Collection at Cambridge University Library,
that a few fragments in one of the many boxes comprising that rich
source of scholarly discoveries first caught my eye. The fact that
notes on three of the folders’ attributed the contents to Rashi
almost discouraged me, as it had no doubt discouraged many more
distinguished scholars before me, from embarking on a thorough
investigation, but the study of a whole leaf provided a clear refutation of the attribution and excited a strong curiosity to replace it
with more accurate information. I identified five separate leaves, at
various numbers through the box, as belonging to the same original
manuscript, ordered and transcribed the Hebrew text and reached a
tentative conclusion that the material was part of an as yet unidentified medieval Bible commentary, or late midrashic anthology. Unfortunately, however, although I briefly discussed the fragments
with some other scholars2 I was unable at that time to devote to
them the substantial degree of attention that they seemed to deserve
and my intense involvement over the subsequent five years in build2

T-S C6.55,56 and 95.
I am particularly grateful to my distinguished teacher, Professor N. Wieder and
to Dr S.A. Birnbaum, that pioneer in Hebrew palaeography, for their responses
to my written enquiries, and to Professors J. Sussmann, M. Benayahu and M.
Beit-Arie, for their interesting comments on photocopies of the manuscript. I
also benefited from a discussion of this article with Professors D. Weiss-Halivni
and H. Soloveitchik and Drs M. Assis and J. Tabori at a seminar that I led while
a visiting scholar at the Institute for Advanced Studies at the Hebrew University. Needless to say, responsibility for the conclusions here reached remains
entirely my own.
-
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ing a comprehensive Genizah project at Cambridge prevented me
from offering any more than an occasional well-meaning nod in
their general scholarly direction. In the last few months a happy
combination of circumstances has provided me with the opportunity
of returning to the topic. The desire to honour my dear friend and
senior colleague Erwin Rosenthal with a suitable contribution not
unworthy of his own important efforts in the field of medieval
Jewish Bible exegesis was given the opportunity of fulfilment when
the University of Cambridge generously enabled me to accept the
kind invitations of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the
Oxford Centre for Postgraduate Hebrew Studies to spend some time
with them as a Visiting Scholar.3 It seems to me singularly appropriate that Jerusalem, Oxford and Cambridge should each have played
a part in enabling me to offer a token of my affection and esteem to
a scholar of international standing.
The physical description of the five fragments at Cambridge University Library is as follows:4
T-S C6.55:

T-S C6.56:

Commentary on Gen. xxv. 13-23 ; paper; one leaf;
27 x 18.2 cm; four outer margins indicated by ruling
with a hard point and providing a writing area of
19.5 x 12.9 cm all used except for about SO-75 mm
at foot of recta; 30 lines on each side; left-hand
margin justified by anticipation, dilatation and diagonal writing upwards, with one line left short; wire
lines barely visible;‘mthn’in top left margin of recta
indicates s&r to which folio belongs; torn and
stained; text well preserved with the exception of the
top inside margins where some adhesion has been
removed with consequent damage to’ the legibility;
oriental hand.
Commentary on Gen. xxv.23-32; paper; one leaf;
27 x 18.4 cm ; written area 19.8 (verso 19.5) x 12.9
cm; 30 lines on each side; left-hand margin justified

Acknowledgement is gladly made to these institutions for their various kindnesses and to the Syndics of Cambridge University Library for permission to
publish its Genizah material.
The decision about which characteristics to note in these descriptions owes
much to Beit-Ariii’s excellent volume Hebrew Codicofogy (Paris, 1976) as well as
being influenced by the format of the catalogues in Cambridge University
Library’s Genizah Series.
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by dilatation and diagonal writing upwards, with
one line left short; wire lines (and remnants of chain
lines?) barely visible; mthn in top left margin of
recta indicates sZder to which folio belongs; torn and
stained; text very well preserved except that some
blotting from opposite pages has occurred on the top
inside margins; oriental hand (see plates 5 and 6).
T-S C6.84(A) : Commentary on Gen. xxiv.58-xxv. 13 ; paper ; one of
two leaves; 27 x 18.2 cm ; written area 19.5 x 12.9
cm; 29 lines on each side; left-hand margin justified
by dilatation and diagonal writing upwards, with
two lines left short; wire lines barely visible ; ;IW TI
may have been written in the top left margin of recta
but no longer clearly visible; torn, holed, rubbed and
stained ; signs of having been folded ; text reasonably
well preserved except that the lower outside quarter
is rubbed and there is some blotting from opposite
pages on the top inside margins ; oriental hand.
Commentary on Gen. xxxvii.29-xxxviii. 1; paper; one
T-S C6.95:
leaf; 27 x 18.2 cm; written area 20 (verso
19.7) x 12.9 cm; 32 lines on recta, 30 on verso ; lefthand margin justified by dilatation and diagonal
writing upwards, with some lines left short; wire
lines barely visible; XWY in top left hand margin indicates sZder to which folio belongs; torn, holed,
rubbed and stained ; signs of having been folded ; text
reasonably well preserved on recta except that the
top right margin is rubbed and the bottom left is
blotted from an opposite page; text on verso very
well preserved; oriental hand.
T-S C6.163 : Commentary on Gen. xxxvii. 13-29 ; paper ; one leaf;
27 x 18.1 cm; written area 19 (verso 20) x 13 cm ; 29
lines on each side; left-hand margin justified by anticipation, dilatation and diagonal writing upwards;
wire lines visible; ZWY in top left margin of recta
indicates sZder to which folio belongs; torn, holed,
rubbed and badly stained; signs of having been
folded; text reasonably well preserved except that
the top inside margin is rubbed and blotted from an
opposite page and the bottom outside margin is similarly blotted; oriental hand.
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As far as negative evidence is concerned it should be noted that
there is little or no indication of chain lines, no means of preserving
the order of quires or leaves and a very limited use of ruling techniques. Before further details are provided of those folios that have
been chosen as the basis of the text offered in this article, it will be
necessary to comment on ,another five fragments which, though
similar to them, have finally been excluded from the text edition,
and to explain the reasons for their exclusion.
The second fragment in T-S C6.84 and that in T-S C6.8 1 probably
belong to the same original manuscript as the five fragments already
described. Their physical description is as follows:
T-S C6.84(B): Commentary on Exod. xvi.24xvii.5; paper; one
leaf; 27 x 18.3 cm; four outer margins indicated by
ruling with a hard point and providing a writing area
of 19.1 x 13.4 cm, which has been slightly exceeded
on both recta and verso at the inner and lower margins ; 28 lines on each side ; left-hand margin justified
by anticipation, dilatation and diagonal writing upwards ; wire lines and chain lines visible at foot; n5v~
appears to have been written in the top outside
margin of recta but is no longer clearly visible; slightly torn, holed and stained, with signs of having been
folded; text well preserved except for some smudging
on the lower outside quarter of recta ; oriental hand.
T-S C6.81:
Commentary on Exod. vii.22-viii. 17; paper; one
leaf; 27 x 18.5 cm; four outer margins indicated by
ruling with a hard point and providing a writing area
of 19 x 13.4 cm, which has been slightly exceeded on
recta and verso at the ends of lines and on the lower
margins; 30 lines on recta, 28 on verso; left-hand
margin justified by dilatation and diagonal writing
upwards; wire lines barely visible; torn, holed,
rubbed and stained, with signs of having been
folded; text reasonably well preserved except for
some blotting and rubbing on recta and some
smudging and rubbing on verso; oriental hand.
It will readily be acknowledged, on the basis of these details, that
these two fragments have enough in common with those earlier
described to constitute at least a prima facie case for the claim made
about their original identity. The contents and the style tally suf-
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ficiently well to provide further support for the claim, although it
must be admitted that T-S C6.84(B), in contrast to the fragments
used in the text edition, stresses the halakic and aggadic sense rather
than the plain meaning of Scripture. This is, however, no doubt due
to the legal nature of the biblical passage, and the only remaining
reason for excluding these fragments is that they deal with a different biblical book.
With regard to the fragment in T-S C6.72 the evidence is ambiguous. Although the nature of some of the content, the extent of the
written area and the paper size (but not its quality?) are approximately the same, there are serious differences in the depth of coverage, the set-out and the handwriting. The number of lines, the length
of right-hand margin and the spacing between lines are at odds, and
there are some letters such as ‘iileph and zayin that obviously do not
tally. In sum, there is enough doubt to justify its exclusion.
The elements that fragments T-S C6.53 and C6.90 have in
common with our manuscript are limited to the immediate general
appearance of the handwriting and the size of the page, and the fact
that they clearly contain Bible commentary. The nature and methodology of their commentaries, and all other physical characteristics
do, however, strongly militate against their being identified with our
manuscript and they have consequently been excluded.
It should also be pointed out that other Genizah collections outside Cambridge remain to be searched for further fragments of our
manuscript. My attention has already been drawn to the existence of
four folios in the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New
York and the likelihood of more such discoveries being made appears strong.’
Although the text reproduced in the five fragments is generally
satisfactory the copyist was not without his deficiencies. There is
little consistency and some occasional originality in the use of plene
and defective spelling6 and of ligatures;’ there are examples of
The folios are ENA 960.745 and 1069.254 and they cover Gen. xxxii.9-21 and
xxxiii.lO-IS, and Exod. xii.47 - xiii.16 respectively. I owe this reference to my
good friend, Professor Jacob Sussmann.
Cp. e.g. llf;l (I, 8); ‘IlZ’Y;I (IV, 18);.nn%
8);lnnliiq VIII 23); ;1kmn3

N(~~~~,
( ,
nhnov, 10); ~7i-m 2); Y~~(Ix, 17); am (x, II); ,~f;l’~ (x.
12); mm (I, 5); 737~2 (II, 4); n% (v, I 5); ahn (VII, 3); ~nr;l (VIII. i I);
and laYi (for 113'7;1? I, 26).
Cp. e.g. the words k??YP in II, 14 and III, 18; ‘I;l’lIJ in 17 and +xVl>a in
vu, 9, as well as 5W5 (VII, 3).

(IV, 3);

III,
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dittography,* homoioteleuton,g and simpler textual errors that have
not been detected by the copyist;” not surprisingly, biblical and
rabbinic sources are not indicated; verses are sometimes inaccurately cited.i’ When the copyist has himself noticed an error he has,
depending on the circumstances, inserted a word above the normal
text,r2 overlined a word or letter to be removed,i3 or overwritten
the original text. l4 The ‘ three angels’ of one well-known midrash
have become ‘ three kings ’ due to the omission of an ‘iileph,” while
in at least three out of a number of substantial variations from
standard midrashic texts there is some reason to suspect that what
are being deal-t with are no more than scribal errors. l6
Even if all these variations are regarded as authentic and valuable
for the text-critical history of midrashim a linguistic analysis of the
fragments hardly reveals anything exciting. There are no Hebrew
transliterations of vocabulary from other languages and little Aramaic. In two cases, indeed, the Aramaic of the original sources has
been translated into Hebrew.” It is clear that the author is totally
committed to the use of simple, Rabbinic Hebrew, particularly as it is
found in the later midrashic works. i* He is in fact so fond of citing
large sections from these and other sources, at times almost verbatim, with their own characteristic linguistic expressions and introductory formulae, that no uniform linguistic style here emerges.
While the matter of vocabulary is under discussion, it may also be
noted that the abbreviation most commonly used for introducing
alternative interpretations is N”f, although N”’ and its fuller form
also perform this function and there is one strange instance of the
use of -r&n for the same purpose. lg
Although there are some instances involving a degree of exegetical innovation, the commentary’s importance lies in the way in
which it deals with earlier sources rather than in any striking
8 See
9
IO
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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I X, 67.
See III, 4-5.
E.g.-WY for WY (II, 4); t?Wl for t7W (III, 17) and DKl flZlZ (I X, 31).
As in v, 11 ; VII, 5,9.
As in I, 5, 23; III, 17.
Asin I, 19; III , 24; V I I, 17, 26, 28; IX, 22; x, 16, 30.
See III , 22; v, 20.
See VII. IO; but such defective spelling is known from other manuscripts.
In addition to the variants noted in nn. I, 12, 97 and 133 on the Hebrew text
there is also the variant yti+i for q&+d in I , 28.
See nn. 63 and I32 on the Hebrew text.
Lines I3- I6 contain numerous examples to justify this claim.
See n. 47 on the Hebrew text.
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originality. 2o The tendency with midrashim is to alter their content,
order and length in order to achieve an adjustment of stress. It is not
always apparent why this adjustment is necessary, but there are
instances in which it would seem to have been motivated by a desire
to follow a more rational line of thought or, possibly, a more up-todate philosophy. 21 In one case the compiler engages in a form of
analysis by explaining by which hermeneutical principles the talmudie rabbis arrived at certain aggadic notions.22 His text thus becomes important not only for his citations from earlier sources but
also for the modifications he makes to them and for the possible
reasons he may have had for doing so. These considerations also
apply to those comments that are literal rather than midrashic. The
compiler demonstrates a considerable interest in grammar, vocabulary and chronology. 23 He is also clearly aware of the distinction
betweenp&?a? and d&i.+ and introduces some of his comments with
a specific characterization of this nature.24 Constituting as it does a
neatly integrated anthology of midrashic and literal comment on the
biblical text, the work has significance for the history of the manner
in which these two approaches vied with each other for dominance
in this field of study.
When this attempt at integration is borne in mind, it clearly comes
as no surprise to discover that the work is often similar to Rashi’s
commentary, and sometimes identical with it, and that for literalist
comment it is heavily indebted to Ibn Ezra more than to any other
commentator with such a bent. The thought had occurred to me at
an early stage of research on the fragments that I might here be
dealing with an early recension of Rashi’s commentary, or indeed a
source of his commentary, but once the broader picture emerged it
became clear that the context in which the commentary is to be
placed is that of the popular midrashic anthologies of the centuries
immediately following Rashi’s period. Although Bc?rt%it Rabba is
the primary source of much of his midrashic material, the compiler’s
formulation has much in common with those of Yafqtit $im’l%zi and
Leqab T6b and, to a lesser extent, Midras’ haggiidfil and &kel T6b.
That Leqab T6b was a particularly popular anthology in the medieval oriental communities is apparent from the number of texts of
20 But see nn. 8. 16, l&26, 70, I21 and 136 on the Hebrew text.
21
22
23
24

See nn. 37,70 and 133 on the Hebrew text.
Seevt, 15.
See x, 25-30.
A S in V I, 26; V I I, I I ; VIII. 23; x, IO for the former, and v, 17; VII, I2 and x, I I for
the latter.
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the work discovered in the Genizah. What is being edited here is
probably another such popular anthology, possibly even an adaptation of the Leqah T6b. The original work almost certainly dealt
with Genesis and Exodus and may well have covered the whole
Pentateuch.
The lack of incontrovertible evidence makes it difficult to arrive
at definitive conclusions about the date and provenance of the original commentary. Its similarity to the late midrashim of the anthological variety, its preference for the synthetical approach rather
than a commitment to either the midrashic or literal and its dependence on Rashi and Ibn Ezra all point to a terminus a quo in the
thirteenth century. In addition, Jacob Mann discovered a fragment
in the Cambridge Genizah collection forty years ago with characteristics that have much in common with those of the manuscript that
is the subject of the present article and placed it in the thirteenthcentury orient. 25 Further support for such a date may be adduced
from the similarity of the manuscript’s content to that of the Genesis commentary of Samuel b. Nissim Masnut of thirteenth-century
Syria.26 With the greater availability and popularity of the standard
Bible commentators and primary midrashim through the spread of
printing the interest in such anthologies waned and it therefore
seems reasonable to fix a terminus ad quem in the sixteenth century.
It also appears to me that the fragments here being dealt with would
warrant our antedating the commentary even further. Although the
handwriting has characteristics in common with some eastern oriental hands of later centuries as much as with earlier Syro-EgyptianPalestinian styles, the codicological practices reflected in the fragments and detailed above, as well as the paper itself, point to about
the fourteenth or fifteenth century.27 Unless, then, this Genizah
manuscript is in holograph, it would appear to have been written
between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries.
The provenance is, if anything, even more difficult to ascertain

25

26
27
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‘A Commentary to the Pentateuch a la Rashi’s ’ in HUCA 15 (1940) 497-527.
That commentary is also heavily indebted to Rashi and borrows from Ibn Ezra
and Leqa~ Tiib. Its linguistic style, exegetical method and use of rabbinic sources
are also reminiscent of what has just been described here.
MidraS BtWsYt Zufa, ed. M. Hakohen (Jerusalem, 1962). It should also be borne
in mind that Jacob b. Hananel Sikili did similar work in Syria at this period.
This judgement is based on the criteria used by Beit-Arie to assist in the dating
of Hebrew manuscripts; see his Hebrew Codicology, pp. 29-37, 50-9, 72-5 and
87-103. Somewhat paradoxically, Beit-Arie’s instinct when I showed him photocopies of the manuscript was to date it much later (possibly in Persia) but
without an examination of the original he was obviously hesitant about committing himself.
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than the date. In their heyday the kind of midrashic anthology with
which this manuscript has such obvious affinities was popular with
Jewish communities spread over a wide area from Germany and the
Balkans to Persia and Yemen,28 and the oriental appearance of the
manuscript may not be crucial. The fact that no vernacular has been
utilized by the compiler would appear to make France-German,
Persian or Arabic-speaking countries, where le”azim were so popular, less likely candidates, although it has to be admitted that much
of what has been written above would make the thirteenth century a
strong possibility. If this earlier date is preferred, there is less reason
to rule out Spain or Italy, while a dating a century or two later
would make such a provenance unlikely in view of the way in which
Bible commentaries developed there at that time. In the absence of
more concrete evidence either the problem of provenance must be
left unsolved or a conjecture must be offered in the hope that the
guess may ultimately turn out to be an inspired one. Is it sufficient
for the moment to say that the source of the commentary is to be
sought in the eastern Mediterranean, or perhaps in the Balkans?
In the text edition printed below the Seder headings, lines, punctuation and abbreviations have been given as in the manuscript. To
these have been added the Cambridge University Library classmarks, with indications of recta and verso, and each of the pages
has been given a Roman numeral and the lines numbered, for ease
of reference. Also supplied are references in Arabic numerals to the
verses being commented upon, references in Hebrew type to other
biblical texts and non-biblical sources, and references in smaller,
raised Arabic numerals to my notes. An asterisk indicates a word
inserted above the line by the copyist and for typographical reasons
the use of brackets is in accordance with the following system:
(
:
28

) = restoration of lacunae
I = words to be omitted
I= words being supplied
See Encyclopaedia Judaica, vol. XI, pp. 1511-14 and the works already referred
to above for confirmation of this wide range. Further evidence may be adduced
from Louis Ginzberg’s ‘ Midrash and Aggadah ’ in Genizah Studies in Memory
qfDoctor Solomon Schechter, vol. I (New York, 1928); Jacob Mann’s The Bible
as read and preached in the Old Svnagogue (Cincinnati, 1940, 1966); E.E.
Urbach’s Sefer Pitron Torah (Jerusalem, 1978); Y. Sabar’s Pe.fu! Wuyeh?
Be.Wluh (Wiesbaden, 1976); and M. Weiss’s SFper RGuynrT (Jerusalem, 1976).
Z.M. Rabinovitz’ Gin9 Midrash (Tel Aviv, 1976). deals with other types of
midrashim but demonstrates what a variety of midrashic material remains to be
uncovered, especially in Genizah collections. Cp. also M. Katz’s introduction to
his edition of Rabbenu Meyyuhus hen El[joh: Commentary on Deuteronomy (Jerusalem, 1968), esp. p. 12.
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The purpose of the notes is to provide a brief explanation of the
sense of the comments and to indicate how the latter relate to
various midrashim and medieval Bible commentaries. Allusion is
usually made to aggadic motifs; it has not, however, been my intention to expound the concepts and methodology of the original midrashic sources but simply to place the present commentary in correct
context.2g Where a rabbinic source has been cited without specific
mention of chapter and sub-section the reference is to the comment
made in that source on the verse being discussed in the text-edition.
Although these notes are primarily intended for the specialist in
Rabbinics who is interested in how this commentary is related to
similar but better-known works, the translation that follows them is
provided rather for those students of the Hebrew Bible who are less
at home with rabbinic literature but are nevertheless anxious to
become acquainted with the kind of interpretations followed by the
Jews in the Middle Ages. I have therefore tried, while remaining true
to the original, to produce a readable English version that avoids the
slavish commitment to the Hebrew characteristic of some renderings
and the loose inaccuracies of others. I have used square brackets to
indicate any part of the translation that is not explicitly or implicitly
contained in the Hebrew text and have thereby avoided the use of
explanatory notes, which interrupt the flow of the commentary and
hamper the reader interested in understanding the general tenor of
the exegesis. Word-plays and similar midrashic devices are notoriously difficult to represent in English translation, but I have, wherever possible, made efforts to overcome rather than evade this difficulty in the hope of producing one or two renderings that may
encourage other translators to take up this important challenge. The
page and line numbers in the margin of the English text refer to the
Hebrew original.
The following abbreviations have been employed in addition to
those already listed at the beginning of this volume (where titles are
also given in Latin characters in the original these have been preferred to my own transliteration) :
AB
B

29

‘Aggadat B&53, ed. S. Buber (Cracow, 1903).
- Bahya b. Asher, Bi’iir ‘al huttoru, ed. H.D. Chavel, vol.
(Jerusalem, 1971).

I

For further explanation of the original midrashim see Ginzberg, ‘ Midrash and
Aggadah’, vol. I, pp. 296-321; vol. II, pp. 9-32; vol. v, pp. 262-78 and 327-33.

Bereschit Rabba, ed. J. Theodor and Ch. Albeck, 2nd edn
(Jerusalem, 1965).
BRT Midras’ BereSit Rabbati, ed. Ch. Albeck (Jerusalem, 1940).
Ginzberg
L. Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, ~01s. I-V I I
_--(Philadelphia, 1909-38).
IE Abraham Ibn Ezra, Pert&? hattora, ed. A. Weiser, vol. I
(Jerusalem, 1977).
- -”
JQ Joseph b. Simeon Qara, Pew hattora in Seper @ami&
A4e”orot hagggdolim, ed. J. Gad (Johannesburg, 1952); but see
the comments of M. Ahrend, Le Commentaire sur Job de
Rabbi Yoseph Qara’ (Hildesheim, 1978) pp. 33-4.
LT Lekuch-Tob, ed. S. Buber (Wilna, 18804).
MA Agadischer Commen tar zum Pen tu teuch (Midruj ‘Aggada), ed.
S. Buber (Vienna, 1894).
M G Midrus’haggiidol, ed. M. Margulies, vol. I (Jerusalem, 1947).
Moses b. Nahman, Pert!& huttora, ed. H.D. Chavel, vol. I
N
(Jerusalem, 1959).
__
PRE Pirqe Rabbi ‘l?li’ezer (Warsaw, 1852); Pirke de Rabbi Eliezer,
Eng. ed. G. Friedlander (London, 19 16).
PRK Peslqta de’rab Kcihtina, ed. S. Buber (Wilna, 1925); or ed. B.
Mandelbaum, vol. I (New York, 1962).
Q
David Qimhi, Peri R. D. Q. ‘al huttora, ed. M. Kamelhar
(Jerusalem, 1970).
R
R&i ‘al hattora, ed. A. Berliner (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1905).
RS Samuel b. Meir, Commenturium . . . in Pentuteuchum, ed. D.
Rosin (Breslau, 188 1).
- Saadya Gaon, Perti.% R. S. G. ‘al hattoru, ed. J. Kafih (JerusaS
lem, 1963).
ST Sechel Tob, ed. S. Buber (Berlin, 1900).
T-A Notes of Theodor and Albeck on BR q.v.
TJ Pseudo-Jonathan (Turgiim Yoniitan), ed. M. Ginsburger
(Berlin, 1903).
TN Midras’ Tunhiima (Warsaw, 1875).
TNB Midrasch Tanchuma, ed. S. Buber (2 vols., Wilna, 1885).
TO Targiim ‘Onqelos in The Bible in Aramaic, ed. A. Sperber, vol. I
(Leiden, 1959).
WR Wuyyikra Rubba, ed. M. Margulies (5 vols., Jerusalem,
1953-60).
Y S Yalqiit Sim’oni (Warsaw, 1876); ed. I. Shiloni, vol. I I
(Jerusalem, 1973).
BR

i
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NOTES ON THE HEBREW TEXT
1
2

7

8

9
10

11
12

13
14
15

The comment occurs in BR. Here, however, the direct object is used
with the verb.
Although the basic idea of Rebekah’s determination is found in various
midrashim, the language here is reminiscent rather of the comments
of R and RS and, unlike the midrashim, this commentator does not
dwell on the disadvantages to her family of her decision.
The identification is made in PRE (ch. 16), LT, MG and ST; cp. also
R on Gen. xxxv.8.
A connection with the blessings given to Abraham is also made by R,
JQ, RS, ST and Q.
The same reason for Rebekah’s temporary infertility is given in BR,
LT, ST and YS.
The commentary here tallies with BR, LT; MA and YS but does not
go as far as R, ST and TNB (vol. I, p. 123) in identifying Hagar with
Keturah and referring explicitly to her being brought to Abraham for
remarriage. Later comments, however, indicate a sympathy with these
latter views rather than with the more critical opinions of RS and
IE, given on Gen. xxv.1.
That the reference is here to prayer is a well-established piece of
exegesis, which occurs in the Targumim and Talmud (BT Ber. 26b),
is widespread in the midrashim and is preferred by S and R.
Such a more literal interpretation is found in the commentaries of
IE, B and Q but no mention is made by any of them of the solitary
nature of Isaac’s stroll.
The comment bears greatest similarity to that of YS but cp. also BR
and R.
The exegetical problem here is the degree of movement and the extent
to which it was intentional. From at least as early as BR the exegetes
have employed the targumic rendering for clarification of the sense,
although N argues that they have not properly understood the
Aramaic. The comment here is identical with that of R with the
_ exception of the word biqona, which is also found in IE and makes it
clear that Rebekah’s act was not accidental. Contrast the view of S.
The comment occurs in BR and is repeated in the various midrashic
anthologies; see LT, MG and YS.
Both paS@zim and dar&zim refer to the miraculous events of his
journey but the language here used to describe the meeting with
Rebekah is a trifle strange. If the text is reliable the stem zwg is being
used for the more normal zmn, while the regular word for prayer has
been replaced by a more paitanic expression.
See IE, who makes a similar grammatical point.
The comment is almost identical with R and is based on BR.
See R and PRE (ch. 32).

16
17

18

19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26

27
28
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29
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The comment does not tally with those found in the sources consulted.
These comments are found in BR and are also included in YS.
The sexual application given to the verse in Ecclesiastes is based on
the interpretation of yiid as the membrum.
The comment does not tally with those found in the sources consulted, but it does occur in BR, R and LT on Gen. iv.25; cp. also
TNB, vol. I, p. 20.
The comment is very similar to that of R and is based on PRE
(ch. 30), TN and BR.
The source of this interpretation is BR 39.11, and the comment is
once again almost identical with that of R.
See BR, R, ST and YS.
The consensus of opinion among the commentators and midrashim is
that the blessing could not be given because it might include (the
children of) Ishmael and Keturah; cp. TJ, MG and ST on Gen. xxv. 11,
and BR and YS on this verse. R, however, refers to Esau as the
source of the problem; cp. Ginzberg, vol. V, p. 266, n. 316.
See BR (on the first verse of the chapter), R and ST where the sense
is clearer.
The same story is related in BT Sanh. 91a, BR, LT and YS, but with
substantial variations of length, style and vocabulary. This commentary seems to be nearest to BR, but the name of the litigant tallies
rather with the other midrashim.
The comment is almost identical with that of R; for the form see
BR 58.1.
The definition given here of ‘satisfaction’ is similar to that in BR,
cited by N, and in LT, MG and ST. with the exception that there it
is their future reward and not the Shekhinah that is shown to the
righteous.
Precisely this interpretation of the Hebrew idiom is one of those cited
by IE; cp. also the commentary of B.
The motif of Ishmael’s repentance is well known in the aggada. It
occurs in BT B. Bat. 166, TJ on the previous verse and on verse 17,
and a number of times in BR (e.g. 30.4, 38.12 and 59.7) and is cited
here by R, MA and YS, and by others on verse 17. Cp. Ginzberg,
vol. v, p. 230, n. 114. His correct behaviour in the present context
is part of this motif.
Whenever a blessing is mentioned the commentators and midrashim
address themselves to the problem of its precise nature. Here this
commentary follows the suggestion made in BT Sota 14a, and repeated
by R and MG, that the context demands the blessing recited before
a mourner. Cp. also BR 81.5 and 82.3.
The commentary once again prefers a literal interpretation, identical
with that of R and with echoes in ST and Q.
The opening and closing parts of this comment are as those of R, but
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the reason given for the mention of Ishmael’s years is different. His is
based on BT Yebam. 64~ while this commentary prefers to refer back
to the repentance of Ishmael, mentioned earlier. Such a reference is
indeed made by such works as LT and YS but only as an alternative
interpretation after they have presented the one found in the talmudic
passage. The attribution to Hiyya bar Abba is based on that passage,
but the same question is asked in BT Meg. 17~ and in various
midrashim, including BR, and differently attributed. See T-A,
pp. 676-7.
This definition of the stem is also given by IE as his second suggestion
but rejected by him.
The connection between the fourth and fifth lines is not clear, and it
would appear that a line that contained the other verse cited by R and
the first part of the comment found in BR, R, MG, ST and YS has
been omitted through homoioteleuton. This has therefore been restored
in the text edition.
The whole passage is substantially that which occurs in the fourth
paragraph of TN on this Seder. Cp. also BR, YS and B.
The same explanation of the connection between this and the previous
Seder is given by IE, and the difference in the degree of attention given
to Isaac, as opposed to Ishmael, is alluded to by Q. Cp. also R on
Gen. xxxvii. 1.
The basic point that Isaac’s facial features were made similar to
Abraham’s in order to put the latter’s paternity beyond question is
made in BT B. Me!. 87~ and TJ, and recurs in such diverse sources
as MG and B. This commentary most resembles TN and R, and its
reference to the similarity of Isaac’s piety to that of his father occurs
in LT.
Having repeated the midrash that Rebekah was no more than three
years old when she met Abraham’s servant, this commentary, unlike
R and YS, who cite it without comment, feels the need to apologize
for such a possibility. Others, too, preferred the more rational midrash,
which regarded Rebekah as a teenager at this stage; cp. Szj%, Deuteronomy, section 357, ed. L. Finkelstein (Berlin, 1939) p. 429; SEder
‘&im Rabb& ch. 1, ed. A. Neubauer in Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles,
vol. II (Oxford, 1895), p. 27; the second comment of the Tosupot o n
BT Yebam. 6lb, and MG.
The text of this comment varies only slightly from that found in BR,
R, LT, MA, MG and YS.
This comment bears a close resemblance to that of LT, but the same
idea is expressed in ST and, with more textual variation, in MG.
The reference to the Hosea verse is also made, together with a citation of the Arabic cognate, by IE, Q and, if the text is to be trusted,
by R, and S offers the same Hebrew ‘translation’.
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The preoccupation with the precise sense of the stem ‘tr has a long
history among Jewish exegetes and grammarians. BR on this verse
records views that understand the basic sense as ‘abundant’ as in the
Aramaic ‘Sr, ‘reverse ’ as in the Aramaic ‘tr meaning ‘pitchfork ‘, and
‘dig ’ as in the Hebrew htr. There is support for the second view in BT
Yebam. 64~ and Sukk. 14~ and, among the midrashim, this is the
only one cited by MA, MG and ST, while LT also records the third
view and YS notes all three. Of the commentators, R, RS and Q are
happiest with the sense ‘ abundant ‘, but B has a clear presentation of
all three senses. The medieval Hebrew grammarians such as Ibn Saruq,
Ibn Janah and Q refer to two basic senses, ‘pray ’ and ‘abundant ‘,
while their modern counterparts add a third sense, viz. ‘odour ‘, based
on Ezek. viii.1 1. See also the note in T-A and Aruch Compfetum,
vol. VI (Vienna 1890), pp. 283-4.
The content of the prayer is as that described in BR and followed in
LT, MG, ST and YS, while the description of their each standing in a
separate corner is formulated as in R.
The idea that Isaac waited a certain period of time before requesting
divine assistance in the matter of Rebekah’s infertility occurs in TJ,
PRE (ch. 32) and YS, but there the number of years is given as 22
(see Ginzberg, vol. v, p. 270, n. 7) or 20.
The midrash occurs in BT Yebam. 64~ and is repeated in YS, but this
formulation is precisely that of R.
See the commentary of JQ, which also refers to TO and the mishnaic
passage but is slightly longer and clearer.
The comment is very similar to that of IE.
The use of this word in the present context is somewhat misleading,
since it does not introduce a conclusion reached on the basis of the
remark immediately preceding, as is customary, but alternative explanations of the first phrase in verse 22.
All three interpretations are offered in BR and recur in LT, MG and
YS. The language in which the first is here couched is best paralleled
in R and MG.
This justification of the terminology here applied to the foetus is
precisely that suggested by IE.
The idea is found in BR, but the formulation is almost identical with
that of R.
This aggadic expansion of Rebekah’s question into an inquiry of her
fellow-women occurs in BR and is repeated not only by the various
midrashic works but also by IE and Q.
See LT.
See R.
See LT and ST, presumably based on TJ.
That the inquiry was made through Shem in order to accord due
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honour to an old man is suggested in BR and widely followed not
only in the midrashic but also in the literal commentaries; cp. MG, ST,
YS, R, Q and B. Contrast IE, who prefers Abraham or an anonymous
prophet, and PT Sota 7.1 (21b).
Both comments closely follow BR in playing on the Qr&Ke’tib and
the similarity of &zy and by.
This definition, based on the rendering of TO, is also made in BT
‘Abed. Zar. 26 and cited by R. Cp. also RS and Q.
It is common for the Aggadah to make such claims for those whose
attachment to Judaism it particularly wishes to stress; cp. Ginzberg,
vol. V , p. 273, n. 26. Here the midrash is based on the ‘division’
between Esau and Jacob and occurs in many of the exegetical
midrashim on the verse.
This ‘division ‘, rather than the one referred to in the previous note,
is that cited by R.
The impossibility of a balanced co-existence between the forces of
‘Jacob ’ and ‘ Esau ’ is claimed in BT Pesah. 42b and Meg. 6a and cited
here by LT, ST and Q. The formulation is most similar to that of R.
As Q points out, it is not clear from the syntax who is the subject,
and this lack of clarity provides the opportunity for the midrash. The
interpretation of the midrash here offered, namely, that the defective
spelling of the verb permits a reading as a qul or a hiph’il, is one
possibility. For others, see BR, LT and MG, and the notes of T-A
and Buber on these midrashim. See also TJ.
This interpretation of the defective spelling is found in BR and in
- Midrai ~tist?r6t Witerot in. S.A. Wertheimer’s B&t2 Mzi.hS~t, vol. II
(Jerusalem, 1953) p. 241 and is repeated not only in the exegetical
midrashim but also by R, Q and B.
The passage occurs in BR but, in contrast to MG and YS, this commentary and LT translate the rare Aramaic words of the original into
Hebrew. Cp. Aruch Completum, vol. VI (n. 41 above), p. 426, and R
on verse 26.
The idea that Esau chose this world and Jacob the next occurs in LT
and BRT. The text placed here in slanted square brackets appears to be
misplaced and defective. It belongs to the central part of another
midrash, which deals with the various connotations of the word
ri’S6n; cp. e.g. BR and YS.
It is somewhat strange that the commentary here refers to the grammatical form of the word, with its final y& much as IE does, and
then appears to use the phenomenon as a basis for the midrash about
David found in BR and YS and briefly referred to in R, LT and MG.
Perhaps he means simti to refer only to the matter of the colour and
not to the grammatical form.
Similar interpretations are offered in the Targumim, MG, ST and Q,
but the formulation is again most similar to that of R.
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The formulation is again almost identical with that of R, although a
similar point is made in TJ, LT and RS.
The no@zriqon originates in BR and is repeated in LT, MG, ST and YS.
In ST it is specifically defined, as here, as a midrash.
The idea that the ‘Edomite’ hegemony would be replaced by that of
Jacob occurs in BR and many other midrashim, but the formulations
of this and the next comment are almost identical with those of R.
That Abraham survived for the first fifteen years of Jacob’s life is
also claimed in YS and ST, but LT goes further and notes the part
he played in introducing him to ‘precepts and statutes’. Here it is
‘wisdom and morality’ to which he introduced him.
The lesson and its parable are borrowed from BR, where the opposite
order of presentation is followed. Among the various midrashim that
cite this interpretation only TNB and ST have a somewhat similar
order, while our text of R is very similar but omits the parable.
IE makes precisely this point about the need for a hunter to be
especially shrewd and quick-witted.
R’s comment, which is very similar, is based on BR and TNB; cp.
also MA and YS.
See BR, repeated in YS.
The comment is again almost identical with that of R.
The comment is apparently an interpretation of the figure used in BR
in order to describe Esau’s licentious behaviour, i.e. he made himself
as freely available as an open field.
The comment is again substantially that of R; cp. also IE and Q.
Although BR and many other midrashim, as well as TJ and some of
the p&inim, refer the phrase to Jacob’s outstanding scholarly and
religious activities in the academy of Shem and Eber, they do not use
this phraseology; cp. Tki &f~mii, ed. M.M. Kasher, vol. IV (Jerusalem, 1934) p. 1028.
See R (whose comments are based on TO), TJ and BR on this verse,
and BR on this word in the previous verse.
This justification of Rebekah’s special love and the interpretation of the
participial use are based on BR and recur in LT, ST and YS.
See RS here and on verse 23.
This meaning of the stem nzd is derived from TO and is widely followed in the commentators and midrashim. The assumption is also
widely made that the dish was one of lentils (based on verse 34) and
was a funeral meal as claimed in BR, TJ and BT B. Bat. 16b.
This description of Esau’s heresy occurs in BR and is repeated in YS
and briefly referred to in LT; cp. also TJ.
The first interpretation of the word, which is that followed by S, sees
it as an epithet for general weariness, while the second, followed here
by IE and also in the dictionaries of Ibn Janah and Q, presupposes a
more specific link with thirst. Cp. also R and IE on Deut. xxv.18.
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BT B. Bat. 16b and TJ suggest that the number of transgressions committed by Esau was five, but the number differs in the various
midrashim. It is interesting that this commentary here defmes the
method used by the midrashim to arrive at their results.
The word is used here in the sense of ‘Tannaitic Hebrew’.
The comment most closely resembles that of LT, but there are similar
comments in BR, R, MA and MG, while TNB and ST have long
discussions of the meaning of the stem.
The comment is included in the fuller text of R on this verse but
occurs in the comments of LT, MA, MG and YS on the previous verse,
based on BT B. Bat. 16b.
LT, like this commentary, specifically asks why the word is mentioned
twice. The commentaries and midrashim provide various answers and
the one offered here occurs in BR, LT and YS.
The same interpretation is offered in R but minus the last two words
and with the addition of a reference to the TO at the beginning; cp.
also TNB, LT and MA.
The comment occurs in LT with a number of textual variations.
cp. s.
The literal interpretation preferred here is similar to that of IE; cp.
also ST.
The point is made in BR, TNB and later midrashim, but the formulation here is almost identical with that of R.
Although only the first words of the comment are preserved, it is clearly
parallel to that of IE; cp. also SZper Ijcisidim, section 341, ed.
R. Margaliot (Jerusalem, 1957), p. 256.
The reference is obviously to one of the brothers’ various misdemeanours according to the midrashim, but the first few letters are
unclear and I have therefore been unable to identify which one.
The comment is found in BR, LT and YS but only in LT is it formulated, as here, in the third person. It should also be noted that R has
a similar but shorter comment and that the word mithapp&im used
here occurs in the text of BR in MS Vat. Ebr. 30, fo 151a (with final niin
for final m&n).
_This moral lesson is derived in BR, repeated in LT, MA and MG, and
cited by Q. It is intended to explain the concern for the welfare of
the sheep.
Although this aggadic interpretation of ‘the valley of Hebron’ occurs
in BR, TNB (p. 183) and TJ and is followed by many of the later
anthologies, the version used here and in R is that of BT Sota 1 la.
Cp. also Q and N.
With the exception of the correction, the text is precisely that of R.
Similar reference to the unfortunate events that occurred at Shechem
is made in BT Sanh. 102a and in TN but not in the order adopted
by R.
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The comment is again identical with that of R, based on TN; cp. also
MA, MG, PRE (ch. 38) ST, TJ and YS.
The text most closely resembles YS; cp. also MA and MG.
The comments are substantially those of R with some variations in
order and formulation.
This paraphrase is found in IE; cp. also N.
See BR, LT, MG, ST and YS.
On this identification of the brothers involved see TNB (p. 183) TJ, LT
and ST and Buber’s notes on LT.
RS also equates the meanings of these two demonstrative adjectives
but argues that the one with Limed is used when the speaker is at a
distance from the subject being described; cp. also LT and ST.
The simple grammatical point being made is that the wrSw consecutive
is here being used with the imperfect tense but with reference to the
future.
This midrash is found in BR and LT, but in neither is it made clear,
as it is here, that it is based on a chronological interpretation of
the word mZrci@q.
The midrash on Reuben’s absence is included in BR and repeated in
LT, MA and YS, while the matter of his reward is found in BR and
BT Mak. 10a and repeated in LT, MA, MG and YS. The structure and
formulation here are most similar to those of LT, with Reuben’s
comment about his being held responsible as the firstborn, which
occurs in many of the midrashim, held back until later.
See R, who also cites the midrash from BR here and not earlier.
The same point is made in WR 34.8 and cited here by LT, TNB
(p. 184) and YS.
The comments on Joseph’s clothing are almost identical with those of
R, the first based on BR and the second similar to the rationalist
interpretations of RS, ST and Q.
This interpretation of the defective spelling occurs in BR, MA, MG
and YS but is as explicit as it is here only in ST. The later paS@nim,
such as B and Q, also make reference to it. Cp. also TNB, introduction, p. 139.
It is noteworthy that, unless there has been a case of homoioteleuton,
the commentary does not cite the simple midrash that the pit did not
contain water but snakes and scorpions (BT Sabb. 22a and widely in
the commentaries and midrashim) but offers the various interpretations
included in BR, in clarified form. Although ST and YS also go further
than the simple midrash, neither offers anything as extensive as this.
The comment also appears in short form in BR. What is meant is that
even their sins benefitted the world, since they led to Joseph’s provision
of food in time of famine, as is made clear in ST, Pt?siqtti Rabbati 10.13
and TN on K TiSiti’, paragraph 2.
The explanation that a caravan is here being referred to is also ofiered
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by R, IE and ST, all based on the rendering of TO. TO and TJ also
translate yi~m.C’dim as ‘Arabs’, and this is followed here and by S
but not in the other commentaries mentioned.
The whole section varies only to a minor extent from the standard text
of R, in which the first midrash concerning the pleasant-smelling
materials being ferried by the Ishmaelites originates in BR and Mekiltu
(on Wuytihi B&zllu~, ed. J.Z. Lauterbach (Philadelphia, 1933), vol. I,
p. 235, or eds. H.S. Horovitz and LA. Rabin (Jerusalem, 1960), p. 106),
and the definitions of the Hebrew names for these materials are based
on BR 91 .l 1, the talmudic passage cited and Ibn Saruq; cp. also ST
and T-A. The alternative explanation offered for the word b:’ is found
in IE.
119 The idea that Judah’s intention in suggesting the sale was to find a
suitable punishment for Joseph’s provocative behaviour towards his
brothers is found in BR, MA, MG, ST and YS, but the formulation
here is closest to LT.
A similar but longer comment on the meaning of the stem, with
references to targumic usage, is found in R; cp. also ST.
R and ST on this verse and BR, LT, MA, MG, ST and YS on
verse 36 explain the discrepancies in the names of the merchants as
indicative of numerous sales. They do not, however, make the point
that they were all in the same caravan.
This more literal interpretation tallies with those of IE and Q;
cp. n. 142 below.
123 This explanation of the low price paid for Joseph is offered in TN and
MG in more lengthy form.
124 These two midrashim occur, with substantial variation of text, in PT
Seqal. 2.4 (4ti), PRK Seqal. 17b (ed. B. Mandelbaum, pp. 32-3) and
BR 84.18, and are reproduced in YS and partly in MA, MG, LT
and ST.
125 The whole section tallies with R with the exception of the first four
legible words in the third line. These are borrowed from BR (here
and on verse 21 above), which is the source of all but the last comment
in the section and the direct reference to Reuben’s immorality; for the
latter see TJ.
126 The comment that Reuben, instead of finding a penance for his immoral act, now encountered even more trouble, is also made in LT;
see also TJ.
127 This text, in common with LT, MA, ST and YS, follows closely the
midrash in BR, which claims that Reuben was the first man to repent
of his sins; see also Sfrfre, Deuteronomy, section 31, ed. L. Finkelstein (n. 37 above), p. 52.
128 The similarity of this animal’s blood to that of human beings is
referred to in TJ and BR and cited by R and many other commentators and midrashim. The formulation here is closest to that of LT.
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This play on the word pussim is widely made in the midrashim on
verse 3 but here only in AB 61 (p. 123) and MG.
130 The similarity of the phrase used here to that occurring in Gen. xxviii.25
is used for this interpretation in BR and BT Sota lob and widely
followed in the midrashim. The formulation here most closely
resembles that of YS.
131 The point of the comment is to distinguish the absolute and construct
forms of the noun and to argue that here the he’ in no way militates
against its being the construct case since it is the interrogative
particle. R’s point on the previous phrase is similar but expressed
differently.
132 This statement is attributed to Jacob in BR, MG and YS, but in
Aramaic. Here it has been translated into Hebrew.
133 The whole passage tallies with R except that here the description of
Potiphar’s wife as a &zy~ti rti’ti is more direct, and an explicit mention
of God’s partnership in the brothers’ oath is avoided. R’s sources are
BR, PRE (ch. 38), TN and TJ. The variant nitnu&ih for niq&ih
should also be noted.
134 This allusion to Judah is also claimed by TN (Wayyiggu9, section 9),
AB 61 (p. 124) and YS; other commentaries and midrashim make
reference to it in their comments on Gen. xlix.9.
135 The whole passage derives from BR and is repeated in LT, MG, YS
and (partly) ST, the only substantial variant being the omission of a
reference to David’s wearing of sackcloth (1 Chr. xxi. 16) and the
addition of the last four words, both as in LT.
136 Many of the midrashim follow BR in identifying this period of time
as one of twenty-two years, but the link with Jacob’s own failure to
honour his parents for this period is more explicitly made by R; see
his comments here and on BT Meg. 17~. Neither the midrashim nor R
add the rider that Jacob had had parental authority for this absence.
137 With the exception that the reference to the Canaanite origins of
Jacob’s daughters-in-law is omitted, the comment is as that of R, which
is based on TNB (p. 182). See also BR, MG, TJ and YS, which have
a similar explanation of the occurrence here of ‘daughters ‘.
138 This is a slightly abbreviated version of what appears in TNB (p. 181)
and is repeated in YS on the subject of the special significance of the
number twelve and Jacob’s anguish at the apparent loss of this and
the ‘death’ of Joseph.
139 The idea is found in the addenda to Musseket Sipt?rim, ed. M. Higger
(New York, 1937), p. 368, and BR, and repeated widely in the
midrashim, but the formulation here is very similar to that of R.
140 The comments and the style are again substantially those of R, who
borrowed the midrash from TN ( WuyyigguS, section 9); on the literal
meaning of Sheol see also IE.
141 The interpretation that the father here referred to is not Jacob but
129
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Isaac occurs in TJ and is widespread in the midrashim from BR.
The formulation is again almost identical with that of R.
The view that the different names refer to the same group is expressed
here by RS. It is also followed by IE and Q on xxxvii.28 (see n. 122
above) and by MG on xxxix. 1.
This is precisely the comment of R, who prefers to explain the stem
in the sense of ‘preparing meat’ rather than ‘putting to death’; cp. the
Targumim and the comments of IE and N on this verse, RS and LT
on xxxix. 1, and the medieval Hebrew dictionaries S.V. tb(z.
The commentary here follows R in conflating the midrashim found
in TNB (pp. 181 and 183) and in BR but expands the comment by
including the statement about ch. xxxix at the beginning and the
views of R. Johanan and R. Eliezer at the end, all borrowed from BR.
Cp. Q and B, who exploit the midrash in similar fashion.
The comment about the brothers not having to look after their own
matrimonial arrangements occurs substantially in this form in BR and
is repeated in MG, ST and YS.
The absurdity of establishing the chronology of these events on the
basis of where they appear in the pentateuchal narrative is similarly
pointed out by IE but in a somewhat less concise fashion. The basic
point is that twenty-two years elapsed between the sale of Joseph and
the settlement in Goshen and the events described in ch. xxxviii could
not possibly be telescoped into such a short period.

Translation of the Hebrew text
. . . intimating to the girl that she should not go.

AND

SHE

SAID:

of my own free will, unhesitatingly. [xxiv.591 AND HER
N U R S E : T h i s w a s D e b o r a h . [xxiv.601
MAY YOU BECOME THE MOTHER
OF
MILLIONS: May you and your descendants enjoy the blessings
promised to Abraham on Mount Moriah in the words I SHALL INDEED
MULTIPLY
YOUR
DESCENDANTS
[ G e n . xxii.171. God grant that those
descendants come from your line. Nevertheless, Rebekah was not blessed
with pregnancy until Isaac had prayed for her, 1 so that her family would
not be able to claim that their prayers had produced results. [xxiv.621
B E' ER LAHAY RO' I : Isaac had gone there to fetch Hagar, for she had
sat down by the well and asked God to heed her plight. [xxiv.631
LASUAI~ IN THE FIELD : That is, ‘to pray’, as in the verse B E F O R E
THE LORD HE POURS OUT H I S PRAYER [Psalm cii.11. Another view is
that he was walking alone among the trees [S$zTm]. [xxiv.641 WHEN SHE
SA w ISAAC : when she caught that splendid sight of him standing there
with his arms stretched out in prayer, she said: ‘This must be a great
m a n . ’ S H E A L I G H T E D F R O M T H E C A M E L: S h e deliberately let herself
down to the ground, I as Targum Onqelos renders it ‘and she let herself
I

SHALL

GO
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d o w n ’ . [xxiv.651 S H E T O O K T H E S C A R F A N D C O V E R E D H E R F A C E :
Two women, Rebekah and Tamar, covered themselves with a scarf, and
both of them gave birth to twins. [xxiv.661 THE SERVANT TOLD ISAAC:
He informed him about the miracles that had occurred for him on his
journey and also how the encounter with Rebekah had taken place in
response to his prayer. [xxiv.671 THE TENT, SARAH HIS MOTHER: T h a t
is, the tent of Sarah his mother. Another view is that she took on the
role of Sarah his mother. As long as Sarah had been alive a lamp burned
I5 in her tent every Friday evening, 1 there was always blessing in the dough
and a cloud [of protection] hovered over the tent. When his mother died
these things ceased but with Rebekah’s arrival they resumed. I S A A C
WAS COMFORTED FOR [THE DEATH OF] HIS

MOTHER:ltiSafXtOf

life that as long as a man’s mother is alive he tends to cling to her, but
when she dies, he takes comfort in his wife. Another explanation of
ISAAC WAS COMFORTED is that he had almost despaired of finding a
woman as worthy and as pious as his mother Sarah when he found
R e b e k a h w h o w a s s o l i k e h e r . T h e r e f o r e ISAAC WAS COMFORTED
20 ETC.[XXV.~] 1 A B R A H A M M A R R I E D A N O T H E R W O M A N : T h i s i s i l l u m i nated by the verse [Eccles. xi.61 sow YOUR SEED IN THE MORNING
AND DO NOT REMAIN IDLE IN THE EVENING E T C . R. E l i e z e r e x p l a i n s :
If you have sown early in the season do a late sowing too since you never
know which of them will do well. If you have learned Torah in your
youth, return to your study in your old age since you never know which
lessons will be retained. R. Samuel b. Nahmani explains: If you had sons
in your youth and your wife has died, take another wife in your old age
and produce sons, since you never know who will ) survive. From whom
do you learn this.7 From Abraham, of whom it is said A B R A H A M
MARRIED ANOTHER ETC. Another explanation is that A B R A H A M
MARRIED AGAIN at the divine command, as indicated in the [occurrence
o f t h e s a m e s t e m i n t h e ] v e r s e THE LORD SPOKE TO ME AGAIN
[Isa. viii.51. Another explanation is that the verb used here alludes to
the increased sexual appetite with which God endowed him. W H O S E
NAME WAS KETURAH: This was Hagar. Why then is she called Keturah?
It is because her actions were as sweet as incense [which is also from
the stem qp]. Another explanation is that she kept herself sexually
inviolate [literally ‘closed her opening’, again from the stem qfr]. No man
had had relations with her since the day she left Abraham, in spite of the
fact that it is recorded of her that S H E W A N D E R E D A B O U T IN T H E
BEERSHEBA
1 D E S E R T [ G e n . xxi.141 [xxv.51 A B R A H A M G A V E E V E R Y THING HE HAD TO ISAAC : What kind of blessing was it that God
promised him when he said BE A BLESSING [Gen. xii.2]? The meaning
appears to be: The blessings are passed on to you for the benefit of
whomever you wish; and it was this faculty that Abraham passed on to
Isaac. Another view is [that he bequeathed him his] property and [the
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right to] burial in the Cave [of Machpelah]. R. Mama b. R. I;Ianina
states that he gave him no blessing since he foresaw that his issue would
include Esau, whose behaviour would become degenerate. All that he gave
5 him was, 1 literally, a gift, that is, all his possessions. It is like the story
of a king who had an orchard, which he leased to a tenant. In it there
were two trees, intertwined, one producing a life-saving drug and the
other a deadly poison. The tenant said [to himself]: If I water the tree
producing the life-saving drug the other tree will also absorb the moisture
and will always exist alongside it, but if I do not water it how will it survive?
He said [to himself 1: I shall not water them at all. Let the owner of the
IO orchard come and do what he wishes. This is what Abraham said: 1 If
I bless Isaac, Esau will be included in the blessing. Let the Dispenser of
Blessings come and bless whomever he wishes. This is the reason why
God appeared to Isaac after Abraham’s death and [himself ] blessed him,
as the verse states: NOW AFTER THE DEATH OF ABRAHAM GOD
BLESSED
ISAAC
HIS
SON
[ G e n . xxv.ll]. [xxv.61 T H E S O N S O F T H E
C O N C U B I N E S : He had only one concubine, and this was Hagar. In the
time of Alexander of Macedon the Ishmaelites made a case contesting
Israel’s claim to the birthright. Our rabbis, of blessed memory, asked
15 who would go and argue the case with them. 1 Gebiha b. Pesisa said:
I shall go. If I win, good and well. If not, you can say: ‘Why on earth
did this nobody represent us ?’ So he went and represented them. Having
been requested by the court to state their claim, the Ishmaelites said:
We seek redress from them and we call their Torah as evidence against
them for it states: HE SHALL RECOGNIZE THE RIGHTS OF HIS
FIRSTBORN,

THE

SON

OF

HIS

UNLOVED

WIFE

AND

GIVE

HIM

A

[Deut. xxi.171. Ishmael was just such a firstborn! Gebihah answered them [with the question]: May a man dispose
of his assets during his lifetime in whatever fashion he chooses, or not?
20 They said that he might. Is that so? 1 (he replied), then it is written in the
T o r a h : ABRAHAM GAVE ALL THAT HE HAD TO ISAAC [ G e n . xxv.51.
At this they all slipped away shamefaced. [xxv.71 THE TOTAL YEARS
DOUBLE

OF

PORTION

ABRAHAM'S

E T C.

LIFE

WERE

A

HUNDRED

YEARS,

AND

SEVENTY

At a hundred he was like a man of seventy,
and at seventy like a child of five with regard to sin. [xxv.81 OLD AND
CONTENT : This teaches us that God reveals his glory to the righteous at
the time of their death and they feel content. HE WAS R E J O I N E D
25 W I T H H I S K I N S F O L K: As long as the soul plays a part in 1 bodily
functions it is estranged from its source but when it takes leave of the
body its honour is restored to its true place. [xxv.91 I S A A C A N D
ISHMAEL BURIED HIM: This indicates that Ishmael repented. Coming
from the desert to pay respect to Abraham, he allowed Isaac to take
precedence and played the secondary role. This is what is meant by the
H A P P Y OLD AGE a s c r i b e d t o A b r a h a m . [xxv.111
AFTER
THE
DEATH
OF
ABRAHAM
GOD
BLESSED
I S A A C:
He pronounced over him the
YEARS,

AND

FIVE

YEARS:

21.5

blessing for comforting mourners. [xxv.131 BY THEIR NAMES ACCORDING TO THEIR BIRTH: I [According to] the order of their birth, one
byone.[xxv.l7] THESE ARE THE YEARS OF ISHMAEL' S LIFE: R. Hiyya
b. Abba said: Why are Ishmael’s years enumerated? The reason is that
he repented during his father’s lifetime. It is said of him HE BREATHED
HIS LAST and such an expression is used only with reference to the
r i g h t e o u s . [xxv.181 H E W A N D E R E D A B O U T N E A R H I S K I N S F O L K : I t
is normal to use this expression ncpilii of nomads who wander from
place to place as in the v e r s e Y O U ARE STRAYING OVER TO THE
CHALDEANS [Jer. xxxvii.131. Another explanation is that the stem means
‘ d w e l l ’ a s i n t h e v e r s e T H E M I D I A N I T E S, AMALEKITES AND ALL THE
EASTERN
TRIBES
WERE
STATIONED
IN
THE
VALLEY
[ J u d g . vii.121.
[According to another, midrashic interpretation] the expression nope1 1s
5 used here I while an earlier verse [Gem xvi.121 says [of Ishmael]: H E
NEAR
HIS
K I N S F O L K.
As long as Abraham
WILL
D W E L L [yiSktin]
was alive he dwelt [there] but when Abraham died he too passed away.

III

[XXV.191
S O N,

THIS IS THE STORY OF THE DESCENDANTS OF ABRAHAM'S

I S A A C:

This exemplifies the scriptural verse

ARE THE CROWN OF OLD AGE AND

SONS

ARE

GRANDCHILDREN

PROUD

OF

THEIR

[Prov. xvii.61. Ancestral merit is a blessing to the family and
worthy grandchildren do credit to their forebears. The first part of this
claim is supported by the latter half of the verse cited, while the remainder
10 of the verse I justifies the rest of the claim. Abraham benefited from the
merit of Jacob when Nimrod threw him into the fiery furnace. God came
down to save him but the ministering angels said: Lord of the World!
How can you save this man ? Look how many evil men will be among
his issue! God replied, I am saving him for the sake of Jacob his grandson.
This is what is meant by the verse T H E R E F O R E T H I S I S W H A T W A S
FATHERS

SAID

I5

BY

THE

LORD,

THE

GOD

OF

THE

HOUSE

OF

JACOB

WHO

[Isa. xxix.221. It was Jacob’s merit I that saved
Abraham. And where is there an example of ancestral merit blessing
members of the family? When Laban pursued Jacob and quarrelled with
h i m , J a c o b s a i d : IF NOT FOR THE GOD OF MY FATHER , T H E G O D
OF ABRAHAM ETC. [Gen. xxxi.421. It is clear then that Jacob was saved
from Laban by the merit of Abraham. There is another interpretation
SAVED

Of

ABRAHAM

THIS IS

ISAAC

THE STORY OF THE DESCENDANTS OF ABRAHAM'S SON,

: Once brief mention has been made of Ishmael’s descendants, the

matter of Isaac’s line is taken up and dealt with at length. Since he is
1 AB R A H A M 'S soN it was necessary to [remove
all doubt-about his parentage and] add: I S A A C ' S F A T H E R W A S
ABRAHAM, that is, Isaac was physically like his father. The angel
responsible for such forms made the facial features of Isaac similar to
those of Abraham so that anyone seeing him would acknowledge that
Abraham was his father. Furthermore, anyone who saw his good deeds
would say that he truly was THE SON OF HIS FATHER, A B R A H A M.

20 mentioned as ISAAC,
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[xxv.201 ISAAC WAS FORTY YEARS O LD ETC.: Some of our rabbis, of
blessed memory, made the following calculation : The news of the birth of
Rebekah was given to Abraham on his return from Mount Moriah; 1 Isaac
was thirty-seven years old when bound [on the altar for sacrifice], since
Sarah was ninety years old when he was born and one hundred and
twenty-seven when she died, and her death is recorded in the chapter
immediately following the binding; the news of the birth of Isaac’s future
partner was also given at this time; it therefore turns out that Rebekah
was only three years old [in this story]. Nor need one be amazed at the
fact that she went to the well and gave the camels water at the age of three;
the people of those days were very different from their counterparts of
t o d a y . D A U G H T E R O F B E T H U E L, T H E A R A M E A N: T h i s [ m e n t i o n o f
ARA MEAN] is by way of praise for her indicating that, although her
father, her brother and 1 the men of her home town were wicked rogues
[rammti’?], she did not learn from their misdeeds but was LIKE A LILY
AMONG THE THORNS [SOL@ Of SOngS ii.21. AS HIS WIFE: [A Wife]
suitable for him; it was fitting for such a righteous woman to be married
to a righteous man. P A D D AN - A R A M: The countryside of Aram [Has. xii.1 31.
[xxv.211 IS A AC P LEAD E D: He prayed continually and fervently until God
complied with his wish. [The stem is] the same as that used in the phrase
HE
RESPONDED
TO
THE
P L E A D W I T H T H E L O R D [ E x o d . ix.281.
P L E A: He complied with his wish. Another view is that the stem ‘tr
means ‘turning over’. The implement with which one turns over 1 the
grain is called 2ter. The power of the righteous is such that they ‘overturn’
God’s decrees from the harsh to the beneficial. IN RELATION TO HIS
w I F E: He stood in one corner and said : Lord of the World, may any
children that you may give me be from this righteous woman! She stood
in another corner and said: Lord of the World, may any children that
you may give me be from this righteous man! FOR SHE WAS BARREN:
He prayed for her only after he realized that she was barren, for he had
waited 1 ten years and she had not given birth. H E R E S P O N D E D T O
H I S P L E A: His and not hers. The prayer of the righteous child of a
righteous father cannot be compared to that of the righteous child of a
wicked father. [xxv.221 T H E B O Y S S T R U G G L E D : As Targum O n q e l o s
translates it: The boys pushed hard in her womb. [The stem is used] in a
similar way [in the Mishnah with reference to] the impurity [contracted
through a container being] tightly packed [Tohar. 8.21. Another possible
meaning is ‘darting’ as in the verse D A R T I N G L I K E L I G H T N I N G
[Nahum ii.51. This indicates that when she passed by entrances to pagan
shrines Esau tried to dart free, as the verse has it, THE w I CKED
CHOOSE
IDOLATRY
FROM
THE
WOMB
[ P s a l m lviii.41, b u t w h e n s h e
passed by the entrance to Shem and Eber’s Torah academy I Jacob tried
to dart free in the manner expressed by the verse B E F O R E I FORMED
YOU IN THE WOMB I KNEW YOU WERE MINE, BEFORE YOU CAME
INTO

THE

WORLD

I

SET

YOU

APART

[Jer. i.51. Another interpretation
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of the use here of the stem rw+ is that it means that each chases after the
other to kill him. Alternatively [the use of no&uiqon makes possible the
explanation that] each permits what the other proscribes. T H E BOY s :
They are described as such since this is what they ultimately turned out
to be. SHE SAID, IF so: If the suffering of pregnancy is like this W H Y
W A S I so desirous of praying to become pregnant. So she went around
from house to house 1 asking the women if they had experienced such
distress. SHE WENT TO SEEK THE LORD ' S G U I D A N C E: S h e offered a
sacrifice. Another interpretation is that she inquired at the academy of
Shem and Eber what would become of her and prayed on behalf of her
unborn child. The lesson for us is that paying one’s respects to the aged
is tantamount to greeting the Shekhinah. [xxv.231 THE LORD SAID TO
H E R: By prophetic mediation, since Shem, Eber and Abraham were still
alive and were prophets. TWO NATIONS: [The Hebrew spelling of the
latter word alludes to the fact that they would be] TWO LORDS, each /
lording it in his own world, each dominating his own kingdom; one
would be Hadrian ruling the Gentile world, the other Solomon, ruling
Israel. Alternatively [a play may be made on the first Hebrew word of the
expression] TWO NATIONS and would refer to the universal hatred which
both Esau and Israel would attract. TWO P E O P L E S : The word lZ6m
means simply ‘ kingdom’ ; as Targum Onqelos translates it, ‘one kingdom
w i l l b e s t r o n g e r t h a n t h e o t h e r ’ . P A R T I N G F R O M Y O U R W O M B:
R. Berekiah said: [We learn] from here that Jacob was born circumcised.
Alternatively, PARTING FROM YOUR WOMB: One on his way to wickedness, the other to rectitude and integrity. O N E P E O P L E W I L L B E
S T R O N G E R THAN THE
OTHER: One’s elevation would mean the other’s
d e m o t i o n . ( T H E O L D E R W I L L T H E Y O U N G E R S E R V E: R . Huna said:
If Jacob merits it T H E O L D E R W I L L S E R V E T H E Y O U N G E R ; if not,
THE OLDER WILL ENSLAVE THE YOUNGER. [xxv.241 THERE WERE
INDEED TWINS IN HER WOMB: [ T h e Hebrew word for TWINS is s p e l t ]
without an ‘tileph to indicate that while one was upright the other was
wicked. In the case of Tamar, however [Gen. xxxviii.271, the word is spelt
plene, to indicate that they were both upright. [xxv.251 THE ~1 RST ONE
WHO CAME OUT WAS REDDISH : Esau was born first so that all the
impurities could be discharged with him. 1 A parallel may be drawn with
the cleansing of a bath-house. Only after the attendant has entered and
completed this does he make the facility available to a royal prince.
A Roman matron once asked R. Yose why Esau had been born first. He
explained that Esau had been conceived from a second sperm and drew an
analogy with a tube: ‘If you were to place two pearls in a tube and then
turn it upside-down, the pearl which you inserted last would come out
first [, would it not?]; this is how it was with Jacob, first to be conceived
but second to be born.’ Another interpretation has it that Esau was born
first because he has taken possession of 1this, the former world, while Jacob
was born after because he is to inherit the world hereafter. R ED DISH :
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The yod is superfIuous as it is in [the Hebrew word for] C R U E L. The use
of the word REDDISH alludes to the blood that he was to spill. When
Samuel saw that David was R E D D I S H [ 1 Sam. xvi. 121 he was apprehensive
that the lad would be like Esau and spill blood. God, however, assured him
that HIS VIEWS AND PERCEPTION WERE FAULTLESS [I Sam. XVi.121.
Esau had killed at his own whim while David would take life only with
15 the authority of the court of the Sanhedrin. 1 AS A HAIRY MANTLE
ALL
O V E R: Like a shaggy woollen cloak. T H E Y
CALLED
HIM
E S A U:
All those who saw him styled him ‘Esau’ because [the Hebrew name
alludes to the fact that] the hair on his body was as fully developed as in
one of mature years. An[other] midrash [by the use of no@riqon]: [His
name was] ESAU because it was of no value to the world that he was
c r e a t e d . [xxv.261 A F T E R W A R D S H I S B R O T H E R E M E R G E D W I T H H I S
HAND
GRASPING
ESAU' S HEEL: This was an omen that Esau would
not succeed in completing his period of rule before Jacob arose and took
power from him. H E C A L L E D H I M J A C O B : His father called him
Jacob ) because of the [Hebrew word for] heel [which has the same stem
as the name]. ISAAC WAS SIXTY YEARS OLD: Abraham was [then] one
hundred and sixty. He was privileged to see Jacob reach the age of fifteen
and provided him with his intellectual and ethical training. [xxv.271
WHEN THE LADS GREW UP : As long as they were small they went to
school together and nobody paid close enough attention to them to note
their individual characteristics, but when they grew up one went off to the
academy of Shem and Eber and the other turned to idolatry. This may
be illustrated by the case of the briar and the myrtle. They are indis25 tinguishable 1 while they grow together but once they go their own ways
one produces a scent and the other a thorn. ESAU WAS AN ACCOMP L I S H E D T R A P P E R: Full of guile, for one who hunts game has to be
a master of cunning and deceit. According to another explanation, he
trapped his father and deceived him. He asked him how one should tithe
salt and straw, and his father was given the impression that he was strictly
observant. A third interpretation is that he ensnared people with their own
remarks [when cross-examining them]. Having [at one stage] elicited the
response that they had not stolen or murdered he [later] asked them who
had been with them [at the time of the offence]. AN OUTDOOR MAN:
A man of leisure, he hunted animals and birds with his bow. Alternatively,
[the word&de means that] his behaviour was as little under control as a
field 1 w i t h o u t f e n c i n g . BUT JACOB by contrast WAS A N U N S P O I L T
CHAR A CTER : He was no expert in all these matters, the adjective ttim
being applied to anyone lacking the ability to beguile. R E M A I N I N G
INDOORS : In the academy of Shem and Eber. He also found numerous
ways of perfecting the inner man and conducted himself within the spirit,
not just the letter, of the Law. [xxv.281 ISAAC LOVED ESAU FOR T H E
GAME
IN
HIS
MOUTH: As Targum Onqelos translates it ‘for he had
meals from what he had hunted’. Another explanation is that the mouth
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was Esau’s 1 and that [Isaac admired the way in which] he trapped people
w i t h h i s m o u t h . W H I L E R E B E K A H G R E W F O N D E R O F J A C O B: S h e
used to hear him at his Torah studies every day and she developed a
special affection for him. This is what is meant by [the use of the participle
in the p h r a s e ] W H I L E R E B E K A H G R E W F O N D E R O F J A C O B. A n o t h e r
reason for this was that God had said to her THE ELDER WILL SERVE
THE
Y O U N G E R. [xxv.291
JACOB PREPARED A BROTH: T h e w o r d m e a n s
a cooked dish, in this case made of lentils. AND ESAU CAME HOME
FROM
HUNTING: He asked what particular significance that dish had for
that day and when Jacob told him that it was [a mourner’s meal] to mark
the death of their grandfather [Abraham], he exclaimed: ‘God’s judgement has struck 1 at that [pious] old man! In that case there is no justice
and therefore no divine judge !’ The divine response is recorded in the
s c r i p t u r a l v e r s e [ J e r . xxii.101: WEEP NOT FOR THE DEAD NOR MOURN
FOR

RATHER

HIM.

ABANDONED

HIS

Abraham.

WEEP

P L A C E.

RATHER

WEEP

BITTERLY

WEEP

NOT

BITTERLY

FOR
FOR

FOR
THE

THE
D E A D:

THE

ONE

ONE

WHO

HAS

This refers to
WHO

HAS

A B A N-

This refers to Esau who has abandoned his place
in the Eternal World. AND HE WAS FAINT : The word means the same
as tired. Alternatively, it means that he was thirsty as in the verse M Y
SOUL
THIRSTS
FOR
YOU
AS
PARCHED
GROUND
[ P s a l m cxliii.6) W e
are thus informed that he came in tired, hungry and thirsty. Our rabbis,
of blessed memory, stated that on that day he committed five offences.
He murdered, committed adultery, stole, practised idolatry and denied
God. 1 They derived all of these from the verse by the method of analogy.
[xxv.301 CRAM ME FULL : There are no other occurrences of the stem in
the Hebrew Bible, but in the Mishnah there is the statement that O N E
MAY OVERFEED A CAMEL [i.e.] by opening its mouth and pouring in food
until one has filled its belly when one wishes to take it on a journey
involving many days without food [Sabb. 24.33. Esau thus meant: ‘Fill
me up with these red lentils the way one does when one crams food [into
animals].’ Why [is the mourner’s meal] of lentils? The reason is that they
are round like a wheel and bereavement revolves 1 like a wheel in the
world. Another reason is that just as lentils have no mouth [i.e. cleft] so
the mourner may not open his mouth [in greeting]. SOME OF THE RED,
THIS RED STUFF: Why is ‘red’ mentioned twice? The repetition serves
to point out [the centrality of that colour for Esau and his history]. Just
as the dish of lentils is here called ‘red’ so Esau, his land and his warriors
are all called ‘red’ [in the Hebrew Bible] and vengeance will one day be
taken on him by one dressed in red [Isa. Ixiii.l-21. [xxv.311 HE SAID,
SELL ME AS OF TODAY : That is to say, ‘Just as today is clear so let your
sale to me be completely clear and fully apparent.’ Alternatively, ‘Just as
this day 1will depart, never to return, so let your sale be unquestionably
conclusive, eternally valid and incontrovertible.’ The literal meaning is ‘Sell
me your birthright today so that I may acquire a double share of my

DONED

HIS

PLACE:
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father’s possessions.’ It was well known that the firstborn took a double
share, as indicated in Jacob’s statement to Reuben [Gen. xlix.41 YOU A R E
UNSTABLE AS WATER AND

WILL

HAVE

NO

EXTRA

INHERITANCE.

Another reason why [Jacob desired] Esau’s birthright was because the
sacrificial service was then conducted by the firstborn and he thought that
such an evildoer was unworthy of offering sacrifices to God. [xxv.321
E S A U S A I D, I M AY DIE AT ANY MOMENT : Each day he puthimselfin
danger . . . 1
[xxxvii.l3] but he did not suspect them. Jacob bore these things in
mind, and his stomach turned as he thought to himself: ‘He knows
that his brothers hate him and still he says to me I AM RE A DY . '
[xxxvii.14] B R I N G M E B A C K W O R D : me l e a r n f r o m h e r e t h a t o n e
should inquire after the welfare of anything from which one derives
benefit.] HE S E N T H I M F R O M T H E D E P T H O F H E B R O N: B u t i s H e b r o n
not situated on a hill as indicated in the verse THEY CAME UP BY THE
SOUTHERN
ROUTE
1 A N D A R R I V E D A T H E B R O N [ N u m . xiii.22]?[The
word DE P TH is here to be taken metaphorically and means] rather that
Joseph went in order to bring about the deeply significant prediction that
God had made in the context of his agreement with the righteous one
buried in H e b r o n ; as the verse says: HE SAID TO A B R A H A M, K N O W
FOR

SURE

THAT

YOUR

DESCENDANTS

WILL

BE

STRANGERS

IN

[Gen.xv.13]. A N D H E A R R I V E D A T S H E C H E M .
A place destined for calamity - it was there that the sons of Jacob went
astray, there that Dinah was seduced and there that the Davidic Kingdom
was divided, as reported in the passage beginning N O W R E H O B O A M
W E N T TO
S H E C H E M [2 Chr. x.l].[xxxvii.15] A M A N
FOUND
H I M:
This
was [the angel] Gabriel also [called M AN] in the phrase T HE M A N
G A B R I E L [Dan. ix.21l.I R. Yannai was of the opinion that he encountered
three angels as indicated by the [repetition of the word MAN in the]
p h r a s e s A M A N F O U N D H I M, T H E M A N A S K E D H I M, T H E M A N T O L D
HIM. [XXXVii.l7] THE MAN SAID, THEY HAVE TRAVELLED ON FROM
H E R E: The literal sense is T H E Y H A V E T R A V E L L E D O N F R O M T H I S
place. FOR I HEARD THEM SAY, L E T u s G O O N TO DOTHAN: T h e
name of a place. A midrashic interpretation of THEY HAVE TRAVELLED
ON FROM HERE is that [he told Joseph that] they had travelled far away
from brotherly behaviour, and that while he was saying, I AM LOOKIN G
FOR MY BROTHERS , they were looking for cunning devices to use against
him and bring about his death. [xxxvii.18] T H E Y S A W H I M F R O M A
D I S T A N C E.. . AND CONSPIRED 1 AGAINST HIM: They schemed wickedly
against him. Another interpretation is that they set the dogs on him.
[xxxvii.l9] O N E S A I D T O H I S B R O T H E R: Simeon and Levi were those
involved. T HAT [D REAMER]: The word has the same sense as the regular
demonstrative adjective and is similarly used in the phrase WHO I S
T H A I - M A N ? [ G e n . xxiv.651. [xxxvii.20] A N D S A Y T H A T A W I L D
A N I M A L H A S D E V O U R E D H I M : The verb means ‘and we shall say’.
ANOTHER

COUNTRY
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SHALL SEE WHAT WILL B E C O M E O F H I S D R E A M S: They saw that
Jeroboam, who would encourage their descendants to embrace idolatry,
would ultimately issue from Joseph’s line. THEY SAW HIM FROM A
20 DISTANCE therefore means that they saw things in the distant future 1
and this was the reason that they said: C O M E, L E T u s K I L L H I M.

WE

[XXXVii.21]

REUBEN HEARD THIS AND

RESCUED

HIM

FROM

THEIR

C L U T C H E S:

Where then was he when they sold Joseph? That day it was
his turn to attend upon his father. Since HE R E S C U E D H I M, R e u b e n ’ s
city of refuge was privileged to be the first of those listed:
THE

NOT

DESERT
STRIKE

AT

PLATEAU
HIS

L I F E:

FOR

THE

REUBENITES

[Deut.

BEZER

iv.431.

LET

ON

u s

Let us not make a fatal attack on him.

25 [XXXVii.22] S O T H A T HE
COULD
RESCUE HIM F R O M THEIR
CLUTCHES : The Torah stands testimony for Reuben that he said ) this

only in order to rescue him and restore him to his father. He said to
himself: ‘ I am the firstborn and the leader of them all ; the scandal will be
associated only with my name.’ If only he had known that Scripture would
testify in this way on his behalf he would not have left him but would
have carried him off on his shoulders to his father. [xxxvii.23] THEY
STRIPPED HIM OF HIS R O B E: This refers to his tunic. T H E
STRIPED
R O B E: This refers to the extra one which his father had given him.
VIII [xxxvii.24] A N D T O O K H I M : [ A l t h o u g h r e a d a s a p l u r a l ] t h e w o r d i s
spelt without a wtiw to indicate that it was

1

Simeon alone who did so.

Where was he punished? In Egypt, as it is stated:

HE T O O K

SIMEON

[ G e n . xlii.241. [I N T O T H E W E L L. ] T H E W E L L W A S
E M P T Y: [The double mention of the word indicates that] there were
two wells, one full of pebbles and the other full of snakes and scorpions.
According to another explanation THE WELL WAS EMPTY m e a n s t h a t
Jacob’s well was found to be empty, that is to say, his sons who sprang
5 from his loins were empty, devoid of Torah knowledge in this matter, 1
since they did not know the punishment laid down for such a crime,
namely, IF ANYONE IS FOUND TO HAVE KIDNAPPED ONE OF HIS
FROM

THEM

FELLOWS... THAT KIDNAPPER SHALL SUFFER THE DEATH PENALTY
peut. xxiv.71.
phrase

This [lack of Torah knowledge] is alluded to in the
W A S NO
WA T E R I N IT [since Torah is midrashically

THERE

equated with water]. [In spite of the gravity of the crime] these men

sold
t h e i r b r o t h e r . [xxxvii.25] T H E Y S E T T L E D D O W N T O T H E E A T I N G O F
SOME FOOD: According to one aggadic interpretation, to ensure that all
the inhabitants of the world had food to eat. A C A R A V A N O F
I S H M A E L I T E S : A convoy of Arabs. A caravan is given this [Hebrew]
name because [it is composed] of wayfarers [the Hebrew for which is
10 derived from t h e s a m e s t e m ] . T H E I R C A M E L S L A D E N W I T H SPICERY:
Why does Scripture specify their cargo? ( It is to demonstrate how t h e
righteous receive special privileges. In the normal course of things Arabs
carry only naphtha and tar but here God arranged spices so that the
righteous Joseph would not suffer from a bad odour. SPICERY : A collec-
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tion of spices. The word also occurs in the verse, AND HE SHOWED
THEM
HIS
WHOLE
PERFUMERY
[2 Kgs xx.131, w h e r e i t r e f e r s t o t h e
place where his spices were mixed. B A L M: A resin that exudes from the
- - mentioned elsewhere
wood of the balsam tree. It is the same as the natap
in the Pentateuch [Exod. xxx.341 A N D L A D A N U M: It is known as
kitih in Mishnaic Hebrew [Seb. 7.61 and is explained as a vegetable root. (
Some say it is to be identified with gum mastic. [xxxvii.26] JUDAH
S A I D, WHAT
VALUE: As Targum Onqelos translates it: What monetary
gain shall we enjoy? Some [understand it as non-pecuniary benefit and]
translate: What benefit? This is the same sense as in the phrase W H A T
BENEFIT IS THERE IN MY DEATH? [PSalIB xxx.lO]. AND COVER UP
LET us
GO AND SELL HI M
HIS
B L O O D: And hidehisdeath.[xxxvii.27]
TO THE ISHMAELITES: What logic did Judah see in suggesting to them
such a sale? He put the following argument to them: Canaan sinned and
was punished with the curse of slavery. Joseph [has] also [behaved badly];
t h e r e f o r e , LET us co A N D SELL HIM To THE ISHMAELITES. AN D
HIS BROTHERS LISTENED[TO HIM]: [As Targum Onqelos hasit:]They
obeyed him. 1 The same [use of the stem] occurs in the phrases J A C O B
OBEYED
HIS
F A T H E R [ G e n . xxviii.7] a n d W E
SHALL
DO
so A N D
OBEY [ E x o d . xxiv.71. It means the acceptance of some statement.
[xxxvii.28] M I D I A N I T E M E R C H A N T S W E R E P A S S I N G B Y : We are t h u s
informed that there were various [groups of] merchants in the [same]
caravan and that he was sold a number of times; [first] to the Ishmaelites,
[then] by them to the Midianites and [finally] by them to the Egyptians.
The literal sense is that the CONVOY OF ARABS was [in this case] composed of Midianites. FOR TWENTY SILVER PIECES : Is it plausible that
a fine young man such as Joseph could be sold for twenty silver pieces?
No, it is just that he was so afraid 1 of the snakes and scorpions in the
well that his features changed and he looked anaemic. God said [in
reaction to this sale]: ‘Now that you have sold Rachel’s firstborn for
twenty silver pieces every Israelite will have to atone for this deed by
making an annual contribution [to the Temple] of twenty m&ih coins,
- - equal one shekel [and a m&ih
that is half a shekel’ (since twenty get-ah
is here regarded as equal to half a get-ah]). He also said : ‘ Since you have
sold Rachel’s firstborn for five shekels, each one of your firstborn children
will have to be redeemed for five shekels.’ [xxxvii.29] WHEN REUBEN
RETURNED 1 TO THE WELL ETC.: He was not present during the sale
because he was on duty that day and had gone to attend upon his father.
Another reason [given for his absence] is that he had been occupied in
wearing sackcloth and observing a fast as acts of penance for having
sexually interfered with his father’s concubine [Bilhah]. As soon as he was
free he had come and taken a look into the well. [xxxvii.30] AS FOR
M E,
WHERE
SHALL I GO: Where shall I flee from father’s distress?
What is more, I had thought that I should find a way of making amends
for the Bilhah affair [and not more trouble]. 1God responded to this:
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‘No man is yet on record as having sinned and repented. You are the
first to do so. I swear that a descendant of yours will arise as a prophet
and be the first to preach repentance.’ Whom did he mean? He meant
Hosea son of Be’eri, who would first say: R E P E N T, ISRAEL [Hos. xiv.21.
[xxxvii.31] THEY SLAUGHTERED A GOAT : Because its blood is similar
to human blood. It is for this reason that the Torah prescribes A GOAT
. . . F O R A S I N- O F F E R I N G [Num.vii.16] TO ATONE FOR YOU [ N u m .
xxviii.30]. [xxxvii.32] THEY SENT THE DI C E D R O B E: They threw dice 1
to ascertain who should bring the coat to their father, and Judah turned
out to be the unlucky one. God said to Judah: ‘You have said to your
father P L E A SE IDENTIFY TH IS ROBE, Is IT YouR SON’s ETC. I swear
that Tamar will [also] say to you: P L E A S E I D E N T I F Y T H E S E A L ,
CORDS
[ A N D STAFF],TO W H O M D O T H E Y B E L O N G? [Gen.xxxviii.25].
IS IT THE ROBE OF YOUR SON : This is phrased as a question [and the
hP’ is interrogative]. It is therefore [quite in order to explain the word
ROBE as
standing] in the construct case in relation to YOUR SON.
[xxxvii.33] HE IDENTIFIED IT AND SAID ETC.: I do see but cannot
understand what I see. IT 1s M Y S O N' S R O B E. A W I L D C R E A T U R E
HAS PREYED ON HIM. 1 A divine revelation came to him and showed
him that Potiphar’s wife, that is, A WILD CREATURE, would one day
entice him. Why did God not reveal the whole truth to him? The reason
was that the sons of Jacob had agreed to impose severe sanctions on
anyone who revealed the secret [and he had been a party to the agreement].
His father, Isaac, actually knew that Joseph was still alive but did not wish
to reveal this to Jacob, and God said : ‘ If he has not told him, I too shall
not tell him.’ According to another interpretation A w I LD c R EATU RE
HAS PREYED ON HIM contains an allusion to Judah and means that
that creature which is 1 the most powerful of the beasts, the lion [i.e. the
l i o n o f J u d a h ] h a s p r e y e d o n h i m . [xxxvii.34] J A C O B R E N T H I S
c LOTHES : The children of Israel were the cause of such an act of
mourning on their father’s part and were suitably punished in Egypt; as
the verse records: THEY RENT THEIR CLOTHES [ G e n . xliv.131. J o s e p h
was the cause of that act of mourning on their part and was suitably
punished when his descendant, Joshua, had to take the same action:
JOSHUA RENT [ HIS
CLOTHES] [Josh. vii.61. Benjamin was also one of
the causes of that same act of mourning on the part of his brothers and
25 his descendant was suitably punished in the capital Susa as indicated in
the v e r s e MORDECAI RENT HIS CLOTHES [ E s t h e r iv.11. 1 M a n a s s e h
was another cause of that act of mourning [in accordance with the
midrashic identification of the STEWARD in Gen. xliv. 1, 41 and his
inheritance was therefore split into two halves, one in Transjordan and
the other in the land of Canaan. HE PUT SACKCLOTH AROUND
H I M S EL F : R. Aibo said: Since our forefather Jacob is [recorded as] the
first to have used sackcloth as a mourning rite, it is a regular feature of
Israelite custom for all time. Of Ahab the verse says: HE PlJ T SACK -
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of Mordecai H E P U T O N S A C K C L O T H A N D A S H E S [ E s t h e r iv.11, a n d
their actions were never without effect. ( HE MOURNED FOR HIS SON
FOR A LONG TIME: For twenty-two years, corresponding to the twentytwo years during which he did not perform the duty of honouring his
parents (although he did have their permission to leave home). [xxxvii.35]
A LL

HIS soNs

AND

DA U G H TERS

TRIED

~0 COMFORT

HIM:

But he

had only one daughter, did he not, and he would rather ) have buried
her?! R. Judah explained [the discrepancy by suggesting] that twin
daughters were born with each of Jacob’s sons. According to R. Nehemiah
the reference is to his daughters-in-law since a man has no inhibitions
about calling his son-in-law his son and his daughter-in-law his daughter.
HE REFUSED TO BE COMFORTED: He said: ‘God’s promise about t h e
twelve tribes is now [apparently] no longer valid. Yet I did make every
effort to maintain that number because of the parallels it has in the
natural order of things, in the twelve signs of the zodiac, 1 twelve hours
of the day, twelve hours of the night and twelve months of the year. The
option of taking another wife is also not open to me because of the pact
I made with Laban [when he made me promise] YOU WILL NOT TAKE
ANY WIVES IN ADD IT IO N TO MY D A U G H T E R S '
[ G e n . xxxi.%]. Ano t h e r e x p l a n a t i o n o f w h y H E R E F U S E D T O B E C O M F O R T E D is that
people will not be consoled for [the disappearance of] the living. They
do accept comfort for the dead because it is a fact of life that the dead
will gradually be forgotten, but this certainly does not apply to the living.
I WILL INDEED G O DOWN FOR MY S O N : T h i s m e a n s ‘ o n a c c o u n t
of my son’. Other examples [of the use of ‘el in the senSe of ‘a,] are in the
Verse) FOR SAUL AND FOR HIS BLOOD-STAINED DYNASTY [2 Sam.
xxi.11. In all these cases the word ‘el means ‘on account of ‘. MOURNING
TO THE GRAVE: This is the literal meaning while the midrashic
explanation identifies Se”til as Gehinnom [i.e. Hell]. Jacob had received a
special revelation from God that if none of his sons died during his lifetime this would be tantamount to a promise that he would never see
Gehinnom. HIS FATHER WEPT FOR HIM : This refers to Isaac, who
wept on account of Jacob’s distress but did not join the mourning for
him since he knew that he was alive. [xxxvii.36] T H E M I D I A N I T E S
SOLD 1 HIM TO THE EGYPTIANS:jThis proves that the Midianites are
to be identified with the Ishmaelites [in this narrative] since [in a later
Verse] it Says FROM THE ISHMAELITES WHO BROUGHT HIM DOWN
T HERE [Gen. xxxix.11. KILLER-I N-C H I E F : [In charge] of the butchers of
the royal livestock.
[XXXViii] N O W I T H A P P E N E D A T T H I S T I M E T H A T J U D A H W E N T D O W N :
All that required to be reported here was that JOSEPH WAS BROUGHT TO
EC Y PT [xxxix. 11. Why then is the narrative interrupted and this chapter here
inserted? It is to inform us that his brothers brought him down from his high
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position. When they saw their father’s distress 1 they said to him: ‘You told us
to sell him. If you had told us to take him home we should have listened to you.’
R. Johanan said [that the reason was] to place two incidents involving [the
phrase] PLEASE IDENTIFY [Gen. xxxvii.32 and xxxviii.251 next to each
other. R. Eliezer said that it was in order to place the ‘descent’ [of Judah]
next to the ‘descent’ [of Joseph]. JUDAH LEFT HIS B R O T H E R S A N D
W E N T DOWN : The brothers discussed the matter and decided that they
should now arrange their own lives. Until that time their father had been
25 responsible for arranging marriages for them but his attention was now
devoted to his sackcloth and his fasting. They therefore told Judah j that
he should be the first to make arrangements for himself. At this J U D A H
LEFT
HIS
BROTHERS
AND
WENT
D O W N.
According to the literal
meaning of the text, however, this whole episode took place before the
sale of Joseph, there being no chronological order in Torah narratives.
The story here is that Judah was married and his wife gave birth to Er
and Onan. Er grew up, married and died and when Onan had grown up
he made a levirate marriage with his brother’s widow and he too died.
Shelah [their brother] grew up, Judah had relations with Tamar and
Tamar gave birth to Perez and Zerah. They grew up and were married
and Perez had two sons, Hezron and Hamul. [Is it .possible that] all this
took place in twenty-two years? From the sale . . .

AVIHAI SHIVTIEL

All the commentaries and translations dealing with this verse that I
have checked apparently see little difficulty in explaining or interpreting the combination mZ’am 16’Zz.’ This conviction about the
‘simplicity’ of meaning of the whole verse is rooted in the impression
that it conveys an idea that is, prima facie, semantically, syntactically and stylistically uniform and consistent. Semantically, all
the components of the verse carry their literal meanings and the
sense of the whole verse may consequently be deduced as the simple
sum of these components. Syntactically, the verse is to be analysed
as an elliptical adverbial clause denoting ‘time’ in the compound
sentence that includes verses l-2. Stylistically, it is an example of
what is well known in poetics as ‘synonymous parallelism’, the only
device that is in fact used in the whole Psalm. Nevertheless, there is
no doubt that the combination m ‘m 1 ‘z, and especially the hupax
legomenon li, is not all that clear. A distinct lack of lucidity becomes apparent from a close examination of commentaries and
translations ‘old and new’.
Although it is unanimously agreed that the combination m‘m 1 ‘z
refers to the Egyptians there are two main trends in interpreting its
sense :
(1) a people talking an unintelligible language
(2) a cruel people.
(1A) Dictionaries; e.g.,
(a) BDB - ‘ talk indistinctly, unintelligibly (NH id., in deriv. (t&
foreign language, tllvt foreigner), also murmur, remonstrate ; Syr. &
1

In fact there are commentaries that have nothing to say about this verse: e.g.
David Altschuler (m~wdt d&j, and later commentaries such as S.Z. Pines, Commentary on the Psalms (Vienna, 1936).
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talk indistinctly; Ar. ;L’ distort; iv. talk obscurely, ambiguously); only Qal Pt. . . . a people talking unintelligibly (11 D:>~?J ) ‘.
(b) L. Koehler-W. Baumgartner, Lexicon (Leiden, 1953) - ‘ speak
a foreign language (Greek), speak ill of . . . vu.5 > tYi1
I ,? Js. 33,19)
speaking unintelligibly’.
* ’ (c) G. Fohrer, Hebrew and Aramaic Dictionary of the OT (Eng.
edn, London, 1973) - ‘speak incomprehensibly’ (I’z is an
Aramaism) = Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Wiirterbuch zum Alten
Testament (Berlin-New York, 197 1) - ‘ unverstandlich reden ‘.’
(d) J. Herrmann, Hebriiisches Worterbuch zu den Psalmen (Giessen, 1924) - 1 ‘z - ‘ barbarisch, unverstandl. reden ‘.

Hebrew language, i.e. they left a people whose language was unintelligible to them, as is said in Deut. xxviii.49 gwy ‘.+ (‘z) l”tirn’ 15zw’.
Qimhi does go on to say that those who were more directly in
contact with the Egyptians must have spoken Egyptian even if only
with difficulty, while the remainder were sufficiently isolated in
Goshen to allow them to retain their native tongue.’
(6) David Altschuler (mswdt sywn) - ‘every national language
with the exception of Hebrew is called lw’z and the expression
occurs in the phrase qwryn ‘wtm llw’zwt bl’z (M. Meg. 2.1)‘.
(e) Hameiri - ‘people speaking a different language which is not
Hebrew ‘.I0

(1 B) Translations; e.g.,
(a) LXX - Bapp&pon3
(b) Hexapla - Ex populo barbare loquenti’.
(c) Peshitta - ‘ m ’ 1 ‘wz ‘.
(d) Targum - me’amme barbera’e.
(e) Saadya - ~15% ZYW+N (a people articulating sounds that are
not clear to the hearer) ;4
Modern translations also follow this tendency as they continue to
regard ‘m 1 ‘z as ‘ a people of a strange tongue ‘. To mention but a
few :
(a) H. Hupfeld - ‘ aus einem unverstandlich redenden (fremden)
Volk’.’
(b) E.A. Leslie - ‘ the barbarous-tongued Egyptians ‘.6
(c) The New English Bible - ‘ a people of outlandish speech ‘. 7

This tendency continues in modern commentaries as well. To mention but a few:

(1C) Commentaries; e.g.,
(a) Rashi - ‘ a people (speaking) a different language which is not
the holy tongue ‘.’
(b) Ibn Ezra - ‘1 ‘z has the same sense as it does in the talmudic
expressions 1 ‘z ‘1 bnyh or llw’zwt [M. Meg. 2.1, BT Qidd. 81a, BT
Ned. 9061.’
(c) Qimhi - ‘speaking a different language which is not the
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

See also B.D. Eerdmans, The Hebrew Book of Psalms (Leiden, 1947). p. 5 15.
The same word is used by the LXX for b’rym in ‘nSymb’rym in Ezek. xxi.36.
Ed. J. Kafih, Tehillim, ‘im Targtim ~perii? (Jerusalem, 1966), p. 245.
Die Psalmen, vol. II (Gotha, 1888) p. 507.
The Psalms (New YorkkNashville, 1949). p. I 7 1.
The New, English Bible (Oxford-Cambridge, 1970), p. 7 14.
However, like Saadya, Rashi also connects ‘m 1’2 with Isa. xxxiii. 19 and suggests
that ‘m nM”z is in fact ‘m 1’2 as 1 and n are interchangeable as in l.Fkh and nSkh in
Neh. xiii.5. 7.

(f) H. Graetz - ‘ einem frechen Volke ‘.I1
(g) H. Gunkel - ‘ stammelnden Volk ‘; ‘ unverstandlich, barbarisch reden ‘.I2
(h) C.A. Briggs - ‘ speaking a language that Israel did not understand ’ ; he refers to Gen. xlii.23 ; Isa. xxviii. 11. ’ 3
(i) E.J. Kissane - ‘An alien people ‘, ‘a people speaking a
strange language ‘; he refers to Gen. xlii.23.14
ci> M.Z. Segal- hmdbr bsph zrh; cp. Isa. xxxiii.19.”
(k) W.O.E. Oesterley - ‘a people of strange tongue . . . as it
would seem to the Israelites who did not understand the Egyptian
language ‘. if5
(r> The Interpreter’s Bible - ‘ of strange language ‘, referring to
Isa. xxviii. 11; xxxiii. 19. ‘ The Egyptian language was unintelligible
to the Hebrews ‘, referring to Gen. xlii.23.’ 7
(m) N.H. Tur-Sinai - ‘ an epithet for Egypt . . . it is quite possible,
however, that ‘m 1 ‘z was an ancient epithet for Egypt, which only in
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Ed. A. Darom, HaperiiS HaSalem ‘al Tehillim (Jerusalem, 1971), p. 257.
M. Hameiri (ed. Josephus Cohn), Libri Psalmorum (Jerusalem, 1936), p. 228
(based on Codex Vaticanus Ebraicus no. 527).
Kritischer Commentar zu den Psalmen (Breslau, 1883) p. 598.
Die Psalmen (Gottingen, 1926). pp. 493,495.
A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Psalms, vol. II (Edinburgh,
1907) pp. 390ff.
The Book of Psalms (Dublin, ( 1953) 1964) p. 524.
In his annotated edition of the Hebrew Bible, Tehilhm (Tel-Aviv, 1947; 1960). p.
129.
The Psalms (London, 1939). pp. 470ff.
W.S. McCullough in The Interpreter’s Bible, vol. IV (New York-Nashville, 1955).
p. 603.
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later usage was understood to apply to a people speaking an unintelligible foreign language.” g
(2A) Commentaries
(a) A. Weiser - ‘To the psalmist the Exodus from Egypt is essentially the saving act of the God who helped his people and had
compassion on their affliction. This is made clear in v.1 where the
poet speaks of the Egyptians as of “ barbarians “. The reason why
he regards deliverance from their rule as a specific act of grace is
that the burden of foreign rule was felt so much the more strongly as
the oppressor spoke a language that was unintelligible to the
Israelites.“’
(b) S.R. Hirsch - ‘ In Rabbinic Hebrew f’z refers to any nonHebrew language. It is also the equivalent of 1 ‘g [ = mock]. The
meaning is, therefore, a people speaking a different language, or the
people who mock the Jewish custom and way of life. Either way, it
signifies the contrast between the Egyptians and the family of Jacob
in spirit and culture.‘20
(c) M. Dahood - ‘ a barbaric people ‘. Dahood quotes the traditional explanation of 1 ‘z, which is based on the Mishnaic Hebrew
meaning, but suggests that it is more likely that the poet wanted to
emphasize at this point the cruelty of the Egyptians (and not their
strange language); the 1 of l’z should therefore be regarded as emphatic 1, and hence the verse should read ‘m (2)‘~ meaning strong,
cruel, barbaric people, as in Isa. xxv.3 (= ‘m ‘z) and Lam. iv.3 (= bt
emy l’kzr).21
It seems from the references quoted that the dictionaries, the
translations and the commentaries were all influenced, when handling the root 1 ‘z, by a comparison with the equivalent roots in other
Semitic languages, and in particular by the use of the root l’z in
Mishnaic Hebrew.22 Nevertheless, a few of these references show
awareness of the deficiencies of the solutions suggested.23
18
19

I

23

Encyclopaedia Eiblica, vol. IV (Jerusalem, 1962) p. 525 (in Hebrew).
The Psalms (London, 1962) p. 710 = Die Psalmen, 5th edn (Gottingen, 1959)
ad lot.
Die Psalmen (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1882) vol. II, p. 218 = Hebrew edn (Jerusalem, 1961-2) p. 446.
Psalms, vol. III (Garden City, N.Y., 1970). p. 134.
As Dahood points out, the occurrence of 1 ‘z in Mishnaic Hebrew ’ is sometimes
cited as the only linguistic evidence for late composition of the poem ’ (p. 134).
One should not overlook the caution of Saadya and, later, Rashi as attested by
their admission of the possibility of an alternative interpretation. See also
Dahood’s interpretation above.

As to the first interpretation of the compound ‘m 1 i i.e. ‘ a people
speaking an unintelligible language ‘, which is, as we have seen, the
explanation suggested in the majority of the references cited, it is
most unlikely that the Israelites did not understand the Egyptian
language. 24 The quotation of Gen. xlii.23 in order to prove that the
Israelites did not understand the Egyptian language25 is misleading
since it refers to a period when the Israelites were still in Canaan, so
that it was only natural that when Joseph’s brothers came to Egypt
they needed an interpreter. Also Deut. xxviii.49 is unlikely to refer
to Egypt, since the verse speaks of a people from ‘ far away’ and
geographically cannot apply to the Egyptians, who had a common
border with Israel. Isa. xxviii. 11 and xxxiii. 19 must also be rejected
as incisive proof of the idea allegedly expressed in our verse, since no
clear reference to Egypt is made in the two verses quoted.
It is, of course, true that the Greeks as well as the Romans used to
call every foreign nation that spoke a different language ‘ barbarian ’
(etymologically the term means ‘ stammerer’);26 still, it is unlikely
that, after 400 years in Egypt, the Egyptian language was incomprehensible to the Israelites. For, even if we accept the fact that the
Israelites lived separately from the Egyptians, i.e. in the land of
Goshen, they could not possibly be separated from rulers who used
them as slaves. Are we to assume then that the Egyptians used
interpreters all the time that the Hebrews lived in Egypt? Or is there
any historical evidence that the Egyptians learnt Hebrew in order to
be able to communicate with the Israelites . . . ?
Hence, all attempts to prove a degree of Israelite isolation from
the Egyptians that would explain the unintelligibility of the Egyptian language27 are mere speculation. It is quite possible that not all
the Israelites were able to read or write the Egyptian language, but
there is no doubt that Egyptian was not orally unintelligible to
them.
Concerning the second explanation of ‘m I ‘z, viz. ‘ a cruel people ‘,
it is not surprising that those who favour it exaggerate the severity
and cruelty of the Egyptians, citing in evidence the atrocities against
24
25

Cp. Qimhi (see above, pp. 228-9).
See e.g. Briggs; Kissane; The Interpreter’s Bible; Oesterley and others (see p.
229).
26 The Arabs likewise used the word ‘q&m (originally meaning ‘ speaking unintelligibly’) for any people foreign to Arabs (see E.W. Lane’s dictionary).
27 Cp. e.g. M. Alsheikh’s commentary on Psalms, SFper RGmSmcit ‘El (Jesnitz,
1721) p. 105; M.L. Malbim, SFper Miqrti’ti QOdeS, part 9 (Jerusalem, 1957) p.
437; cp. also the latter part of Qimhi’s comment, already cited above.
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the Israelites of which the Hebrew Bible makes them guilty. For
such an exaggeration of the strength of the Egyptians makes the
superiority of God, who nevertheless defeated them, more evident
and impressive.
Nevertheless, if we are to accept this interpretation we still have
another problem to overcome : is the I in 1 ‘z in fact an emphatic 1
(see Dahood, above p. 230), or should it be regarded as the equivalent of n (as suggested by Saadya and later by Rashi - see above p.
228)?
Although the second interpretation of ‘m 1 ‘z (= ‘m nw’z = ‘a
cruel people ‘) is not inconceivable, it misses the real point made by
the Psalmist, which is surely to describe the position of the Israelites
at the time when they left Egypt. For if verse 2 is taken to mean his
choice of Judah as ‘ God’s sanctuary and Israel as his dominion ‘, we
still need an expression that will explicitly characterize the extreme
change that came over the status of the Israelites, viz. their transformation from a humiliated people into a nation proudly accepting
God’s dominion. ‘m nw’z, therefore, cannot possibly refer to the
Israelites. On the other hand, it is unlikely that the poet wishes at
this stage to describe the Egyptians as a strong people. Rather, he is
anxious to express what Egypt truly means to the Israelites, that is
to say, hard work and toil.28
It is suggested, therefore, that the phrase m ‘m li should be
emended to m’ml ‘z and pointed mi?Simd ‘iiz (= ‘ from hard toil ‘),
and hence the whole verse should read :

Moreover, the adjective ‘z is used in the Bible with both abstract
and concrete nouns. Thus, we find ‘p ‘z, Gen. xlix.7; ‘m ‘2, Num.
xiii.28; gbwl ‘z, Num. xxi.24; ‘wyb ‘z, 2 Sam. xxii.18; mlk ‘2, Isa.
xix.4; ‘hbh ‘zh (mwt ‘z?), Song of Songs viii.6; hmh ‘zh, Prov. xxi. 14;
rwb ‘zh, Exod. xiv.21.
Finally, the acceptance of the proposed emendation also provides
an example of alliteration (1~ +ny), a poetic device that is found
frequently in Hebrew poetry.

y 5i3yg +F:n': nyps h4iv: nq
when Israel went out of Egypt, the House of Jacob from hard toil.
At first sight this reading might seem to be open to the objection
that it fails to take due account of the clear distinction between a
medial and a final mem. When, however, we recall that the distinction was not made until a relatively late stage in the transmission of
the text, and that the adoption of such an emendation is sometimes
the only way to make sense of a biblical verse,2g the objection loses
its force.
28
29

Cp. ’ I am the LORD thy God, who brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of
the house of slaves (mihhCt ‘rihidim) (Exod. xx.2).
Cp. e.g. Psalm Ixxvi.7: OlOJ >??I
. . ??%7J?J, where l?J?ll
. . . WJTl Z@y ?$kJ
DlDl 331 is the obvious emendation, as suggested by the majority of the commentaries and the translations.
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Aphrahat and the Jews
J.G. SNAITH

At first sight it is surprising to find Aphrahat arguing against the
Jews. One would expect a Christian apologist writing under Persian
rule to defend Christianity against the Zoroastrian state religion
rather than Judaism, particularly as Shapur II’s vicious persecution
of the Christians began in A.D. 339, five years before the writing of
Aphrahat’s second group of homilies ( X I- XXII). Yet, whereas the
first group ( I- X), written in A.D. 336-7, deals with various elements
of Christian faith and practice, such as prayer, fasting, humility and
resurrection, the second group, written in A.D. 344, concentrates on
topics relevant to Judaism, such as circumcision, Passover, Sabbath,
messiahship, food laws and even Zionism. When persecution started,
Aphrahat turned his attention more specifically towards the Jews
and he hardly mentions the persecuting Zoroastrians at all.
For close knowledge of this persecution we must go to the ‘Acts
of the Persian Martyrs ‘. It had arisen largely because the Christian
conversion of surrounding nations had made Shapur II, the Persian
king, feel hemmed in. Armenia had become Christian in A.D. 301,
followed by Georgia in 330, and in 311 Constantine had become the
first Christian emperor of Rome. This growing Christianization of
the Roman Empire coincided with growing rivalry between Persia
and Rome over rulership of Mesopotamia. Many must have been
frequently irritated by the way in which the boundary of Roman
and Persian empires vacillated at this period, and the Syrian
Christians had settled right in the disputed area, in a most vulnerable position. That is why Constantine sent his famous but unwise
letter commending the care and protection of Persian Christians to
Shapur who, with some perspicacity one feels, identified Persian
Christians as in league with his enemy and acted accordingly to
stamp the religion out. Thus when in A.D. 337 he was defeated by
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the Romans before Nisibis he imposed a double poll-tax on
Christians to finance his war against Rome.
The Catholicos of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, Simon bar Sabba’e, refused to collect this increased tax and, although he professed loyalty
to the Persian emperor, was martyred in A.D. 341 or 344 (date
uncertain). Whether Simon’s refusal to collect this war-tax was motivated politically or religiously remains uncertain, but one feature
of this martyrdom makes it particularly significant. J. Netisner,l in
his examination of the Syriac martyrologies, finds no references to
Jewish participation in Shapur’s persecution of the Christians other
than in the deaths of Simon and his sister Tarbo.2 The accounts of
their martyrdoms report that the Jews instigated action and, on
these occasions at any rate, took advantage of the new policy to
harass Christians. The martyrdoms of Shapur’s reign are numerous,
but only here do we find Jewish instigation.
It is plain that the Jews were favoured under the Sassanid regime.
There were concentrations of Jews in the southern Mesopotamian
valley near Nehardea and Sura until the Muslim conquest.3 The
position of Jews had early been improved by Mar Samuel. After
A.D. 251 Shapur I had invaded Syria and Asia; Valerian was captured by the Persians, the Orient was lost to Rome and Shapur
advanced as far as Caesarea. Several circumstances made Persia a
favourable place for Jews to settle. In Palestine the Jews were badly
handled under Constantine (even worse under Constantius), and
many fled to Persia where Jews were in favour under Shapur II.
Jewish talmudic sources (BT Ta’an. 24b, Nid. 20b) praise Shapur’s
mother, Ifra Hormizd,4 as a benefactress of the Jews, but there is no
hint in Aphrahat’s writings that she incited the Persians to persecute
Christians. The Jews in Persia had always to be careful: the Roman
Emperor Julian’s plans to rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem find no
echo in Jewish sources. This indicates, perhaps, that the Jews stood
with the Persians and put little trust in Julian’s schemes. P.A. Spijkermann thought they hoped for permission to return and rebuild
‘Babylonian Jewry and Shapur II’s Persecution of Christianity from 339-379
A.D.‘, HUCA 43 (1972), 77-99. A general coverage of Judaism in Babylonia
may be found in the five volumes of his History qfthe Jews in Bahylonia (Leiden,
1965-70) and Talmudic Judaism in Susuniun Babyloniu (Leiden, 1976).
Neusner, HUCA 43 ( I972), 9 l-3.
A. Lukyn Williams, Adversus Judaeos (Cambridge, 1935), pp. 93ff. Among discussions of Christian patristic writers of various countries, he reviews the literature of the Syriac-speaking Church on pp. 93-l 13, with pp. 95-102 devoted
specifically to Aphrahat.
J. Neusner, HI/CA 43 ( I972), 93-5.
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the Temple under Persian protection.’ Hopes for return to Jerusalem certainly flourished at this time; Aphrahat devoted a whole
homily to this theme, as we shall see below.
Whether or not they supported Persian policy against the Christians, it is clearly the Jews who were favoured and not the Christians. The Christian See of Seleucia-Ctesiphon was surrounded by
Jewish settlements under rabbinic leadership, and Jews may well
have remained in that area since the Babylonian Exile. Accounts of
the origins of the Christian church in this area imply the Jews were
not unfriendly: in the Doctrine of Addai, Addai, the Christian
missionary who reputedly brought Christianity to Edessa, stays in
the house of Tobias, a Jew. The religions were closer to each other
than either was to Zoroastrianism so that transference from one to
the other was probably a considerable possibility. Christianity was
under persecution because of political hostility between Persia and
Constantinian, Christian Rome, and if Jews were favoured by the
Queen Mother, Ifra Hormizd, would not Christians feel temptation
or even pressure to convert to Judaism as a ‘ haven ofsafety ‘?6
Amid such threats to Christians, Aphrahat seems to have lain low
so successfully that, although his writings are well known, his personality is shrouded in mystery. The later Syrian Ephrem enjoyed
considerable fame, gathered apocryphal writings as candles attract
moths and was reputed to have visited other Church Fathers. Not so
Aphrahat. It is uncertain how important a figure he was; some
suggest he myst have been a bishop of some ecclesiastical standing
because of his knowledge of Church affairs. Although he takes great
care to date his work exactly, his reputation seems to have been
confused with that of Jacob of Nisibis. Certainly, he seems to have
emerged from near Mosul in the upper Tigris Valley under Persian
sovereignty. But, whereas Ephrem was a well-known figure, Aphrahat seems to have remained in obscurity - probably with good
reason, considering the persecution going on round him. Indeed, it
is surprising that he was permitted to write his homilies without
hindrance. But then, of course, they did not attack Persia directly
but only debated with the Jews, which was surely not treasonable.
To anyone familiar with Christian patristic literature Aphrahat
5
6

‘ Afrahat der persische Weise und der Antisionismus ‘, St&ii Bihlici Franciscani,
Liher unnuus 5 (1954-5), 198-200.
J. Ouellette, ‘Aphraate, Qumrln et les Qarai’tes’, appendix to J. Neusner, A
History of the Mishnaic Law of Purities, vol. xv, ’ Niddah. Commentary’
(Leiden, 1976). pp. 166ff.
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seems remote from the wider Christian world. Homily XIX concerning the reconstruction of Jerusalem in the future was written in
A.D. 344, seven years after the dedication of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem, yet he shows no knowledge of it. The Council of Nicaea was in A.D. 325 but, as A. Grillmeier has noted,7
Aphrahat seems to know nothing of it. M. Simon claims that the
canons of Nicaea were not introduced into Persia until A.D. 410,8
and Grillmeier has not identified any Nicene phrases or statements
in his writings (p. 215). Indeed, his rather curious arguments in XVII
(785.13-796.7)9 about the use of the words ‘cl and ‘tikjhim concerning Moses and others to denote ‘the highest honour in the
world’ are held to reflect pre-Nicene christology. Grillmeier
(pp. 214-5) further describes Aphrahat as belonging to an Eastern
(Semitic) circle of tradition that enjoyed ‘ relative autonomy’ in
comparison with the Greek West and ‘virtually no contact at all
with the still more distant Latin West ‘.
This impression of isolation is greatly increased when we look at
his style. His Syriac is purely Semitic with none of the Greek and
Latin technical terms that creep into Ephrem’s work. As F. Gavin
pointed out, lo Aphrahat presents no a priori philosophy, seems
isolated from the language of christological controversy and speaks
in a way closely related to the Jews with no accommodation to any
alien medium or Greek philosophical language. Instead of the
speculation and classical terms of Christian theology, his writings
are soaked in biblical language and quotations. After finding Aphrahat bereft of the expected traditional language of the Christian
Fathers it comes as a shock to read that to Robert Murray Aphrahat ‘ appears almost totally traditional in all that he says ‘.li Perhaps he means ‘ traditional ’ here to be understood from the JewishChristian standpoint. He certainly uses scriptural quotations a great
deal, and the much-quoted phrase ‘ student of holy scripture ’ seems
more justified than that other phrase, quoted even more frequently,
a ‘ docile pupil of the Jews ‘. Specific references to Jewish rabbinical
writings are difficult, if not impossible, to find,12 but the scriptural
Christ in Christian Tradition, 2nd edn, vol. I (London-Oxford, 1975) p. 167.
Vet-us Israel (Paris, 1964) p. 163.
References to Aphrahat’s work are to the columns and lines of J. Parisot’s
edition in Patrologia Syriaca, vol. I (Paris, 1894).
Aphraafes and the Jews (Toronto, 1923). pp. l-3.
‘Some Rhetorical Patterns in Early Syriac Literature’, R.H. Fischer (ed.), A
Tribute to Arlhur Vtiijbus (Chicago, 1977). p. 110.
J. Neusner, Aphrahar and Judaism (Leiden, I97 I ), has an exhaustive analysis.
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citations have been counted (1056 from the Old Testament, 564
from the New Testament). The detection of exact citations from the
New Testament is difficult because of the uncertainty over which
text he is using at any one time. Our ignorance of the exact Syriac
wording of Tatian’s Diatessaron is a considerable handicap, and we
are grateful to T. Baarda for his considerable work in examining the
problem of quotations from the gospels in Aphrahat’s work.’ 3 This
clear preponderance of quotations from the Old Testament over
those from the New Testament illustrates his anxiety to debate with
the Jews on ground accepted by both parties.
The earlier group of homilies (r-x) are not directed specifically
against Jewish practices. In I, I I, III and I V, when he is discussing
respectively faith, love, fasting and prayer, there is not much material relevant to his views on Judaism, although in I, after summing
up the Christian faith in 43.12-20, he concludes the list of good
things by saying : ‘That is the faith of the Church of God.’ He then
adds a list of undesirable things from which Christians should separate themselves : ‘from observing hours, Sabbaths, new moons,
annual feasts, divinations, auguries from birds, Chaldaean astrology
and magic and from fornication, from songs and from wicked teaching, all of which are the tools of the Evil One’ (44.21-5). To cite
normal Jewish observances undistinguished from fornication and
astrology, put them on the same level and then sum them all up as
‘ the tools of the Evil One’ seems nothing less than a studied insult
to Judaism. Perhaps he deliberately placed this at the end of his
introductory homily to prepare the way for the second group, which
is more obviously directed against Jewish teaching and practice.
In IV when Aphrahat discusses the second coming of Christ
(149.12-l 6) Christ appears with two distinct companies, Jews and
Christians. He claims that this is prefigured in Jacob’s return across
the Jordan ‘ with two companies’ in Gen. xxxii. 10. In these ‘ two
companies’ he sees the twofold Church of the Syriac writers, consisting of the ‘amma (‘ the people’ = the Jews) and the ‘amme (‘ the
peoples’ = the Christians). Thus he finds the twofold Christian
Church referred to in the Old Testament.
He seems almost to descend to cheap jibing in v.224.24ff: when
discussing the saints of the Most High about to receive the Kingdom
of God (Dan. vii.27) he denies that the children of Israel come on
the clouds, countering this with a quotation from Jeremiah (vi.30)
I3 The Gospel Quofafions r?f‘Aphrahat the Persian Sa,ge, vol. I, ‘ Aphrahat’s Text of
the Fourth Gospel, text and appendix ’ (Amsterdam, 1975).
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that says that the Jews were only reprobate silver because the L ORD
rejected them. He then launches into a passage concerning the
vineyard of the L ORD and the rejection of the owner of the vineyard,
and by v.232.3ff the ‘amma (Jews) has been replaced by another
holy ‘ammZi on the basis of Deut. xxxii.21: ‘ I will rouse their jealousy through a people who are not a people’ (b’am dlii ‘am) - an
important passage for his terminology and thought. Murray notes
this passage as typical of a Christian midrashic style persisting in
isolation from its Jewish cradlei - an instance of Aphrahat staying
close to the Jews and remaining far from Greek and Latin patristic
writers in style as well as in vocabulary and thought-forms.
Earlier in v he began to discuss the ram of Dan. viii.3f (192.24
193.25). Perhaps Aphrahat was wise to keep his distance from the
Persian authorities, because in that passage he makes an identification : the arrogant ram of Daniel is identified as the king of Persia,
Darius. Darius was not Shapur II, of course, but the implication is
obvious. Later (197.2lf) he interprets the ‘ stones of fire’ in Ezek.
xxviii.1416 as the sons of Zion, agreeing with Targum Jonathan,
which paraphrases the Hebrew as ‘ammSi qadd&?, ‘ holy people ‘,
whereas Theodoret felt strongly against this interpretation, claiming
that only angels were intended (Murray, Symbols, p. 287). In
208.25-209.24 the children of Esau are referred to as not having a
king but a ‘ senate’ (sic Gwynn). is This clearly denotes the Roman
Empire, and the stone cut out in Dan. ii.34 breaks the image in
pieces and is claimed to represent the kingdom of the Messiah ‘ who
will bring to nought the kingdom of this world, and will rule for ever
and ever’ (212.22f). In 232.3f there is a special reference to the
Church as in the place of Israel. The gift of sovereignty is traced
from Jacob to Esau and remains in Esau’s hands until returned to
the giver (233.2-15). By the subjugation of Israel to the Gentiles,
Christians are shown to be the ‘ holy people ‘, emancipated from the
pressures of this world. ’ 6
Several features in VI merit attention. In 256.22-4, after speaking
of Satan’s habitual methods of attack on the faithful, he points out
the dangers that may ensue if Christians are enflamed with the
Symbols of Church and Kingdom (Cambridge, 1975) (hereafter referred to as
Symbols), p. 98n.
J. Gwynn translated into English selected ‘ Demonstrations of Aphrahat ’ in the
Select Library qf Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church, 2nd
Series 13 (Oxford and New York, 1898). pp. 345412, with a useful introduction
in pp. 152-62.
Neusner, Aphrahat and Judaism, p. 15.
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desire of Eve through the instigation of Satan. This proves to be an
excuse for a long series of testimonies (see below) on the evils of
women, in the course of which we have a very strange passage
concerning Exod. iv.246, where A. Guillaumont’ 7 notes some midrashic tradition shared by Ephrem (Commentary In Exodum IV, 4).
- Aphrahat calls Zipporah mSilkut sunyutu (‘ a counsellor to shameful
acts ‘). The situation in Exodus is that the L ORD met Moses and tried
to kill him. No reason for this attack is given in the LXX or Targum
Onqelos, but the Targums representing the Palestinian tradition
(Pseudo-Jonathan and Neophyti) give a reason: Zipporah explains
to the angel that the child had not been circumcised because Jethro
would not allow it, in spite of Moses’ wish to do so. So Zipporah
saved Moses’ life by repairing the fault he had committed. Interestingly, in Ephrem’s commentary on Exodus, it is not Jethro who
opposed circumcision but Zipporah herself, a tradition that fits in
with the (rather unfortunate) attitude among the Syriac-speaking
Christians to women. Ephrem and Aphrahat here both build on a
Palestinian targumic tradition.
In VI we meet with a curious passage concerning the state of the
dead (293.2-24). Distinction is made between the r$zii nupbtinaytii,
the ‘ soulish spirit ’ (= ymxfi), the spirit of natural life, and the holy
spirit in man (= xvtiua). ‘*The first spirit is received by man from
his first birth: ‘ the first man, Adam, became an animate being’ (1
Cor. xv.45); but at the second birth, baptism, he receives the holy
spirit. There is a similar division at death: when man dies, the
soulish spirit is buried with the body and knows no sensation,
whereas the holy spirit flies off to its own nature in Christ (1 Cor.
xv.44). The matter is complicated in that Aphrahat does not find in
1 Cor. xv.44 (the body is ‘sown as an animal body’ (NEB)) the word
‘ sown ‘, which is in the Greek and the Peshitta, but writes ‘ the body
is buried soulishly [nupSi%Zi’it] ‘. This trichotomy of body, soul and
spirit is carried further in VIII (on the ‘ resurrection of the dead ‘)
where he gives a reasonably clear description of this ‘sleep of the
soul ‘, and in 397.15 claims it as an article of faith. He contrasts the
relaxed, unworried sleep and the unquiet, disturbed sleep of two
servants, one expecting praise, the other punishment from his
master in the morning (396.16-317.14). Gavin shows this belief to
17
18

‘ Un Midrashe d’Exode 4. 246 chez Aphraate et Ephrem de Nisibe’, in Fischer
(see n. 11), pp. 89-94.
F. Gavin, ‘The Sleep of the Soul in the Early Syriac Church ‘, JAOS 40 (1920),
103-20.
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have been shared by Ephrem. It must have had a longer history than
one might expect, as the doctrine was attacked by Origen in the
third century and was still held by the later Nestorians. Gavin examines Jewish writings in the last centuries B.C., where the’ departed
are spoken of as asleep, and claims that an early distinction between
soul and spirit passed completely into later Judaism. The shadowy
existence of the soul in the grave or Sheol was kept separate from
the spirit, which returned to God after death. It is interesting to find
this lack of precise definition over the death of an individual as early
as this, since the definition of the exact moment of death has always
been a problem. Gavin’s argument that this doctrine came to Aphrahat from Jewish sources is supported by various quotations. Although the later Nestorians seem to have been influenced by Aristotelian sources (which they misunderstood), Aphrahat’s position over
the sleep of the soul seems to have arisen from Jewish sources and
particularly from Pauline teaching, as shown by his quotations from
1 Cor. xv.
With XI we move into the second group of homilies,rg often called
‘controversial ’ because they were written to persuade the Jews of
error or, more likely, to stop Christians defecting to the less persecuted life of a sister religion. The first of these is on circumcision
and it is strange that Zipporah’s action described in Exod. iv.246 is
recounted in VI and not here. (Can this be because Aphrahat’s ‘ antifeminine bias’ was more important to him at that moment than
circumcision?) The main stance of XI lies in the contempt Jews
showed for Christians because they lacked the sign of circumcision.
Testimony lists are presented to show that even after circumcision
some Jews were condemned by God (468.15-469.14). Various laws
and covenants were given to different generations with no stress on
the requirement of circumcision in order to be righteous. Indeed,
Abraham was the father of faith before circumcision, and even after
circumcision he did not observe the Sabbath (x111.557.15-20).
Murray (Symbols, pp. 44ff) comments on Aphrahat’s liking for
Gen. xvii.5 and follows through Paul’s exposition in Rom. iv.17.
Faith justified several people prior to Abraham without circumcision: Abel, Enoch, Noah, Shem, Japhet and even Melchizedek
(x1.473-6), who even blessed Abraham. Gen. xvii is held to show
that the Gentiles were called before Israel, Abraham being viewed as
19 A useful summary of, and comment on, this group may be found in 0. de
Urbina, ’ La Controversia di Afraata coi Giudei ‘. Sfudia Missionah 3 (1947),
85-106.
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ancestor and model of proselytes (Symbols, p. 205) as the father of
many nations and not one only.
What purpose has circumcision, then? The rite was imposed on
Abraham with the birth of Isaac to set his family apart from the
pagans with whom they lived. Lot passed the rite on to other unbelievers. The sons of Ishmael were worshippers of idols, so what good
did circumcision do them? When they were isolated in the desert
circumcision was not used, but Joshua was ordered to circumcise
once more on crossing the Jordan (Josh. v.5f, 477-85), and he in fact
entered the promised land uncircumcised (485-8). From this Aphrahat concludes that circumcision of the flesh was intended to set the
Israelites apart from the pagans among whom they lived; it was
worth nothing spiritually without a change of heart (489-97) and he
finds this view confirmed by Jeremiah (cp. ix.25f with iv.4). This
new covenant through circumcision of the heart, promised by Jeremiah, is fulfilled in Jesus, and a list of scriptural testimonies contrasting Joshua and Jesus concludes the homily (497-504). Circumcision, and likewise the covenants, were of a temporary nature until
the permanent circumcision of the heart and the new covenant in
Christ’s blood, which were of permanent validity.
In XII, Aphrahat, on the subject of the Passover, seems to move
into the attack, and accuses the Jews of misunderstanding it all.
Moses celebrated the Passover on 14 Nisan (Exod. xii.3-6) and was
ordered to celebrate it in one place, ‘the place the L ORD thy God
shall choose ’ (Deut. xvi.5). The eating of the Passover by Jews in the
Diaspora among Gentiles is, according to Aphrahat, an abuse of
Moses’ precept. As a result of the Jews’ provocative behaviour in
celebrating the Passover illegally in the Diaspora, they have been
punished (here come some prophetic proof texts), and Moses’ words
of Deut. xxxii.21 are taken up again: ‘ I shall provoke them with a
people which is not a people, and with a foolish people I shall anger
them ’ (509.27-512.2). Next Aphrahat takes up a text from Jeremiah
(xii.7-9) which is very important for him, where the Jews are said to
have become ‘ a coloured bird ’ (5 12.17-5 13.16) (Murray, Symbols,
pp. 56ff). This many-coloured bird is identified as the ‘arm@,
‘ nations ‘, ‘Gentiles ‘, as composed of many different nations. The
inheritance of the Gentiles is further reinforced by various texts like
Isa. ii.2 where ‘ all the peoples ’ flow to the mountain of the house of
the L ORD. The Passover becomes for Aphrahat a type given to the
one nation, whereas the real truth (Srara) is given among the nations,
i.e. the Gentiles. The ‘one house’ for the Passover is identified as
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the collective Church of God. The ‘ temporal tabernacle’ (mazkan
zabnii) is a misunderstanding of the ‘ tent of meeting’ (Hebrew ‘6hel
rn6‘C.f) (Symbols, pp. 7Off, 225), but is taken to indicate a limited
span of time for Judaism, whereas the temple of the holy spirit lasts
for ever (524.18-525.4). The crossing of the Red Sea, very closely
linked with Passover, is a type of Christ’s conquest of Sheol (524.6
7) (Symbols, pp. 299, 327) and is viewed as a type of baptism.20 The
negative side indicates leaving Satan and his forces, and the positive
side is the crossing of the Jordan into the promised land. Indeed,
E.J. Duncan (p. 59) cites a fourth-century bishop of Alexandria
speaking of the water of the baptismal font as ‘ Jordan ‘. The true
Passover is to be seen in the Eucharist, but here there are certain
differences: Jews celebrate on 14 Nisan, Christians on 15 Nisan;
Jews eat unleavened bread with bitter herbs, Christians eat bread
without bitterness; Jews escaped from the servitude of Egypt, Christians from the servitude of Satan. Thus Aphrahat denies the Jews
the right to celebrate their traditional Passover, because in Christ
lies the true Passover in all respects; the Jewish Passover merely
points to it in symbols.
Legislation for the Sabbath (XIII) is not a distinctive precept leading to life or death, righteousness or sin, but, as ‘Deut. v.12-14
extends the command to animals, the legislation seeks to ensure
proper rest from labour. Enoch, Noah, Isaac and Joseph are deemed
just, but not because of the Sabbath law, which did not then exist.
The law demonstrates God’s care for working men and animals. So
Aphrahat follows the thesis that the precept for rest on the Sabbath
is primarily hygienic, not moral or compulsory. Abraham and Isaac
are cited as people who did not observe the Sabbath, but were
counted righteous- (557.1 l-27). In 568.6-569.15 cases are cited
where Joshua and the Maccabees flouted the Sabbath without harm
(Simon, p. 200). The Sabbath of God (Isa. xxviii.12) was a Sabbath
of rest, and this is continued for the good of the people and animals;
it has no value for pride or salvation.
Jewish matters are taken up next in xv on the distinction of foods.
Whereas the Jews pride themselves on making distinctions between
clean and unclean animals, fish and birds, basing themselves on Lev.
xi.2f, Jesus taught (Matt. xv.1 1) that there is no defilement in what
goes in, but only in what comes out. Following this to its logical
conclusion, Aphrahat seems rather to enjoy himself describing how
20 See especially E.J. Duncan, Buptism in the Demonstrutions nf’ Aphraates the
Persiun Sage (Washington, 1945), pp. 50-60.
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food goes through the stomach, and is then divided round the blood
supply and various parts of the body until its ‘pleasant odour ’ is
changed to a ‘ stink ‘, its appearance becomes bad and it is cast out
in excrement - not pure at all. Aphrahat then tartly observes: ‘ in
these matters is neither sin nor righteousness’ (728.1-732.7). He
claims that opportunities for discrimination were given by God to
stop people from relapsing into idolatry as in Egypt. No such limits
were given before the time of Moses. The Egyptians worshipped
oxen and calves as gods, abstaining from beef to keep them divine,
eating instead fish and pork. It is known that the Hebrews followed
Egyptian customs and fell back to calf-worship; hence, to protect
them from Egyptian depravities, God gave instructions to Moses
concerning food: unclean foods were those holy to the Egyptians,
and clean foods were unclean to the Egyptians. They were even
ordered to kill calves and sheep for sacrifices (xv.733.20-744.14).
Concerning contamination after touching an unclean corpse, Aphrahat confronts the Jews with Samson and the unclean jawbone of
an ass and with the unclean ravens bringing food for Elijah (744.15745.25). He closes the homily by quoting Matt. xi.2830 to illustrate
how Jesus lightened the load to be carried on the yoke, presumably
indicating that the weight of observing the Mosaic law is relieved.
XVI (‘On Peoples in place of the People ‘) reintroduces the jingle
between the Christian ‘amme and the Jewish ‘ammii, recalling
x11.509.27-512.9. The homily is prefaced by a reference to Gen.
xvii.5, which Aphrahat refers to the calling of the Gentiles before
Israel in the time of Abraham. Gentiles, and not just Jews, are the
sons of Abraham (Baarda, pp. 127ff., see n. 13). In 772.4777.10 he
illustrates from texts of the Old Testament that the calling of the
Gentile ‘amme was prior to that of the Jewish ‘amma. Murray
(Symbols, pp. 468) notes that in 760.9-14 Jacob’s blessing occurs
with a reading much more messianic than that of the Peshitta,
showing a primitively messianic exegesis in common with the
Targums (pp. 282-4). Here we see again strongly Jewish features in
primitive Christian exegesis.
After homily XVII concerning the Messiah we find in XVIII a n
ardent discussion of chastity, a subject of great importance for the
early Syriac Christians. A whole homily is devoted to this topic,
largely to ward off attacks from Jews who believed it was man’s
duty under God to propagate life. 21 Neusner remarks that Babylon21

G. Richter, ‘ Uber die Clteste Auseinandersetzung der syrischen Christen mit der
Juden ‘, ZN W 35 (1936), 102ff.
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ian rabbinism was extremely feminist.” As virginity was a doctrine
so dear to the Syriac-speaking Church, it seems to illustrate Aphrahat’s excellent personal commonsense that he should cover the difficulties of sexual temptation with such understanding as in
~1.260.13-7: ‘ Therefore, my brethren, if any who is a monk or a
saint [i.e. celibate], who loves a solitary life, yet desires that a
woman, bound by a monastic vow like himself, should dwell with
him, it would be better in that case to take [to wife] a woman openly
and not be made wanton by lust.’ Clearly, Aphrahat was not strict
to the point of ignoring natural human weaknesses.
Homily XIX may be called anti-Zionist.23 Aphrahat here completely excludes the possibility that the Jews will be gathered
together again as a people. He starts (845.1-849.14) by saying that
the Jews were scattered all over the peoples of the world because of
their misdeeds. After seventy years in Babylonian captivity Cyrus
allowed them to return to Jerusalem, but Aphrahat interestingly
anticipates the evidence later discovered in the MuraSu documents24
by stating that not all made use of this permission, many remaining
in the Diaspora. Indeed, they left Egypt only under pressure. After
detailed description of many texts he then states that just as there
were only two Temples for Israel, so there were only two times of
salvation: Egypt and Babylon. A close argument on Isa. xi. 11 follows (868.19-869.7): the LORD will stretch out his hand a second
time to recover the remnant, but no mention is made of a third.
There is considerable argument over numbers of years, and he
argues at length from Dan. ix.23-7. He claims that Sodom was
better than Jerusalem (one wonders how he knew?), and that
Sodom had lain destroyed for 2276 years. His arguments look
strange today, particularly in view of the existence of modern Israel,
but it is noteworthy that the issue takes up a whole homily. It may
well be that many of the Jews, favoured by the Persian authorities
and bolstered by prophetic promises, were hoping for permission to
return from Babylon, and that this prompted Aphrahat to give such
special attention to the issue.
Aphrahat rarely uses allegory, always preferring the plain, historical meaning of texts, but in xx (913.15-916.20) we find an allegorical exposition of Isa. xli.18f treated as an allegory of the Church.
22 History of‘the Jews in Bahyloniu, vol. III (Leiden, 1968), pp. 142--S.
23 Spijkermann (see n. 5), pp. 191-212, discusses this homily in detail.
24 M.D. Cooean. ’ Life in the Diasnora: Jews at Ninnur in the Fifth Centurv B.C.‘.
Bib/id Ar~~ha~ologist 37 (1974): 6 12, and J.H: byes and J.M. Miller (eds.),
lsradirr and Juduean History (London, 1977). pp. 482 5.
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His use of the Old Testament is usually more direct than this: he
shares with Ephrem an Antiochene approach to exegesis. It is perhaps important to note with Murray (Symbols, p. 335) that in
909.23f the words of the angel at the empty tomb of Jesus are quoted
in a version that seems closer to the apocryphal Gospel of Peter than
to the canonical gospels. This indicates that he did not have an
exclusive view of the biblical canon. We noticed previously a reference to the Maccabees, and I suspect that he referred to all the
traditions he had collected, including Jewish midrashic collections.
When he comes to tackle persecution in XXI he starts by citing
Jewish critics who cunningly cite Matt. xvii.20: ‘ if you have faith no
bigger even than a mustard-seed, you will say to this mountain,
“ Move from here to there “, and it will move: nothing will be
impossible for you ‘. Why, then, the critics ask, does the persecution
not cease? If the Christians were true worshippers of God, he would
help them. This counters an earlier argument about Sodom and
Jerusalem: that is, the Jews mistakenly hope for a rebuilding of
Jerusalem (936.6952.2 1). Examples are then cited of biblical heroes
who were persecuted - Joseph, Moses etc. - and he shows that
persecution sometimes works to the advantage of Christians. Western Christians were persecuted by Diocletian, but triumphantly recovered (there is no mention of Constantine). Persian Christians
fulfil Christ’s words in a similar way.
After treating death ( XXII), he deals with the grape cluster ( XXIII )
and presents a magnificent midrashic compilation including the
grape in the cluster of Isa. lxv.8 (the world being preserved because
of the righteous), and describes Jesus as the grape being taken from
the cluster. As elsewhere when he deals with vine imagery, he combines the Old Testament image of good and bad vines with what he
regards as its New Testament equivalents of good and wicked vinedressers and good and bad wine. There are abundant metaphors and
parables from which to construct a Jewish-type midrash such as this.
I noted earlier the frequency of Aphrahat’s biblical citations: L.
Haefeli referred to the Bible as ‘a staff upon which he always
leans’.25 It may seem surprising that, although Aphrahat is writing
controversial homilies directed to the Jews, he refers to Bible and
aggada only, not halaka, even though the rabbinical school of Nisibis was quite close. To speak of his ’ immense indebtedness to rabbinic tradition ‘, as does Gavin,26 goes too far. It seems likely that
25
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Stilmittd hci A,fiuhut clclrn pcxsischen W&an (Leipzig, I932), p. 128.
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the reason for his use of this material was that he wished to fight on
ground common to both parties. It is important to note that, although citations from the New Testament do occur, the figures
given earlier show that they are far outweighed by citations from the
Old Testament, which both Jews and Christians recognize as Scripture.
Many stylistic traits may be attributed to Jewish influence. In
x111.565.7-10 we see an example of the rabbinical exegetical technique known as qal wii&mer ; but here the existence of a more
widespread term to define this literary usage (‘ argument a fortiori’)
shows that there need be no basic dependence on rabbinical
techniques here. Towner and Murray have examined his use of
scriptural examples and sequences.27 Here at any rate he uses a
mnemonic formula much used by Jews. A good example may be
found in 1.20.23-2 1.9, where he uses the seven ‘ eyes ’ or ‘ facets ’ of
the precious stone mentioned in Zech. iii.9 to illustrate the seven
operations of the spirit of God, which he then uses Isa. xi.2 to
describe : ‘ a spirit of wisdom and understanding, a spirit of counsel
and power, a spirit of knowledge and the fear of the LORD ‘. Unfortunately, the numbers do not fit. As Towner says (p. 239) : ‘ One is
somewhat hard-pressed to bring the count of the attributes of the
Spirit in the latter text up to the necessary seven; however, the
intention of the teaching to provide substance to the figure in Zech.
3 : 9 by means of a numerical analysis of Isa. 11 : l-2 is clear.’ In
other words, he made use of rabbinic numerical analysis, but it did
not work out; however, his use of the literary model is plain enough.
Towner further says (p. 241) that we ‘are brought to a point at
which a rabbinic rhetorical pattern, now taken over by a Christian
patristic writer, is applied in its normal rabbinic manner to a sacred
literature entirely foreign to the rabbis ‘.
Murray notes Aphrahat’s liking for lists of Old Testament
examples, and calls it his ‘ favourite party piece’.28 He cites many
such lists illustrating the value of prayer, examples of virtue of
various kinds, women who made peace; there are examples of
people led into sin through women (a long list this), through jealousy and through lust; there are also references to reversals of fortune of various kinds, and saints who were persecuted. Such lists are
27
28

W.S. Towner, The Rabbinical ‘Enumeration qf’ Scriptural Examples ’ (Leiden,
1973) pp. 23741 and R. Murray, ‘Some Rhetorical Patterns in Early Syriac
Literature’ in Fischer (seen. I I), pp. 109-25.
Murray (see n. 27), p. I IO.
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found in the Bible, of course, and we think immediately of the
heroes of faith in Heb. xi. l-xii.2 and Ben Sira’s ‘ Roll of Heroes ’ in
Ecclus. xliv. l-l .21. After the collections of instances Murray traces
the love of such sequences in the late Old Testament, Hellenistic
Judaism and early Christian prayers, and even in examples of early
Christian art in the Via Latina catacombs in Rome. His article
continues very usefully along some lines sketched in his Symbols of
Church and Kingdom, considerably expanding the section ‘ In Search
of Sources ‘.
Ouellette has done much useful work on Aphrahat’s links with
Judaism. Following up a remark of Viiiibus that there were certain
affinities between Aphrahat’s homilies and the asceticism that
emerged from Qumran, he published a fairly long essay in 1976,29
part of which he repeated as a tribute to Viiiibus himself.30 He notes
various features of these lists important for our purpose: although,
for example, Aphrahat uses exegetical procedures used by the
rabbis, he shows recognition only of Jewish doctrines found already
in Scripture. There is no explicit reference to any single, specified
rabbinic tradition, and in xv, when he is writing on food laws, only
biblical regulations seem to be known to him. Further, from the fact
that he never refers to the Babylonian Jewish authorities, is it not
possible to see flaws in the arguments of those who detect in Aphrahat a narrow dependence on the rabbis of his time? In the absence of
even a veiled reference to the rabbinic concept of an oral law revealed on the same basis as the written law,31 the Jews with whom
he was in discussion may in fact have been content to observe
literally the precepts of religion founded on Scripture alone.32 S.
Funk, F. Gavin and L. Ginzberg list many rabbinic parallels (sometimes with quite inadequate, or non-existent, references),33 but these
remain only parallels, and many seem to have arisen through targumim. Ouellette suggests that Voobus’ links with Qumran may have
high-lighted the possibility that Aphrahat had links with other kinds
of Jews. Was his intelligent Jewish debater a literary figurehead, or
may he have derived his information about Judaism from conver29 Ouellette (see n. 6), pp. 163-83.
30 ‘ Sens et Portee de 1’Argument scriptuaire chez Aphraate’ in Fischer (see n. 1 l),
pp. 191-201.
3 1 j_Neusner, Aphrahaf andJudaism (see n. 12) pp. 145-7.
32 Ibid. pp. 147ff.
33 S. Funk, Die Haggadischen Elemenre in den Homilien des Aphruutes, des persischen Weisen (Vienna, 1891); F. Gavin, Aphraates and the Jews (Toronto,
1923); L. Ginzberg, The Legends ofthe Jews, vols. I-VII (Philadelphia, 1909-38).
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sation and life with non-rabbinical Jews? Ouellette thinks Aphrahat
knew the Jews who were critical of the authority of the Babylonian
rabbis and laid the foundations of the later Karaite movement.34
Certainly, Aphrahat argued with Jews on the basis of the Bible,
avoiding rabbinic disputation of h&k& and theological speculation
of the Greek sort. He seems to have avoided contact with the rabbinic authorities in Persia in spite of the nearby school at Nisibis,
which was strong enough for Neusner to declare ‘ what.Edessa was
to Christianity, Nisibis was to Talmudic Judaism ‘.35 His contact
with Jews was therefore on an unofficial, informal basis, and I
suspect that the ‘Jewish debater ’ sums up in his person any number
of acquaintances. Surely he was not seeking to convert Jews to
Christianity? I think not. That would almost certainly have been
dangerous, as Jews were favoured by the Persian authorities. It is
much more likely that he was trying to present arguments to Christians who, finding the going tough in persecution, were tempted to
move over to Judaism for an easier life. That is why he chooses to
fight on common ground without concerning himself much with the
dictates of the Babylonian rabbis. In his homilies we have the
humble attempt of a pastor of considerable skill and knowledge to
debate with Jews on a popular level as far removed from the halakic
teaching of the rabbinic schools as from the theological tomes of the
Latin and Greek patristic writers. It is this belief in his popular,
rather than official or academic, contact with the Jews that leads me
to reject Neusner’s title Aphrahat and Judaism for this article and
choose rather the more personal ‘ Aphrahat and the Jews ‘.
34
35

Ouellette (seen. 6) pp. 169ff.
History of the Jews in Bubyloniu, vol.
revised edition (Leiden, 1969)).

I (Leiden, 1965), p. 166 (p. 180 in the

L’homklie du Kara’ite Samuel al-Maghribi
sur les Dix Commandements
GEORGES VAJDA %

Le savant que nous honorons par le present ouvrage a consacre une
notable partie de son oeuvre a l’exegese juive de la Bible. Qu’il
veuille accepter en temoignage d’estime et d’amitie la modeste contribution a ce champ d’etudes que nous presentons ici.
Samuel, fils de Moise al-Maghribi, &ikZm karaite, et medecin par
profession, au Caire, vers 1434, est l’auteur, entre autres ouvrages,
de ‘ Proltgomenes ’ (Muqaddimiit), en judeo-arabe, resumes d’homelies et d’instructions liturgiques rattachees aux sections hebdomadaires du Pentateuque.’
11 decoule de la nature de l’ouvrage en cause que les sujets trait&s
ne soient ni tres amplement exposes ni approfondis. Mais c’est precisement pour cette raison qu’il est une bonne illustration de l’enseignement dispense au commun des fiddles par un docteur qui a
prouve par ailleurs son savoir et sa competence dans son ‘ Code de
Lois’ (‘al-Mu&f) dont certaines parties ont ete edit&es mais qui
meriterait une publication integrale et une appreciation critique de
la place qu’il tient dans la production juridico-rituelle karaite et la
litterature judeo-arabe.
1

II s&it de renvoyer ici a M. Steinschneider, Die arabische Literatur der Juden
(Frankfurt-am-Main, 1902) $199, pp. 250-1, et a Particle de L. Nemoy, EJ, vol.
XIV, col. 812 (en anglais). Dans un article dans Kobez AI Jud 9 (19), pp. 335-50,
wlp;l P3n~:“nin~~~~~,~PiDi~~~l vurxi7 lm 5Y nifnK nilY;1
y21Y?3j;l hW3W ‘21, nous ttudions quelques themes aggadiques et philosophtques trait& ou mentionds dans les ‘ Prolegomtnes’. Les textes qui nous
occuperont ici sont inedits: ils se trouvent dans les manuscrits Hebreu 298, fols.
231r-24lr et 300, fols. 91r-98v de la Bibliothtque Nationale de Paris, les seuls
qui nous ont ete accessibles; pour la liste complete des copies connues voir A.
Freimann, Union Catalog of Hebrew Manuscripts, vol. II (New York, 1964). p.
233, no. 5972.
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Traduction
La lumiere de la Presence (nur ‘al-jcek?nti) descendit sur le Mont
Sinai’;’ la gloire de Dieu (‘al-Zfaqq) se manifesta; I’Envoye de la
Majeste sacree (‘al-hadra ‘al-qudsiyya) se dressa, conforte par la
puissance et la providence, entre Dieu et Sa nation. [Saisi] de
crainte reverentielle (hayba) devant la grandeur (‘aqama) sureminente de Dieu - qui dira les hauts faits du Seigneur3 - l’univers se tut.4
Dieu produisit une voix forte, terrifiante qui sortait du milieu du
feu, disant Son essence sureminente (qa’ilan ‘an dhdtihi ‘I-‘aqima).
Je suis YHWH, Ton Dieu

Israel ecoutait, l’Envoye, la paix sur lui, repetait les paroles de Dieu,
jusqu’a la fin du discours.’
Cette premiere Parole enonce l’affrmation de l’essence (dhat) du
Dieu beni et la profession de son unicite (wahdiiniyya). Elle signifie:
Je suis Celui qui doit etre necessairement obti, car tow les existants
sont mes creatures. Je suis, peut-on encore paraphraser, Celui que
Pharaon avait d’abord ignore et qu’il a ensuite reconnu.
YH WH, le nom a propos duquel il a CtC dit (Exod. iii.15): C’est
Mon Nom pour toujours, c’est mon invocation de generation en
generation. C’est a Lui que dans l’avenir l’univers entier rendra
obeissance, ainsi qu’il est dit (Zeph. iii.9): C’est alors que je
changerai la kvre des peuples en une levre purtjite @our que tous
invoquen t le nom de YH WH, pour qu ‘ils le serven t d’un mPme efort].
Ton Dieu. L’affxe possessif specific l’eminence d’IsraC1. C’est une

idie similaire que suggere [la construction possessive] dans (Gen.
ix.26) Dieu de Sem, A l’exclusion de ses f&es, (Exod. iii.6) D i e u
d’Abraham, & l’exclusion de Than?, Dieu d’lsaac, A l’exclusion
d’Ismae1, BOX de Jacob, B l’exclusion d’Esaii, (Exod. xxxii.27) Dieu

Cette attestation est a joindre au dossier, certainement tres incomplet m&me
pour les textes medievaux, rassemblt dans notre article dans REJ 134 (1975),
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d’lsrael, A l’exclusion des autres. Lui, le Tres Haut, (Deut. x.17) est
le Dieu des dieux et le seigneur des seigneurs et (Gen. xxiv.3) Dieu des
cieux et de la terre.
Par cette Parole, le Tres Haut nous impose la croyance (i’tiqiid)
en Sa Seigneurie (rububiyya), ce qui revient a nous rep&enter et a

admettre en notre creance que tous les existants sont Ses creatures et
Son oeuvre, qu’I1 dispose d’eux souverainement comme un maitre
de sa propriete, qu’I1 connait toutes les situations des creatures et
rien ne Lui Cchappe. Le principe de la legislation rev&e est la
croyance en la Seigneurie (‘a$ ‘al-ta.K fi’ ‘tiqad ‘al-rubzibiyya).
Qui t’aifait sortir dupays d’kgypte.

Cet enonce suggere le caractere gracieux (ni’ma) [de l’intervention
divine]. I1 suggere aussi l’idee qu’ayant CtC capable de faire ceci, 11 a
le pouvoir d’accomplir ce qu’I1 leur a promis.
Si les paroles adressees par Dieu [a Israel] commencent par la
lettre ‘aleph, c’est parce que le r&it de la creation a commence par la
lettre bet. Or l’aleph precede le bet; il ressort de la que Celui qui
s’adresse [maintenant] a Son peuple est anterieur au monde [qu’Il
avait creel. 6
On a Cgalement note que le rnot’z1Et Ctait forme de quatre lettres
parce que l’obeissance due a Dieu a un motif quadruple. Le premier,
qu’I1 est le Dieu eternel, toujours existant, qu’I1 est notre Maitre et le
Maitre de toutes les creatures. Le second, qu’I1 a le pouvoir de
modifier les situations du serviteur [l’homme] ; il est done necessaire
qu’I1 soit obei, car 11 gouverne souverainement le serviteur en vue du
bien-etre de celui-ci (mutawaltl tadbir ‘al-‘abd li-yuhsina ‘ahwiilah
wayudabbiraha!). Le troisieme, qu’I1 nous a honorablement distingues parmi les nations; le quatrieme, qu’I1 nous a fait sortir de la
maison de servitude et nous a rendus libres.7
Voila quelques enseignements que l’on peut degager de la Premiere Parole.

133-5.
Ps. cvi.2, en htbreu dans le texte. ’ Sureminent ’ rend tant bien que ma1 la clause
qui precede la citation hebraipue, litteralement: ‘ est exalt6 Celui dont cette
grandeur est la grandeur ’ (jullu man hiidhihi ‘I-‘uzama ‘azamatuh).
Emprunt a &mot Rabba 29.9: ’ L’univers entier se tut et garda le silence, alors
que sortit (se fit entendre) la voix Je suis YHWH ton Dieu; cf. M. M. Kasher,
Torti ~tfl~rnti. vol. X V I, ‘Exodus’ (New York, 1955) ch. 20, no. 77, p. 20.
Ceci semble refleter I’interpretation dans Mekilta A Exod. xix.19 et paralleles:
;~mn ;1~;1w ;I~-YIZ~ 151~3 1y’-b73 ;r”~i7;l ;1-;1i ;lw)33 ;1?iz>i n3 jm . . .
$NIWs nN: Y'DWD Xi 11 YMW. interpretation reprise par Rashi.

6

7

Les motivations aggadiques de I’emploi des deux lettres en cause, respectivement
comme initiales du rtcit de la creation (et de toute la Tora) et des Dix Paroles
sont legion; cf. T6rrI &Em& pericope citee, no. 22sqq., pp. 7sqq. mais le seul
texte qui se rapproche quelque peu de ce que nous lisons ici est le no. 41, p. 11,
emprunte a la compilation tardive MiSnat Rabbi 'I%'ezer : le r&it de la creation
commence par bet, lettre qui n’est prtcedte que dune seule, ce qui nous apprend
que I’univers n’a ete precede que de I’l?tre unique que l’on sait.
Pour le d&-G fonde sur le nombre lettres d’un mot voir infra, n. 29. J’ignore
la source de l’interpretation precise rapportte ici; le contenu en est banal.
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Deuxikme Parole
Tu n ‘auras pas d’autres dieux
En vertu [de ce qu’implique la Premiere Parole], 11 nous interdit
d’avoir la [mtme] croyance a l’egard de tout [autre] objet de culte
[concevable]; nous ne devons pas croire qu’ils sont dignes qu’on
leur rende culte, nous n’avons pas a les respecter ni a leur attribuer
de pouvoir sur quoi que ce soit. Au contraire, ils sont (Jer. xvi.19)
vanite oti il n’y a rien qui vaille (ibid. x.5). Ne les craignez pas, car ils
ne font pas de ma1 et ils ne peuvent non plus faire du bien. 11 n’est
permis d’aucune maniere de rendre culte en se prosternant a quelque
etre que ce soit, du plus eminent au plus vil, a ce qui en est issu
[ = produit naturellement] ou fait de main d’artiste. Et si quelqu’un
y Ctait contraint, qu’il se fasse tuer mais ne cede pas, en suivant
l’exemple de Hananya, Misael et Azarya - la paix sur eux - qui se
laisserent jeter dans la fournaise ardente plutot que de se prosterner
devant l’idole Crigee par Nabuchodonosor, ou de Daniel - la paix
sur lui - qui [ayant refuse d’abandonner m6me temporairement le
culte divin pour celui du roil fut jet6 dans la fosse aux lions. Mardothee - la paix sur lui - agit pareillement selon l’interpretation qui
considerait le prosternement devant Haman comme un geste
d’idolatrie.8 Bien au contraire, il faut mepriser dans toute la mesure
du possible et traiter outrageusement l’idolatrie et ceux qui s’y adonnent (Isa. xxx.22) : Tu les disperseras comme des souillures, sors!
lui diras-tu; le verbe sors (K Y) Ctant interpret6 [au sens d’ ‘ excrb
ments ‘1 d’apres (Deut. xxiii. 14) tu recouvriras tes excrements.’
En face de Moi
Que la pudeur t’interdise de rendre culte dans le monde a un autre
que Moi, comme qui desobeirait au souverain dans son [propre]
palais. On peut egalement expliquer: [ce culte interdit est toujours

Traduction ad sensum; l’arabe n’est pas trb clair (‘al5 ma qila min ‘an k&a
‘I-gharad bil-sujiid lahu Say’ min dhtilika). Le predicateur kardite fait ici allusion a
un dtveloppement aggadique d’Esther iii.2; cf. MidraJ Rabbii in lot., et textes
paralleles relevts par L. Gin&erg, The Legends ofthe Jews, vol. VI (Philadelphia,
1928) p. 463, n. 100.
Le rapprochement ~</so’ti avec utilisation des deux versets, d’lsai’e et du Deute
ronome, est emprunte’a l’Aggada, Tan!uima, Ki tt?$, 3. (Dans P@siqtti dPrab
Ktihtirui 13.2, Cd. B. Mandelbaum (New York, 1962) vol. I , p. 226, on trouve
seulement le rapprochement des deux mots et le verset d’lsaie; cf. le commentaire de R. David Qimhi sur ce dernier texte.)

- _._--_ _p__,l,__l___ I_,._I_(L-t_ .“__l___,ll__ I___lx ____“____^_~” ,___ll____ _ __~_“^I1_l,__,_-______““,,_~

_________,_~___I”_I-_“_I_)--^_^~,,
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‘ en face de Moi ‘1, car Je suis omniscient et rien ne demeure cache a
ma science. lo
L’ficriture nous apprend que le Tres Haut est ‘jaloux ’ de ce
qu’est fait pour autrui de ce qui [ne] revient [qu’] a Lui, et qu’I1
punit celui qui agit ainsi jusqu’a la quatrieme generation, en exterminant [la post&it& du coupable] lorsqu’elle persiste dans la
desobeissance’ 1 en meme temps qu’I1 conserve Sa faveur pendant
des milliers de generations a ceux qui L’aiment, qui Lui obeissent et
gardent Ses commandements. L’kriture le redit a un autre endroit :
(Deut. vii.9) [Dieu] garde l’alliance et la grace jusqu’a mille
generations pour ceux qui L’aiment et qui gardent Ses commandements.
Troisikme Parole
Tu ne prononceras pas le nom du Seigneur, ton Dieu, en vain
I1 interdit de jurer en vain par Son Nom et de l’evoquer a la leg&-e
(bil-tajz$) ou de Lui attribuer ce qui n’est pas vrai : les details [‘ divisions ‘, ’ aqsam] seront expliques plus loin.i2
L’ficriture dit: Le Nom Titragramme, le Nom supreme
(‘al-‘a’zam) qu’il faut tenir en veneration; [ce] afin d’avertir que
celui qui transgresse deliberement cet interdit est grandement fautif.
De plus, c’est le contraire de la veneration [due a Dieu] que d’enoncer, a Son sujet ce qui n’est pas vrai ou de Lui attribuer ce qui Lui
mkssied ou de lier a Sa mention ce qui est mensonger et a plus forte
raison de se parjurer en L’evoquant - il y a la profanation du Nom
(~tv;r h’%) [en hebreu dans le texte]. ’ 3
I1 ne fait aucune difference que l’on jure par le Nom Tetragramme
ou par un autre nom divin, comme Dieu Tout-Puissant (‘El10

11
12
13

Ces deux motifs sont alltguts aussi dans le commentaire de Yefet b. ‘Eli, in lot.
(voir la these intdite de Haggai Ben-Shammai, The Doctrines of Religious
Thought of Abii Yusfif Ya’qiib al-Qirqistini and Yefet ben ‘Efi (en htbreu) (Jerusalem, 1977) vol. II, p. 159) mais la ressemblance entre notre passage et celui de
Yefet est vague (cf. infra, n. 13). L’expression ‘ dtsobeir au souverain dans son
(propre) palais’ a une saveur aggadique; (je ne l’ai cependant pas trouvee relativement au verset en cause): Yefet met en avant le caractere tree de tout ce qui
est dans l’univers et la science totale (‘i/m bdligh)
- - que Dieu en possede.
Voir Targum in lot. et BT Sanh. 276; cf. Tora &lCrnci (supra, n. 4), nos. 1624, p.
43.
En gros, la meme interpretation dans SCper Hammib&ir d’Aaron ben Joseph
(Gozlow-Yevpatoria, 1835) pp. 36-7.
Cf. le commentaire de Yefet ben ‘Eli, in lot. (MS Paris, B.N. Hebreu 281, fol.
46r).
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Sadday), qualifiant Dieu et Le designant; dire ‘ par le Createur du
ciel ’ ou ‘ [par] le Createur de l’homme’, c’est [Cgalement] jurer par
Son Nom. C’est pourquoi l’kriture dit ailleurs (Lev. xix.12): vous
ne jurerez point par Man Nom par tromperie, d’une maniere
absolue.14
11 ne fait pas de difference non plus que le serment par le nom de
Dieu soit prononce en hebreu ou en une autre langue. La m&me
regle vaut du serment jure sur tout ce qui est objet de respect [?I,‘”
la Tora, les Prophetes, le Sanctuaire, les docteurs, les parents.16
On distingue deux sortes de serments: serments faux et serments
vains (s’eqer, Gw’).‘~
Les premiers sont des formulations verbales Cnoncees deliberement, qui sont contraires a la v&rite: quelqu’un jure qu’il a mange
alors qu’il n’a pas mange, ou qu’il mangera demain alors qu’il ne le
fera pas, ou qu’il n’a pas fait telle chose alors qu’il l’a faite, ou qu’il
fera une chose a une certaine condition mais il la fait d’une maniere
diffirente.i8
Le serment est vain quand son objet est futile (biitil) et frivole
(‘abath), comme jurer que l’homme est femme; dans ce cas, l’objet
correspond a une r&alit& mais il est le contraire de ce qui en est
affirmi:; jurer sur ce qui tombe sous le sens et que chaque homme
normal sait, est frivole: ainsi, jurer que le soleil est soleil et que
l’elephant est plus grand [sic, ‘akbar] que la girafe. Futile est Cgalement le serment dont l’objet est contraire a la nature des chases ou a
la Loi rCvClCe: ainsi, quand quelqu’un jure qu’il est monk au ciel ou

14

15
16
17

18
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MCme precision, rattachte a ‘ton Dieu’, dans Keter T&a d’Aaron b. Elie (termine en 1362), (Gozlow-Yevpatoria, 1866), p. 62~; voir aussi Elie b. Moise
Bashyatchi, ‘Adderet ‘Efiy~hti, ‘Bryan Sebii’a (impression d’odessa, 1870; reimpr. Israel, 1966) chs. l-2, p. 205cd; pour l’exegese rabbinique, cf. Sifrii Q&
dGslTm, ch. 2 (voir T6rti S&rnti (supra n. 4) no. 181, pp. 48-9).
Traduction incertaine (bi-dhawl ‘l&qq) cependant suggtrte par ce qui suit (cf.
aussi l’enumbation plus copieuse dans ‘E3k61 hakksper (Gozlow-Yevpatoria,
1836) alph. 136, p. 516~; ‘Adderet ‘l%ytihti (supra n. 14), ch. 2).
L’egalite de toutes les langues quant au serment enfreignant les deux versets
alltguts est soulignee par Qirqisani, Kitslb al-Anwiir, ed. L. Nemoy (New York,
1939-43) ~1.25.1-2, p. 645; plus brievement, Yefet, MS cite (cf. n. 13) fol. 46r.
L’auteur parlant ici en predicateur simplifie grandement une legislation Cvidemment beaucoup plus tlaboree dans le commentaire de Yefet b. ‘Eli, les codes tels
que les deux cites dans les notes precedentes et aussi dans 1’ ‘ESkOl hakkaper de
Juda Hadasi.
Bashyatchi designe cette espece de serments par le terme St?bii’at bi@y (supru, n.
14; ch. 4, p. 203~). Pour la loi rabbinique, voir M. Sebu. 3.1; BT Sebu. 19b-206;
cf. Tarti ,!?Grna (supra, n. 4). no. 182, p. 49.
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qu’il ne mangera pas de pain azyme a la Pique ou ne jeunera pas le
jour de Kippur.ig
Toutes ces varietes de serments sont profanation du Nom qui
tombent sous la menace de sanctions graves dont l’kriture previent
en disant : [le Seigneur] ne la&era pas impuni celui qui aura prononce
Son Nom en vain. 11 est d’autres passages scripturaires (Zech. v.4 et
viii. 16-17) adresses aux gens de la Dispersion, par ou l’on voit que
Dieu dtteste ces comportements.20
La multiplication des serments est l’une des pierres d’achoppement (nl%>a) [en hebreu dans le texte] dans 1’Exil; les gens y sont
habitues des l’enfance, a cause de la frequentation des Gentils. C’est
pourquoi beaucoup de gens tombent dans le pitch& de profanation
du Nom, la plupart de leurs serments Ctant frivoles. C’est un des
reproches que Jeremie (v.2) lance a ses contemporains : s’ils disent :
par la vie de YH WH, en fait, ils jurent par le mensonge. Au temoignage du psalmiste (cxliv.8 et 14), c’est un defaut qui caracterise les
non-Juifs: dont la bouche dit des faussetes et dont la droite est une
droite mensongtre.

Les gens de bien (‘al-‘a&%) habituent, par crainte de jurer, leur
langue a des formules inoffensives (mimma la darara f ih) substituees
au serment et quand ils jurent quelque chose de dommageable, [a
condition toutefois] qu’il n’entraine pas le jureur a sa perte, ils sont
fiddles a leur parole. C’est ainsi qu’est decrit le juste (Pss. xv.4 et
cxix. 106) : s ‘il jure a son detriment, il ne se parjure pas ; j’ai fait un
serment, je le tiendrai, c’est d’observer les jugements de Ta justice.21

19

20
21

Cf. Bashyatchi. Samuel utilise ici, avec des adaptations dont j’ignore si elles
- lui
sont personnelles, une source similaire a celle exploitee par le MidraS haggadol;
voir TWi &lt?mis (supra, n. 4), no. 183, p. 49; voir tgalement M. Zebu. 3.8 (BT
Zebu. 29~).
La vision de Zacharie, ch. 5, est alleguee par ‘ESkGl hakkoper (supra, n. 15)
alph. 138, p. 52bc, mais dans la perspective des sanctions divines en cas de
non-accomplissement des voeux.
Nous avons ici, mais en termes assez imp&is, la premiere des deux interprttations de Ps. xv.4, proposees dans Kitiib al-Anwar (supra, n. 16) vi.34.4, p. 656;
ESkGf hakktiper (supra, n. 15) alph. 138, p. 526, transpose en htbreu, en l’amplifiant, le texte de Qirqisani. Aaron ben Elie se rtfere a Ps. xxiv.4 (‘il ne jure pas
pour tromper ‘), en faisant de l’evitement du serment mensonger l’un des attributs (‘isstir, dans la terminologie karaite) du Juste (Sad&q): Keter TCrii (supra, n.
14), p. 62b.
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Quatrikme Parole

Ce prtcepte est capital (‘aqima); il est un des piliers de la religion
et la rkcompense attach&e A son observance est immense (‘aqim).
Dieu a garanti la facilitk de se procurer la subsistance de ce jour, A
preuve (Exod. xvi.22): Or, au sixisme jour, ils ramassaient le double
de pain. Dieu a expresskment marquk ce jour comme consacri: au
c&e: Sabbat, pour le Seigneur, ton Dieu, tandis qu’I1 a institut? les
six autres pour l’homme qui y accomplit tout ce qu’il a A faire.24
Ce jour, Dieu l’institua pour Lui-meme, aussi doit-il 6tre employ6
tout entier ‘aux actes religieux (yutawafar fiha ‘alti @‘atih) et A
l’kvocation de Ses oeuvres, comme le proclame le prophkte
[‘al-rasiil, David en l’occurrence, Ps. xcii.2-31: [Chant pour le jour
du Sabbat.] I1 est bon de rendre grrice au Seigneur . . . d’annoncer Ta

Souviens-toi du jour du Sabbat pour le sanct$er
Souviens-toi. Invitation A se remkmorer l’obligation dkjja impode
lors de l’affaire de la manne (Exod. xvi.23sqq.). [D’autre part], il
faut se souvenir de ce jour avant son arrivke et se saucier de prkparer
ce qu’il est possible de prkparer A son intention.22
Dans la seconde version du DCcalogue (Deut. v. 12), on lit ‘ observe’ [A la place de ‘ souviens-toi ‘1; les deux formulations ont
valeur obligatoire: il faut observer le Sabbat et l’avoir en m&moire,
en s’abstenant de toutes les occupations interdites ce jour-18.
En vertu de la double injonction, ‘ se souvenir’ et ‘observer ‘, il
faut laisser une marge [fan;‘, ‘ espace libre ‘1 au Sabbat, avant et
aprks, en sorte que le temps de l’observance soit ins&-C entre deux
moments neutres [litt. ‘ chases ‘I: si le ciel est couvert de nuages A la
fin de la journke de vendredi, il conviendra d’adopter l’attitude la
plus prudente (yu’hadh ‘al-‘ahwat) [autrement dit, il faut se comporter comme si le Sabbat avait dkj:ja dCbutC].23

g&e dt?s le matin et Ta jidklitt? durant les nuits.

L’kriture mentionne le Sabbat en trente-six passages dont treize
dans le Pentateuque. 25 Chacune de ces mentions apporte un enseignement (fii’ida) de plus engageant A l’observance [sabbatique].
C’est g&e au Sabbat que s’ktait maintenue I’indCpendance
(dawla) [de la nation israklite] et c’est g&e A lui que sera rCalis&e la
dklivrance; m6me le non-Juif qui l’observe est rCcompensC et jouit
du fruit mkriti: de son oeuvre, alors que (au contraire) celui qui le
profane s’exclut de la vie Ctemelle (~33 a+ly;r 39,) [en hkbreu dans
texte], se rend passible de la peine de mort dans ce monde et du

22

Cf. Mekilta &&de& Cd. J. Z. Lauterbach (Philadelphia, 1933-5), vol. II, pp.
252-3, et les textes apparent& dans TCrti &lt?m6 (supra, n. 4), no. 220, p. 63. La
formulation de notre auteur est cependant trop vague pour qu’on puisse assurer
qu’il avait I’un ou I’autre de ces textes g l’esprit. La recommandation de penser
au Sabbat comme B un objet prkieux, diduite des deux verbes, se trouve dans
‘EskBI hakkoper (supra, n. 15), alph. 145, lettre mem, p. 54d, mais exprimk, 11
aussi, de faGon vague.
23 L’extension de la vigueur de la loi sabbatique par un ‘ espace ’ double, avant le
commencement et aprts la fin du temps sac& est Cgalement prescrite dans le
Murjid (cf. Nathan Weisz, (Samuel ben Moses . . .) Traktat iiber den Sabbat bei
den Kuriiern (Pressburg, 1907), pp. 4, 17-18), $ titre de ‘ prbcaution ’ (‘istiJhiir,
pour le sens voir R. Dozy, Suppliment aux dictionnaires arabes (Leiden, 1881),
vol. I I, p. 87) et en tant qu’impliqde par ziikbr et &imbr. (Cette rtgle et sa
iustification scripturaire ne se trouvent ni chez Qirqisani (Kitiib al-Anwtir,
(supra, n. 22); cf: BT RoS. HaS. 9a, Yoma 816 voir T&i &%?rn& (supra, n. 4),
145, p. 544, ni dans le passage affkrent de Keter TCrti (supra, n. 14) pp. 62b-63 ;
cf. cependant Gun ‘Eden du meme auteur (Gozlow-Yevpatoria, 1866), ‘Inyun
Subbat, ch. 20, p. 37ab, mais dtduit de Zubb& Subb&%, Exod. xxxi. 15 etc.) Elle
doit pourtant remonter A une source datant du dixitme si&le au moins, 4 preuve
que Yefet, MS citC, fols. 48+49r, en fait &tat, B titre d’opinion qu’il ne prend pas
d son compte, d’un docteur anonyme (ba’d ‘al-‘ulamct’) que je ne suis pas en
mesure d’identifier. ‘ Se souvenir’ enjoindrait de compter les jours (de la semaine?), de sorte que la connaissance du jour du Sabbat ne se perde pas;
’ garder ’ serait prendre garde (‘ihtiycit) ‘d’y entrer [avant qu’il commence] et
d’en sortir aprks [qu’il prenne fin], tel que les chases se passent dans la pratique ’
(‘a/ii mii huwa mawjzid fll-‘isti’miiC) : on cesse le travail avant, et l’on ‘ sort du
Sabbat’ un bon bout de temps (qil’a wtisr”a) aprb le coucher du soleil. Yefet
estime, quant B lui, que ‘ se souvenir’ signifie se remtmorer que le repos sabbatique avait Ctt ordonnk dts la cueillette de la manne (Exod. xvi.22 sqq.) ou mCme
institut d& I’achkement de I’oeuvre de la creation, si I’on accepte la thbe selon
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laquelle les prkeptes furent tdictts B ce moment (sans doute allusion $ une
d o c t r i n e profeske, aftirme-t-on, p a r B e n j a m i n al-Nihgwandi; cf. Kittib
al-AnwrSr (supra, n. 16), 1v.55.9-57.14, pp. 452-68, trad. REJ 120 (1961), 24556). Nous avons 18 le correspondant kara’ite du principe rabbinique
1’3’bln
(Aaron ben Elie l’alltgue du reste (Gun ‘Eden, passage
WVi7;1 +Y 51rla
ciiC) que l’on trouve prtcisCment B propos de nos deux versets dans la Mekifta
(supra, n. 22); cf: BT RoS. HaS. 9a, Yoma 81b voir TCrti &h?rnti (supra, n. 4),
no. 226, p. 65; no. 250, p. 72; no. 255, p. 73).
24 Cf. Ttirti &le?rnti (supra, n. 4), no. 240, p. 69 et no. 246, p. 70, ainsi que les notes
compltmentaires 14-15, dans le mCme volume, pp. 242-9: ‘faire oeuvre durant
six jours’ est-il facultatif ou obligatoirement impost par la RCvtlation? La
remarque de Samuel est trop concise pour que l’on puisse affirmer qu’il a CtC ou
non conscient de ce probltme d’exCg&se, alors qu’un auteur comme Aaron ben
Elie en atteste I’existence chez les Karai’tes et tranche en faveur de la premitre
branche de l’alternative (Keter TCti (supra, n. 14), p. 63~).
25 Cf. Weisz (supru, n. 23), p. 1 et la note 2 de I’tditeur, p. 23. Les treize mentions
faites dans le Pentateuque: Aaron b. Elie, Gun ‘Eden (supra, n. 23), ‘ Inyan
Sabbfit, ch. 9, p. 28b; Bashyatchi ne rapporte, en les numtrotant, que onze
,passages du Pentateuque (supru, n. 14, ‘Inyan Sabbat, ch. 3, p. 39bc); aucun de
ces deux auteurs (et, sous rberve de correction, nul autre que notre Samuel) ne
parle de trente-six mentions, nombre trop Clevk pour le Pentateuque et trop bas
pour l’ensemble de la Bible htbraique.
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chatiment dans l’autre, selon la parole (Exod. xxxi. 14): Qui le profane, de mort il mourra.26

Le Sabbat rappelle deux grands evenements: la creation (Exod.
xxxi. 17), En six jours, le Seigneur a fait les cieux et la terre, et la sortie
d’figypte (~‘%n nxw) [en hebreu dans le texte], et Dieu a promis la
recompense a qui l’observe, le sanctifie et l’honore (Isa. lviii. 14) : [Si
tu honores le Sabbat, vs. 13) alors tu te delecteras en le Seigneur

etc.27
Cinquikme Parole
Honore ton ptre et ta mere

Dieu a ordonne d’honorer les deux parents en raison du bien qu’ils
ont fait a l’enfant, ce bien venant Cjuste] apres celui que Dieu lui
avait fait. Et ils sont les geniteurs [litt. ‘ racines ‘, ‘usiil] de l’homme
[l’individu], qu’ils ont le merite d’avoir eduque, trait& avec tendresse
et bienveillance. Les honorer est un precepte (tant) de la raison (sue)
de la Revelation; la docilite dont on fait preuve a leur Cgard soutient
la vie bien r&glee de l’individu (‘ahwiil ‘al-‘insiin).28 11 faut les respecter et les craindre (Lev. xix.3): vow craindrez chacun sa mere et
son pere, la tournure du verset les mettant a egalite sur ce point. [Le
respect qui leur est da] doit etre mele de crainte, en raison de la
Nous avons condense le texte qui cite abondamment ici Isa. lvi. l-6; cf. M&id
II. 12 et 15, ap. Weisz, pp. 18-19/42 sq., 21/47 (supra, n. 23). Le double chltiment,
ici-bas et dans l’au-deli, est sans doute dtduit de la construction infinitif absolu+ verbe fltchi, mais je ne connais pas de source a cette exegbe, du moins
touchant le verset alltgue dans notre passage; la construction similaire hikkiirct
tikkriret, de Num. xv.3 1, est, en revanche, interpretee dans ce sens : SifrZ Bemidbar, $ 112, td. H. S. Horovitz (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1917) p. 121, lignes 10-11,
BT Sanh. 99~. I1 convient toutefois de noter que mot Cimzit, de Gen. ii.17, est
l ’ o b j e t dune exegese similaire sinon i d c n t i q u e (nlan\ ;It;l a%Yl, MB
Na;1 a%Y% mais uniquement dans des textes tres tardifs, alors qu’on ne trouve
rien de tel dans I’Aggada ancienne: MidraS haggadcl, _td.- M. Margulies, vol. I
(Jerusalem, 1947). p. 83, et dans TiqqlSnC ZGhar (cf. Toru &lFrna (supra, n. 4),
no. 241, p. 222): Tiqqtin 24, ed. R. Margulies (Tel-Aviv, 1948) p. 696; Tiqqzin
53, p. 876; (je n’ai rien trouve aux deux autres endroits indiques). S’il n’est gdre
vraisemblable que notre Karai’te se soit inspire des TiqqimP Zohar, il n’est pas
exclu qu’ii ait utilise une source tgalement exploitee par le compilateur du
MidraS haggrldcil; nous avons rep&e dans les Muqaddimcit deux cas analogues:
voir IeS notes 30 et 34 de l’article cite, supra, n. 1.
27 L’idee cst banale, au reste incluse dans les textes bibliques; cf. Kifab al-AnwLir
(supra, n. 16), x1.27.5, p. 1 I57 ; Gun ‘Eden (supra, n. 23), ‘Inyan Sabbat, ch. 20, p.
36ab; TCti &l&mti (supra, n. 4). no. 274, p. 81; voir aussi Ma’imonide, Guide
11.31 ; la pericope d’Isa’ie est citee dans MurSid, ap. Weisz (supra, n. 23) pp.
I9sy./44sq.
28 Ou ’ I’ordre social ’ (?).
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crainte eprouvee devant Dieu et celle de leur malediction [s’ils sont
desobeis].
Le mot hebreu pour ‘ honore’ se compose de trois lettres (kbd),
car il faut honorer ses pere et mere en leur presence, en leur absence
et apres leur mort. Dans le premier cas, le respect s’exprime en se
levant et s’inclinant devant eux, en les installant a une place honorable, en ne s’asseyant pas a leur place, en ne leur coupant pas la
parole. En leur absence: parler d’eux courtoisement (bil-jamrl).
Apres leur mort: en invoquant la misericorde divine lorsqu’on les
mentionne. Le detail de tout ceci se trouve dans le [ = notre?] commentaire. Notre seigneur Joseph honora son pere en sa presence et
en son absence. Salomon honora sa mere en se levant et en se
prosternant devant elle et en lui faisant avancer un siege, la placant a
sa droite (1 Kgs ii. 19). Dans l’autre redaction des Dix Paroles (Deut.
v. 16), l’lkriture ajoute aJn que tes jours se prolongent, indiquant que
le respect des parents est un gage de long&it& tandis que sentence
de -mart est port&e a l’encontre de qui leur manque de respect. Le
seigneur Salomon proclame [en effet] (Prov. xxx. 17) : L’oeil qui se
moque d’un p&e et meprise l’obeissance due a une mere, les corbeaux
du torrent le creveront et lespetits de l’aigle le devoreront.29

Cette recommandation est la premiere (de celles) qui interessent
les relations entre les hommes, les precedentes ayant eu trait aux
rapports entre Dieu et l’homme.
On dit cependant (aussi) que tout en visant des relations au sein
de l’humanite, ce precepte a une attache avec les relations entre
l’homme et Dieu parce que le respect des parents est un des droits
que Dieu revendique pour Lui-meme. Selon cette opinion, les Dix
29

Nous avons deja rencontrt (supra, n. 7) un exemple du pro&de de dt%iS fonde
sur le nombre des lettres du mot interprett. Le simili-midrti9 de basse tpoque
?Vs~qtci Hadta tire aussi une unterpretation du nombre des letres de KaB(B)eD
(A. Jellinek, Bet ha-M&ash, vol. VI (Vienna, 1877) p. 44, Torti &?lt?mci (supra
n. 4), no. 305, p. 93), mais il y voit une allusion a l’idee que les deux parents sont
associts a Dieu dans la formation de la structure psycho-somatique de l’homme
(d’apres BT Nid. 31~); chose curieuse, Samuel fait ailleurs Ctat de cette idte (voir
la note 79 de l’article cite, supra, n. I), mais ne l’tvoque pas ici, sinon d’une
manitre tres vague, allusion trb breve egalement dans Keter T&fi (supra, n. 14)
p.646, quicite R. Y&ua’(b. Yehuda):tN’llXlb 135 PjW O;I nlX;l.‘Le reste du
du developpement rappelle, outre Kittib al-Anwar (supra, n. 16), ~1.42, pp. 674-5
et 1x.19.3, p. 927 et x1.2.6, p. 1119, le MidraS ‘ASeret haddibbPr&, compilation
Cgalement tardive attribuee a M&e HaddarSan (cf. Tcira &?lFmti (supra. n. 4),
no. 3 18, p. 99); source plus ancienne: BT Qidd. 31 b (32 dans TcirrT %lFrna
(supra, n. 4) no. 287, p. 86, est une fame d’impression) (C’est par une distraction
que Samuel note ici une difference non-existante entre Exod. xx. 12 et Deut.
v.16). Le morceau correspondant dans ‘Adderer ‘f%yahti a ete traduit par L.
Nemoy, Karaite Anthology (New Haven, Conn., 1952), pp. 26&3.
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L’homme qui commet 1 ‘adult&e avec la femme de son prochain, il sera
mis ci mort l’homme adult&-e et la femme adult&e. L’kriture interdit
Cgalement les unions incestueuses ( nlvw Cnviyl mu ) [en hkbreu
dans le texte] et dklare que ce sont 18 des ‘ abominations ’ (nmm)
[en hCbreu dans le texte] et menace les transgresseurs de ‘ re-

Paroles se diviseraient en deux groupes de cinq: le premier rattachk
au Crkateur, le second A la crkature.30
SixKme Parole
Tu ne tueras point

tranchement ’ (nm) [en hkbreu dans le texte].33

Interdiction de mettre A mort les innocents alors que [s’il y a eu
meurtre] Dieu a dit (Exod. xxi.23): iime pour ame, et 11 a prescrit de
refuser le prix du sang (Num. xxxv.31): et vous nbccepterez pas de

Huitihme Parole
TM ne voleras pas

rancon pour la vie d’un meurtrier.

Le verbe employi: ici se compose de quatre lettres (tr$h) parce que
le meurtre peut &re perpCtrC de quatre man&es: directement, par
ordre (donnei g autrui), par calomnie (dknonciation), par nonassistance alors qu’on a le pouvoir (de se porter au’ secours de la
victime). 31 L’kriture se prononce en ce sens (Lev. xix.16): Ne sois
pas ind$Grent au sang de ton prochain. Le Sage dit (de son CM)
(Prov. xxiv. 11) : Dtlivre ceux que l’on conduit ci la mort.32

Interdiction du vol: s’approprier secrktement le bien du prochain.
La formule de dkfense est, ici, absolue; ailleurs (Lev. xix.lO),
l’kriture emploie le verbe au plurie1.34
Le verbe employ& ici est formC de quatre lettres (tgnb). C’est,
a-t-on dit, parce qu’il y a quatre espkes de voleurs: celui qui est tenu
de restituer au double, celui qui doit dkdommager au quadruple et
au quintuple,35 celui qui est puni de mort - c’est le cas du ravisseur
d’un homme afin de le vendre (Exod. xxi. 16) - enfin le voleur dont la
punition est la honte qu’il ressent (tasubbuh bajalatuh), celui qui vole
des chases comestibles ou buvables, de peu de valeur[?],36 ainsi
qu’il est dit (Prov. vi.30): on ne mkprise pas le voleur quand il vole

SeptiGme Parole
TM ne commettraspoint l’adulttre

Interdiction de la dkbauche (fujiir), c’est-A-dire la fornication (zinii’)
avec 1’Cpouse d’un [autre] homme, (pCchC) dont la prohibition absolue a Ctk prononcke dans d’autres passages et qui est moralement
mauvais (qabib), tant sous le rapport de la raison que celui de la Loi
kwttlke. L’adulkre constitue une transgression 5 plusieurs points de
vue: l’un est la confusion des gknkalogies et l’assomption d’une
fausse paternitt: (‘ilzam ‘al-‘insan biwalad ghayrih) et d’autres abus
qui en rekvent (ghayr dhSilika min tafninih). 11 est contraire A la
‘ sanctification’ (tvnp) [en hCbreu dans le texte] que Dieu requiert
des IsraClites (Lev. xx.7): Vous vous sanctzjierez et vous serez saints.
L’kriture sanctionne de la peine capitale les adult&es (ibid. vs. 10):
30
31
32

Sans doute comme l’icrit Abraham Ibn Ezra, & Exod. xx.2, parce que les parents
sont pour ainsi dire associis de Dieu dans la venue $ l’etre de I’homme (cf. la
note prkckdente).
Interprktation diffkrente du nombre de lettres dans P&iqtci uudtd (supru, n. 29),
pp. 44-S; cf. TCrci &lt?mci (supra, n. 4) no. 333, p. 103 et la note affkrente.
C’est une des interprktations traditionnelles juives (Sifra au verset cite de LCvitique, repris par Rashi). Abraham Ibn Ezra souligne le motif de dknonciation;
cf. la remarque dans TWi &lt’mti citte dans la note prkddente. Noter que le
SCper Hammib&r (supra, n. 12) p. 38~1, propose des distinctions assez diffkrentes; cf. aussi Keter TMi (supru, n. 14), pp. 64b-65a et Can ‘Eden (supra, n .
23), p. 177b.
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(pour calmer son appttit quand il a faim).37

Le vol est un acte grave [et ses fruits] ne sont pas bknis.
L’kriture compare [le voleur] A la perdrix parce que le rksultat de
son acte n’est que le p&h& [avec le dkshonneur qui s’ensuit], de
m8me que la perdrix ne tire aucun profit de l’oeuf qu’elle couve pour
autrui.38 [En revanche, A propos de la conduite opposke,] le Sage
ditr\(Prov. xxviii.20): l’homme loyal a abondance de b&z&dictions.
33
34

I

35
36
37

38

Cf. Lev. xviii, xx. 17 etc. Samuel illustre ensuite son propos d’extraits de Prov. vi.
32-3, 27-9, 26, citts dans cet ordre. Cf. ‘EJkiil hakk6per (supra, n. 15), alph. 276,
p. 105ab; Guide des LgarCs III, 49.
L’auteur cite simplement le texte, mais il veut dire sans doute que dans le
Ltvitique, I’interdiction de voler est associke $ d’autres espkces d’abus de confiance.
Cf. Exod. xxii. 1 sqq., xxi.37.
Traduction incertaine; le texte Porte ‘al-ghaniyya, qui n’est pas en contexte.
Sans tenir compte de la suite du verset cite, le pridicateur semble vouloir dire
que si, dans le cas mentionnk, il n’y a pas de sanction finale, ni m&me
rkprobation publique, le coupable n’est pas fier de ce au’il a fait. Les exCg&ses
tirCes du nombre des lettres de tgnb relevkes dans Tora &it?mti (supru, n. 4), no.
367 (= Bet ha-Midrasch vol. VI, (supra n. 29) p. 45) et 367 bis, p. 112, diffkrent
plus ou moins de ce qu’on lit ici: la quatrikme espke ne semble pas Ctre, jusqu’g
plus ample inform& attest&e ailleurs.
Allusion g Jer. xvii. 11, non citt? formellement dans le texte.
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Neuvikme Parole

vii.21): J’en ai eu envie et je les pris.41 Enfin l’envie peut porter sur
un droit [de propriete] manifeste (? haqq yatabayyan lahu) et le
coupable en vient a faire une deposition mensongere afin de frustrer
sa victime de son droit, transgressant ainsi Tu ne deposeras pas de
faux ttmoignage contre ton prochain, comme les vauriens qui, sur
l’instigation de Jezabel, temoignerent [faussement] contre Nabot,
en vue de priver celui-ci de sa vigne (1 Kgs xxi. l-l 6).
Le verbe employe est compose de quatre lettres (thmd) parce que,
dit-on, la convoitise est de quatre sortes, specifiees dans le verset:
l’epouse du prochain, sa maison, son champ et toute autre chose qui
peut etre sa propriete legitime.42
Ainsi done, ils [les docteurs?] ont fait rentrer sous la rubrique de
‘ convoitise ’ l’ensemble des Dix Paroles, ce qui revient a dire : si tu
veux etre innocent (ta’tasim) des crimes mentionnes, ne convoite pas
(yam N5)i[en hebreu dans le texte]. Dieu a clos les Dix Paroles par
cette interdiction qui est [si elle est transgress&e] a la base de toutes
les calamites et vaut [au coupable] la totalite des maux, ici-bas et
dans l’au-de1a.43

TM ne deposeras pas de faux temoignage contre ton prochain

Interdiction du temoignage mensonger (kadhib), selon l’autre version (Deut. v.18[20]), du temoignage a la leg&e (juzaf). D’autres
textes concernant [la meme transgression]: (Exod. xxiii.2): Tu ne
deposeras pas dans un pro&s pour devier [fausser le jugement] ;
(Deut. xix. 16): Quand un temoin malveillant se dresse contre un
homme. Le Sage dit (Prov. xix.5): Le faux tkmoin ne sera pas tenu
pour quitte. Le faux temoignage est un insigne m&fait, car il est cause
de perte d’ames (de vie) et de biens. 11 peut [notamment] etre accusation d’inciter au culte idolatre et de fausse prophetic (;r~t FITLY et
?pw Kl>3j[en hebreu dans le texte] ; cp. Deut. xiii.2-19). En revanche,
voici comment le Sage s’exprime au sujet du temoin veridique (Prov.
xiv.25) : Un ttmoin veridique sauve des vies.39
Dixikme Parole
Tu ne convoiteras pas

Interdiction de l’envie (hasad), c’est-a-dire le dtsir qu’eprouve une
personne d’avoir ce qui appartient a son prochain; trait de caractere
reprehensible au regard de la raison comme de la Loi revelee. Elle
englobe chacun des cinq preceptes (mm) [en hebreu dans le texte]
qui interessent les relations entre les hommes. En effet, quelqu’un
peut envier a son prochain sa situation ou sa fonction4’ et cela le
conduit a priver ce dernier de la vie comme Achab qui fut la cause de
la (mise a) mort de Nabot dont il convoitait le vignoble (1 Kgs xxi)
et il transgressa ainsi Tu ne tueras point. Ou bien il advient qu’un
homme enviant l’epouse d’autrui commette l’adultere avec elle,
transgressant ainsi le precepte Tu ne commettras pas l’adulttre. Or le
Sage dit (Prov. vi.25): Ne desire pas sa beaute dans ton coeur. Ou
encore, il lui Porte envie a cause de sa fortune et la lui d&robe,
transgressant [ainsi] Tu ne voleras pas, ce que fit Akan (Josh.
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Cette fois-ci, notre Karai’te ne fait pas Ctat, aux fins de deduction extgetique, du
nombre des lettres du verbe employe (t’nh); la P&iqtti Hudtci nous gratifie dune
telle interpretation (Bet ha-Midrasch, vol. VI (supru, n. 29). p. 45; Toni &%i+mi
(supru, n. 4), no. 386, p. 117).
Le choix des termes employts ici (martuba, ~a?@) n’est pas tres heureux parce
que le cas allegut concerne la propriete du prochain.

26.5

[Postscript

Sadly, Professor Vajda died while this volume was being printed. We
are grateful to Dr P. B. Fenton of the Taylor-Schechter Genizah
Research Unit, a former student of Professor Vajda, for his kind
assistance with the proof-reading of the above article--Editors.]
I
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Noter qu’il ne s’agit pas dans le cas alltgue d’un larcin commis au detriment du
prochain mais dune appropriation sacrilege.
Le texte ne fait que titer les termes scripturaires (‘ champ ’ figure seulement dans
la redaction du Deuteronome), mais en les rangeant par ordre d’importance.
Pour des considerations similaires sinon identiques, voir les textes align& dans
Tihi &lt?rnci (supru, n. 4), no. 395, p. 120, et no. 408, p. 125, avec les notes
afferentes.

J. WEINGREEN

The rabbinic axiom that is the theme of this essay occurs no less
than three times in the Babylonian Talmud - in Ber. 31b, Sanh. 852
and Ned. 3~. This statement asserts that the Torah employed
ordinary, human language’ and was evidently meant to be a
general, guiding principle in the study of biblical texts. As examples
of the application of this principle these three talmudic passages
quote the following biblical texts:
(1) In 1 Sam. i.11 we find the expression,;rFTn ;rk-~ a~, ‘if thou
(God) wilt indeed take notice [of the affliction of thy handmaid] ‘. Here the so-called infinitive absolute (really a verbal
noun) placed immediately before the finite verb expresses
emphasis. Because the reader is confronted with what, to
him, may appear to be a strange arrangement in the Hebrew
text, he is told that this is a normal feature in the language.
(2) In Lev. xxii.4 we find the duplication rti’5 EM, meaning ‘any
person ‘. It is again pointed out that such duplication of
nouns is normal usage in Hebrew.
(3) In Num. vi.2 the cognate verb and noun are used in the
phrase v!. WV, ‘to make a vow ‘. Once again the student
is reminded that this arrangement is the usual practice in
Biblical Hebrew and nothing more.
Rashi makes a very pertinent comment on the last of these
talmudic examples in asserting: ah ;1m aivn5 ~95, ‘one must
1

M. Jastrow, A Dictiqnary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi.
rmd the Midrashic Literature (London and New York, 1903), p. 278, S.V. 737
adds the explanation: ‘i.e. uses metaphors and phrases adapted to huma;
understanding’. While this is true, I feel that the axiom refers rather to implications in speech.
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not infer any midrashic interpretation from this’. Rashi’s apt
observation may be applied with equal force to this rabbinic dictum
in general, for it indicates the intent of the rabbis in issuing this
salutary reminder. It was evidently felt necessary to explain that
phenomena in Biblical Hebrew that did not seem to conform to
logical thinking were, in fact, nothing more than normal features of
the language, and the above biblical quotations were cited as
examples. That is to say, there were no hidden concepts involved
that could be revealed only by the application of some midrashic
rules. Students were to be discouraged from the tendency of overindulgence in extravagant exposition when faced with what is
simply regular usage in Hebrew syntax. While midrashic procedures were indulged in for homiletic or legalistic purposes, there
was nevertheless the realization that such interpretations could be
inimical to the plain sense of the text and students had to be alerted
to this danger.2
Another rabbinic dictum that is relevant to the theme of this
essay is found in BT Qidd. 49~. Though directed specifically to
those engaged in the public reading of an Aramaic translation
(Targum) of the Hebrew Scriptures in synagogue services,3 it is of
general significance for translators of the biblical text. It is recorded
that: W’IX x -1~ mm:, pm tmnm mvt ;1m’ ‘7 ‘ R. Judah said:
“anyone who translates a biblical verse [strictly] according to its
form [that is, ‘literally’] misleads”.’ This cautionary statement by
R. Judah suggests that, because of the sacred nature of the Hebrew
text, translators were prone to try to keep to the sequence of the
Hebrew words4 thereby producing literal renderings, which often
did not represent the true sense of the text. He rightly emphasized
the importance of presenting the sense of the text, even if this meant
a departure from a verbal rendering. Scholars are only too well
aware that, in certain instances, literal or verbatim translations
A similar warning against the danger of presenting a midrashic interpretation
as the sense of a text intended by the writer is given in BT Sabb. 63~:
lt31W3 '7'13 KW N'li?B VN _, ‘a biblical verse can never lose its plain sense’
(even though its meaning may be extended by the methods of interpretation).
Cp. Jastrow, pp. 832 -3.
The practice in the public reading of the Torah in synagogue services was
aim mxi x-qm mw , ‘the biblical passage [was read] twice and the
Targum once’ (BT Ber. 8~).
Such strict adherence to the Hebrew text is seen in the Greek version of Aquila,
where violence is often thereby done to the Greek.

may produce ambiguity or a misrepresentation of what the writer
intends to convey.
There appears to be a close relationship between these two rabbinic dicta. When taken together and stated in modern terms, their
joint import may be formulated as follows: when Biblical Hebrew
was a living, spoken language, it manifested characteristics common to living languages. One of these, with which this essay is
specifically concerned, is that a word or phrase of which the
meaning is not in doubt may be used in a particular context, with
the intent not of conveying its simple meaning but of implying a
derived meaning indicated by the context, and this may be far
removed from its usual sense. Failure to grasp the derived sense
required by the context induces difficulties and opens the way for
subjective interpretation and comment, as will be illustrated later.
When, however, the implied sense, as determined by the context,
is grasped, the meaning intended by the writer becomes evident.
The purpose of this essay is to demonstrate this phenomenon in
Biblical Hebrew and thus to vindicate our rabbinic axiom that the
Torah employed ordinary, human language. It will also be shown
that rabbinic comments on a few selected biblical texts indicate an
understanding of this phenomenon of implied meanings of words,
imposed by the contexts in which they appear, as opposed to their
plain and basic meanings. Though the comments of the rabbis on
these selected texts are couched in midrashic forms, they nevertheless indicate their understanding of this feature in what had been
a living language.
The relevance of the phenomenon of implied, derived meanings
of words becomes very significant when applied to the class of
Hebrew verbs designated as statives. These verbs generally denote
states-of-being, which seem to be inactive, but they sometimes
assume active meanings when so determined by their contexts. It
should be observed that stative verbs are not restricted to intransi- - ‘was small ‘. There
tives, such as kiibzd, ‘was heavy ’ and qafon,
are quite a number of transitive verbs which, because they indicate
states-of-being, may be included under the category of statives.
Some such verbs are ziikar. ‘remembered’, ‘was in a state of
remembering ‘, Siik&, ‘ forgot ‘, ‘was in a state of forgetfulness’,
yiidu’, ‘knew ‘, ‘was in a state of knowing ‘, and @mzd, ‘coveted ‘,
‘was in a state of coveting ‘. In the biblical texts now to be cited
it will become apparent that the writer did not mean to convey
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the plain stative sense but one of active effect or consequence. In
other words, samples of what is meant by the axiom that the Torah
employed ordinary, human language will be given.
In some instances the derived meanings of words suggest themselves to the reader without any difficulty. Such is the case of the
verbs zcikar and 5ik4 in Gen. x1.23. In this chapter, after Joseph
has interpreted the dream of the chief butler to mean that he will
be reinstated in office by Pharaoh, he begs the exultant butler to
bring his case to the notice of Pharaoh and secure his release from
prison ;-r:!$
: . n:3;r_tp 9~~~$i;r; ;~L?q-$g ‘@T?r;r#verse 14). The narrator tells us, however, that ?;lr@> @‘-ng n@q;l-l@ 725 ti51,
‘the chief butler did not remember Joseph, ‘but he forgot him’
(verse 23). Clearly this verse does not mean to suggest that the
chief butler suffered a lapse of memory. This was a case of
deliberate betrayal and abandonment of Joseph. The true sense of
this verse is quite obvious, and there is no need for interpretation.
That the verb &ik4 in certain contexts is the equivalent of ‘cizab,
‘abandoned ‘, is made clear by their juxtaposition in Isa. xlix. 14,
where we read: ~gpf ~;ix~ ;11;1~ WX~ tiq YQK~~ , ‘Zion says “The
L ORD has forsaken me; my lord has forgotten me.“’ The parallelism of the verse makes it plain that the two verbs have the same
meaning as, indeed, the Targum understood them, by translating
‘,F+ as ‘!c??, ‘he has rejected me’. Yet, there are a number of
biblical passages in which the derived active sense of effect or
consequence indicated by their contexts has not been generally
recognized, particularly with stative verbs, and these will now be
dealt with.
The simple verb @da’ generally means ‘ knew ‘, ‘ had knowledge ‘,
and its nominal form, da’at, is ‘knowledge ’ but, in certain contexts,
there is the implied active effect or consequence of having knowledge, producing the derived meaning ‘acknowledging ‘, ‘giving
recognition to’. It is, as mentioned earlier, the context that provides
the clue to the derived sense. Dealing first with the noun da’at as
it occurs in Hos. iv. 1, we read that the prophet declares that God
makes a charge (rib) against Israel, in that there is no ‘&net,
‘fidelity’, hesed, ‘loyalty’ or da’at ‘e’l6him bayare+. All the English
versions translate this expression as ‘there is no knowledge of God
in the land’. This literal rendering, having missed the practical
implications indicated by the context, has evoked a variety of comments to justify regarding the alleged state of ignorance of God as a

misdemeanour.’ It is surely obvious that, while ignorance of God
would be deplored, it would never be considered a state of
delinquency on a par with the deliberate abandonment of the
virtues of fidelity and loyalty. This Hebrew expression, furthermore, is placed within a context of the criminal acts listed in verse 2:
‘oaths . . . are broken, they kill and rob, there is nothing but adultery
and licence, one deed of blood[shed] after another’ (NEB). The
serious charge against Israel is that ‘there is no acknowledgement
of God in the land ’ - a negative way of saying that there is a
rejection of God in the land, as demonstrated by the people’s
abandoning of his moral demands and their turning to vice. The
Targum, reflecting a rabbinic viewpoint, appears to have recognized the active effect or consequence implied in the prophet’s
words. Its rendering is KY?&?
“3 N@~T I’?ysg? n+:, ‘there are
:
none who walk in the fear of the L ORD in the land ‘. This same
expression is used also in Hos. vi.6, where God is represented as
saying : ‘I desire loyalty and not sacrifices, acknowledgement of
God [da’at ‘e’l6him] rather than burnt offerings.’ In contrast to the
literal renderings of the English versions, the Targum took this
expression in this context to mean 997 m;-fix fry! , ‘people practising God’s Torah ‘. Though the targumic renderings of both
passages appear in the form of a paraphrase, they nevertheless
point to the sense required by the context.
There are two examples of the active effect of the verb y&la’ with
a negative, in Exod. i.6 and v.2 in the sense of ‘did not acknowledge ‘, that is ‘ repudiated ‘. In the former text we read: ~$9 ~i;i”?_
~pi~-n~ ~7: ~5 ~5 a~qp+g tt'-rr, of which the general English
translation is ‘There arose a new king over Egypt who knew not
[or, ‘nothing of ‘1 Joseph.’ Surely it is not suggested that the
writer meant to convey the strange information that the new
Egyptian king had no knowledge of Joseph’s rule before him!
What the writer in fact tells us is that the new king did not acknowledge, that is, he repudiated, the legitimacy of Joseph’s rule. If,
in this passage, there is a veiled reference to the overthrow of the
Hyksos regime by the Egyptian Ahmosis, it would be natural for
the new, native regime to reject any claim to legitimacy by the
5

E.g. P.R. Ackroyd in H.H. Rowley and M. Black (eds.), Peake’s Commentary
on the Bible (London etc., 1962), p. 607 (5326): ‘lack of knowledge of God,
which means lack of fellowship with God’; also Julius A. Bewer, The Book
of the Twefve Prophets, vol. I, ‘Amos, Hosea and Micah’ (New York, 1949),
p. 45, ‘where the knowledge of God is wanting, the moral sanctions disappear’.
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preceding, foreign ruler. In the Babylonian Talmud (‘Erub. 53a
and Sota 1 la) there is a typical rabbinic discussion of whether the
adjective ‘new ’ was to be taken literally or whether it means ‘one
whose laws were made anew’, thereby implying the abrogation of
the laws of the overthrown regime. This latter view was adopted
by the Targum Onqelos, which rendered this part of the line as
?di’ n’l_!! FE? Et77 , ‘who did not implement [that is, “who abrogated “I the law of Joseph ‘. Targum Pseudo-Jonathan, while translating these words correctly as ypiv n: Ann N): ) ‘who did not
recognize Joseph’, adds the rabbinic interpretation that q??;r x?!
%img, ‘he did not follow his laws’. Although the targumic
renderings are couched in negative, indefinite language so characteristic of rabbinic comment, one may again see underlying them
the practical implications of this phrase in its context as conveying
the notion of ‘repudiation’.
Our second example, again with the negative, but this time in
the first-person singular, is in Exod. v.26. The background is the
audience that Moses and Aaron were granted by Pharaoh. These
two representatives of the Hebrew slaves present the demand that
Pharaoh should permit his slaves to make a journey into the
wilderness, in order to fulfil their religious obligations to their God,
YHWH, at a pilgrim feast. To this demand Pharaoh replies: ‘Who
is YHWH that I should let Israel go?’ This is followed by the
declaration ;Il;l*‘R&
: . ‘nyl; ~‘5. The RSV translation, ‘I do not
know the L O R D’, or the slightly different JB rendering, ‘I know
nothing of your Yahweh’, might, indeed, lend themselves to mean
something more than Pharaoh’s ignorance of who Israel’s God
was, but the way would thus be opened to a variety of interpretations. The NEB took this Hebrew expression to mean ‘I care
nothing for the L ORD ‘, but, because this rendering reflects the
implicit interpretation that Pharaoh’s response was one of arrogance and contempt, the intent of the writer is distorted. If, however, we realize that what Pharaoh’s words conveyed to Moses and
Aaron was ‘I do not acknowledge [the authority of] YHWH’,
then, according to his own lights, Pharaoh’s attitude was perfectly
correct and void of any trace of arrogance or contempt. His
response contains an implicit reference to the belief current in the
ancient Near East that the power and authority of a deity were
restricted to a given geographical area, the territory of his adherents.
They did not extend beyond these limits except, perhaps, as a

consequence of victory in battle over another country. What
Pharaoh’s statement purported to say was that he knew that
YHWH was the God of Israel, and that his authority held sway
in the wilderness to which his followers belonged, but that he had
no status in Egypt. To paraphrase Pharaoh’s statement, what he
virtually said was ‘who does YHWH think he is to order me to
let Israel go? I do not acknowledge YHWH’s authority here and
I will not let them go.’ In the course of a midrashic elaboration of
the Hebrew text, Targum Pseudo-Jonathan includes the phrase
5’ny N;C nS:! ~39, ‘ I do not fear him’, that is to say, ‘ I am not one
of his adherents.’ Though the publication of this Targum is comparatively late, it often represents an early rabbinic tradition, and
is therefore not to be dismissed lightly. In this particular instance
there is a recognition of what Pharaoh’s words implied.
The commandment: ?Fyn?l qq$-n@ ~22 in the Decalogue
(Exod. xx.12 and Deut. v.16) is another case in which there is an
active implication of the simple sense of the verb. All the English
versions give the translation ‘ Honour your father and mother ‘,
and we are left wondering what duties this positive commandment
entails. Commentators seem to give their own version of what
compliance with this instruction involves.6 It is true, of course,
that usually this verb simply means the adopting of a respectful
stance towards someone. However, one may immediately argue
that, since the Decalogue commandments concerned with human
relationships are of a protective nature, they involve some form
of activity or the avoidance of activity.’ The talmudic rabbis
seem to have been aware of this implication, for they saw in this
commandment the obligation to ensure the material wellbeing of
parents. In BT Qidd. 32a they argued thus: ‘It is said “Honour
your father and mother ” [in the Decalogue] and it is said “ Honour
the L ORD with your wealth” q!i;rv ;Im-nflm~ (Prov. iii.9).’ Since
D.M.G. Stalker, in Peake’s Commentary on the Bible, p. 228 (193a), does
indeed mention that ‘especially are old and weak parents to be respected and
cared for’, but the point is that this understanding is inherent in the Hebrew
words and not the result of exegesis.
One might add that the prohibition V33nn N+ in the Decalogue. usually
translated ‘You shall not covet’, is not concerned with illicit emotions. Along
with the other prohibitions against murder, adultery and the giving of false
evidence, this commandment deals with human relationships and conduct. The
sense, not reached by exegesis but by an understanding of the active effect or
consequence of coveting, is ‘You shall not try to acquire [what belongs to your
neighbour].’
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the latter text refers to what they describe as ~3 Ilyon, ‘the loss or
expenditure of money ‘, so the former text refers to ‘ the expenditure
of money’. Though the presentation of this analogy is in the form
of a midrashic exposition, the rabbis, by quoting another text in
which the word under scrutiny occurs and where the meaning is
made clear by the context, were employing a method of study that
commends itself to modern scholars. The renowned commentator
Qimhi makes lavish use of this method, and frequently with profit.
We may say then that, in the rabbinic view, this commandment
would have been understood in biblical times as ensuring the
material wellbeing of parents.
The rabbis went further than merely hinting at the obligation of
children towards their parents. In BT Qidd. 31b they make a clear
distinction between the term m&Z, ‘fear, reverence’, on the one
hand (as in the injunction: ?rt~n 1’~~~ inp tPq, ‘everyone shall revere his mother and father’ - Lev. xix.3 - referred to in BT Qidd.
306) and the term kibbzid, ‘honour (given to someone)‘, on the
other hand. The former is said to mean, in conduct, that ‘one
should not sit or stand in his [father’s] place. He should not contradict him nor overrule him.’ The latter term, however, involves the
practical duties of ‘ feeding, clothing and assisting [one’s parents] in
movement ‘. In spelling out the practical implications of the word
kabbt?d in the context of the Decalogue, the rabbis engaged in a
sensible form of exegesis. They were not indulging in a midrashic
process designed to read into this commandment a higher ideal
not envisaged by the biblical legislator. It seems that they were
conscious of the practical effect or consequence derived by the
context from this stative-like verb, the basic meaning of which is
‘show a respectful attitude towards ‘.
We cannot do better than follow the rabbinic method of quoting
another biblical passage in which the verb kabbcd occurs with the
implication of giving wealth to someone. In the Balak-Balaam
narrative, in Num. xxii.2ff, Balak, king of Moab, sent a delegation
to the soothsayer Balaam with the request that he should come to
Moab to curse Israel, who were then encamped on the borders of
Moab. When Balaam refused to comply, Balak sent another
delegation of higher-ranking officials to persuade Balaam to accede
to his appeal, and he made him the promise in the words:
-r&q q?~?fi
. . t?2 (verse 17). The NEB translates this line ‘I will
confer great honour upon you ‘, while the JB offers ‘I will load you

i3-y~~

@+T ;I?in ;r;??
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with great honours.’ Balaam’s reply leaves us in no doubt as to
what this tempting offer implied. He said: ‘If Balak were to offer
me all the gold and silver in his house I cannot disobey the command of the LORD, my God, in anything small or great.’ Clearly
Balak’s promise to confer great honour upon Balaam meant, in
practical terms, the lavishing of great wealth upon him for his
services. Interestingly enough, this was understood by Ibn Ezra,
whose comment on this line consists of only one word, be’mamon,
‘with wealth ‘.
Comments on biblical texts in the Talmud, the Targumim and
the medieval Jewish commentaries reveal an overwhelming tendency towards midrashic interpretation. What has been attempted
in this brief essay is to point out that, occasionally, a comment
dressed up in a midrashic form may, in fact, conceal the true sense
of a text. Though such instances are rare, the fact that they do occur
should alert us to the need to study rabbinic commentaries in the
expectation that some, at least, might help in the solution of
textual difficulties or throw new light on biblical passages. We
shall do well, also, to bear in mind the rabbinic axiom that ‘the
Torah employed ordinary, human language’. In recognizing the
validity of this axiom we may be led to a better understanding of
the active effect or consequence that is implied in the meanings of
some words, usually very simple ones. We should, perhaps, pay
more attention to the influence of context on the meaning of words
or phrases.

The Origin of the Peshitta Psalter’
M.P. WEITZMAN

Our earliest references to the origin of the Peshitta (p) of the Old
Testament come from Theodore of Mopsuestia (c. A.D. 350-428),
who disparaged it as the work of ‘some obscure individual’ (ha
ztvdr hpavq) of whom nothing was known, and contrasted it with
the Septuagint, which had been translated by seventy learned
elders and faithfully reflected the original Hebrew.2 It has been
1

2

The generosity of the John Goodenday Trust, which enabled me to spend a
term at the Hebrew University on this research, is gratefully acknowledged.
For valuable discussions and comments I am indebted to more scholars than
I can name, but above all to Professors D. Flusser and S. Pines in Jerusalem
and Professor R. Loewe and Father R. Murray in London. Professor
Donald M. Walter has been kind enough to provide full manuscript collations for the Peshitta Psalter.
Migne, Patrologiu Grueca, vol. LXVI, ~01s. 437 (commenting on Hab. ii.1 I),
452f (on Zeph. i.5) 465-8 (on Zeph. iii.1). Though Theodore does not of
course use the term Peshitta, he refers explicitly, and disdainfully, in each
passage to a translation into Syriac (~iq sfiv %pov [yhQrrav]). The readings
he reports agree with P at Hab. ii. 11 (x6aaa~ov = sektci; MT: kapis) and
- Zeph. iii.1 (‘Iovb = yawnan; MT: huyyonu). On Zeph. i.5 (MT: btmulktim).
he cites LXX as Karti zoi3 M~h~ou, while the Syrians jLayovoi . . . 6~1 Msh~ou
haiY3a rbv PaothLa f3oiAcral E~XE~V; yet oddly enough the best attested
LXX reading is icar& TOB fSaoth@ abTc5v, while P (as I was generously
informed by the Rev. A. Gelston of Durham) has uniformly bmulkcim.
Conceivably, Theodore was confused between the two versions. or preserves
a P reading that has not survived elsewhere; more probably bmulkom stood
in Theodore’s P text too, but was popularly interpreted as ‘by the king’
(contrast the plural htyovat with Theodore’s insistence on one sole translator of P). In his Psalms Commentary (references are to R. Devreesse,
L4 Commentuire de 73heodore de Mopsueste sur les Psuumes ( I - L X X X )
(Rome, 1939)); much survives in a Latin version only), he introduces six
readings by upud Syros, 6 CGpo< h12y~1, or the like. These come not from P,
with which only one of the six readings agrees, but, it seems, from the
Cupos discussed by F. Field, Origenis Hexuplorum quue supersunt (Oxford,
1875), pp. lxxviii-lxxxii. Two are registered as such - at Psalm lx.10
(k&Kh’Tl . . .) and Psalm lxv.11 in Field; the others are at Psalm xvi.2b
(footnote 2 continued on next page)
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remarked that we today know no more than did Theodore,3 but
this is not quite justified. Differences observed in the translation
of different books - notably in the degrees of literalness, influence
by the LXX, and distaste for anthropomorphisms - indicate the
participation of more than one individual. Again, the Peshitta
Pentateuch has been shown, most recently and thoroughly by
Y. Maori,4 to be of Jewish origin. Progress on the remaining books,
however, is disappointing, and the long-standing debate whether
they are of Jewish or Christian origin continues with no prospect of
consensus. The fact that the discussion has been formulated almost
entirely in these terms, ‘Jewish ’ versus ‘Christian ‘, may itself be
responsible for the stalemate, through failure to take account of the
diversity that has become increasingly apparent within both
Judaism and earliest Christianity.
I

The most recent study on the origin of the Peshitta Psalter was
published in 1939 by C. Peters,’ who was convinced (p. 279) that
the need for an Aramaic version of the Psalms had initially produced
many different translations, of which the extant Targum represented but one. Peters noted many passages where P agreed with
the Targum against the MT (e.g. Psalm ix.2, MT: Zbad, P:
‘awbedt, Targum: h6badtci),6 remarking in particular that P oc-

(p. 91, which alone agrees with P), Psalm xvi.3a (p. 92), Psalm xxix.6a (p. 134)
and Psalm xxix.66 (p. 134). (It is unlikely that cuadis at Psalm xxix.8 (p. 134)
is a further ‘Syrian’ reading.) In Psalm xxix.66 ‘the Syrian’ renders Israhel
where the MT has we’siryon and the LXX tjyarrnutvoq; he and the LXX
apparently both read yPSurun (cp. LXX on Deut. xxxiiiS), confirming the
hypothesis of Field and A. Rahlfs (Mitteilungen des Septuaginta-Untemehmens, vol. I , 7 (Berlin, 1915) pp. 404ff) that he translated from the Hebrew.
Theodore’s references to this version are always respectful.
Most recently by S. Jellicoe, The Septuugint and Modern Study (Oxford, 1968)
p. 247.
The Peshitta Version of the Pentateuch in its Relation to the Sources of Jewish
Exegesis (Hebrew, with English abstract (Jerusalem, 1975)).
’ PeSitta-Psalter und Psalmentargum’, L.e Mu&on 52 (1939) 275596. A. Vogel,
’ Studien zum PeSitta-Psalter’, Biblica 32 (1951) 32-56, 1988231, 336-63,
481.-502, treats exhaustively the relationship of P to the MT and LXX, but
as to its origin he merely observes (p. 485) that the translators were probably
Jews or Jewish Christians.
Eleven are noted on pp. 277ff, but some fifty were listed by F. Baethgen
in Jahrbiicher fur protestan tische Theologie 8 (1882) 448.
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casionally rendered Hebrew se/G by 1 ‘almin or 1 ‘Am, just as
Targum regularly rendered it lc?h-lmin; he concluded that the
Peshitta Psalter was based on another such ancient Jewish Aramaic
translation of the Psalms, which had no doubt been extensively
revised. Against Peters it may be objected that the Jewish exegesis
that he found in P may suffice to demonstrate Jewish influence but
not a Jewish origin.7 That translators should utilize Jewish
exegesis, and even a Hebrew original, is equally to be expected in
the early history of a Christian community that began - as the
Syriac-speaking Church probably did - with a nucleus of converted
Jews.*
Peters goes on to argue (pp. 283ff) that traces of the Aramaic
targum which supposedly underlies P survive in biblical citations
in Syriac (and occasionally in Arabic) literature, which preserve
freer or more expansive - and therefore ‘ targumic ’ - renderings
than do the P manuscripts themselves. He begins with a group of
citations from works attributed to Ephrem in the Editio Romana.’
The first (Ed. Rom. vr.216f) is of Psalm lxxxi.15:‘” ‘ad qallil
gmar(w) b’eldbtibaw / w’al sti’aw mahpek hwet id(y), which certainly seems a freer translation than P: ‘ad qallil mawbed hwet
la-b’eldbabayhon w’al siin’ayh6n mahpek hwet id (y). The Ephremic
work has since been critically edited by E. Beck, who reads the first
line : ‘ad qallil gamar hwet leh. l 1 At all events, the fact that the
work containing the citation was composed in heptasyllabic lines
suffices to explain nearly all the divergences from P, apart from
the replacement of mawbed by gamar, which could be a lapse of
memory. Peters’ last example is part of Psalm 1.16, where P reads :
- lhatttiyii ‘emar leh ‘altihii: mii liik wlaktabe dpuqdznay. Each strophe
in the work in which it is quoted has a central section consisting
of one line of six (or seven) syllables, followed by six lines of four
Thus Jerome’s Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos embodies much Jewish exegesis and
even renders selti by semper.
See R. Murray, Symbols of Church and Kingdom (Cambridge, 1975) pp. 4ff.
To the literature there cited add S. Pines, ‘The Iranian Name for Christians
and the “God-Fearers” ‘, Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences and
Humanities 2, 7 (1967), 143-52.
Probably erroneously. The first work cited was edited in CSCO, vol. CCCXI
by E. Beck, who denied it to Ephrem (CSCO, vol. CCCXII, pp. ixff); the
rest, too, are generally considered spurious.
Peters also cited verse 14, in the form ‘efri ‘am(y) yud’un( y), which he
contrasts with P (‘efzi ‘am(y) Sam’un( y)), but as Beck reads Sam’an( y) in the
Ephremic work this divergence vanishes.
The word leh must refer to the enemy; the construction is awkward.
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syllables each. l2 This citation (from Ed. Ram. ~1.413) comprises
almost the whole of such a central section: dulha@iyii lam ‘emar /
l e h ‘ahiha / dmti liik mekel / lmeqrti kttibay / wabpuqdiinay /
lmethaggayzi /. The ‘ targumic expansions’ here claimed by Peters

are due rather to the demands of metre, and his remaining examples
of divergence between Ephremic citations and the P text can all be
readily explained through corruption in the Editio Romana, lapse
of memory, or metrical constraints.
Psalms citations in works undoubtedly by Ephrem13 in fact
agree almost invariably with the P manuscripts, though there are
occasional concessions to metre (e.g. at Psalm ii.7, whik yeMet14
for P w’ena yawmana ‘Iledttik), abridgements (e.g. at Psalm
lxxxix. 10 wgullaw mjutteq’ 5 for P wadlu$ya dgallaw a(n) t mJat teq)
and minor slips (e.g. dtubba’ for P wtarep16 at Psalm cxxxvi.15).
More interesting is his remark on the Behemoth,17 viz. that Dawid
da’b&G (the text seems corrupt) states that its pasture is upon a
thousand mountains. This reflects an interpretation of Psalm l.lOb
that recurs in rabbinic literature (BT B. Bat. 74b; Leviticus Rabba
22.7; and elsewhere) but not in P, which has wabirii dab@Z
wtawrc. T. Jansma is probably correct in emending da-b&G to
b’ebraya, la in which case Ephrem’s citation derives from an
authority (‘the Hebrew ‘)19 distinct from P, and there is no ground
for supposing that it preserves the text of a Jewish Aramaic translation that underlies P but left no trace here in the P manuscripts.
The request that concludes Psalm xcix.8 in P: prii’ ‘enGz ‘biidayhtin,
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
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G. Hiilscher, Syrische Verskunst (Leipzig, 1932) p. 172, no. 70.
As listed by Murray (see n. 8 above), pp. 366ff, who relies largely on Beck.
CSCO, vol. CLXIX, p. 137.
St Ephrem, Commentaire de l’&vangile Concordant, ed. L. Leloir (Dublin,
1963) 12.8.
csco, vol CLXIX, p. 157.
In his Genesis commentary (CSCO, vol. CLII, p. 22).
Oriens Christianus 56 (1972), 60. A gentler emendation might be d’ebraye
‘iuxta Hebraeos’, on the analogy of Dawid damparr&, ‘David of [i.e. according to] the separated ones’, which W.E. Barnes (The Peshitta Psalter
(Cambridge, 1904) p. Ii) found in the title of the Psalter in manuscripts as
old as the sixth century; he explained the ‘separated ones’ as the LXX translators, said to have worked in separate cells (JTS 2 (1901) 191).
This is taken to be the Hebrew text by Jansma, followed by S. Hidal,
fnterpretatio Syriaca (Lund, 1974) p. 71. A likely alternative is the ‘Ebrtiyti,
apparently a Jewish interpreter, cited in certain Ephremic commentaries of
doubtful authenticity. See J. Perles, hfcletemata Peschittoniana (Breslau,
1849). pp. 51 IT and P. de Lagarde, ‘ Uber den Hebraer Ephraims von
Edessa’, in his Orientalia (Gottingen, l879~-80) vol. II, pp. 43363.
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‘reward them [SC. Moses, Aaron and Samuel] for their works! ‘, is
curiously transformed by Ephrem, who read ‘epro’, ‘I shall
reward . . .‘,20 and saw here testimony of their resurrection.21
Apparently the pr- with which the imperative began attracted a
prosthetic vowel, as in loan-words and foreign names (cp. such
spellings as ‘prgmfy’ for xpayuc~cia,~~ ‘prwbws for Probus, and,
at Judg. xii. 13, ‘pr’twn, corresponding to LXXA cppac&ov, against
MT pir’iitiin). At Psalm cxliii.10, rii&k @btti in Ephrem,23 where
the P manuscripts have rii&k mbassamtti, may preserve the original
reading of P.
Peters found no support for his theory in Aphraates,24 who
almost always quotes (with occasional inaccuracies) the P text
familiar from the P manuscripts, though Psalm xxxvii.35 is cited
(p. 80) from the LXX. 25 At Psalm cxix.99, where the MT reads
hiikaltiand P sakklayn(y), Aphraates (p. 442) has yelpet; he may
have learnt this from a Jewish contact,26 or he may preserve the
original P reading, the text of the manuscripts being conformed to
sakklayn( y) elsewhere in the Psalm (verses 34, 125, 144).
Translations into Syriac, or even from Syriac into Arabic, also
seemed to Peters worth scanning for citations. Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 1.3.14, follows Heb. i.8f in applying Psalm xlv.7f to
Christ, anointed with the oil of gladness ‘above thy fellows’ (MT:
m@zcibZrek@; the ‘fellows’, he explains, are ‘those who in the past
had been more materially anointed as types ‘. While P at Psalm
xlv.8 renders yattir men habrayk, the Syriac translation of the
Ecclesiastical History27 has yattir men hti6n d’etmSah(w), which
Peters claims as an ‘ancient P variant’ (p. 288). More probably,
however, the translator, who elsewhere allows himself considerable
latitude, shrank from describing mere types of Christ as habr+?
unto him.
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CSCO, vol. CCXL, p. 115. Two manuscripts follow P in dprw’, but wrongly,
as Ephrem’s exegesis shows.
R. Meir drew the same lesson from the ’ future tense’ of y&fir at Exod. xv. 1
(BT Sanh. 91a, where further proof-texts are adduced).
Kindly reported to,me by Dr S.P. Brock.
Commentaire de I’Evangile Concordant 15.9.
References are to W. Wright, The Homilies of Aphraates the Persian Sage
(London and Edinburgh, 1869).
See the ingenious explanation by F.C. Burkitt (JTS 6 (1905), 289ff).
Psalm cxix.99a, on which Ben Zoma commented: ‘Who is wise? He that
learns from all men’ (M. ‘Abot 4.1) probably became a stock saying.
W. Wright and N. McLean, The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius in Syrian
(Cambridge, 1898).
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The Book of Religion and Empire by Tabari (839-923) is rich in
biblical quotations. 28 These depend on P, as A. Mingana noted,29
but Peters found in many Psalter quotations greater ‘ targumartige
Breite und Freiheit’ (p. 292) than in P. Two examples impressed
him particularly :
(i) Psalm xlv.5: MT: we’t6rCklf nWi’6t ye’mineka, P: mim&ik
bdehltci dyamminiik, Tabari (p. 75) : ‘for thy law and thy prescriptions are joined (fa-‘inna nlimiisaka wa-jarti’i ‘aka maqriinat) with
the majesty of (bi-haybat) thy right hand’.
( i i ) P s a l m lxxii.11: MT: kol-gGyim ya’ubdiihii, P: wkullh%z
hmm? neplhtinay(hy), Tabari (p. 76): ‘and all nations shall serve
him with obedience and submissiveness (bi’l-@‘at wa’l-inqiyctd)‘.
Such citations, Peters deduced (p. 291), had been translated from
a Syriac original that stood closer than the P manuscripts to the
targum from which he supposed the Peshitta Psalter derived. He
paid scant attention to the possibility that the expansions originated
during (or after) the process of translation into Arabic. The latter
explanation is proved correct by Tabari’s citations of the New
Testament, many of which are no less ‘ targumartig’, e.g.:
p. 125 (Matt. iv.19): ‘and I shall make you after this day (ba’du
yawmikumti h&&i) fishers of men’.
ibid. (Matt. iv.21): ‘and he called them to his faith (‘ihi dir&i)‘.
p. 119 (John xvi.13): ‘he [SC. the Paraclete] will not say anything
of his own accord (min tilqa’i nufiihi), but will direct you in all
truth (wa-yasusukum bi’l-haqq kullihz), and tell you of events
(bi’l-hawtidil) and hidden things (wa’l-guyzib) ‘.
Peters also examined Psalms citations in a work of Ibn al-Djawzi
(1 126-1200),30 who names his source as Ibn Kutayba (828-89).
Of the three renderings that seemed to Peters typically targumic
(pp. 291ff), two (Psalms xlv.4, lxxii.11) also appear in Tabari,31
and must go back either to him or to a common (Arabic) source.
The third comes from Psalm cxlix.7: lu’ciS6t n&qtima buggoyim, P:
lme’badpur’tici men ‘amti, Ibn al-Djawzi (p. 49): ‘that they may
exact vengeance for God upon the nations that serve him not
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(li-yantaqimii ‘l-&h mina ‘I-umami ‘lla&a hi ya’budiinahu)‘. Peters’

view that this text goes back to an ancient targum is contradicted
by the appearance in the same work (p. SO), again with acknowledgment to Ibn Kutayba, of a version of John xvi.13 almost
identical with that found in Tabari,32 and of other ‘ targumartig ’
citations from the gospels, e.g.:
p. 51 (Matt. xi.14): ‘and the Torah and the books of (wa-kutub)
the prophets follow one another in succession with prophecy and
revelation (tat& ba’duhii ba’dan bi’l-nubuwwat wa’l-w&y) until
John came ‘.
Thus the targum that Peters imagined to underlie the Peshitta
Psalter and to survive occasionally in citations proves illusory when
one looks into the character of the works from which those
citations are drawn.33 This conclusion runs parallel to that of
M.D. Koster, who demonstrates in detail that A. Voiibus’ searches
in Syriac literature and Arabic translations for ‘die alte targumische
Grundschicht ‘34 supposedly underlying the P Pentateuch are fruitless, and finds P in Exodus to be ‘a single translation of the
Hebrew basic text into Syriac’.35
In Psalms, the character of the translation itself points to the
same conclusion. There are idiosyncrasies, such as the persistent
rendering of Hebrew root hwZ by kattar, ‘wait’ at Psalms xxii.20,
xxxviii.23, x1.14, lv.9, lxx.2, 6, lxxi.12, and cxli.1, the original
reading in the last passage surviving in just one manuscript (9~71).~‘j
There are signs of fatigue in the translation of Psalm cxix, with its
blocks of eight verses all beginning with the same letter: verse 91
32
33

34
35

28
29
30
31

References are to the Arabic text, edited (Manchester, 1923) by A. Mingana,
who also translated the work into English (Manchester, 1922).
Introduction to the English translation, p. xviii.
C. Brockelmann, ‘Ibn Gauzi’s Kitab al-Wafa fi fadi’il al-Mustafa nach der
Leidener Handschrift untersucht ‘, Beitriige zur Assyriologie 3 (1898), l-59.
The texts are identical, except that Ibn al-Djawzi omits ‘all’ (ku/luh&) in
Psalm Ixxii. 11.
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36

Ibn al-Djawzi omits ‘anything’ and ‘all’ (kuNihi), but preserves, after nufsihi:
‘but he will tell you of what he hears’.
In another article (‘Arabische Psalmenzitate bei Abu Nu’aim’, Bib&a 20
(1939), l-9), Peters found further examples of ‘freie Textgestaltung’, the
origin of which he sought in Jewish targumic tradition, but without claiming that these represent an earlier stage in the development of P than is
recoverable through the P manuscripts.
A. Viiiibus, Peschitta und Targumim des Pentateuchs (Stockholm, 1958)
p. 107.
M.D. Koster, The Peshirta of Exodus (Assen, 1977), pp. 199-212. In Isaiah
the case may be different; cp. L. Delekat, ‘Die syrolukianische Gbersetzung des Buches Jesaja und das Postulat einer ahtestamentlichen Vetus
Syra’, ZA W 69 (1957) 21-54, especially p. 35.
This rendering may be due to confusion with the root hSh, ‘be silent,
inactive’, which comes close to ‘wait’ at Judg. xviii.9, 2 Kgs vii.9. The only
parallel I have found (in any ancient version) is in P on Job xx.2 (MT:
iiba’ribtir htisi bi, P: wme+l&(y) kattar(w) Ii). P understands the root 4w.f
differently at Psalms xc. 10, cxix.60.
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is omitted, verse 117 is translated a second time in the place of
verse 119, verse 148 is repeated after verse 15 1, and verses 171-2
are transposed. Such features do not suggest the end-product of a
thoroughgoing redaction of an ancient Aramaic targum, as Peters
supposes, but rather the valiant if erratic efforts of an individual
translator.37
II

The Peshitta Psalter shows many traits of prima facie theological
significance. Comparison of these with other literature of the period
within which the translation is generally dated - from the second
pre-Christian3* to the second post-Christian century39 - may
reveal something of the background of the translator.
One such trait is the introduction of the idea of election, through
the root gb’. Hebrew @id is rendered ‘chosen one, elect’ in five
passages :
(i) Psalm iv.4: ‘Know that the L ORD has set apart (MT: hiplii,
P: prui) unto himself the chosen one wondrously (P: btedmortii
- a doublet of hiplti)‘. As this passage differs from the rest, in that
‘elect’ is singular, it will be discussed last.
(ii) Psalm xxx.5 ‘Sing unto the LORD, 0 his elect ’ (MT: hcisidtiw,
P: gbuw)‘.
(iii) Psalm xxxi.22 : ‘Blessed be the LORD, who chose unto himself the elect (MT: hipli’hasd6 li, P: dugbii leh gbuyii) in a strong
- - - e “V-.
city (MT: bti’ir maTor, P: buqrltu ussmta)‘. This rendering, no
doubt influenced by that of Psalm iv.4, departs from all other
versions in taking hipl? in the sense of hiphi and reading &sidGw[?]
10 for hasdo Ii.
A division of the labour is perhaps suggested by differences in the rendering
of parallel texts (Psalm xiv is parallel to Psalm xliii; Psalm cviii to Psalm
lvii.8-12 and Psalm 1x.7- 14) and by the use of 'ettnib j six times, for six
different Hebrew words, in Psalms xxxv-xxxix. and only twice elsewhere
(cvii.29, cxxv.3). It is however possible that an individual, in the course of
translating the entire Psalter, suddenly took to ‘ettnib and soon just as
suddenly abandoned it. In this essay a single translator will be spoken of;
it would make little difference if two or more translators in fact collaborated,
since they would have belonged to the same community.
F. Wutz, Die Psalmen (Munich, 1925) p. xxxix.
0. Eissfeldt, Einleitung in das AIte Testament, 2nd edn (Tiibingen, 1956)
p. 852 = The Old Testament: An Introduction (Oxford, 1965) p. 699. The
translation is to be dated between the LXX Psalter, on which it seems partly
dependent, and the Old Syriac Gospels, where it is quoted. The latter are
datable to about A.D. 200 (F.C. Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe (Cambridge, 1904) vol. I I, pp. 202ff).
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(iv) Psalm xxxii.6: ‘Therefore everyone that is chosen by thee
(MT: kol+isid, P: kul man dugbe hik) shall pray to thee at a n
acceptable time (MT: l&t m&Y, P: bzubnii mqubblti)‘.
(v) Psalm 1.5: ‘Gather unto him, 0 his elect (MT: Ii hcisiday,
P: lw&eh gbuw)‘.
- In its twenty-one other occurrences in Psalms, however, @ad
is rendered zuddiq, 4~2, +ib or mr&mti.
The election theme appears in two more passages:
(i) Psalm xlvii.5: ‘He has chosen us as his inheritance (MT :
yibhur-l&i ‘et-nu&llt~nii, P: ‘ugbuyn yurttiteh)‘.
(ii) Psalm lxviii.20 : ‘Blessed be the L ORD every day, who has
chosen us as his inheritance (MT : yu’timos-himi, P : d’ugbuyn
yurtiteh)‘. The root ‘ms occurs only here in Psalms, and P’s
rendering, which differs from all others (LXX: ~ctzsuo~Scr~t +L?v,
Targum : +?‘?n lami and similarly Aquila, Symmachus and Psult.
iuxtu Heb.), seems a guess.40 That the translator, when forced to
guess, should have thought of election, seems significant.
Turning to contemporary writings, we first note that the term
‘ elect ‘, and references to God’s ‘choosing ’ Israel, are almost
unknown in tannaitic literature.41 There the word ‘elect’ (b@zlr)
occurs just once, in an obscure and perhaps corrupt passage in
Sifre Deut. ($321) which comments on the word b@ziir in Deut.
xxxii.25: ‘Ye caused me to stretch out my hand against my elect
(bbbyry)‘, and proceeds to adduce Num. xi.28, which includes the
- word mibbtiburuw. The consonantal text does not show whether
‘my elect’ is singular or plural; perhaps it refers to the Israelites
who would one day suffer the punishments earned by the wilderness
generation, but Num. xi.28 would then be irrelevant, and the sense
is in any case quite uncertain. The critical edition by L. Finkelstein
and H.S. Horowitz (Berlin, 1939; reprinted New York, 1969)
reports that two manuscripts have the variant bbhwr, which is
even less satisfactory. Again, God is said to have ‘chosen’ Israel
in only one passage out of all tannaitic literature, namely sif?
Deut. $312, where Psalm cxxxv.4 is treated as ambiguous:
40 That it was deduced from God’s designation of Israel (Isa. xlvi.3) as
‘dmusim minnT beten (Targum: rL;himin mikkol ‘ammayyri) is unlikely.
41 I am most grateful to Prof. Y. Yeivin, of the Academy of the Hebrew
Language, Jerusalem, for a copy of the entries on the root bhr in the
Academy’s computer-generated concordance of the Hebrew of the tannaitic
period, prepared for use in the Academy’s forthcoming Historical Dictionary
of the Hebrew Language.
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We do not know whether God chose Israel as his special treasure, or
Israel chose God. Therefore Scripture says (Deut. vii.6): the LORD
your God chose you. And whence do we know that Jacob likewise
chose God? It is also said (Jer. x.16): Not like these is the portion of
Jacob, for . . . the L ORD of Hosts is his name.42

The rabbis’ distaste for the expression that God chose Israel is
evident also in Targum Onqelos, which may go back to tannaitic
times. In every passage that states that God chose (b$zar) Israel
(Deut. iv.37, vii.6, 7, x.15, xiv.2), Onqelos says instead that he
delighted (‘it&Z) in them, even though in other contexts the
Aramaic root bhr is used both to render its Hebrew cognate (Gen.
xiii.1 1; Exod. xvii.9, xviii.25)43 and otherwise (Gen. xlix, 16, 17;
Num. xxxi.5).
There are admittedly in later literature two references to God’s
‘choosing ’ Israel which purport to go back to tannaitic times.
PT Yoma 37a (on 7.1) reports the text of one of the High Priest’s
blessings on the Day of Atonement as ‘Who has chosen Israel’,
but as the corresponding Mishnah and the parallel in BT Yoma 70a
state merely that one of the blessings was ‘for (<al) Israel ‘, the
antiquity of the wording of PT is doubtful. Again, Numbers
Rabba 3.2, in an exposition of Psalm lxv.5 (‘&? tibhur zite’qareb),
tells how a Roman lady complained to the Tanna R. Yose b. Halafta:
‘Your God brings near to himself (rr@qtireb) whomsoever he
pleases.’ R. Yose brought her a basket of figs, of which she selected
and ate the best, and then retorted: ‘You know how to select
(lib&%) but God does not! The one whose deeds he perceives to
- be good he chooses (bd.&zr) and brings near (ume’qareb) to himself.’ Not improbably, however, the word bli&zr is an addition,
due to the influence of Psalm lxv.5 itself.
Jewish liturgical tradition offers further references to God’s
‘choosing ’ Israel, but none is demonstrably tannaitic. The blessing
upon the Torah, ‘who has chosen us from among all peoples and
given us his Torah ‘, first appears in BT Ber. 11 b, where it is ascribed
to R. Hamnuna (mid-third century). The opening of the fourth
benediction of the Festival ‘Amidah, ‘Thou hast chosen us from all
peoples’, was recited, according to BT Yoma 87b, by ‘Ulla b. Rab
42 The passage is discussed in detail by E.E. Urbach, The Sages (Eng. edn,
43
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Jerusalem, 1975). vol. I, p. 530, and vol. II, pp. 9258.
Though even in contexts unconnected with the election of Israel, ‘itrti.2 is a
far commoner rendering of Hebrew @r; note especially Gen. vi.2; Deut.
xxiii.17. xxx.19.
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(c. A.D. 330), in whose day it was apparently well known; I. Elbogen
considered the text of the benediction largely the work of the
Babylonian Amoraim Rab and Samuel (early third century).44 The
many other liturgical references to God’s ‘choice’ of Israe14’
appear to be derived from these two, through a later process
whereby certain formulae were imported from one prayer into
another.46 The expression seems to have gained currency only
gradually; apart from the citations of the two prayers, the Babylonian Talmud contains but one example (BT Sanh. 104b: ‘Blessed
be he that chose Abraham’s seed’ - remarkably, in the mouth of
a Gentile). All this renders the Targum on Isa. xii.3 particularly
intriguing: ‘And ye shall receive new teaching (‘ulpun @dut) in joy
from the elect of righteousness (mibb@Ire sidqci).’
In rabbinic Judaism, then,47 Israel were not called God’s elect
but (most frequently) his children, or brothers or friends;48 they
are also his servants, and his possession.49 Nor did the Tannaim
lack alternatives to the expression that God chose Israel. Often
they speak of his love and compassion for his people;50 Israel were
dear to God, who had shown them mercy though they had no
meritorious deeds, and who shared their sorrows and joys.‘l Else44

I. Elbogen, Hatttipilki &yi&i’Ff (Hebrew rev. edn of Der jiidische Gottes-

dienst . . . (Tel-Aviv, 1972)), p. 100.
45

S. Baer, Seder ‘Abtidat Yi&xi’Ff (Rodelheim, 1868) pp. 80f, 198, 219, 226,
240, 335, 366, 391 (cp. also p. 214). The references on pp. 80ff are at the
end of the prayer ‘Ahdbti rabbii (cited in BT Ber. 1 lb), which may go back
to a Temple liturgy (Elbogen (see n. 44 above), p. 19). One cannot assume,
however, that the present wording of these phrases is tannaitic, especially
since in three Genizah fragments the prayer concludes quite differently; see
J. Mann, ‘Genizah Fragments of the Palestinian Order of Service’, HVCA 2
(1925), 269-338, especially p. 288.
46 J. Heinemann, Prayer in the Talmud (Berlin, 1977; Eng. edn of Prayer in the
Period of the Tanna’im and the Amora’im (Hebrew, Jerusalem, 1964))
pp. 54ff.
47 What follows depends largely on M. Kadushin, ‘Aspects of the Rabbinic
Concept of Israel’, HVCA 19 (1945-6), 57-96, and B.W. Helfgott, T h e
Doctrine of Election in Tannaitic Literature (New York, 1954). In nn. 48855,
references are to J.Z. Lauterbach’s edition of Mekifta (Philadelphia, 193335)
unless otherwise stated. One reference is assigned to each expression,
regardless of its frequency.
48 11.21 ; 1.221; 111.139. S. Schechter, Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology
(London, 1909) pp. 46ff writes: ‘There is not a single endearing epithet in
the language . . which is not, according to the Rabbis, applied by the
Scriptures to express this intimate relationship between God and his people’ ~
perhaps an exaggeration.
49 111.138; 11.75. Many more designations appear on 11.80.
50 Tos. Ber. 3.7.
51 11.204, 69, 160.
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where they stressed that the Torah was given to Israel and rejected
by other nations; Israel accepted God’s kingship, and God, to
make them worthy, gave them a copious Torah and many commandments.52 Other expressions are that Israel were designated to
be before God from the Creation, that he set his name uniquely
(yi@d &zo) upon Israel, that his presence (Zktnti) rests upon
them, that he has no other people, and that God and Israel declare
each other’s uniqueness. 53 There are references to covenants with
Abraham and Israel, but ‘the covenant . . . is more presupposed
than directly discussed’.54 Even the most particularist opinions,
e.g. that the Gentiles have no share in the World to Come, or
indeed in God,55 do not express election in so many words56 despite the centrality of that belief itself.57
Outside tannaitic literature, however, the terminology of election
is often encountered. At Qumran, the plural of &V occurs frequently, nearly always to denote the sect;58 God is also said to
have chosen them.59 In other works, the term ‘elect’ (~K~EKT~G)
extends to all Israel, or at least to all the righteous in Israel: so
Tobit viii.15; Wisd. iii.9;60 Ecclus. xlvi.1, xlvii.22; rest of Esth. E.21
(zoc GKLKTOO y8vouq); Joseph and Aseneth 8.11 .61 Mention of the
‘elect’ (probably reflecting an Aramaic original &hTr62) is also
common in Enoch, both in the Parables and in other sections (e.g.
i. lff, xciii.2ff); Jubilees i.29, too, speaks of ‘all the elect of Israel ‘.
52
53
54
55
56
57

58
59
60
61
62

11.99, 234, 238f; M. Mak. 3.16.
(‘G’ani ‘dmird wa’dni ‘djitiw
1.222;, 111.184; BT Ber. 6~; 11.69; 11.23
‘cimirti).
1.33; 11.204; E.P. Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism (London, 1977),
p. 236.
Tos. Sanh. 13.2; 11.27.
The noun b@irci, ‘election’ is confined to the phrase bet habb@hir& denoting
the Temple, as ‘the place which the L ORD will choose’ (Deut. xii.1 1 etc.).
Kadushin argued that as the phrase ‘election of Israel ’ did not occur in
rabbinic literature, it could not be a rabbinic concept (‘The Election of Israel
in Rabbinic Sources’ (in Hebrew), Proceedings of the Rabbinical Assembly of
America 8 (1941-4), 20-5). In a sense this is a dispute over terms, since
Kadushin regards ‘ Israel’ as a central rabbinic concept, but his protest at the
use of a term unknown in the sources is not unjustified.
1QS 9.14, CD 4.3, 1QH 2.13 etc. 1QM 12.5 (bbyry 3mym) is exceptional.
See Sanders (n. 54 above), pp. 2448.
1QS 4.22, 11.7; 1QSb 3.23 etc.
The manuscripts are divided in these two passages.
M. Philonenko, in his recent edition (Joseph et ,4sPneth (Leiden, 1968)
p. 109) is inclined to date the work shortly before A.D. 115.
According to J.T. Milik’s reconstructions in The Books of Enoch: Aramaic
Fragments (Oxford, 1976) pp. 141. 265.
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Some have argued that Enoch (the vexed question of the origin
of the Parables may be left aside) and Jubilees come from sectarian
groups within Israel, who reserved the title ‘elect’ for themselves,63
but it is possible that here too the ‘elect’ are the righteous in
Israel, as opposed to heathens and apostates.(j4 In the New
Testament, the ‘elect’ are of course the Christians.65
Was the title ‘elect’ in the Peshitta Psalter intended for all
righteous Israelites or for some narrower group? What evidence
there is favours the latter possibility, though not quite conclusively.
One clue is at Psalm cvi.5, where the Psalmist hopes ‘to see the
prosperity of thy chosen [bgbireka], to rejoice in the joy of thy
nation [ g@ekti] ‘. P declines to follow the Psalmist in equating
the elect with Israel; retaining the former expression, he omits ‘thy
nation ‘, and renders the second line : ‘I shall rejoice in thy joy.‘66
Again, the elect whom ‘God chose unto himself in a strong city ’
(Psalm xxxi.22) sound like a special group; of course the reference
to the city is due to the Psalmist, not the translator, but the latter
seems to have gone to some trouble to obtain his interpretation
of the whole phrase, and could easily have rendered it otherwise
had he wished.67 Finally, the translator’s interest in election deserts
him in two passages where the historical Israel is clearly meant;
at Psalm cv.43, P is the only version to render b+iraw as ‘his young
men’ (Igaddiidaw), and at Psalm cxxxv.4, where Israel is called
God’s stigulhi, P has lkenjeh (‘his congregation’), which is colourless indeed in comparison with other versions (LXX: x&piouotczo~ov, Symmachus : &E,aipszov, Targum : hibbiibeh) and with
the P rendering of sCgullci in the Pentateuch (&zbbib - Exod. xix.5;
Deut. vii.6 etc.). 68 If the ‘elect’ were in fact a restricted group, it
- is noteworthy that they took Hebrew Ipsld to refer to themselves.
63

64
65
66
67
68

D. Hill, in New Testament Studies 11 (19645), 300, regards ‘the righteous’
in Enoch as ‘a special or sectarian group’. J.T. Milik, Ten Years of Discovery
in the Wilderness of Judaea (London, 1959) p. 32, attributes Jubilees to the
Qumran sect. On these questions see Sanders (n. 54 above), pp. 346687.
So Sanders, pp. 361 (Enoch), 380ff (Jubilees).
Later the Mandeans often designate themselves bhiriu zidqa.
Unless he was simply baffled by the form gwyk.
He well knew the meaning ‘wonder’ for the root pl’ (Psalms ix.2, lxxvii.12
etc., and even arguably iv.4), and often rendered hasld by zaddiq (e.g.
Psalm xxxi.24, two verses later).
In Psalm lxxviii.31, however, b&ire is rendered gbuyti: ‘and he laid low
(‘abrek) the elect of Israel’. That one could designate ancient Israel as gbuya
without believing that all Israel indefinitely remained ‘elect’ is apparent from
Rom. ix~-xi.
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Perhaps they considered themselves (as the Pharisees and Essenes
are widely thought to have been) successors of the Assiduioi
(1 Mace. ii.42 etc.); on the other hand, hasid is an obvious term
for a group to apply to itself, as later happened in medieval
Germany and in eighteenth-century Poland and Lithuania.
I now return to the ‘chosen one’ at Psalm iv.4. At Qumran the
singular b&has been thought to denote the Teacher of Righteousness (1QpHab 9.12) and the Messiah (1QpHab 5.4; 4QarP and
4QMess ar 1 .lO), though none of these interpretations is certain.6g
In the Parables of Enoch, the ‘chosen one ’ is the Messiah, though
lively debate continues as to whether the work is Jewish or
Christian, and when it originated.” ‘Chosen one’ in the New
Testament is a title of Christ (~r&hsyuCvoq : Luke ix.35 ; &K~EKT~G :
Luke xxiii.35; John i.34), and is also applied to individual
Christians (&K&EKT~~: Rom. xvi.13; 2 John 13). There are corresponding possibilities for the ‘chosen one’ in P: the founder of
a Jewish sectarian movement, the (Jewish or Christian) Messiah,
or the individual members of the community, each of whom
regarded himself as elect and ‘wondrously set apart’ unto God.
Another significant passage is Psalm xlviii.14, MT: passggii
‘arm&&ehti, P: wa’q&(w) s+r&ih, ‘and uproot her [i.e. Jerusalem’s] palaces ‘. This extraordinary rendering” transforms verses
13-15, which now read like military commands to besiege (verse 13:
‘etkarkzih, MT: s&bti) and prepare for an assault, ‘that ye may
tell the last generation that this is our God!’ One might suspect
that ‘q6r(w) was corrupt, but there is no obvious emendation, and,

in etymological terms, it is a credible rendering of the root psg,
which in Rabbinic Hebrew means ‘divide’, ‘cut’, and in Jewish
Aramaic even ‘ dismember ‘.72 Moreover, it is amply supported by
tradition. Arabic daughter-versions have wa-‘qla’ii73 (or wa‘hdimti74) qu@xhif. Daniel of Salah wrote in A.D. 541-2 that
while the ‘daughters of Judah’ (verse 12) were the ‘souls of the
believers ‘, the succeeding verses referred to ‘Jerusalem, which
prepared the cross for the Lord of Glory’,” and he adduced
Christ’s prediction concerning the Temple : ‘Verily I say unto you,
there will not be left here stone upon stone which will not be
thrown down.‘76 According to Isho’dad of Merv” (ninth century)
and Barhebraeus78 (died 1286) the Psalm refers to the invasion in
Hezekiah’s day, and verses 13-14 recount the Assyrian soldiers’
instructions. One must admit that the discord between ‘qor(w) and
the preceding verses (l-12) which mirror the love of Jerusalem
that pervades the original,” is suspicious, but it seems due to the
nature of the translation. Where the sense of the original was plain,
the translator felt bound to adhere to it, while a crux like passegii
was apt to bring out his own ideas - which might differ sharply
from the Psalmist’s. The harsh transition resulting in this case
would not have dissuaded him, since he knew - and no doubt
accepted as one of the mysteries of Scripture - that such transitions
did occur.8o
In the search for a Jewish background, an obvious starting-point
is the Qumran sect. Jerusalem was the home of their opponentq8’
whose destruction they anticipated,82 and the Temple itself was

In 1QpHab ‘his elect’ (b~yrw) is more probably plural; see A. DupontSommer, ‘ “Elus de Dieu” et “Elu de Dieu” dans le Commentaire
d’Habacuc’, in Z.V. Togan (ed.), Proceedings of the Twenty-Second Congress
of Orientalists, vol. II (Leiden, 1957) pp. 568-72. The two Aramaic texts
have the singular bbyr but are too fragmentary for confident interpretation;
see J.A. Fitzmyer, Essays on the Semitic Background of the New Testament
(London, 1971), pp. 127-60 (first published in CBQ 27 (1965), 348-72), who
suggests that the ‘chosen one’ in both texts is Noah (pp. 158ff).
Suggested dates range from the early Maccabean period to c. A.D. 270; see
M.A. Knibb, ‘The Date of the Parables of Enoch: A Critical Review ‘, New
Testament Studies 25 (1979), 345-59. Knibb’s own conclusion is that the
Parables are Jewish and may tentatively be dated to the end of the first
century A.D. C.L. Mearns, ‘Dating the Similitudes of Enoch’, New Testament
Stud&s 25 (1979), 360-9, prefers ‘the late 40s A.D.‘.
Contrast LXX: Icara&&of& (whence Vulg. : distribuite, Syrohex. :
Wpakg(W)h Symmachus: &anEtpfiaare, another: &La~&~i<Ec&, Psah. iuxta
Heb. : separate. Targum (ed. Lagarde) begins the verse: ‘Consider her throngs,
reclining (rctin) upon her palaces.’

72 I Lamentations Rabba 5.6: hcwti miseb leh iimt!passeg leh ‘ZbGrim ‘ebarim.
73 The Quzhayyensis in Lagarde, Psalterium Iod Proverbia Arabice (Gbttingen,
1876).
74 Carshuni version in British Library MS Or. 4054.
75 British Library MS Add. 17125, ad lot.
76 Matt. xxiv.2; cp. Mark xiii.2 and Luke xxi.6.
77 British Library MS Or. 4524, ad lot.
78 Aw;ar Raze on Psalms, ed. Lagarde, Praetermissorum Libri Duo (Gottingen,
1879), ud lot.
79 E.g. in verses 9 (‘God will establish it for ever’), 12 (‘Let Mount Zion
rejoice and the daughters of Judah exult because of thy judgements, 0
L ORD ‘).
80 E.g. Psalms xxxi.9f, cii.23f.
81 Such as the ‘last priests of Jerusalem’ (1QpHab 9.4) ‘scoffers’ (4QpIsab,
col. ii, 10) and ‘seekers of smooth things’ (Pap 4QpIsa’, 1 l.lOf). See
J.M. Allegro, ‘More Isaiah commentaries from Qumran’s fourth cave’,
JBL 77 (1958), 215-21.
82 4QpNah 2.4ff etc.; at 4QpNah 1.3, trms may mean that Jerusalem will be
trampled.
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‘polluted’.83 Even at Qumran, however, ‘destroy the palaces of
Jerusalem! ’ seems an unlikely sentiment, as is evident from the
Tanhiimim (e.g. ‘contend with kingdoms over the blood of Jerusalem, and see the bodies of Thy priests and none to bury them’),84
the Hymn to Zion85 and the Temple Scro11.86 There may however
have been kindred groups who desired the destruction rather than
reform of Jerusalem. M. Black’s hypothesis of a ‘widespread
movement of Jewish or paraJewish non-conformity, characterized
by its ascetic or puritanical tendencies and manner of life and its
baptizing cult ‘, which included Samaritans as well as the Qumran
sect and many inter-related groups,*’ would favour that possibility;
within such a movement the enmity that the Samaritans no doubt
felt towards Jerusalem might have spread. Jeremiah’s use of similar
imperatives addressed to the Babylonians (Jer. v.10, vi.6, 9 etc.)
suggests another possibility, that P ‘qor(w) goes back to one who
accepted, albeit with a heavy heart, the inevitability of the fall of
Jerusalem in A.D. 70. Thus Josephus reports (Bellum ~1.5.3) one
Jesus son of Ananias, who went about the city from A.D. 62
wailing : ‘Woe to Jerusalem! ‘, and BT Yoma 39b tells how
R. Johanan b. Zakkai predicted the destruction of the Temple.
Such an exegesis ofpasstigii ‘arme’n&ehLf might explain the curious
paraphrase found ‘in some manuscripts of Midras’ TZhillim, reported in S. Buber’s edition (Wilna, 1891): qt’w b’rwtyh, apparently
meaning: ‘Cut down her citadels.‘** Buber rejects it as corrupt,
preferring gbhw bymnywtyhm, ‘build high their palaces ‘.
83 4QFlor 1.5: hSmw, with the root Smm meaning ‘pollute’ (Dan. ix.27); so
D. Flusser in Israel Exploration Journal 9 (1959), 102. Attitudes towards
Jerusalem and towards the Temple must be considered together, since,
according to Flusser, the Jews in the Second Temple period regarded
Jerusalem and the Temple as one entity; cp. Enoch IxxxixSOff, which depicts
Jerusalem as a house and the Temple as its tower. See Flusser, ‘Jerusalem
in the Literature of the Second Temple’ (in Hebrew), Ve’im Bigvurot
(Festschrift for R. Mass, ed. A. Even-Shoshan et al.) (Jerusalem, 1974)
pp. 263394.
84 J.M. Allegro, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert, vol. v (Oxford, 1968), p. 60.
The Tanhtimim were composed and not merely preserved by the sect,
according to Flusser, ‘Pharisees, Sadducees and Essenes in 4QpNah’ (in
Hebrew), Essays in Jewish History and Philology in Memory of G. Alon (TelAviv, 1970) pp. 133368 (see p. 160).
85 J.A. Sanders, Discoveries in the Judaean Desert, vol. IV (Oxford, 1965) p. 86.
86 Cp. especially the references to ‘the city in the midst of which I dwell’ -.
45.13 etc.
87 The Scrolls and Christian Origins (London, 1961) ch. 3.
88 b’rwtyh cannot mean ‘her wells’, which would bear no relation to the MT,
but seems to be an aberrant spelling of hiroteha.

occur iun similes (xxxiii.7, ‘ bottles’, cii.8, ‘roof-tops’), or in figurative passages (xxiii.5, ‘tables’, xxxi.16, ‘in thy hands’), especially
theophanic passages (lxxxiii. 16, ‘thy whirlwinds’, xcvii.2, ‘clouds
and thick mists’), or for other reasons do not substantially affect
the sense (xlix.5, ‘ears’, ‘parables’, ‘riddles’; xci.7, ‘thousands’,
‘myriad~‘).~’ One would be hard pressed to find two dozen cases
of meaningful numerical change.

89

Typical are: Justin, Dialogue $16.224; Tertullian, Apology 921, Adversus
Judaeos $13; Origen, Contra Celsum 4.22; Ephrem, Contra Julianurn 4.18ff.
90 There are some five hundred instances.
9 1 I leave aside cases where pluralization is incidental to a major departure
from the original, whether through choice (lxxxii.1 : MT: ‘?I, P: mal’ake;
cvi.28: MT: ha’al, P: ptakre) or incomprehension (xlix.15: MT: mizzehul,
P: men tesbhathon ; lxviii.23 : MT: mibhaban, P: men bet Senne), and cases
where P’s original probably differed from the MT (xxxvi.7 : ‘thy judgements’,
with Hebrew manuscripts; lxviii.28: ‘their leaders’, with the LXX).
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The passages that pluralize ‘nation ’ therefore seem significant.
They contrast with the unrelieved condemnation of the Gentiles
at Qumrang2 and in Jubilees, but are consistent with most other
forms of Judaism - particularly among Diaspora communities
eager for proselytes - and with Christianity.93
We now examine two quite different passages. At Psalm ii.12,
P has: ‘Kiss the son (MT: naEqii bar, P: na&q(w) bra)94 lest he9’
be angry and ye perish from his way (MT : derek, P : men ‘urheh).’
The interpretation ‘kiss the son’ appears in no other ancient
version, though it was known to Jerome :96 ‘in Hebraeo legitur
NESCU BAR, quod interpretari potest, adorate jilium. Apertissima
itaque de Christo prophetia . . .’ The references in P to the son,
and to his way, certainly suggest a Christian translator. Conceivably, however, the pronominal suffix of ‘urheh, though attested
by all the manuscripts, is not original, in which case P could be
explained as a mechanical word-by-word translation, from which
no conclusion could be drawn.
The other passage is Psalm cx.3, where P renders : ‘ In splendours
of holiness, from the womb, of old have I begotten thee, 0 child
(lak talya ‘iledtak, MT: le’ka tal yalduteka).’ Evidently the translator, baffled by fal, borrowed yod from the succeeding word.97
This too has a Christian ring,98 and finds no echo in tannaitic
literature, where Psalm cx.l-3 is uniformly applied to Abraham.99
However, the widely accepted restoration in yw[ly]d [‘fl ‘[t] hm$h
at 1QSa 2.11 f would attest a belief among Jews that God would
beget the Messiah, and the silence of the Pharisees reported at
92
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Membership was restricted to Israelites, according to 1QS 6.13 (cp. however
CD 11.2, 14.4).
93 ‘The Nation and the Nations’ is a major theme of Syriac literature (Murray,
n. 8 above, ch. 1).
94 A few witnesses have ‘ahod mardiitd, under the influence of the LXX
6pdr&zc& AaGkiaq
95 The variant ‘lest the L ORD be angry’ similarly reflects the LXX.
96 Breviarium in Psalmos, ad lot. (Migne, Patrologia Lutina, vol. X X V I ,
col. 827).
97 Vogel (n. 5 above, p. 257) thought (alya might be a corruption of talh but
the P translator is not given to such senseless mechanical renderings.
98 As J. Dathe, Psalterium Syriacum (Halle, 1768) p. xxv, pointed out long
ago. One writer (probably Jacob of Serug; cp. Beck in CSCO 187, p. xii)
comments that Christ was no younger than his father, but appeared a child
at his ‘second birth’, so that the Psalmist called him ‘the child that was
begotten of old’; see CSCO 186, p. 207.
99 [H.L. Strack-]P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament (Munich,
192228) vol. IV, pp. 453ff.
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Matt. xxii.46 may attest the currency of a messianic interpretation
of Psalm cx among Jews; conceivably, then, P’s rendering could
be Jewish.
- Questions are also raised by the usage of paroqa, ‘ saviour ‘, in
the Peshitta Psalter. In most P manuscripts, loo Psalm xvii.7 begins:
‘and make thy holy one a wonder and a saviour of those that hope
( M T : hap&h hdsadeka mSia’ &sim, P : wa’beday(hy) tedmorta
lhasyak wparaqa)‘. This, too, seems a Christian reference; however,
- - _.
the conjunction before paroqa 1s lacking in some witnesses”’ and
- may therefore be a Christian addition, in which case paroqa would
be vocative and refer to God. It is also remarkable that abstract
nouns from the root y3’ (yeia’, yPSa, t&i’a), which occur
altogether some eighty times in the Psalter, are rendered by P as
par6qci in twenty passages. lo2 True, the occasional rendering of an
abstract noun by a nomen agentis is to be expected, since ‘it is
not at all uncommon in OT poetry for God to be called by the
name of the gift he brings’.io3 However, the number of such treatments of ye8a’ etc. in P is far greater than in the Jewish translations,
LXX (nine passages)io4 and Targum (three),“’ but about the
same as in Jerome’s versions. The Vulgate uses salvator and
salutaris four times each, lo6 while in eleven other passages salutare
appears in the genitive, dative or ablative case, in which it is indistinguishable from salutaris (e.g. Psalm ix. 15 : exultabo in salutari
tuo) . lo7 Psalt. iuxta Heb. employs salutare similarly twelve
times, lo8 salvator thrice,“’ and Iesus five times. ’ lo Unlike these
Christian versions, however, there is no real indication in the
100
101
102

103

104
105
106
107
108
109
110

Including the two oldest (6tl”’ and 7al).
Including 6tlPc and 9al (on which see n. 36 above).
Psalms xviii.47*, xxxvii.39, xlii.6*, 12*, xliii.5*, Ixviii.20, lxxxv.5, lxxxix.27*,
~~1.8, and all passages in nn. 104-5 below except xxvii.1. (The asterisk is
- explained in n. 111 below.) P also inserts paroqci at Psalm iv.2 and uses it
for mirrin at Psalm xviii.9.
J.V. Chamberlain, ‘The Functions of God as Messianic titles in the Complete
Qumran Isaiah Scroll’, VT 5 (1955), 366-72; see p. 370. He attributes the
variants at Isa. li.5 in lQIsaa to an interpretation of yeSa’ as ‘saviour’.
Psalms xxiv.5, xxv.5, xxvii.1, 9*, lxii.3*, 7*, lxv.6, lxxix.9, xcv.1.
Psalms xxxv.3, cxviii. 14, 2 1.
Salvator at Psalms xxiv.5, xxv.5, xxvii.9, lxii.7; salutaris at Psalms lxii.3, lxv.6,
lxxix.9, xcv. 1.
Psalms ix.15, xii.6, xiii.6, xx.6, xxi.6, lxxviii.22 (manuscripts vary), cvi.4,
cxxxii.16 - all shared with Psalt. iuxta Heb. - and xxxv.9, li.14, cxvi.13.
Psalms xxi.2, xxiv.5, xxvii.1, lxix.14, and the eight passages indicated in
n. 107 above.
Psalms xxv.5, xxvii.9, lxv.6.
Psalms li.14, lxxix.9, lxxxv.5, xcv. 1, cxlix.4.
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twenty P passages that a ‘ saviour ’ other than God was intended,’ ’ ’
and it is, in any case, possible that some occurrences of paroqa are
due to Christian revision.i12
Our ‘profile’ of the translator concludes with three passages that
introduce the doctrine of resurrection :
(i) Psalm xlviii. 15 : ‘He will lead us beyond death (MT: ‘al-miit,
P: l’el men maw@.’
(ii) Psalm xlix.9f: ‘ endeavour continually that thou mayest live
for evermore and not behold corruption (MT: w@idal l~‘Olcim.
w$LC6d liinesah 16’ yir’eh ha%ahat, P: l’i liZlam dt@ I’Glam ‘tilmin
whi te&? hb&i)‘.
(iii) Psalm lxxxviii. 11 ff : ‘Behold (P: ha, MT: ha’-), for the dead
thou workest miracles . . . and they that are in graves shall declare
thy kindness.’
All these features of the translation are consistent with a
Christian origin. One cannot, however, rule out some non-rabbinic
form of Judaism.
III

It is tempting to suppose that the community that produced the
Peshitta Psalter had earlier needed a version of the Pentateuch, and
to identify that version with the Peshitta Pentateuch, which may
therefore reflect an earlier stage in the community’s history.
Maori listed (pp. 67-l 81) over one hundred renderings in the
P Pentateuch in which he detected rabbinic influence. He was
surprised to find (p. 288) this influence not particularly marked in
legal contexts,* l I3 if we eliminate instances that are purely aggadic
(e.g. Gen. viii.7: ‘and it went forth and did not return’), and nonlegal elements in legal contexts (e.g. Num. v.28: ‘and she will bear
a male’), no more than forty of these renderings can be said to
deal with halakic matters.’ l4 Even these, however, demonstrate
111
112

113

Apart perhaps from the added conjunction (‘my God and my saviour’) in
passages asterisked in notes 102 and 104 above, and in Psalm iv.2.
Similarly the translation ‘edtci for Hebrew q&ha/ and ‘cdri in favourable
contexts only, unlike Psalms xxii.17, xxvi.5 and other passages, where
kndtci is used, could be due to later interpolation. See G. Johnston, T h e
Doctrine of the Church in the New Testament (Cambridge, 1943) pp. 140-3.
Nor, Maori adds (n. 4 above), in the poetic sections, though 15 of his 106
passages are drawn from Gen. xlix, the Balaam oracles and Deut. xxxiii
xXx111.

114

Though Maori has adopted what he calls a ‘minimalist’ methodology
(p. xviii), and refrains from inferring rabbinic influence unless other factors
can be excluded.
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rabbinic influence regarding civil law (e.g. Exod. xxi. 19 : ‘and he
shall pay the doctor’s fee’), the cultus (e.g. Lev. vi.14: ‘he shall
bake it soft ‘), diet (e.g. the names of unclean birds’ ’ 5 and teeming
creatures in Lev. xi), and much else.
A few renderings in P were, however, found to conflict with
rabbinic halaka.’ l6 At Exod. xiii.13 P agrees with Philo (De spec.
leg. i.135f) and Josephus (Antiq. 1v.4.4) in prescribing that the
firstborn of every (SC. unclean) animal be redeemed, while M. Bek.
1.2 limits this duty to the ass. All P manuscripts but one read at
Exod. xvi.29 : ‘Let no man go out of the door of his house (trd
bayteh) on the seventh day’, which Maori found paralleled in
Karaite sources only; the other manuscript (5bl) reads ‘out of his
boundary’ (thiimeh), which word corresponds to mishnaic t@iim,
the Sabbath limit. In the light of Koster’s study,“’ we may suppose thiimeh original and perhaps ascribe tra’ buyteh to assimilation
to Exod. xii.22.“’ Lev. xix.27 is interpreted by P: ‘Ye shall not
grow long the hair (la trabb6n sa’ra) of your heads’, which, Maori
notes, resembles the priestly regulation at Ezek. xliv.20. Among
adherents of rabbinic Judaism, however, long hair was common in
the tannaitic period. ’ I9 Perhaps P condemns excessively long hair,
of which the rabbis, too, disapproved;12’ otherwise, a priestly law
has been extended to the whole community, which may be a
sectarian trait.’ 2 ’ P at Lev. xxiii.1 1 designates the time of the presentation of the ‘Omer as btitur yawmii ‘&!nii (MT: mimmohiirat
ha%bbtit), which seems corrupt. Maori supposes (pp. 150ff) that
two alternative expressions for ‘on the morrow’, btitar yawma and
115 Following J.A. Emerton, ‘Unclean Birds and the Origin of the Peshitta’,
JSS 7 (1962), 204-l 1.
116 As opposed to renderings that the rabbis might have found quaint (Lev.
xix.26: ‘ye shall not eat blood’) or even undesirable (Lev. xviii.21 : ‘do not
cast forth thy seed to impregnate a strange woman’ - condemned in
M. Meg. 4.9, but attested in the school of R. Ishmael (BT Meg. 25a) and in
Pseudo-Jonathan and Saadya ad lot.). At Lev. xi.19, !awsti, ‘peacock ‘, for
‘@all?p shows merely that the translator was occasionally ill-informed
(Emerton, pp. 210ff ).
117 The Peshifta of Exodus (n. 35 above), pp. 177797 (on the value of 561).
118 Maori (n. 4 above, p. 284) is aware of this possibility, but is not inclined to
follow 561, which he describes as ‘notorious’ (p. ii).
119 S. Krauss, Talmud&he Archiiologie (Leipzig, 1910) vol. I , p. 644, n. 830.
citing M. Ohol. 3.4, MakS. 1.5.
120 It rendered one mtinuwwtil, ‘unkempt’ (BT Ta’an. 17a etc.).
121 Thus the Qumran sectaries, who designated themselves priests (CD 4.3f),
excluded those having bodily defects (CD 15.15f). and the Essenes wore
white garments (Josephus, Bellum, 11.8.3. 5).
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lyawmti ‘&ki, have been conflated; the translator intended the
morrow of the first day of Passover, but, rather than devise a
translation of haEabbiit that might fit this sense, he omitted it.
However, as yod and nun look so alike ‘&Zrui may be a corruption
of ‘brtiyii. The counting of the ‘amer was to begin (verse 15)
men biitreh dyawmii, which would then mean ‘on the morrow of ’
the last day of Passover, as in the Falasha calendar, or perhaps
more vaguely ‘after’ that day, as apparently at Qumran and in
Jubilees. 122 Most P manuscripts conclude Deut. xxi.22: ‘and he
shall be hanged on a tree and be slain’ (wnezdqep ‘al qaysii
wnetqtel), which, as Maori pointed out,‘23 departs conspicuously
from the MT and rabbinic tradition but agrees with the Temple
Scroll, col. 64, lines 8-13. It is, however, worth noting that 9al
whose unique readings elsewhere sometimes appear original,’ 24 ha
the same order as the MT (‘he shall be slain and hanged on a tree’;
The Judaism of the Peshitta Pentateuch, then, is predominantly
rabbinic but embodies some non-rabbinic elements. The religion of
the Peshitta Psalter is emphatically different from rabbinic
Judaism: the community (probably) regards itself, rather than all
Israel, as the elect, and it (arguably) views with equanimity the
fall of Jerusalem, though it looks favourably upon the Gentiles.
Yet both books form part of the Bible that was cherished by the
Syriac-speaking Church, which, it is widely thought, grew out of
a Jewish community. The hypothesis may be ventured that the
Pentateuch was translated while that community was yet Jewish,
and the Psalter when its evangelization was well under way if not
complete. How the translations of the other biblical books relate to
the Pentateuch and the Psalter remains to be seen. At all events, the
Peshitta would seem to have much to tell us of the Judaism from
which the community started out, and of the subsequent evolution
of their faith.
122

123
124

M. Wurmbrand, in EJ, vol. VI, col. 1148. Many divergent views on this issue
are collected in D.Z. Hoffman’s commentary (in Hebrew) on Leviticus
(Jerusalem, 1954), pp. 113ff. Cp. also S. Talmon, ‘The Calendar Reckoning
of the Sect from the Judaean Desert’, in C. Rabin and Y. Yadin (eds.), Aspects
of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 2nd edn (Jerusalem, 1965), pp. 162-99.
Maori (see n. 4 above), pp. 1718; cp. Y. Yadin, The Temple Scroll, Hebrew
edn (Jerusalem, 1977), vol. I , p. 287.
See n. 36 above. Here 9al is joined by four seventeenth-century manuscripts,
as Professor P.A.H. de Boer has kindly informed me.
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Studia Semitica
Volume I, ‘Jewish Themes’: Volume II, ‘Islamic Themes’
ERWIN I. J. ROSENTH.i\L
This collection of Dr Rosenthal’s papers contains the results of many years
of distinguished research in Semitic studies. The material is di\ ided into two
volumes, but the continuities and connections between Judaism and Islam
are often shown to be more significant than the differences. and many’
articles are relevant to both.
‘All in all, the book is a great contribution.’ Ortia

Shabbethai Sofer and his Prayer-book
STEFAN C. REIF
Shabbethai Sofer was an outstanding Hebrew grammarian in Poland in the
late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. His work has only- now beer,
rescued from obscurity by Dr Reif, who gives something of its background,
together with extracts from the Hebrew text, with extensiv.e notes.
‘Dr Reif’s book is a model of accurate scholarship . . . He has restored the
name of Shabbethai Sofer to its due place of honour in the annals of Jewish
learning.’ Jewish Quarterly

Averroes’ Commentary on Plato’s ‘Republic’
A text and translation with an introduction and notes by
E. I. J. ROSENTHAL
Dr Rosenthal has produced a critical edition of the only Hebrew translation
of Averroes’ original Arabic commentary, which is now presumably, lost.
‘ . . . painstaking and scholarly work which should be carefully, studied by all
those interested in Averroes’ thought.’ Bulletin of the School of Orierltal nr~d
African Studies

Saladin: The Politics of the Holy War
MALCOLM CAMERON LYONS and D. E. P. JACKSON
Military leader, diplomat, politician and administrator, Saladin is one of the
best known figures of the Middle Ages. The details of his career shed light on
the structure of Islam and the society in which it operated. Using neglected
Arabic sources, notably correspondence from Saladin’s court, the authors
bring fresh insight into the man and his age.

Origen and the Jews
Studies in Jewish-Christian Relations in third-century, Palestine by
N. R. M. de LANGE
Dr de Lange examines the extent of the Jewish influence upon Origen’s
writings and, in doing so, reassesses the relationship betn,een Jews and
Christians in third-century Palestine.
‘De Lange’s gracious irenicism and perfect control of his sources makes this
work both a mine of information and a model.’ Society for Old Testament
Study Book List
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